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ABSTRACT
Absolute Wind Measurements in the Lower Thermosphere
of Venus Using Infrared Heterodyne Spectroscopy
Jeffrey Jay Goldstein
Supervisor, University of Pennsylvania: Benjamin S.P. Shen
Supervisor, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center: Michael J. Mumma
In the atmosphere of Venus, observed diurnal and latitudinal
temperature gradients over altitude imply a transition from retrograde
zonal to subsolar-antisolar circulation at -i00 km altitude. Descent
probe in situ investigations and orbital remote sensing have, to date,
provided no direct measurements of winds above the cloud-tops (-65 km).
Early ground-based heterodyne observations at Ii0 and -75 km (Betz et
al. 1977b; Betz 1977) yielded dynamically unreasonable wind velocities,
possibly due to laser local oscillator drift and/or offset.
The first absolute wind velocities above the cloud-tops were
obtained using NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center infrared heterodyne
spectrometers at the NASA IRTF and the McMath Solar Telescope, December
1985 to March 1987, during four planetary phases spanning 82% of a
synodic period. Beam-integrated Doppler displacements in the non-
thermal emission core of 12C1602 10.33 _m R(8) (obtained at sub-Doppler
resolution: _/A_=107), sampled the line of sight projection of the
V
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lower thermospheric wind field (100-120 km). A field-usable Lamb-dip
laser stabilization system, developed for spectrometer absolute
frequency calibration to <!O.l MHz, allowed S/N-limited line of sight
velocity resolution at the i m/s level. Ephemerides accurate to <I m/s
provided removal of the Venus/Earth-station topocentric Doppler shift.
The spectrometer's diffraction-limited beam (1.7 arc-second HPBW at
McMath, 0.9 arc-second HPBW at IRTF), and 1-2 arc-second seeing,
provided the spatial resolution necessary for circulation model
discrimination. Qualitative analysis of beam-integrated winds
definitively established a dominant subsolar-antisolar circulation in
the lower thermosphere. A retrograde zonal component was also
suggested. Beam-integrated winds were modelled with a lOOxlO0 grid
over the beam, incorporating beam spatial rolloff and across-the-beam
gradients in non-thermal emission intensity, line of sight projection
geometry, and horizontal wind velocity. Horizontal wind velocity was
derived from a 2-parameter model wind field comprised of subsolar°
antisolar and zonal components. Best-fit models indicated a dominant
subsolar-antisolar flow with 120 m/s cross-terminator winds and a
retrograde zonal component with a 25 m/s equatorial velocity (assuming
wind field temporal stability over the synodic period). The subsolar-
antisolar component is consistent with the Bougher et al. (1986)
2-dimensional hydrodynamical model for ii0 km. Detection of a
significant zonal component indicates upper thermospheric super-rotation
may be coupled to, hence pumped by, cloud level super-rotation. Early
heterodyne mesospheric wind measurements (Betz et al. 1977b) were
re-examined based on laser stability test results. A reinterpretation
vi
is consistent with superposition of a 94±6 m/s zonal super-rotation and
a 35±6 m/s antisolar-subsolar return flow at -75 km. A review of all
dynamical indicators above the cloud-tops allowed development of an
integrated and self-consistent picture of circulation in the 70-200 km
range. Finally, historical visual observations of solar phase-locked
structure were reviewed and discussed in light of the heterodyne
results.
vii
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Preface: Why Study Planetary Winds
P.I. A PHILOSOPHICAL PREAMBLE
A more appropriate first question might be, "Why study other
planets?" A first motivation derives from the obvious the simple
need to know, integral to the human spirit, is a powerful driving force
in science, as in any exploratory endeavor. To gain upon any aspect of
the universe is both intellectually and emotionally satisfying,
defining ever more precisely our place within it. T.S. Eliot wrote;
"We shall not cease from exploration. And the end of
all our exploring will be to arrive where we started
and know the place for the very first time."
In this same vein, a second more subtle motivation arises - the
study of other planets is truly a study of our own planet Earth. Such
is a fundamental precept of comparative planetary studies. Furthermore,
comparative planetology holds that Earth is but one member of a
planetary family rather than the prototype from whose mold the other
planets were cast. The latter anthropocentric approach offers a
narrowed study of terrestrial processes manifestly constrained by
Earth's characteristic location in space, chemical composition and
distribution, spin/orbital dynamics, geologic activity, and overall
phase of planetary evolution. Such an approach may fail to reveal a
phenomenology vital for a deeper understanding of many natural
processes involved. Yet these same processes, under the vastly freer
constraints offered by the diversity of worlds, often build upon one
another in fundamentally different ways often resulting in distinctly
aterrestrial phenomenology. Therefore, at its best, planetary
xxiii
phenomenological comparison can serve as the primary probe of, even
reveal, processes perhaps maskedor long since inactive here on Earth,
provide insight into process dependenceand interdependence, and in
fact establish the environmental regimes in which these processes
operate.
Obviously the sheer level of scientific scrutiny afforded Earth
enhances our understanding of other planetary environments far more
often than the reverse. Yet such a "scrutiny gradient" does not
preclude information transfer in the reverse sense - as indicated by
the following examples.
P.2. COMPARATIVEPLANETOLOGY:REALBENEFITS
Earth's biosphere is today under attack on a considerable number
of fronts as a direct result of man's technological advance.
Atmospheric injection of chlorofluorocarbons and hydrocarbons,
deforestation, the burning of fossil fuels, and chemical pollution are
nowbeing tied with increasing confidence to ozone depletion, global
warming, desertification, acid rain, and destruction of ecosystems
worldwide. From this vantage point, it is imperative we understand the
cause and effect relationship betweenhumanaction and biome response
so that our technology maybe guided reasonably. To this end,
Venus/Earth comparative planetological studies have already reaped
benefits.
For a world so similar to Earth in mass, density, composition and
distance from the Sun, it is hard to believe Venus could exhibit such
marked departures from the terrestrially familiar, apparently due to
xxiv
subtle differences in initial condition.
I. The in situ determination that the dramatic Venusian
temperatures derive from an extreme Greenhouse Effect (see Avduevsky et
al. 1971, Pollack et al. 1980) has provided insight into the
corresponding terrestrial case and the effects, present and future, of
man's industrialization on the Earth's heat budget. Venusian
Greenhouse models have reproduced the observed temperature profile
(Seiff 1983) providing quantitative confirmation of theory and an
accounting of relevant physical processes. Terrestrial Greenhouse
models, called upon to discern subtle global temperature variation,
thereby rest on tested ground (Kahn 1982).
2. The importance of chlorine photochemistry was first identified
in the atmosphere of Venus (Prinn 1971). Venus studies thereby helped
construct the theoretical framework from which were derived the
specifics of photochemical destruction of terrestrial ozone (Kahn 1982;
Molina and Rowland 1974). Similarly, an understanding of photo-
oxidation pathways for sulfur species (105 times more plentiful in the
Venusian atmosphere) to concentrated H2SO 4 might provide insight into
similar mechanisms producing acid rain on Earth (Prinn and Fegley
1987).
3. The presence of nitrates in the Venusian atmosphere prove the
existence of abiological nitrogen fixing pathways (Kahn 1982) while,
conversely, the absence of abundant 02 in planetary atmospheres points
to the importance of biological 02 production here on Earth (Kahn
1982).
Extending comparative planetology to the rest of the solar
XXV
system - studies of the pristine surfaces of the Moon and Mercury, as
well as meteorites, provide windows on the earliest epochs of Earth
development - their mark long since erased from the terrestrial
landscape through erosive forces and geologic activity (Head 1981).
(Similarly, the solar wind/Venus interaction may provide insight into
the solar wind/Earth atmospheric interaction during past periods of
terrestrial magnetic field reversal (Kahn 1982)).
Plate tectonic theory is afforded support as the apparent absence
of plate tectonics on Mars can account for the enormous size of Martian
volcanoes (Carr et al. 1984).
Studies of carbonaceous chondritic meteorite composition and
asteroidal/cometary physical characteristics and spatial distribution
provided the basis for Alvarez et al. (1980, 1984) to conclude
extraterrestrial impact as the cause of the Cretaceous-Tertiary mass
extinction. Catastrophic shaping of the biosphere, routinely dismissed
over the last century for lack of obvious terrestrial evidence, is now
recognized.
P.3. PLANETARY WINDS AND CIRCULATION MODELS
Models of observed terrestrial phenomena may be characterized by
the scale they address ranging from the planetary or global to the very
local. While model testing, regardless of the associated scale, may
benefit from comparison with observed phenomena on other worlds, those
models of global scale are particularly dependent on such comparative
planetology since they are by definition world models. Circulation
Models (CM's) are one such class.
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Earth's meteorological complexity derives from a variety of
sources including: large-scale topographic relief, water-land thermal
contrast, obliquity-induced seasonal variation, variable cloud cover,
biogenic effects and rapid rotation. On Venus, these sources are
either nonexistent or minimal (Prinn and Fegley 1987), allowing CM
theory to be tested at a more hasic level and in fundamentally
different meteorological regimes (e.g., Earth quasi-geostrophic
circulation as opposed to Venusian quasi-cyclostrophic circulation; see
Chapter 2). Such CMtesting maybe extended to Mars, providing a
second Earth-like regime (Prinn and Fegley 1987), and Titan, whose
characteristics borrow from both Earth and Venus (Hunten et al. 1984),
establishing a quite comprehensivemeteorological database.
As a gauge of our understanding regarding Earth meteorology, it is
interesting to note that present Numerical Weather Prediction Models
(NWPM's)provide only 6.5-day reasonable forecast accuracy (for the
Northern Hemisphere), twice that of the early 1970's (Curran 1987).
Today, NWPM'sderive the wind field, an important input parameter
field, from geostrophic balance using temperature, pressure and
humidity data (Curran 1987). However, geostrophic balance generally
does not hold on the small scale, now important due to increased NWPM
resolution, or in the tropics. It is therefore believed that further
advance in forecast capability mandates the acquisition of wind
profiles with i00 kmhorizontal resolution, I km vertical resolution,
-6 hr sampling and 1-5 m/s wind accuracies (Baker and Curran 1985).
CMtesting on Venus has reached a similar impasse. While limited
Venusian wind information has been acquired by in si_u descent probes,
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balloons, orbiting platforms, and ground-based facilities, only one set
of (suspect) wind measurements exists above the 65 km level (Betz 1977,
1982). Yet, CM's predict a transition between two fundamentally
different large-scale circulation patterns at -90-100 km altitude
(Schubert 1983). While radiometrlc data exist for this altitude
regime, it is not enough that observed temperature (and pressure)
fields are CM-consistent. The predicted and observed vector wind
fields must be compared. To this end, the need for high altitude
Venusian wind measurements is clear. While Doppler LIDAR sounding of
the Earth's atmosphere has been proposed to provide the wind profiles
needed by N-WPM's (Curran 1987), the only avenue for Venusian upper
atmospheric wind sounding, to date, is provided by this work.
Through comparative meteorology, models for the very mechanism of
weather are put to the test on the global scale. Validation of model
predictions concerning other planetary atmospheres provides for a
comprehensive understanding of meteorology in general. And it is the
observational data, specifically in this case measurements of the
planetary wind field, that allow such model validation.
P.4. VENUSIAN ATMOSPHERIC NOMENCLATURE
To provide the thesis with both a necessary convention and some
semblance of conformity to existing literature, the delineation of
Venusian atmospheric levels as provided in Figure P.I has been adopted.
The temperature profile is from Seiff (1983). The altitude boundaries
for the troposphere (generally characterized by a near adiabatic lapse
rate), the mesosphere (associated with a strongly subadiabatic lapse
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rate and no diurnal variation), the thermosphere/cryosphere (exhibiting
a strong diurnal temperature variation below the exobase) and the
exosphere are reasonably consistent with those recommendedby Hunten et
al. (1983). The altitude regimes for the various cloud layers are
taken from Esposito et al. (1983).
P.5. OVERVIEWOFTHETHESIS
The thesis has been divided into ten chapters and four appendices.
Chapter i provides a statement of the problem at hand: the need for
direct and absolute Venusian wind measurements in the 100-150 km
altitude range, and the means by which this challenge has been met
through absolute frequency stabilized IR heterodyne spectroscopy.
Chapter 2 is a review of observations and theory pertaining to
Venusian atmospheric dynamics below I00 km altitude (troposphere and
mesosphere), and from I00 to 150 km (thermosphere/cryosphere). Such a
comprehensive approach allows consideration of the thesis results
within the broader context of overall Venusian circulation. Recent
hydrodynamical models of the thermosphere/cryosphere, particularly
Bougher et al. (1986), are reviewed at length. Models for the CO 2 i0
#m non-thermal thermospheric emission (used in the present work as the
spectroscopic probe of upper atmospheric dynamics) are also
investigated.
Chapter 3 covers all facets of IR heterodyne spectrometer
operation (except the specifics of the laser local oscillator
subsystem). Heterodyne principles, theory of operation, description of
subsystems, telescope-specific characteristics, and field operation are
xxx
discussed in detail.
Chapter 4 gives the specifics of the laser local oscillator and
the laser frequency stabilization system, the latter developed to allow
acquisition of absolute line of sight wind velocities. Topics covered
include: the character of the laser cavity and gain environment,
saturated resonance absorption (Lambdip) theory, laser stabilization
theory, a detailed review of the stabilization hardware, and a
comparison of past and present laser stabilization systems used for
heterodyne determination of Venusian winds.
Chapter 5 provides an overview of observations madeduring the four
observing periods: December1985 at McMath, June 1986 at McMath,
October 1986 at IRTF, and March 1987 at IRTF. Earth/Venus aspect
geometry, beamshape, spatial and temporal coverage, seeing, and
integration times are detailed for each of the four observing periods.
The derived line of sight, beam-integrated wind velocities are presented
with their associated systematic and randomerrors.
Chapter 6 provides a qualitative analysis of the observed
beam-integrated wind velocities, allowing determination of the dominant
circulation at 100-120 km altitude.
Chapter 7 provides a quantitative determination of the global wind
field at 100-120 km altitude. Presented is a cursory overview of
program BEAMINT- developed to generate line of sight beam-integrated
winds from a model horizontal wind field. The BEAMINT-generatedbeam-
integrated winds are then comparedto the observed data, allowing model
discrimination. (The specifics of BEAMINTare given in Appendix 2.)
Chapter 8 gives a detailed review of the pioneering wind
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measurementsmadeby Betz et al. (1976, 1977a,b; Betz 1977, 1982;
Johnson et al. 1976). Discussed are the dynamical problems associated
with the early derived wind velocities, the system-inherent
shortcomings they allude to, the successful meansof correction adopted
by the present investigation, and an attempt to tie both data sets
together.
Chapter 9 addresses the results and conclusions of the present
heterodyne investigation. BEAMINT-derivedbest fit horizontal wind
fields are comparedwith the 2-dimensional circulation model by Bougher
et al. (1986) at Ii0 km altitude. The heterodyne results, along with
results of all other dynamical studies above the clouds to date, are
then integrated into a self-consistent model of Venusian circulation
from 70-200 km altitude.
Appendix i presents the data reduction specifics including:
removal of systematic offsets, terrestrial absorption, and Earth
rotation, line-fitting, beam-integrated wind velocity determination,
and error analysis. Reduction of laser stabilization system time
series data is also covered.
Appendix 2 provides the detailed theory of BEAMINT-generated
beam-integrated wind velocity, including modelling of across-the-beam
gradients in: line of sight projection geometry, beam shape, emission
intensity, and horizontal wind field.
Appendix 3 provides a rather complete historical overview of
Venusian observations over the last 300 years. Beyond the fascinating
history associated with Venus as a target of ground-based study, the
rationale for presenting a detailed account of the early work is
xxxii
two-fold. First, prior to the application of radio and radar astronomy
to Venus studies in the late 1950Fs, 300 years of Venusian observation
was necessarily restricted to the character and dynamics of the
Venusian atmosphere specifically, the cloud decks. Second, in light
of both past and the present heterodyne results, as well as Venusian
upper atmospheric circulation model (CM)predictions, one particular
class of visual observations indicating phase-locked structure becomes
particularly intriguing. Appendix 4 surveys the history of this
structure and discusses a possible connection with the heterodyne
results.
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CHAPTER i: INTRODUCTION
I.i. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM - VENUSIAN ATMOSPHERIC THERMAL STRUCTURE
AND DYNAMICAL IMPLICATIONS
Early IR heterodyne wind measurements (Betz 1977, 1982; Betz et
al. 1976, 1977b), and microwave studies of global CO distribution
(Clancy and Muhleman 1985a,b), have been interpreted as resulting from
subsolar-to-antisolar circulation (SS-AS) in the lower thermosphere
(95-120 km altitude), consistent with the best available hydrodynamical
models (Bougher et al. 1986). These results, however, are far from
definitive. At lower levels (12-65 km) a dominant retrograde zonal
super-rotation has been firmly established (see Schubert 1983), and may
have been seen penetrating to 90 km (Clancy and Muhleman 1985a,b).
Near I00 km altitude, a transition from super-rotation to SS-AS flow as
the dominant circulation is thus suggested. (Zonal super-rotation may
also be important above 150 km altitude; see, e.g., Keating et al.
1980, Brinton et al. 1980.)
The present investigation (Goldstein et al. 1985, 1987a,b) seeks
to definitively establish the relative involvement of zonal and SS-AS
components in the 100-120 km altitude regime, and to re-examine all
dynamical indicators from 70-200 km, in the hope of presenting an
integrated and self-consistent picture of circulation as a function of
altitude.
It is the task of circulation models to reconcile observed spatial
fields of various atmospheric parameters, e.g., temperature, pressure
and density of atmospheric species, with observed dynamics. Direct wind
measurement in as yet dynamically unprobed or poorly probed regions of
the Venusian atmosphere thereby serves as a powerful test of model
validity and provides an expandeddatabase upon which subsequent models
maybe formulated. Models based on observed atmospheric thermal
structure point to decidedly different dynamical regimes above and
below i00 km altitude, yet there is only one direct but poorly
calibrated set of wind measurementsabove the cloud tops (-65 km) to
date - emphasizing the critical need for precise wind information.
I.i.i. Atmospheric Thermal Structure
Thermal structure in the Venusian atmospherehas been studied in
situ from Venera (Avduevsky et al. 1983), Vega (Sagdeevet al. 1986c)
and Pioneer Venus (PV) (Seiff 1983) descent probes, and Vega
balloon-borne gondolas (Sagdeevet al. 1986b). Temperature remote
sensing has also been undertaken from Mariner flyby craft (Barath et
al. 1964, Saganand Pollack 1969, Dunneand Burgess 1978), Pioneer
Venus 1 (Seiff 1983) and Venera (Yakovlev et al. 1976) orbiters, and
ground-based facilities (see Taylor et al. 1983).
Descent probes have provided direct temperature measurementsbelow
the cloud tops (-65 km altitude to the surface; Seiff 1983) at selected
entry points (coverage" 0:07-13"42 Local Venusian Time (LVT), 38°S-60°N
lat.; Colin 1983, Sagdeevet al. 1986). Simultaneous multiprobe entry,
as in the case of the four Pioneer Venus 2 probes, has provided limited
data on the latitudinal and longitudinal (diurnal) thermal contrast,
with altitude, characterizing the atmosphere at a specific time (Seiff
1983). The Vega balloon-borne investigations yielded moderate duration
monitoring of atmospheric parameters (-2 days each) at a nominal 53.6
km float altitude, covering -7.3 h in LVT over approximately
latitude-constant, near equatorial float paths (Sagdeev et al. 1986).
The thermal structure of the neutral atmosphere above the clouds
has been obtained only indirectly - following from other measured
atmospheric parameters, e.g., atmospheric density, probe deceleration,
index of refraction and distribution of neutral gas species. On-orbit
experiments providing such temperature determinations include: Venera 9
and I0 orbiter radio occultation (Yakovlev et al. 1976), PV Orbiter
Radio Occultation (ORO; 38-86 km alt.; Kliore and Patel 1980), the PV
Orbiter IR Radiometer (OIR; 60-140 km alt.; Taylor et al. 1980), PV
Orbiter Atmospheric Drag (OAD; 140-190 km alt.; Keating et al. 1980)
and the PV Orbiter Neutral Mass Spectrometer (ONMS; 150-250 km alt.;
Niemann et al. 1980). These on-orbit remote sensing experiments have
provided both long term and global-scale atmospheric coverage.
Experiments performed during probe entry include accelerometer-measured
atmospheric drag aboard Venera (65-110 km alt.; Avduevsky et al. 1983)
and PV entry probes (LAS and SAS; surface to 126 km; Seiff et al. 1980)
and the PV multiprobe Bus Neutral Mass Spectrometer (BNMS; 130-650 km
alt.; von Zahn et al. 1980).
Figure P.I (Seiff 1983) provides a canonical Venus temperature
profile indicating gross structure from the surface to 200 km altitude,
as derived from PV ONMS, BNMS, OAD, LAS and SAS.
Observed longitudinal (diurnal) temperature variation (_TD) below
i00 km is small (12-20 km alt., ATD<5 K; 20-35 km alt., ATD<I K; 35-65
km alt., mean ATD-0 K, &T D oscillation with altitude; 65-100 km alt.,
mean AT D - a few K with temporal variability of _i0 K amplitude; Seiff
1983).
Observed latitudinal temperature variation below the clouds (<-45
km altitude) is also small a -5 K poleward decrease from 30-60 °
latitude, and -5 K poleward increase from 0-30 ° latitude, at fixed
altitude. However, in the 0.2-2.0 bar range within the cloud decks
(45-60 km altitude), 25-40 K equator-to-pole decreases have been
observed (as measured along isobaric surfaces; Seiff 1983). In the
-70-90 km altitude range, the latitudinal temperature gradient is
reversed, with observed equator-to-pole increases of as much as 40 K
(Seiff 1983, Schubert 1983).
Above I00 km altitude, a strong diurnal temperature gradient
exists, forming a dayside thermosphere (-300 K at the exobase) and a
nightside cryosphere (100-130 K at the exobase) (Seiff 1983_ see Fig.
P.I). The resulting diurnal pressure variation is dramatic. At 190 km
altitude P /P -103 with a 100-fold decrease just within the 1 5h
noon midnight '
to either side of the terminator (Schubert 1983).
No seasonal variation is expected due to a nearly circular orbit
(e=0.007; Colin 1983) and an obliquity of 2.6 ° (Colin 1983; really
177.4 ° owing to a retrograde rotation).
1.1.2. Dynamical Implications - Mesosphere (-65-100 km Altitude)
Below I00 km altitude, the apparent near absence of diurnal
temperature contrast implies spin axisymmetric circulation. Numerous
ground- and space-based observations have established zonal
super-rotation (with -i00 m/s equatorial cloud-top winds) as the
primary component from 12 to 65 km altitude, while a mean meridional
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(Hadley) component, though present, is associated with order of
magnitude reduced wind speeds (Schubert 1983). Existence of Hadley
circulation is best established within the clouds at -45-65 km
altitude, consistent with the observed strong latitudinal temperature
gradient. Models assuming cyclostrophic balance (see Chapter 2) and
based on observed latitudinal temperature gradients, predict the
increasing zonal winds with altitude observed from 12 to 65 km for
30-60 ° latitude (Schubert 1983). These models further predict maximal
zonal wind velocity near 70 km and, from 70 to 90 km, decreasing zonal
winds with a possible concomitant dramatic increase in mean meridional
circulation (Taylor et al. 1980, Elson 1979, Limaye 1985). Such
enhanced meridional flow would be associated with a direct Hadley cell
just above the cloud-level cell (though circulating in the opposite
sense), consistent with the observed poleward warming in this region.
However, the virtual absence of wind measurements in the mesosphere,
-65-100 km, precludes the most basic tests of these predictions.
To date, the only direct mesospheric wind measurements, from -I0
#m 13C1602 absorption line observations, indicate -90 m/s zonal
super-rotation at 75-85 km altitude (Betz et al. 1977b, Betz 1977,
1982). However, this predominantly equatorial investigation
(unsuited as a probe of the meridional component) seems to have been
associated with rather large systematic and random errors. A
consistent mean vertical wind velocity of -45 m/s (i00 mph), with up to
40 m/s "real" fluctuations, was observed near inferior conjunction
(disk-center) - which is dynamically unreasonable (see, e.g., Clancy
and Muhleman 1985a,b). The technique employed - infrared heterodyne
spectroscopy - is the sameas used in this work, though improvements in
spatial resolution, S/N and, particularly, frequency stability have
been effected.
The only other indicators of mesospheric dynamics are speculative
at best. The distribution of 12C160in the 80-90 km altitude range,
from microwave spectroscopy (Clancy and Muhleman1985a,b), has been
interpreted as circulation induced, resulting from a superposition of
zonal super-rotation and a subsolar-to-antisolar axisymmetric flow
(after the failure of purely photochemical/vertical eddy diffusion
models). PV Orbiter UVphotopolarimetry suggests super-rotation at -80
km altitude (Limaye 1984).
1.1.3. Dynamical Implications Thermosphere/Cryosphere (100-150 km
Altitude)
The thermosphere/cryosphere temperature gradient should drive a
subsolar-to-antisolar circulation with strong cross-terminator winds
and a lower-level return branch. The simplest flow would be
subsolar-to-antisolar axisymmetric.
The sole wind measurementsin the thermosphere were again
obtained from infrared heterodyne spectroscopy (Betz 1977, 1982; Betz
et al. 1976, 1977b). Observations of -i0 #m 12C1602non-thermal
emission, at 109 km altitude, have indicated SS-AScirculation with
-130 m/s cross-terminator winds. Unfortunately, as with the
mesospheric measurements,dynamically unreasonable vertical wind
velocities (30 m/s) were inferred, rendering the results speculative.
(The sole observing period, out of four, indicating high velocity
cross-terminator winds also indicated the suspect 45 m/s mesospheric
vertical velocities.)
12C160microwave observations at -95 km altitude (Clancy and
Muhleman1985a,b) show a nightside bulge centered near midnight,
interpreted as resulting from SS-AScirculation with no zonal
component.
Above -150 km altitude, a post-noon maximumin temperature
(Keating et al. 1980) and post-midnight maximain neutral H density
(Brinton et al. 1980), He density (Niemannet al. 1980), and UV airglow
(Stewart and Barth 1979) have been observed. These point to a
retrograde zonal component to the wind field with -50-100 m/s
equatorial winds at 150 km altitude (see, e.g., Mayr et al. 1980).
Consistent with this picture, the evening terminator pressure gradient
is nearly twice the morning terminator gradient (Schubert 1983).
1.1.4. Summary
Above the cloud decks, thermal, pressure, and specie density
fields, together with the early heterodyne results, provide only a
speculative picture of circulation, e.g.:
decreasing zonal wind speed with altitude above -70 km, with a
possible concomitant increase in the meridional component SS-AS
circulation becoming important by possibly 80-90 km. Nearly pure
SS-AS flow exists at 95-120 km, while at higher altitudes (>150
km?), zonal super-rotation again becomes important. (The
antisolar-to-subsolar directed return branch required by mass
continuity is not addressed in the literature.)
1.2. METHODSOFDIRECTWINDVELOCITYDETERMINATIONIN THEVENUSIAN
ATMOSPHERE
Venusian atmospheric wind velocities have been obtained from
ground-based (e.g., Boyer and Camichel 1965, 1967; Boyer and Guerin
1966, 1969; Smith 1967) and space-based (Limaye and Suomi 1981; Rossow
et al. 1980) UV imaging, ground-based IR imaging (Allen and Crawford
1984), ground-based spectroscopy (e.g., Guinot and Feissel 1968; Traub
and Carleton 1975, 1979; Betz et al. 1976, 1977b; Betz 1977, 1982),
Doppler and Differential Very Long Baseline Interferometric (DVLBI)
tracking of descent probes (Kerzhanovich and Marov 1983, Counselmanet
al. 1980) and balloon-borne gondolas (Preston et al. 1986), and from
descent probe (Avduevsky et al. 1976) and balloon-borne anemometers
(Kremnevet al. 1986) and acoustic sensors (Moroz 1983).
1.2.1. Imaging
The observed structure in UV images of Venus has been attributed
to UV absorbers within the cloud decks near 65 km altitude (Esposito et
al. 1983). Such structure maybe used as a tracer of cloud-level
dynamics, assuming it is co-moving with the atmosphere. However,
spatial and temporal variability in observed structure may result from,
e.g., the propagation of planetary waves or the large-scale
creation/destruction of the responsible atmospheric absorbers (Young
1975).
While ground-based UV imaging can resolve only planetary-scale
structure, the in situ Mariner i0 TV Camera (Limaye and Suomi 1981) and
PV Orbiter Cloud Photopolarimeter (OCPP)(Rossowet al. 1980)
investigations additionally allowed tracking of large numbersof
small-scale features. In situ imaging suggests only the small-scale
structure is co-moving with the atmosphere. The large-scale structure
results from planetary waves moving slowly with respect to the bulk
atmospheric motion (Belton et al. 1976a,b).
Polarization variability observed by PV OCPP in photopolarimetry
mode (see Fimmel et al. 1983), may reflect dynamics within the haze
layer at -5 mb (80 km altitude; Limaye 1984). Variable IR structure
has been found in images at 1.5-2.5 _m, the long wavelengths possibly
probing down to clouds at 48 km altitude (Allen and Crawford 1984,
Allen 1987).
1.2.2. Doppler and Interferometric Tracking
Doppler and DVLBI tracking of Venera, Vega and PV descent probes
and Vega balloon-borne gondolas has provided in-situ wind measurements
from -65 km altitude to the surface. The Doppler technique involves
continuous single antenna monitoring of transmissions from the probe's
onboard reference oscillator. Observed Doppler shifts in the reference
frequency provide the instantaneous line of sight velocity between
probe and receiving antenna. The receiving antenna may be located at
an Earth ground station (Venera 4-8, Vega 1,2; see Kerzhanovich and
Marov 1983, Preston et al. 1986, respectively), aboard a Venus
atmospheric entry vehicle (PV entry probe/Multiprobe Bus uplink;
Counselman et al. 1980, Seiff et al. 1980), or aboard a Venus orbiter
or flyby spacecraft (Venera 9-14; Kerzhanovich and Marov 1983).
Accurate ephemerides and receiver trajectory modelling allow
determination of the receiver's motion with respect to the Venusian
topocentric coordinates at the probe's location. With respect to the
local Venusian surface, the line of sight componentof the probe's
velocity is therefore determined. Independently, the probe's local
vertical velocity maybe obtained from in situ temperature and pressure
measurements as a function of elapsed descent time. Together, the
local vertical and line of sight velocities determine the probe's
horizontal velocity component in the direction of the receiver.
Below 55 km altitude, aerodynamic modelling indicates that
horizontal velocity of freefalling descent probes and local horizontal
wind velocity are the same to within 1 m/s (Counselman et al. 1980).
With an appropriate choice of receiver/descent probe aspect geometry,
Doppler tracking can therefore provide either near zonal or near
meridional horizontal wind profiles with altitude. Comparison of
measured and modelled probe descent velocity yields vertical wind
velocity.
The Doppler-determined, line of sight velocity has been coupled
with Very Long Baseline Interferometric Differencing (DVLBI) between
probe and space-based receiver to provide the probe's 3-dimensional
space velocity (e.g., PV descent probes, Vega balloons; Counselman et
al. 1980, Preston et al. 1986, respectively). The probe's transverse
velocity components are obtained using a minimum of 3 non-colinear
antennas. Transforming to probe-local coordinates yields wind
profiles, with altitude, at 1 m/s resolution (Counselman et al. 1980).
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1.2.3. AnemometricMeasurements
Surface winds have been measuredby anemometerson the Venera 9
and i0 landers (Moroz 1983), and evaluated using acoustic sensors on
Veneras 13 and 14 (Moroz 1983). Vertical-looking anemometersfitted to
the Vega balloon-borne gondolas have provided gondola-relative vertical
wind velocities along the entire float trajectory (Kremnevet al.
1986).
1.2.4. Spectroscopy
To date, the only spectroscopic determinations of Venusian winds
have been ground-based (see Appendix 3). Most recently, Traub and
Carlton (1975, 1979) used a PEPSIOSspectrometer to determine
limb-to-terminator differential winds, and Betz et al. (1976, 1977b;
Betz 1977, 1982) employed IR heterodyne spectroscopy (IRHS) to
determine "absolute" line of sight wind components.
The PEPSIOSinvestigation used primarily the -8708 i 5u3 PI6 CO2
absorption line found in the reflected solar spectrum (produced by
Venusian atmospheric CO2 above the reflecting layer). The Fraunhofer
6717 A Ca line was also used. The differential Doppler shifts observed
in limb/terminator observational pairs, aligned equatorially near
maximumelongation, yielded the zonal wind velocity of the cloud decks
(Traub and Carlton 1979).
IRHSdetection of Doppler shifts in Venusian atmospheric i0 #m
13C1602and 12C1602lines (Betz et al. 1976, 1977b_ Betz 1977, 1982)
allowed determination of beam-integrated line of sight wind velocities
at various locations on the planet. Thesevelocities, containing line
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of sight Venus rotation (negligible) and wind components, provided both
horizontal and vertical wind velocity information. Meridional
circulation was poorly investigated. IRHSmating to the 81 cmMcMath
Auxiliary Telescope, Kitt Peak, Arizona, provided a 3-4 arc-second
(HPBW)diffraction-limited beamresulting in seeing-excluded planetary
disk-to-beam ratios of 2.5-14.5 for the observed Venusian phases.
The 12C1602lines, seen in emission, have been modelled as
non-LTE near-IR solar pumpedemission (Johnson et al. 1976, Demingand
Mumma1983) centered at 109 km altitude (Demingand Mumma1983).
These lines, with a solar zenith angle dependent emission intensity,
serve only as probes of the illuminated hemisphere.
13C1602lines, seen in absorption against the planetaryThe
cloud-top -i0 _mcontinuum, have a weighting function peak near -75 km
altitude (Betz 1977). Formedplanet-wide (unlike spectral features
used in previous investigations), they serve as spatially unrestricted
probes of atmospheric parameters and dynamics in the extended
line-forming region above the cloud tops.
To date, the early IR heterodyne spectroscopic measurementsand
the PVOCPPpolarimetry represent the only wind velocity determinations
above the clouds.
An overview of system requirements for ground-based i0 _m
spectroscopic wind measurement,and how they are met by IR heterodyne
spectroscopy, is now presented.
1.3. INFRAREDHETERODYNESPECTROSCOPICWINDVELOCITYDETERMINATION
The optically thin -I0 _m 12C1602non-thermal emission, contained
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in an atmospheric layer centered at 5 _b (109 km with a -i0 km HWHM;
Demingand Mumma1983), is used in the present work as a spectral probe
of Venusian lower thermospheric dynamics. A 12C1602pressure
broadening coefficient of 7.5 MHz/Torr (FWHM)and a temperature near
230 K insures a thermal line profile with a FWHMof A_=49MHz. A
spectral resolving power _/A_-l.2xl06, independent of wavelength, is
therefore required.
IR heterodyne spectroscopy (IRHS) provides the only avenue to such
Doppler-limited spectral resolution. The NASA/GSFCspectrometers
sample the 9-12 #mband in either of two modes, low resolution (25 MHz
channels) or high resolution (5 MHzchannels), yielding A/AA of 1.2x106
and 6x106 respectively
p
While wind measurement precision depends on the spectral resolving
power, wind measurement accuracy depends on the ability to determine
the line centroid absolute frequency. To obtain Doppler velocities at
the I m/s level from -i0 #m spectral features, absolute frequency
centroiding to 0.I MHz, or one part in 3x108 is necessary
The GSFC spectrometers photomix the source spectrum and a
continuous-wave CO 2 laser local oscillator, the latter nearly frequency
coincident with the i0 _m spectral feature under investigation (within
1.6 GHz; see Kostiuk and Mumma 1983). Photomixing produces a
double-sideband difference spectrum which contains a radio band "image"
of the spectral feature. The difference spectrum is detected in the
0-1.6 GHz effective bandpass of a HgCdTe detector whose output is fed
to a contiguous RF filter bank for digitization at sub-Doppler
resolution. After correcting for terrestrial absorption,
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system-induced offsets, and a differential Doppler shift over the
integration period, fitting a Gaussian to the digitized radio image
allows S/N-limited centroid frequency determination in the radio. An
integration time between 8 and 40 minutes yields radio image
centroiding to 2-5 m/s, depending on the beamposition's solar zenith
angle. Adding the laser frequency to the radio image centroid
frequency yields the absolute frequency of the I0 _mspectral feature.
The laser frequency must be knownto better than ±0.i MHzto obtain
absolute Doppler velocities to ±I m/s.
While CO 2 laser transition frequencies are known to 0.05-0.1 MHz
(Freed et al. 1980), the laser will maintain gain, hence significant
output, over much of the -170 MHz (FWHM) range in the laser gain
profile. The laser's instantaneous operating position on the gain
profile is dictated by laser cavity length. Length variation of just 1
_m, due to, e.g., cavity thermal expansion/contraction, introduces a
"pseudo wind" of 240 m/s. The need for laser frequency stabilization
is thus clear.
The early heterodyne wind measurements (Betz 1977), made with a
passive feedback system, did not provide laser stabilization to an
absolute frequency standard, e.g., the laser transition rest frequency.
The derived winds were associated with what appears to be an
unpredictable systematic offset at the tens of m/s level (see Chapter
8), consistent with a lack of spectrometer absolute frequency
calibration. For the present investigation, an active feedback system
was developed utilizing the saturated resonance (Lamb-dip) technique
(Freed and Javan 1970), allowing stabilization to the laser transition
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rest frequency. Stability tests indicated an undetectable laser
frequency offset from the transition rest frequency and rms
fluctuations at the test's detection threshold. Absolute Doppler
velocities at the ±i m/s level were therefore achieved.
IRHSis a coherent detection process dictating a diffraction-
limited field of view (FOV). Whenproperly mated to the telescope, the
spectrometer FOVis the telescope's diffraction limit. Spectrometer
mating to the 1.52 meter McMathSolar Telescope, Kitt Peak, Arizona,
and the 3 meter NASAInfrared Telescope Facility instrument (IRTF),
MaunaKea, Hawaii, provides diffraction-limited beamsof 1.7 and 0.9
arc-seconds (HPBW),respectively. Over the Venusian phase cycle,
planetary disk size varies from i0 to 60 arc-seconds (Espenak 1987)
which allows a seeing-excluded disk-to-beam ratio up to 65.
frequency shift between the 12C16029-11 _mband spectralThe
feature formed in the target planetary atmosphere, and the transition's
rest frequency, provides the target planet/Earth station Doppler
velocity. Often the atmospheric transition of interest and the laser
transition are the same- the line position in the spectrometer
bandpass thus dictated solely by the Doppler velocity. The bandpass,
corresponding to a 16 km/s range in Doppler velocity, allows detection
of such a line regardless of Venus phase (the Venus/Earth relative
velocity is always <±14 km/s; Espenak1986). Observing periods are
chosen, however, which center the line in the bandpass, yielding
optimum line-fitting. Accurate ephemeridesallow removal of the
Earth/target-planet rotation and barycentric translation components to
<i m/s. The residual Doppler shift identifies the line of sight wind
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velocity of the planetary atmospheric parcel within the beam.
The 0.9-1.7 arc-second diffraction-limited beam, the S/N
achievable on Venus, and use of the Lamb-dip stabilization system,
allowed production of high spatial resolution line of sight wind field
maps, at four phases spanning 82_ of a synodic period, with 2-5 m/s
absolute velocity resolution. Knowledge of the Earth/Venus/Sun aspect
geometry allowed reconstruction of the planetary-scale wind field in
the lower thermosphere centered at ii0 km altitude.
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CHAPTER 2: VENUSIAN ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION
A comprehensive overview of Venusian atmospheric dynamics is
presented below, providing a framework within which the present
heterodyne results may be assessed and integrated with other dynamical
indicators to form a self-consistent model of Venusian circulation.
2.1. OVERVIEW OF CIRCULATION IN THE VENUSIAN TROPOSPHERE/MESOSPHERE
(SURFACE TO i00 KM)
2.1.1. Gross Circulation Below the Cloud Tops
High velocity winds (relative to the solid planet) are not unique
to Venus. Earth's subtropical jet streams (at -40,000 feet), embedded
in the deep mid-latitude westerlies, can attain speeds exceeding 160
m/s (350 mph; Considine 1976, Hess 1959, Prinn and Fegley 1987). Yet
Earth's easterly tradewinds in the tropics represent a large reservoir
of oppositely-directed angular momentum (Hess 1959). The angular
momenta carried by Earth's opposing winds tend to cancel - the
atmospheric total only a few percent in excess of that expected for an
atmosphere co-rotating with the surface (Schubert 1983, Hide et al.
1980, Prinn and Fegley 1987). On Venus, however, the atmosphere
between i0 and 70 km, en masse, is super-rotating (rotating faster than
the co-rotating frame), with the excess atmospheric angular momentum a
factor of ten higher than expected for co-rotation (Schubert 1983).
Furthermore - maximal angular momentum for a co-rotating atmosphere
is found in the equatorial region. Assuming conservation of angular
momentum, transport of an equatorial parcel to higher latitudes will
produce an angular momentum excess at the parcelfs new location,
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inducing super-rotation. Consistent with this view, higher latitudes
on Earth, in general, are indeed super-rotating while the equatorial
region is actually sub-rotating (Hess 1959, Schubert 1983). On Venus
however, a strongly super-rotating equatorial region defies explanation
- what is the source of its large excess angular momentum?
From Venera (Kerzhanovich and Marov 1983, Kerzhanovich and Limaye
1985) and Pioneer Venus (PV) (Counselman et al. 1980) descent probe
tracking, the Venusian retrograde zonal wind speed is known to increase
from near 0 at i0 km altitude to -I00 m/s (220 mph) at the -60 km level,
consistent with a 4.3 d periodicity. The angular momentum density is
maximal at -20 km altitude where the characteristic super-rotation
period is -12 d (Schubert 1983). IR imaging at 1.5-2.5 _m indicates a
period of 5.4±0.I d (Allen and Crawford 1984), the longward wavelengths
probing down to clouds at -40 km altitude (Allen 1987).
2.1.2. Longitudinal (Diurnal) Variation
Probes entering close to the subsolar meridian (Veneras 9, i0 and
12) indicated only -50 m/s winds at -60 km (Schubert 1983, Kerzhanovich
and Marov 1983) which imply, together with both Earth and spacecraft
based UV imaging (Boyer 1973; Limaye and Suomi 1981, Limaye et al.
1982) and spectroscopic results (Traub and Carleton 1975), wind
deceleration prior to and acceleration after local noon. While the
Vega 1 and 2 balloon-borne equatorial investigations (+8.1 ° and -7.5 °
latitude) were well suited for detection of longitudinal (diurnal)
variation in zonal wind speed, they never entered the subsolar
meridian region. Atmospheric insertion of both craft near local
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midnight, with 46 hours of continuous operation at the 53-54 km float
altitude, provided 30% circumferential coverage before transmission
termination at solar zenith angles of -60 ° and -55 ° for Vega i and 2,
respectively (Sagdeev et al. 1986). Assuming a constant velocity zonal
wind field, the observed balloon radial velocities were consistent with
69.3±1 m/s (Vega i) and 66.4±1 m/s (Vega 2) mean zonal wind speeds,
5-10 m/s faster than previous probe results for float altitude (Andreev
et al. 1986, Sagdeev et al. 1986). Deviations from constant zonal flow
were <4 m/s except for a Vega 2 -60 m/s anomaly over Aphrodite Terra
(Preston et al. 1986). During the anomaly, the balloon's vertical
velocity never exceeded 2 m/s. Both craft (though deployed 4 days
apart) indicated a sinusoidal spatial variation in zonal wind speed
with a 3 m/s peak near 3h30 m local time, possibly indicative of a
thermal tide (Preston et al. 1986, Blamont et al. 1986). Solar-fixed
wavenumber-2 structure observed by the PV Orbiter IR Radiometer (OIR)
at 65-100 km altitude has been identified as a thermal tide (Schofield
and Taylor 1983, Taylor et. al 1980). (Note that OIR performed the
Venus Orbiter Radiometric Temperature Experiment or VORTEX.)
2.1.3. Latitudinal Variation
Regarding latitudinal variation, Mariner i0 UV imaging of the cloud
tops indicated a mid-latitude super-rotation considerably faster than
expected for cloud-top solid body super-rotation at the equatorial rate
(Limaye and Suomi 1981, Travis 1978). The enhanced mid-latitude
super-rotation culminated in strong jets (Ii0 m/s) asymmetrically
located with respect to the equator at +35 ° and -50 ° latitude (Schubert
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1983).
The in situ wind profiles derived from the four PV entry probes
(entry latitiudes +4.4 ° , +59.3 ° , -31.7 ° and -28.70; Colin 1983)
provided limited latitudinal contrast with altitude. All four probes
were far enough from the noon meridian so as not to reflect the strong
near-noon longitudinal variation in the zonal wind. One can envision
the atmosphere below the clouds as a series of concentric atmospheric
shells each undergoing solid body super-rotation at a rate set by
the PV Large probe entering near the equator at +4.4 ° . The Day and
Night probes, entering near -30 °, indicated such solid body
super-rotation from 20-40 km altitude (Schubert 1983). Above 40 km
there was an observed excess super-rotation. The North probe entering
near +60 ° indicated solid body super-rotation no higher than 20 km. At
55 km the super-rotation was twice as great as expected for the
atmospheric solid body case, consistent with mid-latitude jets. The
Venera 8 descent probe may have detected a jet at 50 km altitude, 10°S
latitude (Limaye 1985).
In contrast, PV Orbiter Cloud Photopolarimeter (OCPP) UV imaging,
two months after the entry probe measurements (Schubert 1983),
indicated nearly solid body cloud top super-rotation between i60 °
latitude (the latitudinal limits for both Mariner I0 and PV UV imaging
investigations; Rossow et al. 1980).
2.1.4. Cyclostrophic Balance
For latitudes greater than ±30 °, the observed wind profiles with
altitude are consistent with circulation models invoking cyclostrophic
2O
balance (Seiff et al. 1980, Schubert et al. 1980, Schubert 1983). Such
a condition, first proposed by Leovy (1973), implies that a zonally
circulating atmospheric parcel experiences a balance between the
pressure gradient force directed poleward (assuming little or no
longitudinal temperature gradient, consistent with observation) and the
equatorward component of centrifugal force. Unlike the Earth, Coriolis
forces are relatively unimportant on Venus due to the slow Venusian
solid planet rotation. Earth large-scale circulation, e.g., the
mid-latitude westerlies and tropical easterlies, operate in a quite
different dynamical regime, experiencing quasi-geostrophic balance,
whereby the poleward pressure gradient force is balanced by the
Coriolis force (Prinn and Fegley 1987).
Coupling cyclostrophic balance with hydrostatic equilibrium yields
the Thermal Wind Equation, dictating an increasing zonal wind speed
with altitude in the presence of a poleward decreasing latitudinal
temperature gradient (Schubert 1983). Assuming cyclostrophic balance,
with a wind profile anchored by the low altitude wind measurements, and
the latitudinal temperature gradient as a function of altitude obtained
from the PV Orbiter Radio Occultation (ORO) (Newman et al. 1984) and
VORTEX (Taylor et al. 1980) experiments, the wind profile can be
extrapolated to higher altitudes. The result: above 60 km the wind
speed continues to increase, reaching a maximum of -130 m/s (290 mph)
near 70 km where it begins a steady decrease to possibly insignificant
levels by 90-100 km (Seiff et al. 1980, Seiff 1982, Schubert 1983).
Newman et al. (1984) obtained pronounced, possibly meandering (±50-70 °
latitude) jets at the cloud-tops and above, consistent with observation
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(-150 m/s at 31.7 mb, -70 km; -I00 m/s at 135 mb, -63 km), using a
cyclostrophic balance model and an ORO-derivedtemperature field.
Employing a larger OROdatabase, Walterscheid et al. (1985) obtained
similar jet characteristics.
It is important to note an apparent contradiction: while the PVORO
data, assuming cyclostrophic balance, implies mid-latitude jets (as
does the limited PV entry probe results and Mariner i0 UV imaging), PV
OCPPimages indicated near solid body super-rotation of the cloud tops.
(PV OCPPalso suggests -65±25 m/s super-rotation of the upper haze
layer at 5 mb (-80 km; Limaye 1984)).
The -90 m/s zonal super-rotation indicated by the ground-based IR
13C1602absorption line observations (Betz et al. 1977b;heterodyne
Betz 1977, 1982; see Chapter I), at 75-85 km altitude, is consistent
with cyclostrophic balance. However, large heterodyne-derived vertical
wind velocities (-45 m/s upwelling; 40 m/s fluctuations) may be
indicative of large systematic errors (see Chapter 8). Vega 1 and 2
observed vertical velocities typically -0.5 m/s and maximally 2.5-3.5
m/s, with Vega 2 experiencing large and prolonged vertical velocities
over Aphrodite Terrats 5 km altitude terrain (Blamont et al. 1986).
Mixing length theory applied to the convective zone in the middle cloud
layer (Vega 1 and 2 float altitudes were situated at the top of this
zone) yields expected vertical velocities of -I m/s (Blamont et al.
1986). Venera results point to turbulence-induced vertical velocities
<3 m/s (Kerzhanovich and Marov 1983). The heterodyne derived vertical
velocities thus seemdynamically unreasonable (Clancy and Muhleman
1985b; see Chapter 8).
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Ground-based 12C160microwave observations (-80-90 km alt.;
Clancy and Muhleman1985a,b), indicating an 8.5h Local Venusian Time
maximum,have been interpreted as resulting from superposition of -50
m/s zonal super-rotation (90 km upper cutoff alt.) and a subsolar-to-
antisolar flow (penetrating downto the 80 km level and characterized
by 4 cm/s vertical wind speeds).
2.1.5. MeanMeridional (Hadley) Circulation
In the troposphere and mesosphere (<I00 km alt.) small diurnal
temperature gradients (see Fig. P.I) imply axisymmetric circulation
with respect to the spin axis. Besides the zonal flow, reasonably
consistent with this view, latitudinal temperature gradients should
drive a meanmeridional circulation. Mariner i0 (Limaye and Suomi
1981) and PV OCPP(Limaye et al. 1982, Rossowet al. 1980) UV imaging
as well as PV entry probe Differential Very Long Baseline
Interferometric (DVLBI) tracking (Counselmanet al. 1980) indicate a
cloud-level meridional circulation with rising air near the equator,
poleward transport at the cloud tops (65-70 km), sinking at the poles
and equatorward return flow near the base of the clouds (see Limaye
1985). This is consistent with the poleward decrease in temperature
observed by ORO(Newmanet al. 1984) and VORTEX(Taylor et al. 1980) at
cloud level. DVLBI-derived meanmeridional wind speeds were typically
a few m/s and maximally I0 m/s (Limaye 1985).
While Mariner i0 and PVOCPPimaging have identified a global cell
in each hemisphere, they seem, unexpectedly, to be located
asymmetrically about the equator with the northern hemisphere cell
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extending down to -25°S latitude (Schubert 1983).
The limited spatial and temporal coverage afforded by PV DVLBI
entry probe tracking cannot be expected to discern properties of the
steady-state meridional circulation, yet many probes allude to a
stacking of Hadley cells below cloud level (Limaye 1985, Schubert
1983). An indirect cell (transport from low to high temperature
regions) directly beneath, and apparently driven by the cloud-level
cell seems indicated. A surface cell has been postulated on
theoretical grounds (Schubert et al. 1980, Rossow 1982).
Above the clouds, dynamical models based on PV VORTEX-derived
thermal wind fields have suggested a direct cell (Taylor et al. 1980,
Limaye 1985) consistent with the observed poleward increase in
temperature in the 75-95 km regime (Taylor et al. 1980, Schofield and
Taylor 1983). Meridional velocities in the equatorward upper branch of
the cell may attain speeds of -120 m/s at the 90-100 km altitude level
(Taylor et al. 1980, Elson 1979, Kerzhanovich and Limaye 1985).
2.1.6. Maintaining the Zonal Super-Rotation
The mystery of the Venusian zonal super-rotation lies not so much
in its dynamical characterization as in its maintenance. Assuming the
present situation is steady state, two fundamental but not necessarily
independent problems still persist.
Problem 1 - there remains no definitive picture as to how en masse
atmospheric super-rotation is maintained against expected drag forces
from the underlying slowly rotating solid planet. Either the
atmosphere is essentially decoupled from the solid planet, or angular
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momentum must be pumped into the atmosphere. The latter might proceed
through the action of solar torques acting on atmospheric thermal tides
(Gold and Soter 1971, Dobrovolskis and Ingersoll 1980), or more subtly,
from below, through some interaction with the Venusian surface (Covey
et al. 1986, Schubert 1983).
Problem 2 below the clouds, the observed angular momentum
distribution per unit mass (increasing equatorward and with altitude),
under the action of the observed cloud level Hadley cell, should result
in depletion of equatorial angular momentum. As this is not observed,
other processes not yet understood must be operating.
The following discussion provides a cursory overview of theories
concerning the origin and maintenance of Venusian atmospheric
super-rotation.
Solar torques acting on the solid planet tidal bulge remove
retrograde angular momentum, which should result in a i:i spin-orbit
lock in 108 years (Dobrovolskis and Ingersoll 1980). As such has not
occurred, an additional torque on the solid planet seems necessary. A
possible solar torquing of the atmospheric thermal tide may act to both
balance the torque on the solid body tide (through drag) and pump
atmospheric super-rotation. Additionally, a near resonance between the
Venusian rotation period (with respect to the Venus/Earth line) and the
Venusian synodic period implies Earth-induced torques might also be
involved.
Super-rotation from solar torques on the atmospheric semi-diurnal
thermal tide would require temperature minima just prior to local noon
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and midnight (temperature maximajust after local noon and midnight).
At the cloud tops, ground-based observations (Ainsworth and Herman
1978, Apt and Goody1979, Apt et al. 1980) and PV VORTEXresults
(Taylor et al. 1980, Schofield and Taylor 1983) indicate just the
reverse (Tmin-3 AM, T -9 PM; T prior to noon and midnightmax max
respectively), implying tidal-induced reduction of retrograde angular
momentum (see Schubert 1983). (Interestingly, a thermal tide eastward
phase tilt with altitude, evident in the VORTEX results (65-100 km
altitude; see Fig. 10a, Schofield and Taylor 1983), provides the
requisite phase for tidal pumping of the super-rotation by 85 km
altitude.)
Pumping of the super-rotation from below, through interaction with
the solid planet, might be ongoing, or may have been sequential, e.g.,
early atmospheric spin-up and corresponding solid planet spin-down
followed by essentially a decoupling of the two angular momentum
reservoirs (see Covey et al. 1986, Schubert 1983). Clearly, if
atmosphere and solid planet are now decoupled, barring effects of solar
gravitational torquing, all mechanisms operating in the atmosphere
serve only to redistribute atmospheric angular momentum. Eddies, mean
meridional circulation and planetary-scale waves (PSW's) prove
theoretically viable as mechanisms for angular momentum redistribution
in both latitude and altitude (Schubert 1983).
As proposed by Gierasch (1975), the mean meridional (Hadley)
circulation could transport retrograde angular momentum aloft in the
equatorial region followed by a poleward transport at cloud levels.
However, the resulting depletion of equatorial angular momentum, and
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the inability of the meridional circulation to replenish it, warranted
an equatorward angular momentumtransport mechanism. Gierasch (1975)
thought eddies might be responsible. Rossowand Williams (1979) showed
the requisite eddies could be generated through barotropic instability.
Covey et al. (1986) employed a high spatial resolution General
Circulation Model to test this theory. The conclusion: the mechanism
might maintain, but cannot establish, a strongly super-rotating
atmosphere. While PV OCPPimaging indicates poleward transport of
angular momentumby the poleward branch of the cloud level Hadley cell,
there is no evidence of equatorward transport by eddies (Limaye and
Suomi 1981, Limaye et al. 1982, Limaye 1985).
The identification of mid-latitude jets in Mariner i0 images and
their apparent absence in PV OCPPimages seemsto indicate vacillating
circulation over time. Rossowet al. (1980) have suggested the
semi-permanenceof the mid-latitude jets at the cloud tops results from
sequential involvement of the meanmeridional circulation and eddies.
The poleward transport effected by the meridional circulation results
in mid-latitude buildup of angular momentum,producing jets consistent
with Mariner I0 imaging. Eddies eventually develop through barotropic
instability, causing angular momentumredistribution latitudinally,
providing the near solid body cloud top super-rotation observed by PV
OCPPimaging.
Limaye (1985) offers an alternative view - that temporal changes in
cloud top circulation implied by Mariner i0 and PVOCPPimaging are not
real. Both investigations mayhave been probing different altitudes
due to temporal variation in the altitude of the cloud tops. The fact
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that mid-latitude jets are predicted by cyclostrophic balance models
using PV OROdata supports this contention (Newmanet al. 1984). The
circulation may in fact have long term temporal stability. During the
PVnominal mission, evidence for aerosol loading above the clouds
(Limaye 1985, Deminget al. 1982) implies OCPPprobing at cloud top
altitudes slightly higher than Mariner i0, particularly in the mid-
latitudes (Limaye 1985). If the jet core lies below the cloud tops
(whose altitude remains poorly established) both imaging investigations
becomeconsistent with temporally stable circulation (Limaye 1985).
Also consistent with this view is the departure from solid body
atmospheric super-rotation (at high latitudes) indicated by the PV
entry probes at relatively low (-55 km) altitudes (Schubert 1983).
A variety of classes of planetary-scale waves (PSW's) have been
identified in the Venusian atmosphere. Possible meansof PSW
generation include solar thermal forcing, convection (known to be
important within the cloud decks and probably near the surface) and
large-scale topographic relief (Prinn and Fegley 1987).
Someexamples: The Y, reverse C and "psi" global features apparent
in Mariner i0 (Belton et al. 1976a,b) and PV (Rossowet al. 1980) UV
imaging (as well as ground-based images) are three commonpatterns
resulting from the action of internal gravity waves (Schubert 1983).
The Vega 2 zonal and vertical wind speed anomalies over Aphrodite Terra
are consistent with topographic forcing of gravity waves (Andreev et
al. 1986, Blamont et al. 1986, Preston et al. 1986). Vega long term
sinusoidal variation in zonal wind speed (Preston et al. 1986), and the
already mentioned ground-based and PVVORTEXderived radiometric
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fields, indicate the presence of a semidiurnal thermal tide a solar
forced, vertically propagating gravity wave.
Fels and Lindzen (1974) showedthe thermal tide can be an important
mechanismfor the redistribution of angular momentum,though no
observational evidence exists supporting this contention (Schubert
1983). The interaction between the thermal tide and the mean
meridional circulation has been investigated by, e.g., Young and
Pollack (1977), Williams and Holloway (1982), Hou and Goody (1985), and
most recently, Baker and Leovy (1987). In the Baker and Leovy (1987)
model (assuming an initial altitude-dependent solid-body zonal
super-rotation) the resulting steady state zonal velocity variation
with altitude and latitude reasonably matches the dynamical observables
such as jet strength and location, meanzonal speed, thermal tide
amplitude, and vertical wavelength.
2.2. DYNAMICALMODELSOFTHEVENUSIANTHERMOSPHERE/CRYOSPHERE
2.2.1. Early Circulation Models
An early solar-driven circulation model was proposed by Edmund
Halley (1686) as an explanation of Earth's easterly trade winds.
Halley compiled a (largely) mariners' account of the global wind field
within the tropics, which indicated predominantly northeasterly and
southeasterly winds north and south of the equator, respectively.
Halley's model - a solar insolation-induced pressure gradient, coupled
with the Sun's westward diurnal motion and annual variation in
declination, produced the observed easterlies. Halley in fact
considered the easterlies as a low-level return branch to what would
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be a subsolar-to-antisolar (SS-AS) circulation in the Sun-fixed frame.
SS°AScirculation has been characterized in the literature as "Halley
circulation" (see Covey et al. 1986).
It was apparently Percival Lowell (1896a) who first proposed a
SS-AScirculation model for Venus. SS-AScirculation naturally
followed from Lowell's belief that Venus was a solar-synchronous
rotator (first proposed by Schiaparelli (1890, 1895); see Appendices 3
and 4). Lowell's circulation, shownon Figure 2.1 (Lowell 1910), is
consistent with the thermosphere/cryosphere temperature gradient
observed above i00 km altitude (see Fig. P.I).
After half a century of conflicting photographic, spectroscopic
and photometric determinations of the Venusian rotation period (see
Appendix 3), the radar discovery of a slow retrograde solid planet
rotation (243d), in 1961-67, helped bring renewed interest to SS-AS
circulation models. Somenotable examples: Mintz (1961) proposed a
low-level SS-AScirculation, comprised of multiple convection cells, as
an explanation of visual observations madeby Dollfus (1953, 1955,
1961) at Pic-du-Midi (see Appendices 3 and 4). Mintz (1962) further
calculated SS-AShorizontal velocity as a function of surface
temperature and pressure, and temperature lapse rate, obtaining 0.08 to
180 m/s. Mahoney(1962) modelled a SS-AScell with a direct branch
above I0 km altitude and 35 m/s maximumvelocities. Sagan and Kellogg
(1963) considered a dust composition for the Venusian clouds and
proposed SS-AS circulation as a means of maintaining dust aloft.
Finally, Goody and Robinson (1966) forwarded a SS-AS model to explain
-600 K temperatures observed at _=2 to 20 cm, assuming emission from
3O
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the base of the clouds and, contrary to Greenhouse theories, an
atmosphere totally opaque to both solar and IR radiation.
2.2.2. Dynamical Models
Any hydrodynamical model for the thermosphere/cryosphere must
reproduce the associated thermal, pressure, (specie) density, and wind
fields. Only observational properties of the first three are known in
any detail to date.
Prior to the Pioneer Venus (PV) encounter, Dickinson and Ridley
(1977) formulated a 2°D hydrodynamical model of the thermosphere,
hereafter DRM, assuming a symmetric subsolar-to-antisolar circulation
(independent variables: SZA and altitude). DRM assumed a three
component atmosphere consisting of CO 2 and its photodissociation
products CO and O. The model was fully self-consistent, and coupled
photochemistry with dynamics, allowing feedback between the thermal,
(specie) density, and wind fields from -95 to 200 km altitude (0.i mbar
-6
to 5x10 _bar). A global thermal balance was maintained between solar
EUV, UV and near-IR heating and thermal IR cooling, the latter
dominated by CO 2 collisional excitation by O with subsequent 15 _m
radiative cooling. (A I-D thermal model by Dickinson (1976)
established the mechanisms and relative involvements for these thermal
processes. The resulting mean global thermal profile was used by DRM
to generate near-IR heating and 15 #m cooling rates globally.) The
local thermal balance also included effects of molecular conduction and
large-scale hydrodynamical transport. Small-scale eddy mixing was
neglected as its effects lacked a reasonable quantitative description.
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Empirical model fits to early Pioneer Venus data (associated with
solar maximum) revealed a significant number of DRM inconsistencies:
i. The globally averaged temperature above I00 km was cooler than
predicted, by maximally 35 K (at the exobase near 150 km;
Dickinson and Bougher 1986).
2. DRM predicted a warmer thermosphere than observed - at the
exobase, the observed and predicted subsolar temperatures were
300 K and 335 K, respectively (Dickinson and Bougher 1986).
3. DRM predicted a far warmer cryosphere than observed, brought
on primarily by subsidence-induced adiabatic heating suffered
by the strong cross-terminator winds. At the exobase, the
maximum discrepancy was I00 K for SZA=-I50 ° (Dickinson and
Bougher 1986).
4. DRM predicted nightside enhancement (along isobars) of O and CO
mixing ratios ([O] and [CO]) resulting from dayside CO 2 photo-
dissociation followed by rapid global-scale transport across the
terminator ([O]_no/_ni, where n. is species i number density)i
-3
At 5X10 _bar (-135 km) predicted [O]szA=IS0/[O]szA=0 was -i0'i
(Dickinson and Ridley 1976). The PV-modelled distributions of
[O] and [CO] (along isobars below 150 km) indicated dayside
enhancements (see, e.E. , Dickinson and Bougher 1986).
5. indirect evidence for retrograde zonal super-rotation above
150 km altitude (-50-100 m/s equatorial wind speed, e.E. , see
Mayr et al. 1980) included PV observations of: post-midnight
maxima in neutral H density (Brinton et al. 1980), He density
(Niemann et al. 1980), and UV airglow (Stewart and Barth 1979),
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and a post-noon maximumin temperature (Keating et al. 1980).
Suchasymmetries could not be modelled by a symmetric SS-AS
flow (Bougher et al. 1986).
The DRM-associatedwind field had the following characteristics:
i. Model horizontal velocities, maximal across the terminator,
steadily increased with altitude reaching -350 m/s at the
exobase (-150 km), assuminga low EUVheating efficiency of
i0_. A higher EUVheating efficiency (30_) enhancedpredicted
horizontal velocities by -25_. At -118 km, the early-modelled
altitude of peak i0 #m 12C1602non-thermal emission (Johnson
et al. 1976; see Section 2.3), DRMpredicted 150 m/s
cross-terminator horizontal winds (low EUVcase), reasonably
consistent with the 130 m/s reported by Betz et al. (1977b).
More detailed modelling, however, has placed the non-thermal
emission peak at 109 km (Demingand Mumma1983) where DRM
predicted only 75 m/s cross-terminator velocities.
2. Model vertical velocities (assuming low EUVefficiency) were
maximumon the terminator's nightward side, above 120 km,
due to subsidence caused by the dramatic cross-terminator
pressure gradient. A 3 m/s maximumoccured at the exobase.
Vertical velocities were doubled for the high EUVefficiency
case.
A post Pioneer Venus 2-D hydrodynamical model (95-210 km) was
developed by Bougher et ai.(1986), henceforth BEAM,using essentially
the sameformalism as DRM. The new I-D model of the meanglobal
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thermal field (Dickinson and Bougher 1986) incorporated Pioneer Venus
based: solar EUVand UV fluxes, distributions of the DRMatmospheric
species (including N2), and model atmospheres. The new EUVflux was
twice Dickinson's (1976), inhibiting generation of a lower global mean
temperature field. Conversely, 15 _mcooling was enhanceddue to [O]
double the previous value (Dickinson 1976), and a -20-fold increase in
the rate constant for O-CO2 V-T collisions. To model 15 _mcooling
more accurately, a highly nonlinear function of temperature, the I-D
global meanmodel was partitioned into day and night models. Partial
solar heating was provided on the nightside to simulate dynamical
heating from, e.g., near-terminator subsidence induced adiabatic
compression and thermal advection. Models were adjusted to reproduce
the observed thermosphere/cryosphere diurnal variation. The improved
15 #m cooling rate was obtained as a function of SZAby appropriate
non-linear interpolation between the day and night profiles.
The DRM°predictedhigh temperature cryosphere, and nightside
buildup of [O] and [CO], were circulation induced. BEAMrelied on a
weakenedcirculation to obtain larger dayside [O] and [CO], and a
larger thermosphere/cryosphere temperature gradient. Circulation was
attenuated through wave drag due to both eddy viscosity and Rayleigh
friction. Wavedrag was not included in a self-consistent manner due
to a lack of coupling physics to wave phenomenain the Venusian
atmosphere.
In addition, BEAMinvestigated effects of eddy diffusion, eddy
conduction and varied solar EUVabsorption efficiency. Comparedto
the large-scale circulation, eddy diffusion was found to play a minor
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role in determining composition fields. Effects of eddy conduction
were found negligible. The BEAMfinal reference model, with 109 EUV
absorption efficiency, yielded exospheric temperatures for the
thermosphere and cryosphere of 304 K and 113 K respectively, in
agreementwith PV empirical models (Hedin et al. 1983). EUV
efficiencies >10-129 could not be balanced by any known cooling
mechanism, though values of 12-189 have been proposed (Fox and Dalgarno
1981, Hollenbach et al. 1985).
Along the 7xlO-4 #bar isobar (-150 km at SZA=O°, -135 km at
SZA=I80°) the [O]szA=0predicted by the PV empirical model (Hedin et al.
1983), BEAM,and DRMare: -0.3, -0.18, and -0.09_ and for [O]szA=IS0"
--0.15, --0.20, and -0.75. BEAM'sweakenedcirculation boosted dayside
[O] by a factor of 2 and dramatically reduced the nightside bulge (DRM
nightside [O] is five times greater than observed). The empirical
are: -0.17, and -0.15" andmodel and BEAM-predicted [CO]szA=0
for [CO]szA=180are: -0.05, and -0.045 in excellent agreement. In
general, BEAMvalues were within 30-509 of the PVempirical model.
Wavedrag limited the BEAMwind field to maximumcross-terminator
velocities of -230 m/s at the exobase, almost half the DRMprediction.
BEAM-generatedhorizontal wind speed versus SZAat ii0 km altitude, for
solar maximumconditions, is given on Figure 2.2 (Bougher et al. 1986;
Bougher 1987). The wind field is essentially symmetric about the
vertical line SZA=-82°. For SZA<90° the horizontal wind speed can be
represented by a linear fit with 0 and 121 m/s winds at the subsolar
point and across the terminator, respectively (at SZA=90° the linear fit
departs from the BEAM-predicted Ii0 m/s wind speed). BEAM-derived
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solar cycle variation of the wind field is negligible below -120 km.
BEAM (as DRM) could not address the observed composition,
thermal, and airglow asymmetries above 150 km. Mayr et al. (1980,
1985) employed models which included a wind field zonal component, yet
were highly parameterized, thus not self-consistent. The Mayr et al.
(1980) 2-D model employed Pioneer Venus-derived global mean composition
and temperature fields and adopted DRM UV heating and photodissociation
rate parameterizations. Treatment of IR heating and 15 #m cooling rates
were less detailed than in DRM. UV heating efficiency was equivalent
to the DRM 10P case. Diurnal composition fields were determined by
global circulation and vertical eddy diffusion. Specie densities, as
functions of Venus Local Time, were calculated along the equator at 150
km altitude for varied zonal wind speeds and vertical eddy diffusion
coefficients (taken constant with altitude). An eddy coefficient of
2.5x107 cm2/sec and a 40-80 m/s zonal equatorial velocity yielded
diurnal density variations in CO2, O, He, and H, and diurnal thermal
contrast, in reasonable agreement with the observed. The associated
SS-AS cross-terminator winds were 200 m/s at 150 km altitude yet only
20 m/s at ii0 km.
A 3-D model (Mayr et al. 1985), based on the 2-D formalism, also
included DRM formulations for IR heating and 15 _m cooling, and an
altitude-dependent vertical eddy diffusion coefficient (inversely
proportional to the square root of the density). The UV heating
efficiency was 309. The best fit model composition and thermal fields
yielded 300 m/s SS-AS cross-terminator velocities at the exobase and a
75 m/s (equatorial) solid body atmospheric super-rotation. SS-AS winds
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near the base of the thermosphere (-II0 km) were not significantly
enhancedover the 2-D predictions (Mayr 1989).
2.3. i0 _mNON-THERMALEMISSIONMODELLING
12C1602non-thermal core emission in the i0 _m _u+00°lThe
_g+[lO°O,02°O]i,iI bands was first observed in the atmospheres of Mars
and Venus by Betz et al. (1976), and modelled by Johnson et al. (1976).
The line shapes were Gaussian with widths corresponding to temperatures
of -170 K and -200 K, respectively. Mars observations of the PI2
through P28 rotational lines in the 10.4 #m I-band indicated rotational
temperatures consistent with the thermal widths. The emission
intensities, however, were 5 to 15 times greater than expected for a
blackbody at the associated temperatures.
A systematic study of emission strength versus beamposition was
undertaken on Venus near maximumwestern elongation with the subsolar
point on the eastern limb (Johnson et al. 1976). Observations
indicated that the emission was approximately constant along lines of
constant solar insolation, increased dramatically near the subsolar
limb, and was absent on the unilluminated hemisphere. Coupling these
observations with an observed 6-fold enhancedVenusian emission
intensity over Marst led to the conclusion that the emission was solar
pumped.
A host of mechanismswere rejected including: scattering of solar
I0 #m radiation, indirect pumping through solar XUVelectronic
pumping of the i0 _m_u+O0°l upper state by 4 #mexcitation, and direct
solar radiation (Johnson et al. 1976). Twomechanismswere proposed
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involving absorption of near-IR solar radiation (<3 #m) followed by V-V
collisional exchange of v3 quanta to the _+00°I _3 fundamental level.
The first mechanismrelied on direct pumpingof the CO2 near-IR bands.
The second relied on absorption by trace atmospheric H20 in bands
-i
within 40 cm of CO2 near-IR bands, allowing V-V collisional transfer
of w 3 quanta.
Johnson et al. (1976) showed radiative de-excitation of the
-1)
_+00°i level the i0 branch (A=0.67 is notalong _m S quelched by
-3
collisional de-excitation for densities p<1013 cm The 4 #m pathway
-I)to the ground state, while prefered (A=500 s , is blocked by
radiative trapping due to 4 _m mean free paths of only a few meters at
-3
p=1013 em Conversely, the atmosphere is optically thin at i0 #m due
to underpopulation of the _g+[10°0,02°0]l,ll lower states (at T--200 K).
Mechanism I was evaluated considering absorption from only the
strongest line in each of the eight strongest near-IR CO 2 bands.
Calculated I0 #m emission strength was within 20% of the observed, with
-3)peak emission at 120 km altitude t_p=1013 cm for Venus. The
estimated effect of including all weaker line absorption was a 4-fold
enhancement in emission intensity.
Mechanism 2 was evaluated assuming absorption in three near-IR
H20 bands. Calculated I0 _m emission strength matched the observed for
a 1:2800 H20 to CO 2 abundance ratio, consistent with Mars observations.
Whether the Venusian atmospheric water vapor content was sufficient for
mechanism 2 was uncertain.
Adopting the Johnson et al. (1976) i0 _m emission mechanism,
Deming and Mumma (1983) solved the non-LTE radiative transfer problem
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-i
considering near-IR absorption by all CO2 lines from 2000 cm to 9500
-I
cm (i.I to 5 _m), as listed on the 1973 AFCRLtape (McClatchey et al.
1973). Some2x104 lines, including all CO2 isotopic species, were
pumping of the I0 >m_+00°I upper state viaconsidered. Direct
ground state absorption of solar 4 #mradiation, neglected by Johnson
et al. (1976), was also included.
Demingand Mumma(1983) confirmed absorption in the near-IR 2-3
#mbands (3000-4500 cm-I) was the dominant _+00°I excitation
mechanism. In addition it was found that bands in the I.i to 1.7 #m
range contributed an additional 30_, and direct solar pumping of the
_+00°i via the 4 _mpathway was significant - even dominant atlevel
higher altitudes. Peak emission occured at 109 km with half power
altitudes of i01 and 120 km. Comparison to observed Venus and Mars
emission (Deminget al. 1983) indicated model-predicted fluxes 130_
and I00_ of observed, respectively. Optical depth calculations
indicated the i0 #memission was optically thin along line of sight
column lengths through the emitting shell, even for near limb
observations. The i0 _m intensity was found approximately proportional
to line of sight column length and the cosine of the beamposition's
solar zenith angle. Stimulated emission proved to be a negligible
effect. The model additionally confirmed the claimed population
inversion in the i0 #mband (Mummaet al. 1981) at high altitudes. The
inversion was ubiquitous and insensitive to the atmospheric model used.
The Johnson et al. (1976) H20pumping mechanismwas not considered.
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CHAPTER 3: IR HETERODYNE SPECTROMETER OPERATION
3.1. BASIC THEORY OF OPERATION
An IR heterodyne spectrometer (IRHS) maps an IR source spectral
region, containing the spectral feature(s) under investigation, into
the radio band where it may be digitized into bins a few MHz wide and
stored in a computer for real time or future data manipulation. This
is achieved by photomixing the source signal with an IR laser, a nearly
monochromatic and coherent local oscillator (LO), in an IR photomixer.
The photomixed signal or intermediate frequency (IF) is a beat spectrum
characteristic of the frequency difference between source and LO, and
whose spectral bandpass is dictated by the frequency response of the
photomixer and its preamplifier.
The IF is amplified and sampled by a contiguous radio frequency
(RF) filter bank with typically a 0 to -2 CHz bandpass. Variation in
LO frequency (rio) allows the RF bandpass to view different regions of
the source's spectrum. Ideally, a local oscillator with continuously
variable Vlo is desired. To date, however, such devices are inherently
noisy, as with the tunable diode laser (TDL) (Mumma et al. 1975,
Glenar et al. 1982). Investigations where high S/N is mandatory, e.g.,
mapping planetary wind fields, thereby preclude use of TDL systems.
The Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) IRHS employs low pressure
CO 2 continuous-wave laser local oscillators (Kostiuk et al. 1977,
Kostiuk and Mumma 1983, Mumma et al. 1978, Glenar et al. 1986). Such
LO's can provide at least discontinuous variation in rio through
selection of different ro-vibrational laser lines, and different
isotopic form of CO 2 used as the working gas. Taken together, the
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photomixer bandwidth about each of the candidate lines (considering all
available isotopes) covers 154 of the 9-12 #m operating band of these
lasers (Kostiuk and Mumma 1983).
The typical filter bank employed in the GSFC IRHS consists of 64
25 MHz filters. Doppler-limited spectral lines associated with
planetary atmospheres and the Sun have FWHMrs of order 50 MHz and 400
MHz, respectively, making possible a complete sampling of such lines by
the 0-1.6 GHz filter bank bandpass.
If l(v) is the source spectral distribution in the IR and l(v') is
the distribution in the IF then, v'=_-_lo and the mapping takes the
form l(v)_l(_-_lo). In fact, as the photomixer does not distinguish
between _-Vlo and _io-_, the mapping necessarily generates a double
sideband (DSB) spectrum equal to the sum of the two single sidebands
(SSB). Hence:
l(_)+l(2Vlo-V ) _ l(_-Vlo) (3.1)
Often the spectral feature under investigation lies completely to one
side of the LO (with the other SSB a flat continuum). If the DSB
spectrum S/N allows continuum level determination, subtracting 1/2 the
DSB continuum yields the SSB source spectrum in the IF (Fig. 3.1).
Once the DSB spectrum has been digitized, converting to SSB in the IF,
and carrying out the inverse mapping, knowing Vlo, generates the source
spectrum in the IR at sub-Doppler resolution.
For lines formed in planetary atmospheres, 25 MHz resolution is
rather coarse, with a particular line resolved by _3 filters (or
channels). A high resolution filter bank (HRB) is thus employed
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consisting of 64 5 MHz filters with a 320 MHz overall bandwidth. The
HRB may be tuned to any region of the 1.6 GHz low resolution filter
bank (LRB) bandpass. This is accomplished by heterodyning the IF with
a continuously tunable radio frequency local oscillator (RFLO). At
-i0 _m, 5 MHz resolution corresponds to AA=I0 -6 #m, thus A/AA_IO 7.
3.2. A QUANTITATIVE LOOK AT COHERENT DETECTION
3.2.1. Generation of an Intermediate Frequency
The theory of coherent detection (employing an IRHS) has been
covered in the literature in detail by Blaney (1975), Cohen (1975) and
Abbas et al. (1976). A first-order treatment is presented here to
provide a basic understanding of heterodyne principles.
Consider a detector whose generated photocurrent i(t) is
proportional to the flux incident on its surface. The behavior of such
a detector is given by:
i(t)=c ET(r,t ) .ET(r,t)dA , (3.2)
where ET(r,t ) is the total electric field at position r on the detector
*
surface at time t, c is a constant, denotes the complex conjugate,
and the integral is carried out over the surface of the detector.
IR heterodyne spectroscopy relies on photomixing the source signal
with an IR laser local oscillator, thus:
ET(r,t)=Elo(r,t)+Es(r,t) ,
where the io and s terms are the LO and source contributions,
respectively.
(3.3)
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Consider a coherent and linearly polarized LOwith an electric
field given by:
r l
Elo(r,t)=Elo(r)exp_-J_lotJ , (3.4)
where Elo(r ) is the spatial part of the field and _io=2_io . In
addition, consider a source frequency _ with electric field:
E s(r,t)=E s (r)exp[-j_t] (3.5)
Substituting Eqs. 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 into 3.2 and rearranging yields:
(3.6)
where :
1iDc=c Elo(r ) .Elo(r)+Es(r ) .Es(r ) dA (3.7)
iDC has no time varying contribution and represents the average
photocurrent generated by all radiation incident on the detector over a
time _>2_/(_io-_ ). Eq. 3.6 indicates i(t) varies with the difference
or intermediate (IF) frequency (thus providing heterodyne detection),
and only the LO's polarization is detected in the source signal.
3.2.2. Diffraction-Limited Operation
Coherent detection also dictates a field-of-view (FOV) matched to
the telescope's diffraction limit. (At i0 #m, the 1.5 m (60-inch)
primary of the McMath Solar Telescope on Kitt Peak yields 1.6" (FWHM)
spatial resolution.) Diffraction-limited operation as an outgrowth of
Section 3.2.1 can be shown by employing a simple interference model.
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Consider an aperture that is a horizontal slit of width D and
infinite length located a distance Z from the detector plane (Fig.
3.2). A plane parallel LO wavefront is directed axially upon the slit.
Using Huygen's Principle, wavefronts between the slit and the detector
are generated by the interference of cylindrical wavelets from point
sources comprising the wavefront at Z=O. Also, assumea detector plane
at Z>>D, insuring Fraunhofer diffraction results.
Let a given point source be located a distance X from the axis and
have spatial extent dX. Define r as the displacement vector from point
source A, at X=0, to point P on the detector. The spatial part of the
electric field at P, due to the point source at distance X, is:
dElo(r)= Clo explJklo(r-Xsing)]dX ,
D(r-Xsin#)
(3.8)
where wavenumber klo is given by klo=2_/Alo , r denotes the
magnitude of r, # is the angle between r and the optical axis, and Clo
is a constant vector. In the case of Fraunhofer diffraction,
(r-XsinS)-r. This substitution may be made in the denominator, but not
in the exponential term, if kloXsin0 is of order _. The latter is true
for small _, at i0 _m, for X_I mm.
The spatial part of the electric field Elo(r ) at P, due to all
sources from -D/2 to D/2, is obtained by integrating Eq. 3.8, yielding:
Elo(r)=Clo[_lexp(Jklorl where" p= sin((kloD/2)sin0 ] (3.9)
(kloD/2)sin0
Consider the same situation for a plane parallel wavefront
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associated with E (r,t) inclined at an angle _ to the axis (Fig. 3.3).
S
A point source at distance X provides an electric field at P given by:
dE(r)= c [ ]s exp jk(r-XsinS+Xsin_) dXS
D (r-Xs inS+Xs inn)
(3.10)
Using the same arguments regarding Fraunhofer diffraction as before,
and integrating over X, yields:
_r_[_le_I_rlwhe eq_sin[_kOJ2_sinesino_1 _311_
(kD/2)(sinS-sin_)
The spatial dependence of i(t) over the detector surface can now
be determined. Substituting Eqs. 3.9 and 3.11 into 3.6, and making use
of the relations r=z/cos8 and dA=(Lr/cosS)dS, where L is the horizontal
length of the detector, one obtains:
[ ]
i(t,_)=iDC + Clo,Cs[-_--j]cos[(klo-k)r-(_lo-_)tJpq d8 (3.12)
Here i(t,a) is the total source-generated photocurrent between _ and
_+d_. For small 8 the cosine term may be taken from the integral,
yielding:
i(t,_)=iDC+ Clo.C s _ cos (klo-k)z-(_lo-_)t F(a) , (3.13)
where:
IsinI_k1°°I2_elsinI_k°J2_e°_ld 31_F(_) = ( )
(kloD/2) 8 (kD/2) (8 -_)
For a given , the integrand of Eq. 3.14 represents the spatial
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contribution function p(#,a) over the detector for the time varying
component of i(t,_). Figure 3.4 is a plot of p(0,_) from 0==2A/D to
2A/D, for _=0, _/2D and A/D. For small a, regions of the detector far
from the axis yield insignificant contributions to the photocurrent.
(A negative p(#,_) implies an oppositely directed electric field which
dictates an oppositely directed photocurrent.)
For a uniform infinitely extended emitter as source, F(a)
represents the beam shape and explicitly defines what the detector can
"see". Figure 3.5 is a plot of F(_) from _=-5_/D to 5_/D. The FWHM of
the beam is A_-_/D. Coherent detection thereby provides a beam at the
diffraction limit.
For the more complex case of a circular aperture, the diffraction
limit is still found to be A_=I.22_/D FWHM. This result is embodied in
the Antenna Theorem (Seigman 1966) which states the solid angle FOV (_)
of a coherent detector is given by _-_2/A, where A is the collecting
area of the detector. Both relations may be recognized as equivalent
if one notices that A_D2/4 and _=_A_2/4.
An IRHS properly mated to a telescope has an FOV at the
telescope's diffraction limit. In Figure 3.3, imagine the collimated
source beam to the left of the aperture is a product of a telescope's
various optical components. The detector's solid angle FOV (O)
receives radiation collected within a necessarily different solid angle
Ot as seen by the primary. Ot' the quantity of interest, defines the
FOV in the sky to which the detector is sensitive. A proper mating of
detector and telescope occurs when light rays intercepting the edge of
the aperture in Figure 3.3 also intercept the edge of the primary.
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When this criterion is met, the following relation holds:
A
t (3.15)
A
t
where A t is the primary's collecting area. The product fIA, called
the etendue, is a constant, and from the Antenna Theorem equals A 2.
Solving Eq. 3.15 for _t gives:
_A _2
t
A t A t
which is the diffraction limit of the telescope.
(3.16)
3.2.3. Signal-to-Noise
To determine the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) expected for
heterodyne detection, one would like to express the DC and time varying
components of the photocurrent in terms of the incident LO and source
power. The dot products in Eq. 3.6 may be replaced using the transform:
where:
Elo(r)oE s(r) -=EloEs[eXp(j_)] ,
Elo=[Elo(r)[ and Es=[Es(r) [ ,
yielding"
dxdy ,
3.17)
3.18)
3.19)
with dxdy=dA. If Elo(r) and Es(r) are matched across the detector then
Elo and Es are of the form:
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where U and V are constants. Substituting Eq. 3.20 into 3.19 gives:
If Plo and Ps are the LO power and source power incident on the
detector, then the total number of photons incident per second N is"
V
N = /hv (3.22)
v (Plo+Ps)
where h is Planck's constant. Define the detector's quantum efficiency
as the number of electrons generated per incident photon. If e is
the charge per electron, then the average total photocurrent iDC is:
iDc=eNe= [e_] (3.23)
_j (PI°+Ps)
Comparison of Eq. 3.23 with the DC portion of Eq. 3.21 allows
determination of Uf(x y) and Vf(x y) in terms of Plo and P
_ S "
Substitution of these forms into Eq. 3.21 gives"
i(t) = eN(Plo+Ps ) + 2eN(PloPs)i/2cosI(_lo-_)t-_] (3.24)
h_ h_
The time varying portion of Eq. 3.24, iIF , represents the
photocurrent contribution due to coherent detection. The heterodyne
signal, after square law detection, is proportional to <iIF2> where a
time average has been taken over a period r=2_/(_lo-_), thus"
2 2
T(h_J 0
(3.25)
Integrating yields:
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<iIF2>=2 [eN] 2 PloP s
(3.26)
In a coherent detector, the dominant noise contribution is shot
noise in the photocurrent. If ilF<<iDC , then only the iDC shot noise
contribution need be considered. This condition is fulfilled if
Plo>>Ps and corresponds to laser shot noise-limited operation. Such
operation maximizes S/N (as shown below) and is easily achievable using
CO 2 laser local oscillators.
The heterodyne noise level is proportional to <i 2> where i
n n
the shot noise photocurrent given by:
<i 2>=2eiDcB ,
n
where B is the bandwidth of the detector channel.
is
(3.27)
Substituting Eq.
3.23 into 3.27 gives"
<in2>=2e2BN(Plo+Ps )
hw
(3.28)
The S/N is given by <iiF2>/<in2>. Thus from Eq. 3.26 and 3.28"
S/N
Ps
hwB l+Ps/Plo"
(3.29)
Clearly, if Plo>>Ps, the S/N is maximized for a given Ps.
shot noise-limited operation, Eq. 3.29 becomes"
For laser
_P
S
S/N = -- .
hwB
(3.30)
The condition under which the assumption Plo >>Ps is invalid has
been explored in detail by Abbas et al. (1976) and Betz (1977).
Typically, Plo for the IRHS is of order imW. For Plo and Ps to be
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comparable at i0 #m, a 2000 K source temperature is required. Planetary
investigations do not fall within this regime.
Spectral lines formed in planetary atmospheres are viewed against
a planetary continuum which may be taken as Planckian. S/N on the
continuum is therefore a natural measure of IRHS sensitivity, and with
the Planck function B (T), may be readily found. B (T) is given by"
V
( 1B (T) = 2hu 3 exp[hu/kT] - i , (3.31)
V
2
C
where c is the speed of light and k is Boltzmann's constant.
Figure 3.6 depicts a coherent receiver with collecting area A, and
diffraction-limited beam _, a distance R from the emitting region of a
planetary atmosphere. Define _ as the solid angle subtended by the
r
receiver at the location of the planet. In addition, define A as the
S
area of the planetary atmosphere within the receiver's
diffraction-limited beam. The following relations hold"
=A/R 2 and A =_R 2 (3.32)
r s
The source power (Ps) incident on the receiver may be obtained by
integrating By(T) over As, _r' and receiver bandwidth B. Bv(T) may
be taken as constant over the range of integration to yield (assuming
detection of one polarization)"
Ps=hV3As_rBIexp[hv/kT]
2
C
Substituting Eq. 3.32 into 3.33 gives:
(3.33)
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Ps=hV3A_B[exp[hu/kT] - ii-i
2
C
(3.34)
Using the Antenna Theorem, and the relation _A=c, Eq. 3.34 reduces to"
PsmhVB lexp [h_/kT ] I]-i (3.35)
(Since Eq. 3.35 is independent of telescope aperture, employing a larger
telescope does not enhance signal power assuming the source fills the
diffraction-limited beam.)
the S/N on the continuum:
S/Nm_[exp[h_/kT]
Substituting Eq. 3.35 into Eq. 3.30 yields
(3.36)
The post detection S/N, employing a square-law detector, scales with
(Br) I/2 where r is the integration time (Betz 1977). The post
detection S/N is thus:
[ ]-lS/N=_[BT I/2] exp[hu/kT] i (3.37)
Eq. 3.37 assumes detection of only one polarization and a SSB spectrum.
During actual IRHS operation, a variety of factors act to degrade
the S/N from the ideal case. Adopting the convention of Abbas et al.
(1976), all degradation factors may be incorporated within a single
term A, with Eq. 3.37 becoming:
S/N= _7[Br]1/22 exp[hu/kT] - 1 . (3.38)
A
Normal field operation implies ZX contains at least a factor of 2 for
heterodyne detection of a single source polarization and a factor of 2
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for optical chopping between a source and reference beam with a 50%
duty cycle. Additional degradation may be attributed to attenuation of
the source signal by the IRHS optics, the effects of the various noise
components, and a decreasing quantum efficiency with increasing IF due
to a sensitivity roll-off in the photomixer and its matched IF preamp.
The optimal _ achieved by the GSFC IRHS varies from 7 near v'=0 to 20
near _'=1.6 GHz (Kostiuk and Mumma 1983).
Figure 3.7 (Kostiuk and Mumma 1983) is a plot of S/N versus X for
a variety of blackbody sources where a bandwidth B=25 MHz, an
integration time T=3600 sec, and a 4=7 are assumed. Also indicated are
some planet-specific temperature ranges that may be probed at i0 >m
which offer S/N on the continuum conducive for high resolution
spectroscopic studies.
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3.3. OPTICAL FRONT END LAYOUT
The optical front end of the GSFC IRHS consists of a HgCdTe IR
photomixer, the laser local oscillator, calibration blackbodies, a
visual guiding system and all optical elements necessary to provide IR
photomixing at the detector plane. The front end is mated at Coude to
either the 1.5 m (60-inch) F/60 McMath Solar Telescope on Kitt Peak,
Arizona, or the 3 m (120-inch) F/120 NASA Infrared Telescope Facility
(IRTF) instrument on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. The IF output of the
photomixer is fed into an RF back end for spectral analysis. Figure
3.8 shows the front end layout for the McMath spectrometer. The IRTF
front end layout is basically the same.
The output of the laser local oscillator is intercepted by beam
splitter ml. The transmitted beam, used as a probe of laser output
power, is focused by lens L1 onto a high speed pyroelectric detector
(see Chapter 4).
The reflected beam at ml is first attenuated, to obtain an optimum
performance photocurrent in the HgCdTe photomixer, and then expanded,
to provide a uniform field over the surface of off-axis parabola m9.
The attenuator contains a ZnSe window, mounted at the Brewster angle,
which can be rotated with respect to the beam polarization. The McMath
beam expander consists of lenses L3 and L2 with a i0:i focal length
ratio (a reflective optics expander is used at IRTF). Flip mirror m3
allows determination and periodic monitoring of the CO 2 laser line with
a spectrum analyzer.
The source signal from the telescope intercepts a dichroic which
transmits 20_ in the visible and reflects 96_ in the IR. A TV camera
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located behind the dichroic monitors the position of the target planet
with respect to the IR optical axis of the instrument (defined by a
cross hair in the TV field-of-view). Flat m13 samples the source beam
(s) aligned with the TV camera. A rotating butterfly chopper samples
the reference beam (r) which may be located up to 60" off the s beam
for the McMath configuration. The telescope focal plane is located at
the system iris.
Figure 3.9A details the front end beam throw elements. Shown are
rays from both the s beam, aligned with the telescope axis, and the r
beam, off axis by angle 6. Points A and B behind the dichroic,
separated by distance d, mark the foci of the respective beam centers
in the absence of the front end optical elements. Points A and B along
the instrument axis are the actual foci. (The apparent displacements
of the s and r beams are exaggerated.) The beam throw geometry of
Figure 3.9B implies that the separation distance between chopper and
fixed flat dictate d. The choice of d, coupled with the telescope
focal plane image scale, fixes the beam throw 8.
The McMath focal plane image scale is 0.4 arc-minutes per cm.
With a maximum mirror separation of 3.5 cm for McMath, a maximum beam
throw of i arc-minute is achieved. The chopper/fixed-mirror assembly
for the IRTF front end provides a maximum d of i cm. An IRTF focal
plane image scale at Coud_ of 0.0955 arc-minutes per cm provides a
maximum beam throw of only 5.7".
Venus at inferior conjunction has the largest planetary disk,
reaching a 63" diameter during favorable conjunctions. The McMath IRHS
r beam can sample sky regardless of s beam position on such a disk.
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However, the IRTF front end chopper can only be used in conjunction
with planetary disks smaller than -i0". To observe larger disks at the
IRTF, the Facility wobbling secondary is employed, providing a beam
throw up to 6 arc-minutes at a frequency _40 Hz (synchronized to the
IRHS system clock).
Flat m12 directs the s and r beams to off-axis parabola mll, the
latter providing collimation. Beam splitter m7 combines the s and r
beams with the LO output. Off-axis parabola m9 focuses the resultant
beam onto the detector plane. Flat mlO directs the resultant beam
vertically into the down-looking N 2 dewar containing the HgCdTe
detector.
Calibration blackbody sources may be substituted for either or
both the s and r beams employing flip mirrors m14 and m15. Lenses L5
and L7 collimate the blackbody beams allowing generation of absorption
lines with the insertion of low pressure gas cells. Such unshifted
spectral lines allow periodic monitoring of LO stability (see Chapter
4). Lenses L4 and L6 focus the blackbody beams onto the telescope
focal plane at the system iris.
The alignment of any optical element may be judged with respect to
the instrument axis by introducing a HeNe laser with flip mirror mS.
(The axis is defined by the system iris and a second transportable rail
mounted iris.)
The photomixer, a high speed HgCdTe IR photodiode mounted in a
liquid nitrogen dewar at 77 K, is provided by D.L. Spears at M.I.T.
Lincoln Laboratory. Detailed reviews of the theory and fabrication of
these devices are covered in the literature by Spears (1977, 1981).
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Optimal heterodyne quantumefficiencies are obtained by operating the
photodiode in a reverse-bias modenear 500 mVwith a laser-induced
photocurrent of -3 ma. The photodiode and its matched IF preamp
provide heterodyne quantumefficiencies as high as 0.80 at 0 MHzand
0.25 at 1.5 GHzin the IF (Spears 1981).
3.4. RADIOFREQUENCYBACKENDLAYOUT
The radio frequency (RF) back end performs digitization of the
source spectral distribution in the IF over a pre-determined bandpass,
allowing computer storage and manipulation of data. The bandpass is
provided via a contiguous series of equal bandwidth filters. The
filter bandwidth is dependent upon the investigation-specific spectral
resolution desired.
The bandpass of a filter bank mayview any portion of the IF by
heterodyning the latter with a frequency tuneable RF local oscillator
(RFLO). Given RFLOfrequency Vrf, and a region of the IF from v" o to
_'I' then heterodyning provides a beat spectrum from Vrf-V'o to _rf-_'l
(Fig. 3.i0).
The present GSFCIRHSsystem has two separate filter banks. The
low resolution bank (LRB) consists of 64 25 MHzbandwidth filters. LRB
operation, without an RFLO,provides coverage of the IF from 0 to 1600
MHz. The high resolution bank (HRB)consists of 64 5 MHzbandwidth
filters with a bandpass from 1287.5 to 1607.5 MHz. The HRB,with RFLO
mixing capability, maybe tuned to cover any 320 MHzsector of the IF
(Fig. 3.i0).
Eachbank has an associated amplifier section where the IF is
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amplified then power split and distributed to 8 racks of 8 filters each
(Fig. 3.11). Prior to distribution to the 64 HRB filters, the IF is
also heterodyned with an RFLO. Each filter has an RF detector
providing an instantaneous output voltage proportional to applied RF
power. The outputs from the RF detectors are fed to an analog
multiplexer (AMUX) where all 128 channels are simultaneously integrated
for a prescribed interval. The AMUX integrator voltages are then fed
to a digital multiplexer (DMUX) where two A/D converters, one for each
filter bank, digitize the signals.
The IF signal power is dominated by a post-detection noise level
with the actual source contribution only a few percent at best. Beam
chopping, accomplished either externally to the IRHS (e.g., the IRTF
wobbling secondary) or through use of the front end chopper, allows
removal of the noise level during data reduction. Data acquisition
from two distinct beams is therefore necessary, requiring the filter
bank have knowledge of the fundamental chop frequency. To achieve this
a system clock (a variable frequency square wave generator) is located
within the filter bank. The clock output signal is fed to the DMUX
chassis where the characteristic clock period rcl is expanded by 5xlO 4
to an active chop period rch. The DMUX chassis then provides a phasing
signal rph , to whatever beam chopping device is being employed,
allowing synchronization to rch. For the 3-phase McMath front end
chopper rph=6rch , and the optimal chop frequency is -10-30 Hz. The
associated range in clock frequency is -0.5-1.5 MHz.
The AMUX integrates for almost (i/2)rch before the integrator
voltages are first frozen and then sequentially read by the DMUX A/D's.
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Reading one channel takes -I0 _s, thus one A/D will read an entire
filter bank in 640 Vs. The second A/D simultaneously reads the other
filter bank. After DMUX storage of the digitized integrator voltages,
integrators are reinitialized and the second half of the chop period
begins. Only -640 #s at the tail end of each (i/2)rch is down time for
the system. The sequence is repeated during the second half of rch for
the second beam (Fig. 3.12).
The DMUX does not dump the digitized IF for both beams directly to
the computer but rather integrates for a preset number of chop periods
within a buffer memory. One can select an integration time r. in unitsi
of 256Xrch. Initialization of integrators, DMUX memory dump and the
start of an integration are accomplished via the computer console.
In general, in the absence of an incoming IF, the RF detectors
have non-zero output voltages. A zero-level reading of all detectors
is thus warranted for generation of a digitized IF spectral
distribution. Prior to integration, the zero levels are measured,
stored in the DMUX, and after ri, read to disk along with the IF
spectra for both beams.
3.5. FRONT END ALIGNMENT / TARGET POINTING
A TV system allows continuous monitoring of telescope pointing and
target aspect via the TV camera behind the dichroic (see Fig. 3.8). A
videotape record is made of the target's image (with the UT date and
time superimposed) over the observing period. A cross hair in the TV
field-of-view marks the center of the diffraction-limited IR beam.
Alignment of the cross hair reticle is critical for any planetary wind
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field mapping.
Alignment of the monitoring system is begun by introducing the
HeNelaser to the front end optics. A flat placed between the dichroic
and telescope retroreflects the alignment beam into the camera where
its position maybe centered on the cross hair. The HeNebeam,
however, is too diffuse for alignment to the required pointing
accuracy (<i"), and there is no guarantee that the visible and IR beams
are colinear. Final alignment maybe achieved by training the
telescope on an IR point source such as VY CMa,_ Ori or o Cet. The
broad-band heterodyne signal (displayed on a lock-in amplifier) is
peaked on the point source through motion of the telescope. The cross
hair reticle is then centered on the visible image on the TV monitor.
Differential refraction as a function of air massmust necessarily
cause misalignment of the IR and visible beams. A handle on the
magnitude of this effect was obtained at KPNOin June 1986. Seeing was
good enough during this period to clearly discern the limbs of Venus
and Mars in the broad-band heterodyne signal. Mars at opposition was
commonlyassociated with <I" seeing. By rastering the Martian limb
across the TV monitor cross hair, the visible-IR alignment could be
determined to i". Tests performed from 2-3 air massesover two nights
failed to detect any secular misalignment of the beamsat the I" level.
Twomodesof guiding are employed in the field. Prior to the
observing period, knowledge of the video monitor image scale, and the
target planet's disk size, allow generation of acetate templates which
provide planetary aspect (see Figure 3.13). Guiding circles are drawn
on the templates for each of the target beampositions. Once the
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cFigure 3.13. Typical Guiding Template: the template origin
is aligned with the TV monitor cross hair. The planetary
disk is held within one of three guiding circles (ss locates
the subsolar point).
circle A: 40 ° S - subsolar meridian
circle B: disk center
circle C: 40 ° N - subsolar meridian
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template is affixed to the TV monitor, the observer maintains the
planetary disk within a specific guiding circle via a telescope drive
paddle. This technique allows continuous correction for telescope
track rate drift and low frequency image motion. Due to image rotation
in the TV field-of-view, periodic slewing of the telescope N-S or E-W
determines whether template rotation is needed.
At the IRTF, computer control allows more passive guiding. Once a
zero point is established on the planetary disk, the telescope may be
offset to any desired beam position. Tracking rates at Coud4 are good
to ±2 "/hr, thus the stability and reproducibility of beam positions
depend upon the frequency of zero point realignment.
The McMath Solar Telescope, shown in Figure 3.14 (Pierce 1964), is
located on Kitt Peak, Arizona, at an elevation of 2073 m (6800 ft).
The telescope's 2 m (80-inch) heliostat flat is mounted on a column 30
meters above ground level. The number 2 mirror, the 1.52 m (60-inch)
primary, is located at the end of a 155 meter shaft, 80 meters
vertically below the heliostat. The f/60 beam reflected from the 90 m
focal length primary is intercepted at ground level by the number 3
mirror, a 1.2 m (48-inch) flat that can project the beam into one of
three Coud_ ports. One port is occupied by the McMath FTS while
another is occupied by the GSFC IRHS. The total path length from
heliostat to telescope focal plane is 240 m. At i0 _m, the
diffraction-limited beam size is 1.6" (FWHM) in right ascension. In
declination, the projected heliostat aperture P goes as:
P-IDJ2/2] Icos6/2-sin6/2 ] , (3.39)
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where D is the heliostat diameter and 6 is the target planet's
declination. A range in 6 from -_/6 to _/6 corresponds to a range in P
from 0.87D to 0.5D. For P<Oo75D, the heliostat no longer fully
illuminates the primary. The resulting diffraction-limited beam size
in declination varies from 1.6 to 2.5" (FWHM) for the same declination
range.
The NASA IRTF is located on Mauna Kea, on the island of Hawaii, at
an elevation of 4100 m (13,600 ft). The atmosphere above the site has
typically _i mm total condensible H20 vapor, 68_ of the nights are
photometric for at least 6 hours, and <i" seeing is the norm
(Cruikshank 1984). Figure 3.15 shows the optical arrangement for the
IRTF 3 m telescope (IRTF Observer's Manual 1985). The Coud_ secondary
provides an f/120 beam with a 3 arc-minute field-of-view to a series of
four flats contained within the telescope assembly. The last of these
flats directs the beam into the Coude room where a fifth flat couples
the beam to the IRHS front end. The diffraction-limited field-of-view
for the telescope is 0.8" FWHM.
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CHAPTER 4: THE LAMB DIP STABILIZATION SYSTEM (LDSS)
4.1. BASIC LASER OPERATION
Typical CO 2 laser local oscillators employed in Goddard IRHS
systems consist of a laser gain cell axially mounted between a -5%
transmittance (T) output coupler and a diffraction grating. The
grating and output coupler are located on gimballed mounts connected by
4 1-inch diameter rods of either stainless steel or Invar and whose
lengths dictate the fixed length of the laser cavity etalon. Rod
materials are picked for their low expansion coefficients, minimizing
cavity length variation with temperature. In addition to the gain
cell, the length of the cavity allows accommodation of a number of
other intracavity devices (Fig. 4.1).
Either the output coupler or diffraction grating is seated on a
piezoelectric translator (PZT) within the gimballed mount (Fig. 4.2).
The fixed length of the laser cavity may thus be varied in a controlled
manner by applying a known potential difference across the PZT.
With respect to the cavity optical axis, the diffraction grating's
gross tilt allows retroreflection of the first order maximum for
axially incoming 9-11 #m photons. This bandpass contains the
+
lu+O0°l - _g+[10°O,02°0]l and lu+O0°l Ig [10°0,02°0111 CO 2 laser
transitions of interest. Within the laser gain cell, each CO 2
ro-vibrational downward transition is characterized by emission with a
-170 MHz FWHM Voigt profile due to Doppler and pressure broadening. By
varying the tilt of the diffraction grating, one selects which
ro-vibrational laser line shall be associated with photons allowed
multiple reflections within the cavity. Such photons, on average,
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undergo I/T or 20 circuits of the cavity before exiting through the
output coupler. This multiple pass condition allows enough gain
through stimulated emission to support only the laser line profile
favored by the grating, which is designated the gain profile or gain
curve of the laser.
Photon trajectories along the cavity axis necessarily pass through
a variety of media such as air, the gain cell's plasma environment, and
the windows associated with all intracavity devices. Within medium i,
with index of refraction n., a photon whose free-space wavelength is
i
ilo, is characterized by a wavelength li=ilo/n i. If x.± represents the
path length along the axis within medium i, then the number of
wavelengths k maintained within the etalon is given by:
k = _ [xi/_i] (4.1)
The etalon's effective length L is defined as the length necessary to
yield k wavelengths of ilo , or:
L = kilo .
Substituting Eq. 4.1 into 4.2 gives:
(4.2)
(4.3)
L is a function of both the fixed length of the individual media as
well as their indices of refraction. (Note that _x i defines the fixed
length of the cavity.)
The cavity etalon will support a standing wave such that effective
cavity length is given by:
L = PAlo/2 = pc/2Ulo , (4.4)
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where _io is the supported wavelength, Vlo is the associated standing
wave frequency and p is an integer (Fig. 4.3).
The standing wave is not monochromatic, but has a narrow
Lorentzian profile (<I0 KHz FWHM) centered on Vlo. The etalon spoils
laser gain for all but the photons within this narrow Lorentzian (Fig.
4.4). By varying effective cavity length with the PZT, one can thus
tune the laser output frequency (centered on Vlo) over the entire gain
curve.
Substituting Eq. 4.3 into 4.4 yields:
Vl ° - pc/21_ xini] (4.5)
From the standpoint of a planetary wind investigation, where knowledge
of Vlo is critical for a Doppler shift determination, Eq. 4.5 embodies
the basic problem - variation in any of the path lengths or indices of
refraction provides variation in Vlo. Such variations occur
continuously during system operation due to changing thermodynamic
conditions throughout the laser cavity environment.
4.2. THE CHARACTER OF THE GAIN CURVE
In general, two effects preclude a gain curve centered on the
laser transition rest frequency (Vlt).
I. The Gain Cell Pressure Shift
The pressure associated with the laser plasma produces a
shift in line frequency. Perturbation of a molecule's energy
states by collision yields resonance radiation whose frequency (on
average) differs slightly from the unperturbed case (SooHoo 1984).
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For the CO2-CO 2 interaction, experimental determination of the
pressure shift using saturated resonance techniques have yielded
shifts (to the red) of 100-300 KHz/Torr (Freed and Javan 1970,
Woods and Jolliffe 1976), and most recently by SooHoo (1984; SooHoo
et al. 1985), of 80±50 KHz/Torr for pressures from I to I0 Torr.
The laser gain cell maintains a mix of CO 2 and four other gases at
a total pressure of 16 Torr° The pressure shift in the lasing
radiation is thus dictated by both CO2-CO 2 and CO2-foreign molecule
collisions. Adopting the results of SooHoo (1984), a redshift of
1.3±0.8 MHz is expected for pure CO 2 at 16 Torr. In the presence
of the foreign gas interaction a ±I.0 MHz added uncertainty is not
unreasonable (Hillman et al. 1977).
2. Laser Cavity Effects on the Gain Profile
The gain profile is also affected by the laser's spatial
mode and the level of simultaneous cavity support for other laser
transitions. Such gain profile dependence ultimately rests on the
specific laser configuration, the intracavity components, and, most
critically, on the cavity alignment.
Changes in cavity alignment will result from cavity
assembly/disassembly, long term thermal variation of the cavity
rods during LO operation, and adjustment of output coupler and PZT
verniers. The latter is normally associated with LO performance
optimization in the field (predominantly during daily system
power-up for GSFC LO_s).
Variation of cavity alignment can frequency transport the
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gain profile peak a few MHzto either side of the transition rest
frequency. Suchbehavior has been observed in GSFCLO's and is
documentedin the literature (SooHoo1984; SooHooet al. 1985).
In general, combinedpressure shift and cavity alignment effects
yield a gain profile shift, either red (more likely) or blue, up to
possibly a few MHz(lO's of m/s at I0 _m) from Vlt. During the course
of a days observations, with minimal LO adjustment, the gain profile
shift can be quite constant (in the mean). Such stability was observed
spanning Ii hours by Deminget al. (1986).
4.3. THECHARACTEROFTHECAVITYETALON
The variation in _io with effective cavity length maybe found by
combining Eq. 4.4 and its differential form with the relation VloAlo=C
to yield"
d_lo = (C/_loL)dL . (4.6)
On consideration of the terms in Eq. 4.3 one finds that, to first
order, the cavity's effective length equals its fixed length. For
L-1.25 m and Alo-10 #m, Eq. 4.6 reduces to dVlo/dL=24 MHz/_m.
If one varies the fixed length by more than Alo/2 , the cavity will
be tuned over more than one gain profile (Fig. 4.5). The gain profile
separation is just _io/2 or -5#m. With respect to a single gain
profile, such a dL corresponds to d_lo=120 MHz.
Adjacent gain profiles do not converge on one another smoothly as
might be expected for Maxwellian behavior of the emitting molecules.
Too few emitters populate the high energy tails of the _u+O0°l
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vibrational state distribution to allow overall gain by stimulated
emission. As one tunes the etalon toward the wings of the gain profile
one would thus expect a rapid drop to zero laser output power (see
Figure 4.5). However, for a broad gain profile (relative to profile
separation), adjacent profiles can significantly overlap, as is the
case for the cavity constructed (170 MHzprofile FWHM,120 MHzprofile
separation).
Since the directly measurable quantity associated with the PZTis
the applied potential difference E, not its contraction in _m, a more
useful relation than dVlo/dL is dVlo/dE. Dividing Eq. 4.6 by dE
yields:
dVlo/dE = (C/AloL)dL/dE . (4.7)
The PZTused in the GoddardIRHS's, the Lansing 21.938, consists
of 12 piezoelectric wafers arranged in two stacks, the bias stack and
the modulation stack, with I0 and 2 wafers respectively. Within a
stack, wafers are connected in parallel (Fig. 4.6). An applied
negative going E causes a contraction of approximately 0.8 #m per I000
V per wafer (though this value mayvary slightly from stack to stack).
Maximal recommendedapplied voltage is -1500 V. A -12 #m cavity length
variation is therefore achievable using the bias stack, allowing
tuneability over -2.5 gain profiles for i0 _m radiation. Small-scale
cavity modulation, if desired, may be carried out employing the
modulation stack.
Monitoring the laser output with a power meter while sweeping the
bias stack through two gain profiles allows one to determine the peak
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positions in applied potential difference. If AE represents the
measured potential difference between two gain peaks, corresponding to
dL=_lo/2 , then substitution into the right side of Eq. 4.7 gives:
dVlo/dE = c/2LAE . (4.8)
Though not directly obvious, Eq. 4.8 is dependent upon the specific
laser line used as different lines necessarily have different values of
AE. For _Io-I0 um and L=1.25 m, AE corresponds to -625 V, thus
dVlo/dE=0.2 MHz/V.
Use of different PZT's or variation in L or Alo lead to departures
in the above derived quantities. Hence, a careful experimental
determination of these values is warranted for proper characterization
of the soon to be discussed Lamb dip and its associated laser
stabilization system.
4.4. POWER PEAK STABILIZATION
After digitization of the spectral feature in the IF, the IR
source spectrum is obtained by shifting the IF in frequency space by
resolution of _/A_=lO 7, and the achievable S/N, allow
Vlo"
A spectral
determination of the IF line center frequency to order 0.I MHz (i m/s
at I0 _m). Measurement of a planetary wind field to order i m/s thus
requires that Vlo be:
i. stable to <0.I MHz. A drift in etalon length of just 0.04 _m,
corresponding a I MHz drift in Vlo, would render wind
measurements to better than I0 m/s impossible.
2. known to <0.i M_Hz. A planetary wind investigation requires
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acquisition of absolute Doppler shifts, thus requiring an
absolute determination of Vlo.
A commonand easily achieved meansof LO stabilization fixes Ulo
at the peak of the gain profile. Yet the peak's frequency position
(_lop) is subject to drift, due to variation in either cavity alignment
or gain cell pressure. As long as the drift timescale is much greater
than the integration time per data scan, intermittent determination of
Wlop, in principle, allows acquisition of the requisite absolute
Doppler shifts. This may be accomplished by intermittently (or
simultaneously) monitoring a gas cell generated reference line in the
field, throughout data acquisition. Given the spectral feature's line
center frequency _o, and the measured value in the IF Ulc ' then Ulo p is
given by: _lop=Uo±_ic. In practice, however, this technique has a
number of problems"
i. as _lop can be associated with significant drift (a few MHz_
see Section 4.8), nearly continuous monitoring of the reference
line, during data acquisition, is essential.
ii. laboratory lines whose _o is within an IF bandwidth of Vlo p
are rare. (Conversely, a substantial overlap of the source and
reference lines would preclude simultaneous monitoring.)
iii. u of the laboratory line must be known to <-0.05 MHz for a
O
i0 _m wind investigation at the 1 m/s level. This criterion
constrains candidate lines to an even smaller group than that
associated with condition ii.
iv. the 170 MHz (FWHM) gain profile is rather broad if one considers
stability to 0.1 MHz essential. Typical stabilization servo
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circuits modulate the etalon length to sense variation in laser
output power, allowing determination of the system's
instantaneous operating position on the gain profile. A broad
peak allows the system to operate significantly far from peak
power before the servo circuitry senses correction is necessary.
Even in the absence of Vlo p drift, significant fluctuations in
Vlo about Vlo p are therefore possible.
The problems associated with power peak stabilization would be
removed if the laser could be stabilized absolutely by locking to a
frequency-narrow, known absolute frequency standard. The standing wave
saturated resonance technique, discussed in Section 4.5, provides such
an avenue by generating a small absorption feature, called the Lamb
dip, on the gain curve at Vlt (Fig. 4.7). The line center of the
feature is independent of laser environment and cavity alignment (for
the system constructed), and the rest frequencies (Vlt) for the P and R
+
branches of the _u+00°l _g+[10°0,02°0]l and _u+00°l _g [i0°0,02°0]i I
laser transitions of CO 2 are known to better than 0.i MHz for a variety
of isotopic forms (Freed et al. 1980). In addition, the Lamb dip
should have the laser's Lorentzian FWHM, as dictated by the cavity
etalon, allowing stabilization to much better accuracy than achievable
using the comparatively flat peak of the gain profile.
4.5. LAMB DIP THEORY
4.5.1. Basic Theory
The standing wave saturated resonance technique requires
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introduction of a low pressure gas cell (hereafter designated the "Lamb
dip cell" or LDC) to a laser's standing wave field. The laser's
working gas and the LDCgas are usually the same.
The standing wave field maybe generated outside the laser cavity
through beamretroreflection. (Cavity re-entry is prevented through
slight misalignment of the retroreflected beamor through polarization
rotation.) Intracavity operation, as with the GSFCLDC(see Fig. 4.1),
makesuse of the standing wave field already present in the cavity
etalon, though such operation is associated with far higher power
levels.
+Designate the oppositely directed beamswithin the cavity as a
and a . Within the LDC, a molecule will resonantly absorb only
radiation at _It' as seen from the moleculets rest frame. A laser
detuned from _It can produce resonant absorption if the molecule's
along-the-axis velocity componentVaxis induces a Doppler shift in the
lasing photons from Vlo to Vlt.
Figure 4.8 is a 12C1602vibrational energy level diagram showing
the 9.4 #m_g+[1000,0200]ll - _u+0001and 10.4 _m_g+[lO00,0200]l
_+0001 bands. LDCmolecules excited to _u+0001state,laser the after
randomwalking out of the beam, are constrained by LDCdesign
parameters (see Section 4.6) to radiatively de-excite to the ground
rad=441-1 -1state on a timescale r s, (assuming an Einstein A=441 s ,
Deming and Mumma 1983). This transition is by far the dominant
radiative de-excitation pathway (A=0.2 s "I for both the 9.4 and 10.4 _m
bands; Murray et al. 1974), and is characterized by 4.3 #m emission.
to collisional coupling of the _u+0001 rotational levels,Due emission
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takes place over both the 4.3 #m P and R rotational bands.
The top plate of Figure 4.9a is a laser gain profile (in general,
offset from Vlt), with the laser detuned redward of Vlt. Frequency v
is in units of A_D/J2, where A_ D is the Doppler halfwidth to i/e. The
laser's Lorentzian power distribution is shown in the center plate of
the Figure. The lower plate provides the Vaxis distribution for LDC
molecules in the _g+[1000,0200]l,ll rotational level of interest.
Vaxis is in corresponding units of the one-dimensional r.m.s, velocity
[kT/m] I/2, where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the cell temperature
and m is the molecular weight of 12C1602.
+ -
Photons comprising the a and a beams appear Doppler shifted to
Vlt for molecules with Vaxis=+[(Vlo/_it)-l]c and -[(_lo/Vlt)-l]c,
respectively, where positive Vaxis is in the direction of the a+ beam.
At I0 #m, this corresponds to Vaxis=10 m/s per i MHz detuning from Vlt.
Resonant absorption thus depopulates two velocity groups, symmetrically
located about _it' and characterized by the laser's Lorentzian width
(for power levels up to saturation). The two "holes burned" in the
Vaxis distribution quickly lead to 4.3 #m emission, which is detected
by a broadband InSb detector.
Figure 4.9b provides the same situation for a laser tuned closer
to Vlt. The associated increases in laser power and resonant absorber
number density lead to enhanced 4.3 #m emission.
On Figure 4.9c, the laser is finally tuned to _it" The absorber
population is maximal with V . =0 and laser power is nearly maximal
axis '
(not maximal, in general, due to gain curve offset from _it ). However,
+
the two absorber populations associated with the a and a beams have
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now coalesced into a single population. The resulting 4.3 _m signal
therefore suffers a diminution, compared to its value just before laser
tuning to Vlt (when both populations had not yet coalesced).
As one tunes the laser cavity across the entire i0 #m gain
profile, the 4.3 #m signal power traces a gain profile with a resonant
dip at _It (the Lamb dip) as shown on Figure 4.7. In general, due to
i0 #m gain profile asymmetry about _it' the 4.3 #m signal power for the
laser detuned blueward of _it will be different than for the laser
detuned redward by the same amount. The result is a 4.3 #m gain
profile with an assymetrically located Lamb dip (see Fig. 4.7).
4.5.2. The Lamb Dip FWHM
The GSFC intracavity LDC produces a 3 to 4 MHz FWHM Lamb dip,
considerably broader than the laser line width. Possible Lamb dip
broadening mechanisms include: pressure broadening, transit time
broadening, acoustical broadening, misalignment broadening, and power
broadening.
i. A CO 2 pressure broadening coefficient of 7.5 MHz/Torr (FWHM)
implies 150 to 300 KHz broadening (FWHM) for the 20 to 40 mTorr
nominal pressures in the Lamb dip cell. A 400 mTorr pressure
would be necessary for 3 MHz broadening.
ii. Transit time broadening results from the interaction between
absorber and laser field as the absorber transits the beam. The
-I
Uncertainty Principle gives A_ttATr=[2_] , where Tr is the FWHM
transit time across the beam, and Avtt is the FWHM transit time
broadening (Letokhov and Chebotayev 1977). T is given by:
r
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iii.
iv.
V.
Tr-2ro/V, where ro is the HWHM beam radius and v is the r.m.s.
absorber velocity. Avtt=13.1 KHz for 12C1602 at room temperature
(v=4.1xl04 cm/s), with r =-0.25 cm for GSFC LO's.
O
Acoustical pickup-induced high frequency modulation of the
cavity length will produce laser frequency broadening. A
peak-to-peak modulation amplitude of 0.12 #m will cause 3 MHz
(FWHM) broadening. Significant attempts at laser cavity
vibrational isolation were undertaken, including: floating the
cavity optical bench on dampening pads and construction of a
cavity isolation enclosure. No change in the Lamb dip FWHM was
observed.
+
If the a and a laser beams through the Lamb dip cell are not
spatially coincident, broadening will result. For cells external
to the laser cavity, misalignment of the beams is used to prevent
the return beam from re-entering the laser cavity (polarization
rotation may also be used). However, intracavity cells, like the
one developed for this investigation, are not associated with
misalignment broadening.
The holes burned in the Lamb dip cell absorber population by the
+
a and a laser beams will no longer have the beam FWHM for laser
powers beyond the hole saturation level. In this regime,
increasing laser power will burn wider holes in the absorber
population, causing power broadening. A power broadened Lamb dip
results as the cavity is tuned to -Vlt where the two holes
coalesce.
SooHoo (1984) observed an increasing Lamb dip FWHM (from
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0.94 to 1.09 M_Hz)with increasing laser output power (from 0.3 to
1.8 watts), using an external cell at 30 mTorr pressure.
Pressure broadening and misalignment broadening, the only other
significant broadening effects for his system, contributed 0.23
MHzand -0.35 MHzto the dip FWHM,respectively. The latter
assumes-70 KHzper milliradian of misalignment (SooHooet al.
1985), and -5 milliradians of misalignment (SooHoo1984). Power
broadening was therefore claimed significant.
Mechanismsi through iv above cannot account for the observed 3-4
MHzFWHMdip obtained using the GSFCintracavity cell. An indication
of power broadening involvement (mechanismv) maybe obtained by
assuming a linear relationship between dip FWHMand laser power, a
relation borne out to first order by the SooHoo(1984) measurements.
(This assumption, however, maybe invalid when extrapolating to
intracavity circulating power levels.)
The circulating power through the GSFCintracavity cell is
typically 40 Watts (in one direction) corresponding to 2 Watts of laser
output power and a 5_ transmittance output coupler. A least squares
fit to the four SooHoo(1984) 30 mTorr FWHMmeasurements:0.94, 1.00,
1.03, 1.09 MHz(from SooHoo(1984) Fig. 27), corresponding to power
levels of 0.3, 0.7, I.i and 1.8 watts, respectively, yields a 4.4 MHz
FWHMdip for 40 watts (after removing misalignment broadening). This
is consistent with the GSFCobserved Lambdip FWHM.
SooHooet al. (1985) obtained a power and misalignment
broadening-limited 0.7 MHzFWHMLambdip with their external cell at I0
mTorr pressure. Significantly narrower dips could be achieved by
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decreasing the laser power density through beamexpansion and employing
an intracavity cell (SooHooet al. 1985). While narrower Lambdips
would facilitate a higher precision lock to Vlt, the 3-4 MHz FWHM dip
achieved with the GSFC intracavity cell, and the associated servo
feedback electronics, provide a lock to Vlt ±0.04 MHz (0.4 m/s at i0
_m) for a 20 minute integration (see Section 4.8). This is already at
the level of uncertainty in ephemeris-derived planet-planet line of
sight velocity. Fortunately, a Venus wind field map to order i m/s is
certainly adequate.
4.5.3. Lamb Dip Frequency Shift Mechanisms
A number of mechanisms will cause a Lamb dip frequency departure
from Vlt. They have been fully investigated by SooHoo et al. (19855
SooHoo 1984) and include: pressure shifting, the combined effects of
transit time and wavefront curvature, the second order Doppler shift,
absorber recoil, and power slope error.
i. The best determination of the CO2-CO 2 pressure shift was made by
SooHoo (1984; SooHoo et al. 1985) using a two channel heterodyne
system with both lasers stabilized to the Lamb dip. For
pressures between 20 and 120 mTorr, 43.8 to 87.2 KHz/Torr
blueshifts were observed for four CO 2 isotopic forms. Little J
dependence was found and statistical differences between the I
and II bands were not significant.
12C1602 -1For the 967.7 cm R(8) line, used in the Venusian
wind investigation, a pressure shift of 62.1±18.1 KHz/Torr is
expected (SooHoo et al. 1985). At a nominal pressure of 20 to
i00
iii.
40 mTorr, the GSFCintracavity Lambdip cell should therefore
produce a total shift of only 1.2±0.4 to 2.5±.7 KHz (1.2 to 2.5
cm/s at I0 _m), blueward.
ii. The frequency shift due to transit time and wavefront curvature
has been investigated in detail by Bord_ et al. (1976_ see SooHoo
et al. 1985). The shift was parametrized in terms of the
relaxation parameter (pr) and the transit time (Tr) , where the
former is defined as the product of T and the Lambdip FWHM.r
The frequency shift decreases with increasing Pr" For GSFCLO's,
Tr=l.2xl0-5 s and the Lambdip FWHMis -4 MHz, thus Pr=49. For
Pr=10, Bord_ et al. (1976) found a shift of -7.5 KHz (7.5 cm/s at
i0 #m). For Pr=49, the associated shift should be significantly
less than 1.5 KHz (1.5 cm/s), again negligible.
The second order Doppler shift is redward and given by"
2 -1,
-v [2c_] where v is the r.m.s, absorber velocity, c is the
speed of light and _ is the transition rest wavelength (SooHooet
al. 1985). v=4.1xl04 cm/s for the room temperature Lambdip
a 12C1602fill, yielding a second order Doppler shiftcell with
of only 28 Hz (0.028 cm/s) for I0 _m transitions.
iv. The recoil shift is given by: ±h[2m_2]-I, where h is Planck°s
constant and m is the absorber mass (SooHooet al. 1985). The
recoil shift is only ±45.1 Hz (0.045 cm/s) for 12C1602i0 #m
transitions.
v. In general, the Lambdip will not be coincident with the peak of
the gain profile, resulting in an asymmetric dip. Superposition
of the Lambdip onto a non-zero gain profile slope causes a dip
I01
frequency departure from Vlt, termed power slope error (PSE)
(SooHoo et al. 1985). The PSE may be red or blue.
SooHoo (1984) modelled the PSE as proportional to the cell
pressure squared and decreasing with increasing laser power (for
a given Vlt offset from gain peak). For a 0.3 watt power level,
the model yielded PSE's of -7.9, 1.17 and 0.i MHz for 140, 80 and
30 mTorr, respectively (as taken from Fig. 40 SooHoo 1984). A 50
MHz gain profile FWHM and a i MHz Vlt offset from gain peak were
assumed. A power level of 3 watts yielded PSE's of -2.2 and 0.7
MHz for 140 and 80 mTorr, respectively.
SooHoo's (1984) pressure shift measurements made in the
presence of a PSE (the uncorrected pressure shift) were found, as
expected, to be red or blue depending on diffraction grating
tilt, hence Vlt offset dependent. The PSE was therefore easily
capable of masking the cell-associated pressure shift for
pressures >-40 mTorr (see Fig. 46 SooHoo 1984) and laser power
levels from 0.3 to 3 watts. However, the magnitude of the
observed PSE was significantly less than the model predictions
(even with Vlt offsets from gain peak typically up to 2 MHz
(SooHoo 1988; see SooHoo et al. 1985)).
As SooHoo's external cell was associated with low power
levels, a means of PSE removal was mandatory for pressure shift
measurements. This was accomplished by sensing the I0 _m laser
output and 4.3 _m fluorescence signals simultaneously. Through
diffraction grating adjustment, with the laser locked to the Lamb
dip, the gain profile peak was positioned coincident with the
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dip, thereby removing the PSE.
The PSE, for a given Vlt offset from gain peak, was obtained
by comparing the uncorrected pressure shift to the actual
pressure shift. A typical blueward uncorrected pressure shift
data set (taken from Fig. 41 SooHoo1984) yields PSE's of only
14.8, 8.1 and 3.9 KHz for power levels of 0.5, i and 2 watts
respectively, with an 80 mTorr cell pressure. At 30 mTorr and 2
watts of power, the uncorrected and corrected pressure shifts
were indistinguishable, implying an undetectable PSEat the 2 KHz
level (2 cm/s at 10#m).
As pointed out by SooHoo(1988), the CO2 absolute frequency
line atlas by Freed et al. (1980), for seven isotopic forms, was
madebefore the PSEeffect was recognized. The data set was
acquired with a two-channel heterodyne system of the samebasic
design as SooHoo's (Freed et al. 1980), with 50±15 mTorr Lamb
dip cell pressures (Bradley et al. 1986). Standard deviations in
12C1602and 13C1602absolute frequencies were typically 50-100
KHz, reflecting predominantly the absolute frequency zero point
uncertainty in the 9.33 and 10.18 #m 12C1602calibration lines
(measuredby Evensonet al. 1973). However, the directly
measuredheterodyne difference frequencies, bearing the effects
of PSE, were an order of magnitude more reproducible. A revised
line atlas, for 9 isotopic forms (Bradley et al. 1986), was
compiled using the old data set in conjunction with a very
precise absolute determination of 12C1602 10.18 #m R(30)
(Petersen et al. 1983). The new standard deviations reflected,
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amoungother things, the recognized effects of PSE. Typical
12C1602and 13C1602standard deviations were <5 KHz.
Thus, for the GSFCintracavity cell, the typical 40 watts of
circulating power implies a PSEsignificantly less than 5 KHz (5
cm/s at I0 _m) for a cell pressure of 30 mTorr.
For the GSFCsystem, the combined frequency offset effects should
therefore shift the Lambdip from _it by <0.I m/s.
4.6. THELAMBDIP CELL
The Lambdip cell (LDC) design was based on a set of first-order
constraints, as presented below. The success of this approach
eliminated the need for detailed balancing models to optimize cell
geometry.
An intracavity, low pressure LDCwas most desirable, rendering
power slope error and the cell-associated pressure shift/broadening
negligible. Intracavity operation warranted a compact design, which
was facilitated by room temperature operation and a sealed cell
configuration. The need for temperature control and flow system
fixtures was thereby removed.
The LDCholds pure CO2 of the same isotopic form as the gain cell
working gas. Within the LDC, I0 #mlaser emission excites CO2
molecules from the _g+[1000,02°0]l,ll to the _u+0001 state (see Fig.
4.9), forming CO2 The Lambdip is detected in the subsequent 4.3 _m
spontaneous emission. This emission can be spoiled by CO2 collisional
de-excitation with either the cell wall or other CO2 molecules.
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Therefore, through variation of design parameters, the 4.3 #m
spontaneous de-excitation timescale _rad=2.27xlO-3 s (for an Einstein
A=441 s-1) must be constrained as the characteristic timescale of the
system.
12C1602" has an r.m.s, velocity v =4.1xlO 4 cm/s at room
rms
temperature (T=293 K) , thereby traversing a distance (d=Vrmsrrad) of
96.7 cm before spontaneously emitting at 4.3 #m. This distance is
necessarily folded into a random walk due to CO 2 -CO 2 collisions. To
minimize CO 2 de-excitation with the cell wall, the cell radius R must
be greater than the random walk distance d (assuming CO 2 excitation
near the center of the LDC). In the absence of CO 2 -CO 2 collisions, d
is 96.7 cm, far too large for an intracavity LDC. Yet the more
CO 2 -CO 2 collisions introduced to decrease d, the greater the chance of
CO 2 -CO 2 collisional de-excitation. Assume for the moment that the
latter does not take place.
i. Minimizing CO 2 /cell wall collisional de-excitation
The random walk distance is given by:
d=nl/2Lmf , (4.9)
where n is the number of collisions suffered over r
is the CO 2 mean free path. But:
rad' and Lmf
v (4.10)
rmsrrad=nLmf •
Substituting Eq. 4.10 into 4.9, and noting that R_d, yields"
R =[v r L ]1/2
min rms tad mf ' (4.11)
where R
min is the minimum LDC radius for a given CO 2 environment
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within the cell. Lmf is given by"
-I
hmf=[No] , (4.12)
where N is the CO2 numberdensity and a is the CO 2 collision
cross-section. N may be obtained from the ideal gas law:
P=NkT , (4.13)
where P is the gas pressure, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is
the gas temperature. Substituting Eqs. 4.12 and 4.13 into 4.11
yields:
R inIvrmsrra'T1
Pa
1/2
The molecular collision cross-section is given by (see
Rosenberg 1977, Dushman 1962)"
(4.14)
a-21/2_52 , (4.15)
where 6 is the molecular collision diameter, usually defined in
terms of the Lennard-Jones potential energy function (see
Rosenberg 1977, Taylor and Bitterman 1969).
For 12C1602 at room temperature o.6.92xi0 15
2
, cm (assuming
-8
a 3.947xi0 cm molecular collision diameter; Taylor and
Bitterman 1969), and Eq. 4.14 reduces to:
R . -13.0/P I/2 , (4.16)
mln
for R . in cm and P in mTorr.
mln
Figure 4.10 is a plot of Rmi n versus P, as given by Eq.
4.16. A reasonably sized intracavity cell is associated with
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pressures >I0 mTorr. Conversely, LDC operation at the lowest
possible pressure is desired to maintain power slope error, the
pressure shift and pressure broadening at negligible levels. In
particular, pressure broadening becomes significant, against an
already power broadened Lamb dip (3-4 _z FWHM), at pressures as
low as i00 mTorr. Though stabilization to <I m/s is attained in
the unavoidable presence of intracavity power broadening, the
additional effect of pressure broadening should and can be
avoided.
CO 2 -CO 2 collisional de-excltatlon
A CO 2 -CO 2 collision does not always result in
de-excitation. The kinetic rate constant K is defined by"
r
Kr=aVrms/f , (4.17)
where f is the average n_ber of collisions before collisional
relaxation (Taylor and Bitterman 1969). Figure 4.11 shows the
three fastest collisional relaxation pathways from the _u+0001
state. All three have roughly the same magnitude K (Taylor and
r
Bitterman 1969). For the _+0001 to _g+[lO00,02°O]l I pathway, at
-15 3 -I
room temperature, K =4-6xi0 cm s (see Fig. 14 in Taylor and
r
Bitterman 1969). Plugging into Eq. 4.17 gives f=4.7x104 to
7.1x104 .
The number of collisions (N) suffered by CO 2 , before
spontaneously emitting at 4.3 #m, may be obtained as a function
of cell pressure by combining Eqs. 4.10, 4.12 and 4.13"
I 1rmsrrada P (4 18)
kT
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6A room temperature cell, at P<I00 mTorr (133 dynes/cm2),
gives 7<2100. Since _ is at least 20-fold smaller than f,
CO 2 -CO 2 collisional de-excitation is negligible.
LDC optical depth at 4.3 _m
A determination of LDC optical depth at 4.3 _m (r4.3) is
important. Large r4. 3 will lead to radiative trapping. A
resulting phase lag in the detected 4.3 #m signal will inhibit
its effectiveness as an instantaneous probe of laser output
frequency. While a phase lag will not introduce a Lamb dip
frequency offset, it will decrease efficiency of the
stabilization electronics (SooHoo et al. 1985).
Over a characteristic LDC radius Rmin, r4. 3 is given by:
P (4.19)
r4.3=SfD(V-Wo)Rmi n ,
where S is the integrated absorption coefficient and fD(U-Wo)
is the normalized Doppler line shape function. At line center,
fD(U-Wo)=fD(0) with:
fD(O)=_o[m/2_kT] I/2 , (4.20)
where i is the transition wavelength, k is Boltzmann's constant,
o
m is the molecular mass of 12C1602 and T is the LDC temperature.
Substituting Eqs. 4.20 and 4.14 into 4.19 yields r4. 3 as a
function of P:
[mv ]rmsrrad pl/2
z4.3=SAo 2=o
(4.21)
Due to collisional coupling of the _u+0001 rotational
ii0
levels, CO2 will give rise to 4.3 #memission over both P and R
branches. It is therefore of interest to determine r4. 3 for the
most optically thick line. P(16) is associated with the largest
-18
S=3.455 xl0 cm/molecule, at 296 K. With the appropriate
substitutions, Eq. 4.21 reduces to:
r4.3=[0.44]pl/2 , (4.22)
where P is in mTorr. Eq. 4.22 provides the optical depth at line
center, for the most optically thick line in the 4.3 #m band,
over a characteristic LDC dimension Rmi n. A pressure from i0 to
50 mTorr corresponds to r4.3=1.4 to 3.1.
For r4.3_I , characterizing negligible radiative trapping,
the lag time between excitation to CO 2 and 4.3 _m signal
detection is -rra d. Stabilization to the Lamb dip warrants
cavity length modulation at some frequency _mod (see Section
4.7). Thus, as long as i/Vmod>>rrad (_mod<<A=441 s-l), the phase
lag will be negligible.
From these first-order considerations, a LDC Rmin=2.9 cm,
corresponding to a -20 mTorr cell pressure and r4.3=2 , seems most
suitable for intracavity operation. A cell with these general
characteristics was constructed, based on a configuration developed by
D. Zipoy from the University of Maryland Astronomy Program. An optimal
pressure of 20-30 mTorr was experimentally determined for the cell.
Maintaining low pressures within a small, sealed LDC is difficult.
Low levels of desorption can have dramatic effects on cell pressure. A
glass construction, encorporating a ballast chamber, was found to
III
provide the requisite hold time. A I mTorr per hour maximumCO2
desorption rate was achieved with an initial pressure of 20 mTorr.
Over the course of a typical 12 hour observation period, a 20-30 mTorr
pressure was thus maintained.
Figure 4.12 is a cross-section of the LDC. The cell arms are made
of 0.5 inch (i.d.) tubing ground to a I0 _mBrewster angle of 22.6° .
ZnSearm windows (chosen for their i0 _m transmittance) were
side-sealed to the cell using a low desorption epoxy.
The ballast volume is madefrom 51 mm(o.d.) tubing, its top ground
flat to accommodatea sapphire window used as the 4.3 _msignal port.
The sapphire window's lower face is located 1.25 cm from the beamaxis.
Figure 4.13 shows the LDC, its intracavity support structure, and
the down-looking, liquid nitrogen cooled dewar containing an InSb
detector. The detector is located in the base of a 1-3/16 inch diameter
dewar port, with the detector plane 0.56 cm above the dewar window's
outer face. A narrow band filter (0.2 #mbandwidth) centered at 4.3 #m
and a 120° FOVheat shield are incorporated into the detector assembly.
Figure 4.14 shows the LDCassembly under normal cavity operation.
The LDCfiller valve, not shownon Figure 4.12, is to the cell's right.
The output coupler is at far left.
Figure 4.15 provides a more extended view of the laser cavity.
Shownare the LDC(i), Dewar (2), LDCfiller valve (3), output coupler
(4), intracavity chopper (5), gain cell (6), and cavity rods (7). The
cavity is enclosed in an acetate box providing laser environment
isolation from acoustical pickup and fluctuations in temperature and
air density at Coud_.
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4.7. OVERVIEWOFTHELAMBDIP STABILIZATIONSYSTEM(LDSS)
4.7.1. Introduction
The overall LDSSis shownin Figure 4.16. The apparent complexity
is due solely to the numberof operating modesintegrated into the
system. Through use of the ModeSelector, one maychoose either power
peak or Lambdip stabilization and can perform a variety of diagnostic
tests to determine operational readiness. The versatility gained from
such an integrated system allows one to rapidly pinpoint problems in
the field and, if necessary, implement an alternate form of
stabilization with minimumdowntime.
Before undertaking a detailed discussion of the individual
operating modes, an overview of stabilization requirements is
necessary.
Lambdip stabilization of the cavity etalon maybe accomplished if
a DC signal proportional to the negative of the 4.3 #mgain profile's
slope is continuously fed to the PZT. Consider Figure 4.17, with the
cavity tuned to a point on the Lambdip's high frequency side
characterized by positive slope. A negative feedback signal, added to
the negative DC bias necessarily present on the PZT for normal
operation, will cause further PZT contraction. The associated
lengthening of the cavity provides support for a standing wave with
lower frequency Vlo, thereby driving the cavity coward the Lamb dip.
For a cavity tuned to a point on the dip's low frequency side,
characterized by negative slope, a positive feedback DC signal will
drive the cavity toward higher Vlo, again in the direction of the dip.
A cavity tuned to the Lamb dip, a point characterized by zero slope,
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obviously requires zero feedback signal. For a cavity tuned initially
outside the Lamb dip, the above stabilization criteria will drive the
cavity down the gain profile's side, to stabilize at a trough between
adjacent profiles.
If one pursues the same logic for a feedback signal proportional
to the slope of the gain profile, stabilization to one of the Lamb
dip's two shoulders will be accomplished, both of which are not
absolute frequency standards and are subject to the effects of pressure
shifting and variation of cavity alignment.
The system employs a DC high voltage amplifier, the Physik model
P-263 triple supply, which provides an output voltage to the PZT. The
output voltage is the sum of an input signal inverted and amplified
150-fold and a negative-going DC offset voltage. (The offset ranges
from 0 to -i000 volts insuring only negative biasing of the PZT.) An
offset is selected, employing a control knob on the amplifier's front
plate, to center the gain profile in the 12 _m contraction range of the
PZT. Output voltage to the PZT may be read directly from the digital
voltmeter (DVM) also located on the front plate. The digital display
is crucial for operation of the LDSS, providing a direct indication of
the locked condition, the nature of the locked condition and a
determination of the Lamb dip width.
Consider the cavity effects of a small sinusoidal modulation to
the PZT via the high voltage DC amplifier. For an amplifier input
signal given by V.-V sinwt, the potential difference across the PZT is
i O
V_B-150V sinwt, where B is the negative going DC offset voltage. B is
O
adjusted so IBI>>I50V insuring negative PZT biasing (Fig. 4.18) PZT
O'
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contraction with increased negative-going applied voltage allows a
correspondingly longer cavity to support a standing wave with larger
%1o" Over a small frequency interval, A_lo is directly proportional to
-AVlo. Thus, (see Figure 4.18) the modulated input to the DCamplifier
is 180° out of phase with the induced modulation in local oscillator
frequency Vlo. In Figure 4.19, the 4.3 #mmodulation is seen as either
in phase or 180° out of phase with modulation in local oscillator
frequency, depending on which side of the dip the cavity is tuned.
4.7.2. Undifferentiated Mode
The first test of system readiness is direct generation of the
Lambdip in the 4.3 _mfluorescence signal. This is accomplished
employing LDSSUndifferentiated Modevia the modeselector box. The
presence of a symmetric dip, with good S/N, implies proper function of
the dewar-detector package, proper optical alignment of the cavity
etalon and all intracavity devices, and a LDCpressure close to
operational parameters.
Figure 4.20 provides the system overview for LDSSundifferentiated
mode. The InSb detector signal is fed to a preamplifier and in turn to
the input of a lock-in amplifier. An intracavity bow-tie chopper,
whose reference square wave is fed to the lock-in, allows instantaneous
detection of the 4.3 #msignal above the detector noise floor.
The bias and modulation stacks of the PZTare connected to two of
the three outputs of the Physik triple DCamplifier. A wavefunction
generator, with a sawtooth output, is connected to the input of the
bias stack°s high voltage amplifier. With appropriate choice of
121
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frequency and amplitude on the wavefunction generator, and DCoffset
voltage on the bias stack amplifier, the cavity maybe madeto ramp
slowly through the 4.3 #m gain profile symmetrically about the Lamb
dip, or through up to ~3 gain profiles. A chart recorder, connected to
the output of the lock-in amplifier, records the 4.3 _msignal.
Manual ramping maybe accomplished by turning off the wavefunction
generator and varying the bias stack amplifier's negative going DC
offset. The samemanual variation of the modulation stack, with only 2
PZTwafers comparedto the i0 comprising the bias stack, allows 5-fold
finer resolution.
Employing the wavefunction generator, one can determine the
cavity's dVlo/dE by slowly ramping through as large an etalon length
change as possible. Measurementof the bias stack applied voltages
(using the high voltage amplifier DVM)at at least two widely separated
points on the chart recorder output, and substitution into Eq. 4.8,
yields dVlo/dE. OncedVlo/dE is determined, one can precisely measure
the Lambdip FWHMby ramping in the region of the dip, at a smaller
amplitude, and again measuring the bias voltages at two points on the
chart recorder output.
At an optimal pressure of 25 mTorr, the intracavity LDCprovides a
3-4 MHzFWHMdip, resulting from power broadening by -40 watts of
circulating power within the cavity (see Section 4.5.2). At pressures
>-i00 mTorr the dip becomesnoticeably smearedout due to a 7.5
MHz/Torr (FWHM)pressure broadening coefficient (for pure CO2).
While undifferentiated modemaybe used as a powerful diagnostic
of system readiness, it cannot be used for stabilization. The
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intracavity chopper allows only a 50_ laser local oscillator duty
cycle, which is unacceptable for heterodyne operation.
4.7.3. First Derivative Mode
As shown in Section 4.7.1, Lambdip stabilization requires a DC
signal to the PZTproportional to the negative of the 4.3 #mgain
profile's first derivative. Direct detection of the first derivative's
sign maybe accomplished by modulating the cavity and eliminates the
need for an intracavity chopper.
Figure 4.21 is an overview of LDSSFirst Derivative Mode. The
Laser Stabilizer is a specialized servo circuit whose task is to
maintain the correct DCvoltage to the PZT. Discussed in detail in
Section 4.7.4, its sole function during first derivative operation is
to provide a sinusoidal modulation to the modulation stack via the DC
high voltage amplifier. Typical stabilizer modulated output is 150 mV
p-p at a frequency of 80 Hz, corresponding to 22.5 V p-p at the
modulation stack (0.9 MHzp°p cavity modulation). A reference square
wave, in phase with the laser stabilizer modulated output, is fed to
the lock-in amplifier. As before, the InSb detector signal is fed to
the lock-in input, and the lock-in output is fed to a chart recorder.
The lock-in now effectively comparesthe 4.3 _msignal generated in
both half-cycles of the cavity modulation. The resultant signal is
proportional to the first derivative of the 4.3 #m gain profile. As in
undifferentiated mode, either manual ramping of cavity length or use of
the wavefunction generator in conjunction with the bias stack will
generate the Lambdip on the chart recorder, though now in the first
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derivative signal (Fig. 4.22). As a result of lock-in amplifier
phasing, the first derivative signal may be inverted with respect to
the 4.3 _m gain profile.
The etalon must be located within the Lamb dip prior to initiating
stabilization, or the cavity will be driven to a trough between
adjacent gain profiles. The ability to position the cavity manually at
the first derivative's middle zero crossing is therefore essential. To
this end, first derivative mode allows familiarization of the user with
the dip's appearance in the first derivative signal. Initial ramping
with the wavefunction generator is worthwhile as it provides a feel for
the expected signal without the distortion associated with manual
ramping.
Effective Lamb dip stabilization to the first derivative signal
warrants good S/N which can also be assessed in first derivative mode.
4.7.4. Lock Mode
The function of the laser stabilizer servo circuit is two-fold: i)
provide a modulation signal to the cavity and, ii) maintain an
appropriate negative-going feedback voltage to the PZT, allowing cavity
tracking of the Lamb dip. Based on an early power peak stabilization
design by D.A. Glenar, the laser stabilizer constructed requires only
the bias stack for Lock Mode. To accomplish this, the DC feedback and
modulation signals are coadded.
Figure 4.23 is a schematic of the laser stabilizer, housing an
8038 waveform generator and four 741 operational amplifiers. The
8038_s sinusoidal output is amplified by 741-11 and fed to 741-1 where
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it is coaddedwith the DCfeedback signal. The output of 741-II is
therefore the ACportion of SIG OUTand, employing potentiometers on
the front plate of the unit, has a 6-200 Hz frequency range and 0-0.68
V p-p amplitude range. The 8038's square wave output is amplified by
741-III and serves as the SYNCOUTreference, in phase with the
modulation.
As in first derivative mode, the lock-in amplifier output is zero
for a cavity tuned to the Lambdip. The lock-in output serves as the
SIG IN input to the stabilizer's 741-IV integrator. Employing a 1 #f
low leakage capacitor, the integrator DCoutput will vary only if the
cavity is detuned from the dip. Coaddedto the modulation signal at
741-I, the integrator DCoutput is proportional to the DC componentof
SIG OUT, the latter acting as the servo feedback signal to the PZT.
The laser stabilizer maybe isolated from the lock-in's output
signal using the "lock/unlock" switch, and a pushbutton allows
resetting of the integrator capacitor.
Figure 4.24 provides an overview of LDSSLock Mode. Note that,
unlike first derivative mode(see Fig. 4.21), the modulation stack is
not used.
To initiate stabilization, the laser stabilizer is set to "unlock"
and the integrator capacitor is reset. The stabilizer output signal to
the PZT, via the high voltage amplifier, thus consists of only the
modulated component. Typical stabilizer modulated output in lock mode
is 30 mVp-p, corresponding to 4.5 V p-p on the bias stack (0.9 MHzp-p
cavity modulation). _7hile observing the first derivative signal on the
chart recorder, the cavity is manually positioned near the Lamb dip's
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middle zero crossing using the bias stack's high voltage amplifier DC
offset. Stabilization is achieved by setting the stabilizer to "lock".
However, if lock-in amplifier phasing is incorrect, stabilization to
one of the dip's two shoulders will result.
Prior to initiating stabilization, the lock-in maybe phased by
simultaneously feeding a sinusoidal signal (from the wavefunction
generator) to the lock-in input and reference ports. Phasing is
correct when the lock-in output is maximized negative. To understand
why, consider again Figure 4.19. At Point A in the Figure, with the
cavity tuned to the dip's low frequency side, 4.3 _m signal modulation
is 180° out of phase with modulation in laser frequency. But, from
Figure 4.18, the latter is 180° out of phase with the laser
stabilizer's modulated output. The lock-in amplifier's input is
therefore in phase with the lock-in's reference input. Since the gain
profile's slope is negative at Point A, a more positive feedback signal
must be supplied to the PZTfor stabilization to the dip. The laser
stabilizer must therefore provide a more negative DC signal due to the
inversion at the high voltage amplifier. This will only be
accomplished if the lock-in output is negative for Point A.
The same sinusoidal signal fed to the lock-in input and reference
ports mimics Point A, thus requiring negative peaking of lock-in output
for proper phasing.
4.7.5. Power Peak Stabilization
Stabilization to power peak may also be achieved with the LDSS.
small amount of i0 #m laser emission is routed to a pyroelectric
A
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detector (the Laser Precision K-I050-2), providing direct measurement
of the I0 #m gain profile (see Fig. 3.8). The modeselector°s "Lamb
dip/power peak" switch determines whether the 4.3 _msignal or
pyroelectric detector output will serve as the lock-in amplifier's
input signal (Fig. 4.25). The pyroelectric detector requires the same
lock-in phasing and stabilizer modulation as used in Lambdip lock
mode (thereby providing a quick meansof Lambdip lock-in phasing).
To lock to power peak, the stabilizer is unlocked and reset, the
cavity is tuned to the peak of the I0 #m gain profile with the aid of a
laser power meter, and the stabilizer is set to lock.
While power peak stabilization cannot be used for wind
measurements, its incorporation into the LDSSprovides the versatility
necessary for the LDSSto becomea permanent spectrometer subsystem.
4.8. TIMESERIESANALYSISOFLASERSTABILITY
4.8.1. Concept
A sound interpretation of the Venuswind measurementswarranted a
test of LDSSabsolute stability. To this end, a laboratory-generated
reference line, of knownabsolute frequency, was monitored by the IRHS
for an extended period. During such a time series, absolute variations
in LO frequency are detected from induced shifts in the reference
liners IF line center frequency.
A i0 _mwind investigation, with absolute measurementsat the i
m/s level, dictates LO absolute stability to <0.I M!qz. A time series
reference line with an absolute frequency known to <0.i MHzis
therefore warranted. The absolute line center frequencies for the
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+_u+O0°l - _g+[lO°O,02°O]l and _u+O0°l _g [10°0,02°0111 CO 2 laser
transitions have been determined by Freed et al. (1980) to typically
0.05-0.10 MHz for 7 isotopic forms. A two-channel heterodyne system
was used to derive difference frequencies between two Lamb dip locked
lasers (Freed et al. 1980). The difference frequencies were
calibrated using the 9.33 and 10.18 _m 12C1602 transition absolute
frequencies determined by Evenson et al. (1973). Fourteen overlaps
exist within the 1.6 GHz bandwidth of the IRHS, 13 of which involve
the more exotic isotopic forms 12C1802 and 16012C180.
The simplest means of reference line generation is to place an
absorption cell in front of one of the IRHS blackbodies. CO 2 has a
-23
very small integrated absorption coefficient, -I0 cm/mol at 296 K,
necessitating either a long path length cell or a high pressure cell
environment. The latter, however, will effect an unwanted redward
pressure shift in line center frequency of 0.08±.05 MHz/Torr, for
pressures from i to i0 Torr (SooHoo 1984). A 1.0 m White cell (the
Spectra Physics LO-3 cell; see ref.) was therefore employed allowing a
multi-pass path length up to I00 m at 4 m increments.
The local oscillator was stabilized to the 9.6 #m 12C1602 P28 line
(31159508.1635 ± .0457 MHz), 375.5 MHz redward of the 9.6 _m 13C1602
R32 line (31159883.6641 ± .0603 MHz) generated in the White cell (see
Freed et al. 1980). With a 40 m path length, a pressure of 0.7-1.0
Torr and a blackbody temperature of I000 K, a roughly 35% line was
generated, pressure shifted in theory by -0.i MHz (adopting SooHoo's
(1984) results), yielding sufficient signal-to-noise in the IF to
centroid the line to i m/s.
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Thougha longer path length would decrease the pressure shift
and/or provide a deeper line allowing better centroid determination in
the IF, a 40 m length was found to be optimal. Greater lengths were
associated with unacceptable degradation of blackbody intensity due to
multiple reflections in the White cell. The resulting lower
signal-to-noise on the continuum admitted poorer line center
determinations in the IF.
A 63.2±18.1 KHz/Torr blueward pressure shift associated with the
dip cell (for the 12C1602II band at pressures <I00 mTorr_Lamb SooHoo
et al. 1985) yields only a 1.58±0.45 KHz shift in the Lamb dip
(1.58±0.45 cm/sec at l0 #m) for a pressure of 25 mTorr, and is thus
neglected.
Both Lamb dip and power peak stabilization temporal stability were
measured directly. The latter provides a measure of the gain cell
pressure shift and cavity alignment effects, as well as the locking
accuracy to a feature as broad as the laser gain profile.
The acquisition and reduction of time series data are covered in
detail in Appendix 1.
Figure 4.26 is a plot of both Lamb dip and power peak
stabilization time series. The ordinate gives the local oscillator
frequency departure from the laser transition rest frequency (as given
by Freed et al. 1980). Each datum is a two minute integration with 1 o
error bars representing the combined S/N = and RFLO-induced random error
contributions. This corresponds to ±0.12 MHz and ±0.11 MHz for the
Lamb dip and power peak time series respectively.
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4.8.2. Power PeakTime Series
The most noticeable feature concerning the power peak time series
is the near monotonic decrease in Av over the first -40 minutes. It is
not unreasonable that this represents an equilibration time for both
cavity thermal variation and the lasing medium within the gain cell.
Linear least squares fits A, B and C are associated with points i to
30, i0 to 30 and 13 to 30, respectively. Fit C, starting 30 minutes
into the time series and approximately 1.5 to 2 hours after laser
power-up, has a slope statistically indistinguishable from zero -
possibly indicating steady state operation. (LO frequency stability
(-i MHz, or i0 m/s at i0 #m), for a relatively undisturbed power peak
stabilized laser, has been observed over many hours by Deming et al.
(1986)). The standard deviation about fit C is OAr=0.51 MHz. This is
50 above the combined S/N and RFLO induced random error. Real
fluctuations in the laser frequency are thus clearly indicated. Also
from fit C, <Av>=-2.7 MHz, equivalent to a redward gain cell "pressure
shift" of 170 KHz/Torr, 20% larger than surmised by Hillman et al.
(1977), but a factor of -3 greater than reported by Betz (1977). The
observed monotonic behavior in Av is consistent with a gain profile
only partially dependent on the pressure shift.
4.8.3. Lamb Dip Time Series
The linear least squares fit associated with the Lamb dip time
series has a slope of 7.0x10 -4 ± 8.6xi0 -4 MHz/min, statistically
indistinguishable from zero. The standard deviation about the least
squares fit (aAv-0.13 MHz) is consistent with that derived from the S/N
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and RFLOinduced randomerror contributions. This implies that real
local oscillator departures from the laser transition frequency may
actually be a negligible contribution to the observed r.m.s.
fluctuations.
An underlying modulation for at least the first hour is apparent.
Such long period modulation is the signature expected from an
uncorrected thermal variation in cavity length. This drift was traced
to the White cell and is therefore decoupled from normal laser
operation. Small fringes were observed in the IF whose amplitude was
sensitive to small-scale variation of the White cell length. These
fringes, asymmetrically located about the line center in the IF, cause
a shift in the center of gravity of the line. Long term thermal
variation of the White cell length necessarily leads to an apparent
variation in LO frequency.
The laser is stable to at least aloe0.13 MHz over a two minute
integration. For a typical 20 minute integration on Venus this
corresponds to alo=0.04 MHz.
Over the 1.5 hour time series, considering only the random error
contributions, A_=0.06±.02 MHz which reflects a statistically
significant offset in the data. However, a systematic offset of
0.06±.14 MHz is expected from the White cell pressure shift and
uncertainties in the laser transition and White cell generated line
frequencies. This systematic error is provided by the error bar
located directly under the Lamb dip caption at the right of the Figure.
While, strictly speaking, a systematic uncertainty of ±.14 MHz will
not admit determination of even the sense of the pressure shift, given
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the observed <&v>, &v=+0.06MHzis exactly what is expected from a White
cell at 0.7 Torr, assuming SooHoo'spressure shift results. Since:
i) the laser should be oscillating at the laser transition
frequency Vlt (a negligible pressure shift is associated with
the Lamb dip cell nominally held at 20 mTorr pressure) and,
ii) the time series yields the expected local oscillator
frequency (Vlo) departure from Vlt , due to the White cell
pressure shift, with no indication of any additional
systematic offset then,
VlomVlt , with a standard deviation of Olo=0.13/(r/2) I/2 MHz, will be
assumed throughout the wind investigation where r is the integration
time in minutes.
With Lamb dip stabilization, conditions in the isolated and
passive environment of the Lamb dip cell are monitored as a means of
probing laser output frequency. Power peak stabilization, however,
relies on sensing operational departure from the gain profile's peak,
whose position in frequency space follows changes in cavity alignment
and gain cell thermodynamic conditions. The power peak stabilized
laser is at least 5 times more unstable than the Lamb dip stabilized
case, the latter's stability being set only by the detection threshold
of the experiment. This is not unreasonable as the laser gain profile
is more than an order of magnitude broader than the Lamb dip. More
critical from the standpoint of a wind investigation, the gain peak
offset from Vlt corresponds to a 27 m/s Doppler shift at i0 _m. The
fact that the offset is variable implies that its removal, without
constant monitoring of a laboratory line, is not possible and throws
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into serious question the accuracy of line of sight wind speeds
obtained with such a system. These considerations have direct bearing
on the pioneering heterodyne wind measurementsin the Venusian
mesosphereand lower thermosphere madeby Betz et al. (1976, 1977b;
Betz 1977, 1982).
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CHAPTER 5: OVERVIEW OF OBSERVATIONS
Figure 5.1 provides an overview, to scale, of the four
investigation-specific planetary aspect geometries, spanning 82% of a
synodic period, and characterized by a five-fold variation in planetary
disk size. The 1.5 m (main) McMath Solar Telescope was used for the
December 1985 and June 1986 observing periods. The NASA 3 m Infrared
Telescope Facility instrument was used October 1986 and March 1987.
The small circles represent the McMath 1.7 arc-second and IRTF 0.9
arc-second diffraction-limited half power beam widths (HPBW) at the
various locations sampled.
The line of sight wind velocity associated with each scan set
reflects dynamical contributions from all regions intercepted by the
beam. For limb scans, and small disk-to-beam ratios, the intercepted
region may be a substantial portion of the planet, hence the measured
quantity is a beam-integrated wind velocity. A qualitative comparison
of beam-integrated winds, for different planetary aspects, can be an
effective determinant of gross circulation. However, modelling of the
beam-integrated winds is warranted for a quantitative derivation of the
global wind field responsible. Both these approaches are explored.
Data reduction algorithms used to generate the beam-integrated
wind velocities are covered in Appendix i.
5.1. CHOICE OF EMISSION LINE AS DYNAMICAL PROBE
12C1602 10.33 #m R(8) line was used exclusively for all windThe
measurements. In the Venusian atmosphere, CO 2 number densities in the
collisionally-coupled rotational levels are thermally distributed as a
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function of J (Deming et al. 1983). The maximum number density (hence
maximum signal strength) occurs at J -0.93TI/2-0.5, where T is the
max
gas kinetic temperature (see Lang 1980). J z12 for T=200 K, the
max
approximate non-thermal emitting region temperature (100-120 km
altitude) for solar zenith angles (SZA) <90 ° (see Figure P.I). The
R(8) laser transition was both near the thermal peak of the rotational
distribution and within 1.6 GHz of the rest frequency of NH 3 sQ(2,2).
A small NH 3 absorption cell placed in front of the IRHS calibration
blackbody (see Fig. 3.8) thereby allowed field monitoring of laser
frequency stability, though not simultaneously with Venus data
acquisition (the NH 3 sQ(2,2) and Venus 12C1602 R(8) lines could not be
located simultaneously in the high resolution filterbank without
significant overlap).
As tests of laser frequency stability, the NH 3 time series were
superseded by the CO 2 laboratory time series (see Chapter 4), the
latter providing a measure of absolute stability (CO 2 transition rest
frequencies are precisely known (to <0.05 MHz), while those for NH 3 are
not).
5.2. ADOPTED NOMENCLATURE
Beam positions, and the positions of the Subsolar and Subearth
Points, will be given in Venus latitude (0 ° to 90°N, 0 ° to 90°S) and
longitude (0 ° to 180°E, 0 ° to 180°W). As defined by the IAU, the north
pole of Venus is above the orbital plane. Longitude is measured from
the Subearth Meridian (thus Earth-fixed), which is convenient for a
wind field projected along the line of sight. (Note - moving eastward
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in longitude is motion against the retrograde planetary rotation).
Hereafter, all dates and times are in Universal Time (UT), unless
otherwise stated.
Beam-center pointing uncertainty was determined in the field from
tests of: I) IR (i0 _m) and visible (tracking) beam misalignment, and
2) guiding mode accuracy (see Sections 3.5 and 7.1.1). The quoted
pointing uncertainty reflects a reasonable worst case magnitude for
combined systematic and random components. Quantitative deconvolution
of both components was, in general, not possible.
Atmospheric seeing (in arc-seconds) refers to the time-averaged
FWHM deflections of the Venus limb observed on the television monitor.
Scan sets associated with >2 arc-second seeing were (in general)
discarded.
Planetary aspects (such as those in Fig. 5.1) were generated by
Fred Espenak, Code 693, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, using
physical data found in the "Report of the IAU Working Group on
Cartographic Coordinates and Rotational Elements of the Planets and
Satellites" by Davies et al. (1983).
5.3. BEAM-INTEGRATED WIND VELOCITIES
5.3.1. December 1985
Observations 4 December 1985 (ll°W elongation, 0.98 phase), 46
days prior to superior conjunction, yielded six beam-integrated line of
sight wind velocities, distributed over the five beam positions
indicated on Figure 5.2. (Note E and W on Fig. 5.2 refer to the Earth
observer's sky and not the surface of Venus.) A Venus declination of
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Figure 5.2. Venus Beam Positions December 1985
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-19.5 ° allowed full illumination of the McMathprimary, providing a
circular 1.7 arc-second (HPBW)diffraction-limited beam (circles on
Fig. 5.2). A i0 arc-second planetary diameter yielded a seeing-excluded
disk-to-beam ratio of 6.25. Beampointing uncertainty was I arc-second.
The Subearth Point (denoted SE) was located at 0.4°N latitude,
and by definition, 0° longitude. The Subsolar Point (denoted SS) was
located at 0.5°S latitude, 15.1°W longitude. Beamposition P1 was
centered on SS. Positions P2 and P3 were centered at 50°S and 50°N
latitude along the Subsolar Meridian. Positions P4 and P5 were
centered on the equator at 55°E and 90°Wlongitude.
Table 5.1 provides the six beam-integrated wind velocities for
December1985. The following quantities appear in each of the 8
columns:
Column i
Column2
Column3
Column4
Column5
Column6
Column7
scan set beamposition (refer to Fig. 5.2)
scan set designation
ephemeris-derived topocentric line of sight velocity of
Venus (VT) in km/s (positive for recession)
high resolution filterbank (HRB) line center position
(_ic), together with S/N-induced HRBline center
uncertainty (a_), both in 5 MHzchannels (see Sections
3.4 and AI.5) ic
radio frequency local oscillator (RFLO)frequency _Vrf),
and RFLOstandard deviation (arf) both in MHz(seeSections 3.4 and AI.5)
laser local oscillator frequency uncertainty (o1_), inM]qz,based on total integration time per scan se_ (see
Sections 4.8 and AI.5)
Percent contribution to the wind velocity variance (aW2).
The three subcolumns (labelled RF, LC, and LO) represent
the percent contributions from o , a , and o ,
rf i i
respectively. Fluctuations are assume_ uncorre_ated
(see Section AI.5)
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Table 5.1
BEAM INTEGRATED LINE-OF-SIGHT WIND SPEEDS FOR
6 VENUS SCAN SETS ACQUIRED McMATH DECEMBER 1985
WIND IS POSITIVE FOR RECESSION
LO ISOTOPE AND LINE: C02 626 R8
LO FREQUENCY: 29011133.014 MHz
SYSTEMATIC ERROR:
EPHEMERIS (VT) ERROR: ± 1 m/s
CO2 626 R8 REST FREQUENCY ERROR: ± .0523 MHz
TOTAL SYSTEMATIC ERROR: ± 1.5 m/s
BM SCN VT Vlc Z °ic Vrf Z _rf °io
PT SET (Km/s) (channels) (SNz) (MHz)
P1 V02 3.1472 34.628 z .095 1762.91 Z .03 .05
Pl V06 3.4272 28.895 ± .135 1762.60 ± .04 .05
2
X _W
CONTRIB.
RF LC LO
0 99 1
0 99 1
P2 V03 3.1789 33.193 _ .105 1762.96 Z .03 .04 0 99 1
P3 V01 3.1219 34.259 ± .090 1763.11 ± .19 .05 15 84 1
F4 V05 3.3205 30.618 ± .135 1762.83 Z .08 .04 1 98 0
P5 V04 3.2431 31.195 ± .085 1762.93 _ .04 .03 1 99 1
V c;
W _+ W
(m/s)
2.2±5
15.3 ± 7
45.2 t 5
48.7 ± 5
35.3 ± 7
83.9 _ 4
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Column 8 beam-integrated line of sight wind velocity (Vw)
(positive for recession) and wind velocity standard
deviation (aW) , both in m/s (see Section AI.5)
Column 7 provides a straightforward means of identifying limiting
sources of r.m.s, wind velocity error. For all four observing periods,
S/N-induced line center uncertainty (alc) accounts for typically 95%
(always >80%) of the wind velocity variance (aW2).
As indicated on Table 5.1, uncertainties in 12C1602 10.33 #m R(8)
rest frequency (±0.0523 MHz, or 0.523 m/s at I0 _m; Freed et al. 1980),
and ephemeris-derived Venus topocentric velocity (±i m/s), provide an
overall wind velocity systematic error of ±1.5 m/s (as is the case for
all four observing periods, except two scan sets acquired October 1986).
Figure 5.3 provides the UT and Local Times associated with
December 1985 scan set acquisition. Vertical bars bounding the "Venus"
caption are the 2.9 air mass limits.
Scan sets V01 through V05 were associated with i arc-second
seeing. Seeing for V06 was 2 arc-seconds. Five additional scan sets,
four acquired 3 December 1985, and one acquired immediately following
V06, were discarded due to a3 arc-second seeing conditions.
The upper half of Table 5.2 provides the number of scans, and
corresponding total integration time (in minutes), for each December
1985 scan set. The integration time per scan was 90 s.
5.3.2. June 1986
Observations 15 through 27 June 1986 (-37°E elongation, -0.76
phase), starting 73 days prior to greatest eastern elongation, yielded
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Table 5.2. Integration Time for Venus Scan Sets
I. McMath December 1985 6 Scan Sets
Integration Time per Scan: 90 seconds
Beam Scan Number Total Integration
Pt Set of Scans Time (minutes)
P1 V02 i0 15
P1 V06 8 12
P2 V03 13 19.5
P3 V01 9 13.5
P4 V05 12 18
P5 V04 20 3O
II. McMath June 1986 19 Scan Sets
Integration Time per Scan: 128 seconds
Beam Scan Number Total Integration
Pt Set of Scans Time (minutes)
2 V04 I0 21.3
2 V08 i0 21.3
2 VI8 i0 21.3
3 V01 5 10.7
3 V05 i0 21.3
3 V09 i0 21.3
3 VI7 9 19.2
4 V03 9 19.2
4 V07 12 25.6
4 Vl0 I0 21.3
5 V02 i0 21.3
5 V06 i0 21.3
5 V19 i0 21.3
6 Vll ii 23.5
6 VI5 i0 21.3
7 VI2 9 19.2
8 VI3 i0 21.3
9 VI4 i0 21.3
9 VI6 15 32
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19 beam-integrated line of sight wind velocities distributed over the 8
beampositions indicated on Figure 5.4. A Venus declination of +20°
caused vignetting of the McMathprimary (see Section 3.5), resulting in
an elliptical diffraction-limited beam1.7 arc-seconds in right
ascension (R.A.) by 2.2 arc-seconds in declination (HPBW). A 14
arc-second planetary diameter yielded a seeing-excluded disk-to-beam
ratio (in R.A.) of 8.75. Beampointing uncertainty was i arc-second.
Over the course of the observing period, the Subearth Point
migrated from 2°S to 1.6°S latitude. The Subsolar Point migrated from
2.3°S latitude, 55.6°E longitude, to 1.8°S latitude, 60.5°E longitude.
Beamposition 2 was centered at the equator/Subearth meridian
intersection, near SE. Beamposition 3 was centered on SS. Positions
8 and 9 were centered on the equator at 25°E and 25°Wlongitude.
Positions 6 and 7 were centered at 40°S and 40°N latitude along the
Subearth Meridian. Positions 4 and 5 were centered at 40°S and 40°N
latitude along the 40°E longitude meridian.
Table 5.3 provides the 19 beam-integrated wind velocities for
June 1986.
The UT and Local Times associated with June 1986 scan set
acquisition are provided on Figure 5.5 (First Half: 15 to 18 June) and
Figure 5.6 (SecondHalf: 25 to 27 June). Lunar scan sets LI through L4
(Fig. 5.5) and L5 through L9 (Fig. 5.6) were used for terrestrial
absorption removal (see Section 5.2). Mars scan sets MI through MI0
(Fig. 5.5) and MII through M20(Fig. 5.6) were acquired near 1986 Mars
opposition (see Chapter I0). On Figures 5.5 and 5.6, the vertical bars
bounding the "Venus", "Moon" and "Mars" captions are the 2.9 air mass
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Table 5.3
BEAM INTEGRATED LINE-OF-SIGHT WIND SPEEDS FOR
19 VENUS SCAN SETS ACQUIRED McMATH JUNE 1986
WIND IS POSITIVE FOR RECESSION
LO ISOTOPE AND LINE: CO2 626 R8
LO FREQUENCY: 29011133.014 MHz
SYSTEMATIC ERROR:
EPHEMERIS (VT) ERROR: ± 1 m/$
C02 626 R8 REST FREQUENCY ERROR: ± .0523 MHz
TOTAL SYSTEMATIC ERROR: ± 1.5 m/s
BM SCN VT Ulc ± _Ic
PT SET (Km/s) (channels)
2 V04 -11.6679 41.243 Z .055
2 V08 -11.7268 42.462 Z .041
2 VI8 -12.0343 39.868 t .056
3 V01 -11.8881 36.857 ± .056
3 V05 -11.6050 42.496 ± .030
3 V09 -11.6796 43.946 Z .060
3 V17 -12.0649 40.156 t .075
4 V03 -11.7587 39.958 Z .065
4 V07 -11.4485 45.878 Z .054
4 VI0 -11.5897 45.602 t .043
5 V02 -11.8101 38.863 t .055
5 V06 -11.5355 44.169 ± .038
5 VI9 -12.0093 41.111 ± .069
6 VI1 -11.9928 45.967 Z .040
6 VI5 -11.9700 41.425 ± .052
7 VI2 -11.9537 46.907 ± .050
8 VI3 -11.9242 47.130 _ .029
2
% o W
Urf ± Off °io CONTRIB.
(MHz) (MHz) RF LC LO
2619.96 ± .02 .04 1 97 2
2632.89 ± .03 .04 2 94 4
2650.03 ± .05 .04 3 95 2
2620.10 ± .03 .06 1 95 4
2619.96 ± .06 .04 13 81 6
2632.71 ± .ii .04 12 87 2
2650.22 Z .07 .04 3 95 1
2620.13 ± .ii .04 i0 88 1
2619.88 Z .06 .04 5 94 2
2632.47 _ .05 .04 5 92 3
2620.11 ± .04 .04 2 96 2
2619.91 t .06 .04 9 87 4
2649.92 Z .04 .04 1 97 1
2674.63 _ .06 .04 8 89 3
2649.41 Z .I0 .04 13 85 2
2674.59 Z .05 .04 4 94 3
2674.55 ± .05 .04 i0 84 6
9 VI4 -11.8933 48.555 Z .I16
9 VI6 -11.9508 42.461 ± .155
2674.49 Z .03 .04 0 99 0
2649.27 ± .14 .03 3 97 0
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VWZO W
(m/s)
4.2Z3
-7.5±2
-ii.i±3
-3.6Z3
6.1±2
23.8t3
32.4t4
26.9 ± 4
25.1 Z 3
22.0 Z 2
21.9±3
23.5±2
29.2±4
18.2±3
0.6±2
44.0Z6
47.0±8
O0
4
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i arc-second seeing was associated with scan sets VI through V6,
VI3, VI4, and VI7 through VI9. 2 arc-second seeing was associated with
sets V7 through VI0, VII, VI2, VI5 and VI6. Four scan sets were
discarded due to _3 arc-second seeing, including: two immediately
following V7, one following VI0 and one just prior to VI5.
The lower half of Table 5.2 provides the number of scans, and
total integration time, per scan set. The integration time per scan
was 128 s .
5.3.3. October 1986
Observations ii through 14 October 1986 (30°E elongation, 0.15
phase), starting 25 days prior to inferior conjunction, yielded eight
beam-integrated line of sight wind velocities, distributed over the
four beam positions indicated on Figure 5.7. A 48 arc-second planetary
diameter, and 0.9 arc-second (HPBW) IRTF diffraction-limited beam,
yielded a seeing-excluded disk-to-beam ratio of 60.
The Subearth Point wAs located at 8°N latitude. The Subsolar
Point was located at 2°N latitude, 135°E longitude. Beam positions B,
D, F and H were chosen equidistant from the Subsolar Point. Positions
D, F and H were nominally centered at 20°N, 0°N and 20°S latitudes,
respectively, on the 60°E longitude meridian. Position B was nominally
centered at 40°N latitude, 65°E longitude.
Table 5.4 provides the 8 beam-integrated wind velocities for
October 1986.
The LSI 11/23 field computer's clock, driven by line frequency
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Table 5.4
BEAM INTEGRATED LINE-OF-SIGHT WIND SPEEDS FOR
8 VENUS SCAN SETS ACQUIRED IRTF OCTOBER 1986
WIND IS POSITIVE FOR RECESSION
LO ISOTOPE AND LINE: C02 626 R8
LO FREQUENCY: 29011133.014 MHz
SYSTEMATIC ERROR:
EPHEMERIS (VT) ERROR: Z 2 m/$
CO2 626 R8 REST FREQUENCY ERROR: ± .0523 MHz
TOTAL SYSTEMATIC ERROR: z 2.5 m/s
BM SCN VT _ic Z °ic Urf ± Orf
PT SET (Km/s) (channels) (MHz)
D V02 -9.8608 31.926 Z .080 2409.40 ± .07
F V01 -9.9462 30.547 ± .085 2409.99 ± .16
_io
(MHz)
.O4
.O4
2
% a w
CONTRIB.
RF LC LO
3 96 1
12 87 1
-108.5 ± 4
-100.5 _ 5
SYSTEMATIC ERROR:
EPHEMERIS (VT) ERROR: ± 1 m/s
CO2 626 R8 REST FREQUENCY ERROR: ± .0523 MHz
TOTAL SYSTEMATIC ERROR: ± 1.5 m/s
BM SCN VT vlc Z Ulc Vrf ± Orf
PT SET (Km/s) {channels) (MMz)
B V08 -9.3576 42.384 Z .106 2412.17 t .05
D V06 -9.6254 36.290 Z .065 2408.06 Z .06
F V04 -9.8823 31.634 t .060 2408.51 t .08
F V07 -9.4691 40.152 Z .075 2412.32 t .04
H V03 -9.7736 33.627 ± .060 2409.02 Z .14
H V05 -9.7493 34.191 ± .060 2408.15 t .05
°1o
(MSz)
.04
.O4
.04
.04
.04
.04
2
% a w
CONTRIB.
RF LC LO
1 99 1
3 95 2
7 92 2
1 98 1
18 81 2
3 96 2
Vw ± OW
(m/s)
-i00.0 ± 6
-104.6 ± 3
-92.9 ± 3
-105.4 ± 4
-103.9 ± 3
-90.1 ± 3
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and used to record the UT for each scan, is essential in determining
the scan-associated topocentric line of sight velocity of Venus.
However, IRTF generator departures from 60 Hz cause clock drift.
Continuous clock update (with the aid of IRTF-generated UT) is thus
essential, but was unfortunately forgotten for scan sets VOI and V02.
Comparison of IRTF-generated hour angle (recorded in the observing log
at the beginning of each scan) and the hour angle associated with LSI
11/23 UT at scan start, yielded a clock offset error of ±I m/s. This
is reflected in the ±2 m/s ephemeris systematic error given in the
upper half of Table 5.4.
The UT and Local Times associated with October 1986 scan set
acquisition are provided on Figure 5.8. Lunar scan sets LI and L2 were
used for terrestrial absorption removal.
The upper half of Table 5.5 provides the numberof scans, and
total integration time, per scan set. The integration time per scan
was 120s.
The October 1986 video camera field-of-view precluded locating
more than -25_ of the Venus crescent on the TVmonitor. Guiding by
template overlay was therefore not possible (see Section 3.5), allowing
only crude visual alignment of the monitor crosshair against the imaged
portion of the crescent. The crescent's cusps were each visually
aligned on the monitor cross hair, thereby providing the IRTF tracking
computer the cusps' coordinates. Computeroffsetting from the line
connecting the cusps was then used to position the beam. However, the
visible cusps did not extend to the Venusian poles. The resulting
positional uncertainty perpendicular to the cusp line was estimated at
161
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Table 5.5. Integration Time for Venus Scan Sets
III. IRTF October 1986 8 Scan Sets
Integration Time per Scan: 120 seconds
Beam Scan Number
Pt Set of Scans
Total Integration
Time (minutes)
B V08 i0 20
D V02 i0 20
D V06 i0 20
F V01 i0 20
F V04 Ii 22
F V07 I0 2O
H V03 i0 20
H V05 I0 2O
IV. IRTF March 1987 12 Scan Sets
Integration Time per Scan: 128 seconds
Beam Scan Number
Pt Set of Scans
Total Integration
Time (minutes)
2 !
3A'
3B'
4'
4
5
5
6
7
8
9
I0'
V03 8 17.1
V04 14 29.9
V05 4 8.5
V08 7 14.9
VI0 5 10.7
V07 i0 21.3
V09 i0 21.3
V02 7 14.9
V01 8 17.1
VI2 4 8.5
VII 19 40.5
V06 5 10.7
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-1.5 arc-seconds. (Clear detection of the Venusian limb in the
broadband heterodyne signal, an excellent meansof reducing positional
uncertainty, was not possible due to beamdilution from consistent 3
arc-second seeing.) Cusp coordinates were determined with the wobbling
secondary turned off to provide enhancedVenus/sky contrast. It was
later determined that powering up the wobbling secondary introduced a
-1.5 arc-second unpredictable coordinate offset. As well, prior to
March 1987, Venus tracking at Coud_was poor. A drift of -0.2
arc-seconds per minute was determined during the October observing
period, warranting frequent recalibration of the tracking computer zero
point. Overall, worst case pointing uncertainty (the point at which
the TVmonitor crosshair viewed against the crescent definitively
indicated pointing offset) was estimated at -2 arc-seconds. Seeing was
-3 arc-seconds throughout data acquisition.
Since the illuminated portion of the planet was only a thin
crescent, and the disk was 48 arc-seconds, 2 arc-second pointing
uncertainty and 3 arc-second seeing was still thought sufficient for
meaningful spatial coverage (with minimal beamoverlap) if four beam
positions (nominally centered as shownon Fig. 5.7) were used.
5.3.4. March 1987
Observations 22 and 23 March 1987 (38°Welongation, 0.76 phase
- nearly identical to the June 1986 eastern aspect), starting 66 days
after greatest western elongation, yielded twelve beam-integrated line
of sight wind velocities, distributed over the ten beampositions
indicated on Figure 5.9. A 14.5 arc-second planetary diameter, and
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0.9 arc-second (HPBW) IRTF diffraction-limited beam, yielded a
seeing-excluded disk-to-beam ratio of 18. Beam pointing uncertainty
was <I arc-second.
The Subearth Point was located at 0.2°S latitude. The Subsolar
Point was located at 1.2°N latitude, 59°W longitude. Beam position 2'
was centered on SE. Positions 3A', 3B', 8 e, i0', and 9' were centered
on the equator at: 70°W, 50°W, 25°W, 15°W, and 25°E longitude,
respectively. Positions 6 e and 7' were centered at 40°S and 40°N
latitude along the Subearth Meridian. Positions 4' and 5' were
centered at 40°S and 40°N latitude along the 40°W longitude meridian.
Positions 2', 8', 9', 6', 7', 4' and 5' correspond directly to
their unprimed counterparts June 1986 (see Fig. 5.4).
Table 5.6 provides the 12 beam-integrated wind velocities for
March 1987. The UT and Local Times associated with March 1987 scan set
acquisition are provided on Figure 5.10. Mercury scan sets MEI and ME2
were used for terrestrial absorption removal.
Scan sets VI through V6 were associated with 2 arc-second seeing.
Seeing for V7 through VI2 was i arc-second.
The lower half of Table 5.5 provides the number of scans, and
total integration time, per scan set. The integration time per scan
was 128 s .
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Table 5.6
BEAM INTEGRATED LINE-OF-SIGHT WIND SPEEDS FOR
12 VENUS SCAN SETS ACQUIRED IRTF MARCH 1987
WIND IS POSITIVE FOR RECESSION
LO ISOTOPE AND LINE: C02 626 R8
LO FREQUENCY: 29011133.014 MMZ
SYSTEMATIC ERROR:
EPHEMERIS (VT) ERROR: ± 1 m/s
CO2 626 R8 REST FREQUENCY ERROR: ± .0523 MHz
TOTAL SYSTEMATIC ERROR: ± 1.5 m/s
BM SCN VT Vlc ± Olc Vrf ± off
PT SET (Km/s) {channels) (MHz)
2' V03 11.5087 34.819 ± .073 2572.40 ± .00
3A' V04 11.5618 33.010 ± .150 2572.30 ± .i0
3B' V05 11.6521 31.510 ± .040 2572.20 ± .00
4' V08 11.3278 37.810 Z .065 2572.50 ± .00
4' Vl0 11.4370 35.599 ± .050 2572.70 ± .i0
5' V07 11.2764 38.565 ± .069 2572.40 ± .i0
5' V09 11.3807 36.603 + .070 2572.60 + .i0
6' V02 11.4637 35.234 + .055 2572.40 ± .I0
7' V01 11.4024 36.283 + .060 2572.30 + .00
8' V12 11.6516 32.316 ± .070 2572.80 ± .00
9' Vll 11.5497 33.504 + .080 2572.80 ± .i0
I0' V06 11.6851 31.515 ± .070 2572.10 ± .00
olo
(MHz)
.O4
.O3
.O6
.O5
.06
.04
.04
.O5
.04
.06
.O3
.O6
2
% o W
CONTRIB.
RF LC LO
0 99 1
2 98 0
0 91 9
0 98 2
13 83 4
8 91 1
7 91 1
ii 86 3
0 98 2
0 97 3
6 94 0
0 97 3
V W ± o W
(m/s)
-4 ± 4
36 + 8
22 ± 2
24 ± 3
31 ± 3
35+4
34 ± 4
20 ± 3
26 ± 3
-13 + 4
27 ± 4
-12 + 4
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS I - QUALITATIVE INTERPRETATION OF THE OBSERVED
BEAM-INTEGRATED WIND VELOCITIES
6.1. VELOCITY SHIFT EFFECTS
Prior to data interpretation, a number of frequency (velocity)
shift mechanisms need to be explored.
Model atmospheres (see Seiff 1983) yield a 0.026 mb maximal
pressure for the 12C1602 non-thermal emitting shell (100-120 km
altitude), inducing a pressure shift in line-center frequency. A
C02-C02 -48 KHz/mb blueward pressure shift has been experimentally
determined by SooHoo (1984; see Chapter 4) for pressures <0.13 mb. The
expected shift at line forming altitude is thus <0.012 m/s (<I.2KHz),
and may be neglected.
Travelling from Venus to Earth, photons suffer a solar-induced
gravitational redshift Vg r given by:
C
-i -1
V =-[r r
gr 2 e o
, (6.1)
where Vgr, in m/s, is positive for a redward shift, re and ro are
the Sun/Venus and Sun/Earth distances, respectively, in units of the
solar Schwarzschild radius R , and c is the speed of light (see
S
Goldstein 1987). R is given by:
S
R - 2GM
S
2 '
C
(6.2)
where G is the gravitational constant, and M is the Sun's mass. (Eq.
6.1 assumes the weak field limit where r
e
and r >> R .)
O S
V =+i.I m/s and is virtually independent of Venus/Earth/Sun
gr
alignment - orbital-induced variations in r and r are only 0.7% and
e o
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1.7%, respectively. All beam-integrated wind velocities should
therefore be I.i m/s bluer than observed, and have henceforth been
gravitational redshift corrected. (A negligible 0.03 m/s gravitational
blueshift results from the local gravity fields of Venus and Earth as
photons fall into a slightly deeper local potential well than from
which they were emitted).
Use of the classical Doppler shift in the data reduction (Eq.
AI.36), as opposed to the special relativistic formulation, introduces
a negligible <0.167 m/s offset in the beam-integrated winds.
The most appropriate reference frame for the derived global wind
field is a Venus-centered, solar-fixed coordinate system co-rotating
with the subsolar-antisolar axis (hereafter BFI)o Relative to the
frame co-rotating with the solid planet, BFI rotates prograde with a
period of i16.75 d (the Venusian solar day) corresponding to an
equatorial velocity of 3.8 m/s at ii0 km altitude (neglecting the 2.6 °
Venusian obliquity).
The data reduction yields line of sight wind velocities
referenced to a frame (hereafter BF2) centered on the Venusian
barycenter and fixed to the Earth/Venus line (see Appendix 2).
Converting observed dynamics in BF2 to BFI requires determination of
the relative angular velocity _T between both frames, the latter
dictated by two effects:
I. Rotation of the SS-AS axis (about a perpendicular to the
orbital plane), over the 584 d synodic period (Psyn) , causes
a BFI prograde rotation with respect to BF2, at a uniform
angular velocity _ corresponding to an equatorial velocity
o
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of 0.77 m/s at ii0 km altitude.
2. The sweep in the Venus/Earth line of sight over Psyn' from
maximum eastern to maximum western elongation, and back
again, introduces a periodic component (_p) to _T"
_T=_o+_p is uniquely specified for a given planetary elongation,
varying from _T =0"58_o at superior conjunction to _T=3.6_o at inferior
conjunction (at maximum elongation _T=_o ) . This corresponds to an
equatorial velocity of 0.5 to 2.8 m/s at ii0 km altitude (Venus and
Earth orbital eccentricities and the 3.4 ° Venusian orbital inclination
to the ecliptic have been neglected).
_T produces a prograde zonal velocity field, as seen by an
Earth-bound observer in BF2, which should be subtracted from the
observed beam-integrated wind velocities for conversion to BFI.
Within the beam, however, different latitudes will exhibit different
zonal velocities, and a gradient in line of sight projection geometry
exists, implying that a beam-specific systematic correction should not
be made. Rather, _T has been built into the model wind field used (in
Chapter 7) to generate model beam-integrated wind velocities referenced
to BF2.
For the following qualitative interpretation of beam-integrated
winds, wind velocity differences between BFI and BF2 are slight enough
to be neglected, buried by effects on beam-integrated wind velocity
owing to variation in diffraction-limited beam shape, seeing, and
pointing uncertainty.
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6.2. JUNE1986/MARCH1987
Based on already presented observational and theoretical evidence
(see Chapters I and 2), a negligible lower thermospheric vertical wind
componentmaybe assumed. All wind velocity vectors are therefore
tangent to the sphere of the planet.
The June 1986 and March 1987 observing geometries, shownon
Figure 6.1, were symmetrically located about the Earth/Sun line,
allowing decoupling of subsolar-antisolar flow (hereafter SS-AS) and
any zonal component. Pure SS-ASflow, at a given altitude, is assumed
solely a function of SZA. Thus, corresponding unprimed (June 1986) and
primed (March 1987) beampositions (e.g., positions 5 and 5') should
yield identical line of sight SS-AScomponents, yet equal but opposite
zonal components. If the beam-integrated wind velocities for a June
1986 beamposition and its March 1987 primed counterpart are V andw
Vw,, respectively, then the magnitudes of the (beam-integrated) line of
sight SS-ASand zonal (Z) componentsare given by:
and,
Vss__-[Vw+Vw,]/2, (6.3)
Vz-[Vw-Vw,]/2. (6.4)
This expectation, however, is moderatedby effects owing to differences
in beamshape and pointing uncertainty (in general, non-negligible and
addressed in Chapter 7). In addition, the wind field maybe temporally
variable, yet a priori admission of this possibility limits meaningful
conclusions from data spanning 82% of a synodic period.
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The June 1986 and March 1987 geometries are again shown on Figure
6.2 (the June beams have been represented as circles with the R.A.
HPBW). The lower portion of the Figure is a plot of beam-integrated
line of sight velocity versus beam position (circles June 1986,
crosses March 1987). The velocities (gravitational redshift
corrected) are positive for recession, and are shown with their 1 o
beam-specific error bars.
A dominant zonal circulation can be immediately ruled out by
inspection of Figure 6.2. In general, such circulation requires that
the June and March data, at corresponding beam positions, have equal
magnitudes but lie on opposite sides of the line V =0. Just the
W
reverse seems apparent: Positions 4,5,6,7, and 9 show the same behavior
as their primed counterparts. From Eq. 6.4, such behavior implies a
negligible zonal component. More specifically, and regardless of beam
shape, a retrograde zonal circulation would yield approaching
beam-integrated velocities for beam positions (sky) westward of the
subearth meridian (positions 3,4,5,8 June 1986; 9' March 1987). Yet
all such positions (except 8) are indicative of the strongest
recessional velocities measured. Likewise, positions (sky) eastward of
the subearth meridian should exhibit recession, yet positions 8' and
i0' are seen in approach. A prograde zonal circulation is as well
ruled out.
Consider a dominant SS-AS circulation with the same general
behavior as modelled by Bougher et al. (1986_ see Figure 2.2). Such
circulation may be observationally established, based solely on a
qualitative _nalysis of beam-integrated winds, if:
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i. corresponding primed and unprimed positions exhibit the same
behavior, and;
2. positions within the large circles intercepting SS and SE on
the Figure 6.2 planetary aspects exhibit blueshifts, while
positions outside exhibit redshifts.
By inspection, both these criteria are met (with the exception of
position 8). Regarding specific dynamical indicators:
i. The Subearth Point (positions 2 and 2') should be associated with
a 0 m/s line of sight Doppler shift, regardless of wind field. A
i arc-second pointing uncertainty for both observing periods
should introduce scatter about 0 m/s. Such scatter is observed.
ii. A strong spatial gradient in line of sight Doppler shift should
exist in the vicinity of the Subsolar Point (positions
3,-3A',-3B').
A beam slightly limbward of the Subsolar Point should sample
the SS-AS field projected almost entirely along the line of
sight, and in recession. If the beam intercepts portions of the
limb, limb dynamics can dominate the beam-integrated wind (due to
exceptionally strong limb non-thermal emission; see Chapter 7).
The limb near the Subsolar Point has a SZA of _30 °, implying
appreciable horizontal velocity (see Fig. 2.2). Conversely, a
beam located i arc-second disk-centerward of the Subsolar Point
will have a (disk-center) SZA of -I0 °. The lack of appreciable
wind velocity here (see Fig. 2.2), coupled with a smaller line
of sight projection, implies a small beam-integrated blueshift.
Multiple observations at the Subsolar Point, together with I
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iii.
iv.
arc-second pointing uncertainty, should therefore yield a large
Doppler scatter, heavily favoring strong recessional flow. Such
behavior is observed on Figure 6.2.
Positions 4 and 5, symmetrically located with respect to the
Subsolar Point, show consistent recessional velocities as do
their primed counterparts. The sense of the relative June/March
(statistically marginal) velocity offset, is consistent with a
small retrograde component. Other explanations include wind
field temporal variability and pointing uncertainty. The offset
cannot result from beam shape differences - the larger June beam,
partially intercepting the limb (after folding in seeing
effects), should provide the greater recessional velocities.
Positions 9 and 9', both indicative of strong recessional flow,
exhibit a sizable velocity offset, probably too large to be
explained away by beam shape/pointing uncertainty differences.
The sense of the offset is indicative of a ~i0 m/s (line of
sight) retrograde zonal component (from Eq. 6.4).
While positions 8' and i0' exhibit the requisite blueshift,
the position 8 wind velocity, one of the most precise
measurements, does not. If a retrograde zonal component is
responsible for the 9-9' velocity offset, position 8 should have a
significantly stronger blueshift than position 8' The problem
is somewhat alleviated if a retrograde zonal component exists
only in the March 1987 data, which would imply true wind field
variability. (Pointing uncertainty is probably not capable of
accounting for a 0 m/s position 8 beam-integrated velocity: the
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V.
across-the-disk gradient in line of sight projection geometry for
SS-AS flow is smallest at this location.)
Subearth meridian positions 6 and 7, symmetrically located at ±40
latitude, are reasonably insensitive to zonal circulation and are
therefore subsolar-antisolar flow specific indicators. Both
primed and unprimed wind velocities exhibit similar behavior.
The enhanced redshift for the primed positions may be indicative
of SS-AS temporal variability, or beam shape/pointing uncertainty
effects.
The June 1986/March 1987 data establish SS-AS flow as the
dominant circulation in the 100-120 km altitude range. Modelling of
the beam-integrated wind velocities, and fitting the modelled ensemble
to the observed, is warranted for a quantitative description of the
SS-AS circulation and the level of possible zonal involvement.
6.3. DECEMBER 1985
Figure 6.3 provides the beam positions and beam-integrated wind
velocities for December 1985.
In the presence of a dominant retrograde zonal circulation,
positions P4 and P5 would exhibit a strong blueshift and redshift,
respectively. Positions PI, P2 and P3, located close to the subearth
meridian, would exhibit only mild recession. Yet P2 and P3 exhibit
strong redshifts, as does P4. The observed is clearly more consistent
with SS-AS circulation, which calls for strong redshifts at all
positions but PI. A 60 m/s differential shift between P4 and P5 may be
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indicative of a -30 m/s zonal retrograde component.
6.4. OCTOBER1986
Figure 6.4 provides the October 1986 beam-integrated wind
velocities. Observed blueshifts of 90-110 m/s, at the four probed
locations, can be explained by either (or coupled) SS-ASand zonal
retrograde circulations. The magnitudes of these line of sight winds
are the largest observed over the four observing periods, and indicate
near-terminator horizontal velocities in excess of ii0 m/s.
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CHAPTER 7: RESULTS II WIND FIELD RETRIEVAL FROM KINEMATICAL FITS
TO THE BEAM-INTEGRATED WIND VELOCITIES
7.1. PROGRAM BEAMINT
The beam-integrated non-thermal emission sampled by the
spectrometer as a spectral probe of dynamics in the atmospheric
parcel within the beam - often represents a convolution of dynamical
contributions from a large portion of the planet. The complicated
nature of the convolution precludes association of the derived
beam-integrated wind velocity with dynamics at a specific location
within the beam. Program BEAMINT was therefore developed to generate
(BF2-referenced) beam-integrated wind velocities from a model global
wind field. Comparison with the observed beam-integrated winds thereby
allows model discrimination. The quantitative aspects of BEAMINT are
covered at length in Appendix 2.
Figure 7.1 provides the beam-center Subsolar longitudes (_) and
latitudes (8) for all four observing periods. The Sun-lit hemisphere
is sampled from -50 ° to +50 ° latitude. Each observing period is
associated with a worst case pointing uncertainty (F), in arc-seconds.
Each beam position is associated with an effective beam shape, owing to
both diffraction-limited spatial roll-off and seeing.
Depending upon planetary disk size, beam position, and pointing
uncertainty, a given beam can sample vast portions of the planet, with
a beam-center displaced from its nominal longitude and latitude.
7.1.1. Pointing Uncertainty (F) Considerations
Figures 7.2 through 7.5 provide the uncertainty in beam-center
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and _ resulting from F=I for December 1985, June 1986, and March 1987,
and F=2 for October 1986. The Subsolar Point (SS), Subearth Point
(SE), and terminator(s) are labelled on each of the Figures. SE
necessarily marks disk center for an Earth-bound observer. The
F-induced uncertainties in _ and _, for a given observing period, are
solely a function of line of sight projection geometry, with beam
positions near disk-center having the smallest _ and _ uncertainties.
These Figures establish, on the basis of pointing uncertainty
alone, that an observed beam-integrated wind velocity should not be
associated with beam-center position (_,_). (December 1985 positions
P2 and P3 have _ and _ uncertainties of -60 ° and -40 ° , respectively.)
Individual sources of pointing uncertainty (and their
systematic/random character) need to be isolated to properly assess
effects on beam-integrated velocities. The worst case pointing
uncertainty, determined in the field, owes to (when appropriate):
i. IR (i0 pm) and visible (tracking) beam misalignment
Misalignment gives rise to a spatial systematic offset
constant in magnitude, but varying in direction, from beam position
to beam position (due to image rotation).
The IRTF has an eyepiece allowing alignment of the i0 pm and
visible (tracking) beams at the detector focal plane. The
broadband heterodyne signal is maximized on a calibration
blackbody point source (see Fig. 3.8) through X-Y motion of the
detector. A star is then located via the eyepiece at the visible
position of the blackbody in the detector focal plane. Centering
the TV monitor cross hairs on the visible stellar image thereby
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insures visible/IR alignment. The advantage is the star need
not generate a heterodyne signal for alignment - the calibration
blackbody serves the purpose. (The blackbody is not imagedby
the monitor and cannot be used for cross-hair calibration.)
At McMathno focal plane eyepiece as yet exists. While the
blackbody heterodyne signal is maximized as before, the visible
position of the blackbody on the detector is unknown. Alignment
of I0 _m and visible beamsis accomplished using an external IR
source (IR point source, e.g., VY CMa,or planetary limb) to
generate a I0 _m signal (see Section 3.5). In principle the IR
source's broadbandheterodyne response is maximized using the
telescope drive paddle, insuring coincidence of the source's i0
_mbeamwith the spectrometer's IR axis as defined by the
blackbody. The monitor cross-hairs are then aligned with the
source's visible image.
While both IRTF and McMathapproaches are equivalent,
regarding the latter: I) stellar sources suffer from a lack of
definition in the broadband heterodyne signal, and 2) the visible
limb of Venus can be poorly defined (particularly for daytime
observations). In practice, alignment at McMathwas accomplished
by rastering the Venusian disk across the cross hairs and
matching the limb-_o-iimb heterodyne response to the visible
image. A planetary disk radially symmetric both in the visible
and at i0 #m allows alignment to <I arc-second. Planetary phases
with large elongations, however, exhibit visible and I0 #m
limb-to-terminator gradients, the latter highly non-linear (see
189
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Section 7.1.2), which can significantly limit visible/IR
alignment.
Both IRTF observing periods were associated with visible-IR
alignment to <<I arc-second. Alignment at McMath December 1985,
near superior conjunction, should be significantly better than I
arc-second. Alignment at McMath June 1986, near maximum
elongation, is estimated at -i arc-second due to the highly
asymmetric E-W I0 _m gradient.
Guiding template-associated offsets
Guiding by template overlay is subject to systematic offsets
due to: i) guiding subjectivity of the eye, and 2) image rotation
between (frequent) template repositionings. Such offsets will
appear pseudo-random in magnitude and direction from one wind
measurement to the next. Continuous update of planetary position
with respect to the template (via the telescope drive paddle),
due to low frequency image motion, introduces an r.m.s, component.
Template-associated offsets are estimated to be <i arc-second.
Telescope tracking drift rates
The IRTF focal plane image scale precludes using guiding
templates near inferior conjunction. Beam pointing must rely on
the tracking computer. Tracking drift rates are different in
R.A° and Declination, and dependent on Local Time. Tracking
drift between zero point recalibrations was found large and
unpredictable prior to March 1987 (in part due to wobbling
secondary behavior), inducing systematic pointing offsets varying
in magnitude and direction from one beam position to the next.
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Only the October 1986 data is so affected and its worst case 2
arc-second pointing uncertainty has been discussed at length in
Section 5.3.3.
7.1.2. BeamCharacter Considerations
Figures 7.2-7.5 are also useful from the standpoint of beam
size. The beam-specific error bars are equally representative of the
planetary surface intercepted by a 2 arc-second diameter beam (4
arc-seconds for October 1986). The worst-case effective HPBW's
(obtained by coupling diffraction-limited beamshapeand worst-case
seeing; see Appendix 2) for December1985, June 1986, October 1986, and
March 1987, were 3.7, 3.7 (in R.A.), 3.9 and 2.9 arc-seconds,
respectively. The planetary regions intercepted by three of these
beamsare significantly larger than the already sizable regions
delineated by the error bars on the Figures. Yet, if beam-sampled
dynamics folds into the beam-integrated wind velocity symmetrically
about beamcenter, one could still arguably associate observed wind
velocity with beam-center _ and _ (± the _, _ uncertainites). This is,
however, far from the case:
i. The beamsamples the wind field projected along the line of
sight. The projection geometry has a non-linear gradient across
the beamfor small planetary disk-to-beam ratios, particularly
regarding limb scans. In addition, the global wind field can
exhibit a strong non-linear across-the-beam gradient in
horizontal velocity.
2. The non-thermal emission strength, dependent on solar zenith
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angle (SZA) and line of sight column length (L) through the
emitting shell (see Chapter 2), exhibits a strong non-linear
gradient across the beamfor beamseven marginally intercepting
the limb.
Figure 7.6 provides the non-thermal emission geometry (not
to scale). The emitting shell has inner radius RI and outer
radius R2 (radii to half power; see Chapter 2). R is the i0 #mP
continuum radius (taken as the solid planet radius (R) plus 60
km).
As the i0 #m emission is optically thin, emission strength
is proportional to the length (L) of the line of sight through
the shell. L is plotted as a function of distance (D) from disk
center at the bottom of Figure 7.6. While negligible variation
occurs for 0<D<R dramatic variation can occur for D>R ° Figure
p' p
7.7 represents the situation to scale. The non-thermal emission
is centered 109 km above the solid surface and has a half power
thickness of 19 km (see Chapter 2). The circular beam
intercepting the limb represents a planetary disk-to-beam ratio
of 4. (By comparison, the December 1985 effective HPBW gives a
worst-case disk-to-beam ratio of 2.7.) The relative intensity at
the bottom of the Figure has been smoothed over the mean beam
element. The line of sight column length tangential to the
emitting region (RI<D<R2) is maximally 51 times the thickness of
the shell! Thus a beam even partially probing the planetary limb
can be heavily weighted in favor of limb dynamics as opposed to
conditions at beam-center.
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Additionally, emission intensity is moderated by
across-the-beam variation in solar zenith angle (SZA) (up to 55°
for December1985) and the beam's spatial roll-off.
7.1.3. BEAMINTBeamModelling
To facilitate derivation of model beam-integrated winds, BEAMINT
partitions the beaminto i slices and j annuli (the case 36x12=432is
shownon Figure 7.7). A lOOxlO0-10,000 element beam is used, allowing
resolution of the 20 km thick emitting shell at the limb.
Within each beamelement, all dynamically relevant variables
(e.g., horizontal wind velocity, line of sight projection geometry,
beamspatial roll-off, line of sight column length, solar zenith angle,
and BFI rotational component) are taken as constant and evaluated at
the element centroid. As the elements are not of equal size, their
beamcontributions are weighted by their relative areas. Each element
produces a Gaussian non-thermal emission line, frequency translated by
the appropriate line of sight velocity, as dictated by the model wind
field. The line's relative intensity is determined from the beam
roll-off and line of sight emission strength. Beamroll-off is derived
from the diffraction-limited beamshape coupled with beam-specific
seeing.
The beam-integrated non-thermal emission is constructed through
superposition of all individual Gaussian line profiles, and the
frequency centroid of the convolution is defined as the line of sight
beam-integrated velocity. Elements off the planet, or located at
SZA>90°, are zero-weighted. The beamis then offset by the worst case
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pointing uncertainty (F): E, NE, N, NW,W, SW,S, and SE (on the sky) to
determine pointing uncertainty-induced error bars for the modelled
beam-integrated winds.
The model wind field incorporates both SS-ASand zonal
components, the former axi-symmetric about the SS-ASaxis, the latter
axi-symmetric about the planet's spin axis. Vertical velocities are
assumedeverywhere zero.
SS-AShorizontal velocity is taken proportional to SZA, with a
maximumat SZAz90° and zeros at SZA-0°, and 180° . This simple form is
almost identically representative of the horizontal velocity field
obtained by the Bougher et al. (1986) hydrodynamical model for ii0 km
altitude (with 121 m/s cross-terminator winds; see Chapter 2).
Choice of the model's zonal field must rely on observed zonal
behavior at lower altitudes. Pioneer Venus (PV) Orbiter UV imaging of
the cloud decks (see Chapter 2) indicated solid-body zonal
super-rotation from 0 to ±60° latitude. However, PV descent-probe wind
measurements, cyclostrophic balance models, and Mariner i0 UV imaging
indicated strong departures exist, e.g., strong mid-latitude jets.
Whether this discrepancy results from probing at different altitudes,
or real variation in the Venusian wind field (see Chapter 2), is not
relevant. Both interpretations hold that the zonal wind field can
exhibit either a simple or complex latitudinal dependence.
Regarding an analytic form for the model's zonal component, a
characterization somewherebetween solid-body rotation (proportional to
cos_) and one dictated by conservation of angular momentum
(proportional to i/cos_) certainly seemsreasonable. The latter
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however, in its strictest sense, is probably not realistic. Through
conservation of angular momentum,the cloud-deck mean-meridional
circulation should enhancehigh latitude angular momentumat the
expense of the equatorial region. The fact that a strong equatorial
super-rotation is observed indicates the presence of other mechanisms
effecting angular momentumredistribution.
Since little is knownabout latitudinal behavior of the high
altitude zonal component, it is difficult to decide a priori on its
best characterization. As this investigation represents only a first
attempt at a quantitative analysis of high altitude winds, a solid-body
zonal component is assumed. Future beam-integrated modelling can
incorporate a different latitudinal dependence in the zonal component
and a non-linear SS-AS circulation.
7.2. KINEMATICAL FITS TO A TWO-COMPONENT CIRCULATION MODEL
Figures 7.8a-e provide BEAMINT fits to the December 1985 data.
Each fit is shown as a plot of observed (Vobs) versus modelled (Vmodel)
beam-integrated wind velocity, in m/s (positive for recession). The
line Vobs=Vmodel has been drawn on each of the plots. Model goodness
of fit is determined from the dispersion about Vobs=Vmodel .
Each model is characterized by two parameters: SS-AS
cross-terminator horizontal velocity (VHmax) and the zonal component's
equatorial velocity referenced to BFI (Veq), both in m/s. Each of
Figures 7.8a-e contains a set of model fits with constant V (given at
eq
the Figure's upper right; negative for retrograde), and varied VHmax.
Vob s error bars'are the 1 a r.m.s, errors associated with the
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datum-specific scan sets (as given on Table 5.1). BEAMINT-generated
Vmode I error bars are not i a errors but derive from the worst case
observing period-specific pointing uncertainty - the latter a
measure of how far a beam position may be from the nominal. As such,
these error bars reflect only reasonable limiting magnitude effects on
Vmode I from the combined pointing uncertainty systematic and
pseudo-random components both hard to quantitatively deconvolve. In
addition, Vmode I errors provide only the possible effect on model
beam-integrated velocity as BEAMINT only considers 8 beam center
offsets from the nominal beam position.
A systematic error in Vob s is specific to an observing period and
would result in a constant vertical offset in the data on the model
fits. Conversely, a pointing uncertainty systematic error, even one
constant in magnitude and direction (e.g., I arc-second East) will in
general appear as a set of non-linear offsets in the Vmode I data and not
necessarily in the same sense.
The pointing uncertainty for all observing periods should be
dominated by a pseudo-random spatial offset varying from one wind
velocity determination to the next, so that Vmode I error bars can be
considered to derive from random effects. However, a pseudo-random
distribution in the pointing uncertainty offset about a given nominal
beam position can generate a highly non-linear response in the modelled
beam-integrated wind velocity. Thus a straightforward quantitative
means of including the Vmode I errors in a statistical measure of the
model fits is not available.
For each model, the 0 2 (error bar weighted) dispersion S about
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Vobs=Vmodelwas calculated in Vobs (along lines of constant Vmodel), in
units of the meanerror bar, using Eq. 7.1:
N iV ]2 ]
S = _ [ obs mVobs
i=l N 0. 2
i
I/2
(7.1)
The quantity iv .th
obs is the i of N observed beam-integrated wind
velocities, mVob s is the corresponding value on the line Vobs-Vmode i ,
and 0. is the i a error associated with element i. While the
I
unweighted scatter about Vobs=Vmodel is the same whether calculated
along lines of constant Vmode I or constant Vobs, the weighted
dispersion measure should include a means of weighting by the Vmode I
error bars. However, as stated, interpretation of these error bars
in a meaningful quantitative way is not possible. This problem is
circumvented through realization that the dominant pseudo-random
component in pointing uncertainty will yield poorer model fits as gauged
by Eq. 7.1. Thus a good model fit (Vob s scatter limited) should a
posteriori indicate negligible effects due to pointing uncertainty.
In addition an observed S<<I, when evaluated along lines of constant
Vobs, can be used to establish overestimation of the Vmode I random
component.
S is given on each plot of Figures 7.Sa-e. S near unity
indicates a good model fit with a dispersion attributable to the r.m.s.
noise in the data.
The grid on Table 7.1 provides S over the entire December 1985
model space with grid element coordinates (VHmax,Veq) . While a minimum
S (Smin) occurs at S=1.4, a model space about the minimum can exist
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Table 7.1. December 1985 Goodness-of-Fit Parameter S
Over the Model Space
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within which models are statistically indistinguishable. Quantitative
description of this "best-fit model space" may be obtained using the
chi-squared (X 2) test. S is related to X 2 through:
X 2 = NS 2 (7.2)
For a normally distributed data set, S approaches unity as N _ _.
However, all four observing periods are associated with a small number
of data points, introducing the possibility that these data yield an S
different from the generating distribution. It is therefore possible
that the best fit model to the generating distribution is not
represented by Smin, due to perverse sampling, but rather resides
within some domain about SminO As one moves away from the minimum in
the model space of Table 7.1, the observed S becomes harder to explain
through statistical sampling perversity, eventually S variation
becoming a true measure of the model fit. The convention is adopted
whereby a boundary at S=S is defined, along which the probability of
o
obtaining S>S through statistical fluctuations is down to 0.i_. Using
o
2 X 2the X tables we can find the value of for N data such that
_I(>X2)=0"001' Substitution into Eq. 7.2 allows determination of SoPN I
If S . <S then a "best fit model space" exists and all models with S<S
mln o o
are said to fit the data. Conversely, S . >S indicates that no subset
mln o
of the model space is capable of fitting the data, implying either a
model circulation inconsistent with the lower thermosphere or
significant pointing uncertainty error.
On Table 7.1, observed model variation exterior to the outer
polygonal border, with S =1.9, is a true model discriminator.
o
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Equivalently, the region within the border is a region of model
statistical indistinguishability. Existence of the border assures a
model space capable of describing the lower thermosphere, and a
posteriori indicates pointing uncertainty effects are negligible. A
dominant subsolar-antisolar circulation with a cross-terminator
horizontal velocity of 90 to 120 m/s is indicated, as well as a
retrograde zonal componentwith -15 to -45 m/s equatorial velocity.
The best fit model space has a range in VHmaxand Veq
significantly larger than the few meter/sec precision of the observed
beam-integrated velocities. Thesemodel parameters set the horizontal
velocity field whoselarge acceptable range, whenprojected along the
line of sight, is accommodatedby the small Vobs error bars
(particularly for near disk center beampositions).
S was calculated independently in VmodeI (along lines of constant
Vobs). An S . =0.6 was found coincident with the Table 7.1 minimum.mln
2
The X probability of Smln. s0.6 is only 15%, indicating probable Vmode I
error bar overestimation of the pointing uncertainty random component.
Figure 7.8a, with V =0 m/s (no zonal component), provides nine
eq
models for VHmax=60 to 150 m/s. The best fit case, with VHmax=120.00
m/s (S=2.8), does not adequately fit east- and west-limb positions P4
and P5, which qualitatively had reflected a zonal component (see
Section 6.3). VHmax-120.00 m/s and Veq-O m/s characterized the Bougher
et al. (1986) circulation at II0 km altitude (see Figure 2.2).
Figures 7.8b, 7.8c, 7.8d, and 7.8e are select slices through the
Table 7.1 model space at V =-I0, -20, -30, and -40 m/s, respectively.
eq
Figures 7.ga-d provide the BEAMINT fits to the October 1986 data.
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As data were acquired just prior to inferior conjunction, both zonal
retrograde and SS-AS components will produce strong blueshifts at
probed positions along the crescent, as is observed. Expected
latitudinal variation in beam-integrated wind velocity was not great
enough to discriminate between the two components with confidence.
(Just after inferior conjunction, zonal retrograde and SS-AS
circulations would have exhibited strong red- and blueshifts,
respectively, providing determination of the dominant circulation.)
The data, however, rule out a strong prograde zonal circulation.
For the October 1986 data, BEAMINT fitting provides a
quantitative description for the superposition of both components. A
family of best fits exists whereby a given Veq has a complementary
VHmax capable of yielding the observed beam-integrated winds. Table
7 2 provides S over the October 1986 model space with S . =1.7. The
• mln
channel from upper left to lower right is the border defined by
So=1.9. Best fits are generated when VHmax-Veq=-140 to 155 m/s. The
narrowness of the channel (reflecting good circulation model horizontal
velocity discrimination) is due to the large line of sight components
at the probed beam positions. The lack of channel continuity at lower
right may reflect rejection of very large retrograde zonal components.
_0 7 when calculated along lines of constant Vob s also indicativeSmi n •
of possible overestimation of the Vmode I error bars.
BEAMINT fits to the March 1987 data are provided on Figures
7.10a-e. Table 7.3 provides S over the March 1987 model space, with
S -1.3 The polygonal border defined by S -1.6 is consistent with
min " o
VHmax-llO-150 m/s and Veq=-20 to -25 m/s. Dramatic improvement in the
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Table 7.2. October 1986 Goodness-of-Fit Parameter S
Over the Model Space
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Table 7.3. March 1987 Goodness-of-Fit Parameter S
Over the Model Space
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the model fits, on introduction of a zonal retrograde component, is
evident through comparison of Figures 7.10a and 7.10d. Smin-0.5 when
calculated in VmodeI, nearly coincident with the Table 7.3 minimum,
indicating probable VmodeI error bar overestimation of the pointing
uncertainty randomcomponent.
June 1986 model fits are shownon Figures 7.11a-d. Table 7.4
provides S over the June 1986 model space with S z3 4 However,' min " "
S zl.5, which renders the model fits unacceptable. Either theo
circulation model is inconsistent with the lower thermosphere (implying
circulation departures from the other observing periods), or
significant pointing uncertainty errors are present. Note, however,
that quantitatively the June data is still best fit with a dominant
subsolar-antisolar circulation as was determined through qualitative
analysis in Chapter 6.
To investigate possible alternative circulations, a more detailed
look at the point by point dynamics is warranted.
The lower right plate in each of Figures 7.11a-d indicates the
beampositions associated with the data points (refer to Figure 5.4).
On Figure 7.11a, points 6 and 7, virtually insensitive to a zonal
component, are adequately fit for VHmax<120m/s. A BEAMINTmodel with
VHmax>120m/s is therefore unreasonable regardless of zonal
involvement. On Figure 7.11a, however, for VHmax<120m/s, points
4,5,9, and the upper point 3 data, are too weakly redshifted. As well,
point 8 is too strongly blueshifted.
Consider effects of the zonal component:
i. To enhance point 4 and 5 redshifts, and cancel the point 8
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Table 7.4. June 1986 Goodness-of-Fit Parameter S
Over the Model Space
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blueshift, requires a small prograde zonal component. As shown on
Figure 7.11d, points 4,5, and 8 are indeed reasonably fit for
VHmax-<100 m/s (as are points 6,7). However, point 9, possessing
a weak redshift on Fig 7.11a, is further weakened by prograde
rotation. In addition, point 2 (disk center) error bars have been
so significantly reduced, that a non-zero beam-integrated wind
velocity is no longer tolerated.
2. Adding a retrograde zonal component (Figs. 7.11b,c) alleviates all
problems caused by the prograde situation only to exacerbate
problems a prograde rotation was to correct.
There are a number of possible changes to the BEAMINT circulation model:
I. Invoking a different latitudinal dependence in the zonal flow is
not reasonable. The zonal "fix" for point 8 exacerbates problems
with points 2 and 9, yet all are at the same latitude.
2. A SS-AS circulation non-linear in SZA could be invoked such that
horizontal velocity versus SZA on Figure 2.2 is concave upward.
For smaller SZA, VHmax would be less than the BEAMINT-assumed
case. For a SS-AS model with reasonably fitted points 6 and 7,
point 9 would have the requisite greater redshift, and point 8
a reduced blueshift. Yet this fix may not explain strong
redshifting in points 3, 4, and 5, and would create a well defined
discontinuity in VHmax at SZA-90 °.
The apparent failure of reparameterized BEAMINT circulation
models points toward significant June 1986 pointing uncertainty error,
consistent with a possible systematic component introduced by
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IR/visible beammisalignment (see Section 7.1.1). This planetary
aspect should be redone at the IRTF.
Definitive BEAMINTbest-fits are found for the December1985,
October 1986, and March 1987 data. Modelling for all four observing
periods indicates a dominant SS-AScirculation, as was determined from
qualitative analysis of beam-integrated winds.
Isolated planetary aspect geometries are limited discriminators
of the global circulation. Assumingwind field temporal stability over
the synodic period of the observations, the best fit model spaces for
the individual observing periods maybe overlapped. The sole model
commonto the December1985, October 1986 and March 1987 best fit model
spaces is VHmax-120m/s and Veq 25 m/s, consistent with the Bougher et
al. (1986) ii0 km model with a superimposed retrograde zonal component.
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CHAPTER 8: THE BETZ ET AL. HETERODYNE RESULTS A REINTERPRETATION
8.1. lASER STABILITY AND IMPLICATIONS
The Betz et al. (1976, 1977b; Betz 1977, 1982) heterodyne wind
measurements were made using a power peak stabilized laser local
oscillator (LO). Short and long term frequency stability, in the
absence of a stabilization system, were determined by beating the LO
with a second laser. An observed beat frequency long term drift of 5
MHz/day (50 m/s per day at i0 #m) indicated the need for a
stabilization system. (This, however, reflects only relative drift
between lasers. Individual laser drift might be greater.)
The instantaneous position on the gain profile was found by
sensing cavity impedance across a pickoff resistor (Betz 1977). A
PZT-applied 1 KHz dither provided 180 KHz p-p modulation of laser
output frequency. The impedance signal was fed to a lock-in amplifier,
the latter triggered by a reference signal in phase with cavity
modulation. The lock-in output thus provided a DC signal proportional
to the slope of the gain profile. By beating the LO with the second
laser, the lock-in's output meter was calibrated in frequency departure
from power peak.
Two basic differences exist between the Betz system and the GSFC
power peak system (used for the laser stabilization tests outlined in
Chapter 4):
I. The GSFC system employs a pyroelectric detector - found to be
less noisy than a resistance pickoff.
2. The Betz system allowed only passive feedback - DC level
corrections to the PZT were applied manually, whenever (in
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theory) a non-zero lock-in output signal became apparent. This
allows the possibility of accidental frequency offset in the
field due to either infrequent or overlooked PZT adjustment.
Conversely, the GSFC system has an active servo feedback loop
for continuous update of PZT biasing.
The Betz passive system was claimed to provide a laser output
within ±0.2 MHz (2 m/s) of power peak, though no evidence for such
stability was presented. By comparison, the GSFC 13C1602 power peak
time series yielded best-case relative stability to 5 m/s (see Section
4.8.2).
As stated in Chapter 4, there are inherent shortcomings
associated with power peak stabilization. Betz (1977) used a saturated
resonance (Lamb dip) cell to calibrate the power peak frequency offset
(PPFO) absolutely with respect to the laser transition rest frequency.
Most important for interpretation of the Betz measurements, the PPFO
was found to have minor dependence on laser gain cell pressure and
major dependence on line competition within the cavity (Betz 1977).
However, Betz interpreted both effects as constant for a given laser
system, categorizable as a laser-specific pressure shift, which is
quite erroneous. Summarizing relevant etalon characteristics (see
Section 4.2):
I. The gain profile for a specific laser line will be measurably
distorted if there is appreciable and simultaneous cavity
support for additional laser transitions. The level of
distortion is specific to the cavity, as well as critically
dependant on the cavity alignment and the relative strengths of
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the involved laser lines.
2. Changesin cavity alignment result from long term thermal
variation of the cavity rods, and adjustment of output coupler
and diffraction grating verniers. SooHooet al. (1985_ SooHoo
1984) found diffraction grating tilt adjustment could shift the
gain peak several MHz(tens of m/s at i0 #m) to either side of
the transition rest frequency. (GSFCLO vernier adjustments
are maderoutinely in the field for LO performance
optimization, predominantly during daily system power-up.)
3. The peak's wide frequency plateau, depending on S/N, can
support a significant frequency offset before lock-in sensing
of a non-zero slope.
The PPFOis therefore time variable, inextricably linked to inevitable
changes in cavity alignment, and the laser output frequency may
fluctuate about the PPFO-dictated power peak.
PPFOvariability is strikingly evident in the GSFCpower peak
stability test (Fig. 4.26). A 1.2 MNz(12 m/s) drift was observed over
the first 40m of the 80m time series, with fluctuations characterized
by a 0.5 MHz(5 m/s) I a scatter for 2TM integrations. A S/N-induced
standard deviation of only 0.i MHz (i m/s) indicated fluctuations were
real. The LO baseline frequency leveled off after -40 minutes,
possibly reflecting post power-up thermal equilibration of the cavity.
Clearly large and unpredictable (uncorrectable) frequency offsets
can be associated with power peak stabilization.
For the November 1975 and April 1976 emission measurements, using
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12C1602 -iP(16) at 948 cm , a -50 KHz/Torr redward PPFOwas determined,
or 0.7±0.1 MHz(7±1 m/s) for a 14 Torr laser mix total pressure (Betz
1977). Yet, the validity of such a calibration over days seems
unlikely. After wind measurementPPFOcorrections, a total systematic
error <6 m/s was claimed. This included PPFOcorrection uncertainty,
as well as RFLOand ephemeris errors estimated to be <!2 m/s (Betz et
al. 1976).
-IThe October 1976 emission data (again using 948 cm P(16))
lacked Lambdip calibration of the LO, yet a maximumi0 m/s systematic
offset was determined (Betz 1977). LO calibration for the April/May
1977 emission and absorption measurementsis not discussed (see Betz et
al. 1977b).
Other more subtle sources of systematic error maybe present in
the Betz data set. Earth rotation and Venus/Earth barycentric
translation-induced Doppler shifts produce a continuous line-frequency
drift during data acquisition. To remove such differential Doppler
shifts, the radio frequency local oscillator (RFLO)was periodically
varied in the field to keep the spectral line centered in the 50-250
MHzfilter bank bandpass (Betz 1977). Details of how often the RFLO
was repositioned are not presented. Yet the critical need for frequent
RFLOrepositioning is apparent from Equation AI.26, which yields an
Earth rotation-induced Doppler shift of up to 102 m/s per hr (10.2
F
MHz/hr) for the Betz observational circumstances: 31°57.8 latitude,
early May 1977 at meridian transit, and 5.5 ° planetary declination.
In addition, no correction for terrestrial absorption was made
during data reduction, possibly introducing a non-negligible baseline
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slope to the target spectral feature (hence a centroid shift; see
Appendix AI). Near superior and inferior conjunctions, two of the Betz
observing periods, the Doppler shift between the spectral feature and
LO is minimal, the situation characterized by maximal baseline
distortion.
Finally, there is no mention of observing period-associated
pointing uncertainty or atmospheric seeing, both important for
interpretation of beam-integrated wind velocity.
The means by which systematic errors may have been introduced at
the tens of m/s level seem apparent. Such errors are consistent with
dynamically unreasonable disk-center vertical wind velocities obtained
at both superior (Betz 1977) and inferior (Betz et al. 1977b)
conjunction. The observed vertical winds are a good indicator of LO
calibration and stability, as a host of dynamical measurements and
theoretical considerations indicate a maximum vertical wind field
component of only a few m/s (see Chapters i and 2).
8.2. MESOSPHERIC WINDS
The only direct mesospheric wind measurements, to date, were made
by Betz et al. (1977b_ Betz 1977, 1982) just after the 1977 inferior
conjunction, using an IR heterodyne spectrometer mated to the McMath
Solar Telescope 81-cm (west) auxiliary. An Ii _m 13C1602 absorption
-I
line (892 cm P(26)) was used as the dynamical probe. The line
contribution function indicated line formation at 75 (Betz et al.
1977b) or 85 km (Betz 1982) altitude, for the region within ±200 MHz of
line center (the frequency bandwidth used for centroid determination).
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Winds were monitored at three points along the equator (eastern limb,
western limb and disk-center), April 17 to May 8, from 17.3 ° to 37 °
western elongation. A <6 m/s systematic error was claimed, along with
a S/N-induced -±25 m/s statistical uncertainty for a 30 m integration.
A pressure shift in the data, due to line formation at -20 mb in the
Venus±an atmosphere (slightly less near the limbs), was removed
assuming a i m/s per mb redward shift as measured by Freed (1976). The
wind velocity zero point was thereby shifted 15 to 20 m/s.
Betz viewed this favorably as it symmetrized the magnitude of the
east-limb recession and west-limb approach. A 90±7 m/s mean zonal wind
was indicated - which is consistent with cyclostrophic balance model
predictions. Unfortunately, the pressure shift correction created a
serious dynamical problem concerning the disk-center winds which must
necessarily represent vertical velocities. The correction implied mean
vertical upwelling at 45 m/s, which was attributed to dynamics at the
ant±solar point (Betz et al. 1977b). In addition, Betz reported up to
-40 m/s "real" fluctuations about the mean at all three beam locations.
Figures 8.1a,b and c provide the GSFC-generated Venus±an aspect
geometries for April 17, May I and May 8, respectively. Based on
planetary declination, P(26) wavelength and telescope aperture, the
approximate diffraction-limited elliptical beam (3.3 arc-second HPBW in
R.A., -4.6 arc-second HPBW in dec.) has been located on the Figures at
the probable beam positions, providing a seeing-excluded disk-to-beam
ratio of 12.3 to 16.8 (in R.A.).
Inspection of Figures 8.1a-c shows that the Betz et al. (1977b)
claimed disk-center sampling of the ant±solar region is clearly
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incorrect. Due to changing planetary aspect, the disk-center beam
probed a 33.5 ° longitudinal swath from 23.5 ° (April 17) to 57 °
longitude (May 8), as referenced to the ant±solar meridian (assuming a
beam at the subearth meridian/equator intersection). The strong
vertical winds cannot be attributed to ant±solar point-specific
dynamics.
Based on the stability considerations discussed, the Betz
mesospheric winds can be reinterpreted in a dynamically reasonable way.
Table 8.1 lists the wind velocities determined for the 14 days of data
acquisition during the observing period, along with their S/N-limited i
a errors. These values were obtained from Figure 2 in Betz et al.
(1977b), and are probably good to ±2 m/s (barring any Figure
distortion). The data, essentially three time series of 3 weeks
duration, yield mean (a2-weighted) line of sight velocities of +102.8±7
m/s, -27.7±5 m/s, and -76.8±6 m/s for the east limb, disk-center and
west limb, respectively (positive denotes recession). Correction for a
17 mb induced pressure shift (assuming I00 KHz/mb; Freed 1976) produces
2
a -weighted means of +85.8±7 m/s, -44.7±5 m/s and -93.8±6 m/s,
respectively, consistent with the Betz results.
If wind-field vertical velocities are indeed nearly zero, the
mean wind velocity at disk-center may be interpreted as LO
2
miscalibration, as already outlined. If the disk-center a -weighted
2
mean is defined as the zero level, the new a -weighted means for the
east and west limbs are +130.5 m/s and -49.1 m/s, respectively.
With subsolar-antisolar flow established as the dominant
circulation at 109 km altitude, it is not unreasonable to assume a
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1977 Date East Limb (m/s) Center (m/s) West Limb (m/s)
April 17 +128.2 + 35.2
20 +118.3 + 23.2
21 +107.0 + 23.2
25 + 84.5 + 28.2
26 + 69.0 + 21.1
28 +112.7 + 21.1
29 + 94.4 + 23.9
30 + 85.9 + 32.4
May 1 + 52.1 + 21.1
2 +147.9 + 28.2
4 +119.7 + 38.7
5 + 80.3 + 28.9
7 +176.1 + 27.5
8 +136.6 + 35.9
+33.8 + 32.4
+7.0 + 19.7
-14.1 + 18.3
-26.8 + 18.3
+14.1 + 18.3
-57.7 + 14.8
+5.6 + 22 5
-70.4 + 24 6
-26.8 + 29 6
-28.2 + 30 3
-35.2 + 19 7
-14.1 + 17 6
-39.4 + 18 3
-83.1 + 18 3
74.7 + 33.8
36.6 i 18.3
88.7 + 18.3
- 70.4 + 26.8
- 49.3 + 15.5
- 94.4 + 18.3
98.6 + 16.9
- 91.6 + 31.0
- 36.6 + 28.2
- 94.4 _+ 43.0
- 49.3 + 30.3
- 73.2 + 26.1
-156.3 + 28.9
-150.7 + 40.1
Average: +102.8 ± 7 m/s -27.7 ± 5 m/s -76.8 ± 6 m/s
Table 8.1" Mesospheric wind time series of 13C1602 892 cm -1
P(26), as measured from Figure 2 Betz et al.
(1977b). Positive denotes recession. Winds do
not reflect corrections for the pressure shift
at the -20 mb line-forming altitude. Averages
2
are a -weighted.
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superposition of zonal and subsolar-antisolar flow in the 70-100 km
transition zone. While the new east- and west-limb meansare not
interpretable in this manner, they are interpretable as a superposition
of a 90 m/s zonal super-rotation and a 40 m/s antisoiar-to-subsolar
return flow.
Figure 8.2 shows the recalibrated mesospheric time series. The
2
dotted lines are the a -weighted means. Day-to-day large-scale
fluctuations may reflect variation in the PPFO, as indicated by the
disk-center vertical winds. A disk-center 32 m/s I a scatter about
zero velocity is 50% greater than the typical 22 m/s S/N-induced
standard deviation per measurement. The scatter is therefore plausibly
real, interpretable as variation in line of sight wind velocity, or
equivalently, a day-to-day variation in PPFO. The latter is most
likely, however, as the implied magnitude of vertical wind variation
is, again, unreasonable.
Speculating further, the disk-center wind velocities given on
Figure 8.2 are consistent with saturated resonance calibration of the
LO at the beginning of the observing run. The Betz claim of a -45 m/s
2
higher zero point (thus a a -weighted disk-center mean vertical wind
velocity of --45 m/s) would indeed place the initial disk-center
measurements close to zero. PPFO drift (see Fig. 8.2) might then be
2
responsible for dragging the a -weighted disk-center average down to
-45 m/s.
A better time series recalibration fixes each disk-center point
at the zero level. Day-to-day PPFO variation is thereby removed,
provided the new limb measurement standard deviations are appropriately
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scaled. Fixing the disk-center measurements at zero is equivalent to
plotting the limb/disk-center differences. The standard deviations
associated with the latter are therefore obtained by adding (in
quadrature) the limb and disk-center standard deviations. Figure 8.3
2
depicts this situation. The o -weighted means (dotted lines) are
+128.7±9.1 m/s and -59.2±8.5 m/s for the east- and west-limb/disk-
center differences respectivelym This corresponds to superposition of
a 94.0±6.2 m/s zonal circulation, and a 34.8±6.2 m/s antisolar-_o-
suDsolar return branch. The dynamical implications of such a strong
return flow are addressed in Section 8.3.
It should be noted in passing that, from day 12 to day 19, the
_2 deast-limb/disk-center differences weakly hint at a periodicity. A
94±6 m/s equatorial zonal component is equivalent to a 4.7±.3 d period.
wavenumber-2 planetary-scale wave drifting slowly with respect to the
atmospheric bulk motion (see Chapters i and 2) could produce a -2 d
periodicity in wind velocity. The periodicity, however, is not evident
in the west-limb/disk-center differences. It is also not evident in
the data prior to recalibration, as pointed out by Betz (1982).
If the antisolar-subsolar return flow is real, one might expect
maximum wind velocities across the terminator. During the course of
the time series, limb beam positions sampled regions progressively
farther from the terminator (see Figures 8.1a-c), hence should have
observed a diminishing antisolar-to-subsolar component. However, an
expected negative slope in the limb/disk-center differences (Fig. 8.3)
is not indicated.
A significant flaw in the reasoning thus far makes
A
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reinterpretation of the Betz data even more speculative. It has been
assumed relative Doppler shifts between limb and disk-center, on a
given date, are purely wind-induced - thus PPFO variation, on a given
date, is negligible. This may be quite incorrect, yet day-to-day LO
optimization adjustments can cause dramatic PPFO variation, while a
day's continuous operation, with an undisturbed laser, should not.
While the GSFC short duration (80 m) power peak time series did show a
PPFO baseline drift, an equilibration may have taken place after -35 m.
A many-hour-constant PPFO for an undisturbed power peak stabilized
laser (barring significant misalignment through thermal variation of
the cavity rods), seems reasonable, and has been observed at the -i0
m/s level (Deming et al. 1986).
Based on a more recent model atmosphere (for 0o-30 ° latitude;
13C1602 -1Seiff 1983), the 892 cm P(16) contribution function was
generated by F. Espenak at GSFC and is shown on Figure 8.4. The
altitude zero level is at 64 km. Line formation (±200 MHz from line
center) occurs in the 69-79 km altitude range (40-6 mb). The best
experimental determination of the CO2-CO 2 pressure shift, 80±50
KHz/Torr (0.6±0.38 m/s per mb) redward, for pressures greater than I
Torr (SooHoo 1985), yields a total pressure shift of 15±9.5 m/s in the
center of the line forming region (25 mb). This is consistent with
Betz°s pressure shift correction.
Winds at both poles were also intermittently monitored (Betz et
al. 1977b), but no data or S/N estimates were presented. Nothing
beyond a short qualitative discussion of polar wind behavior was given,
precluding any serious consideration here.
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In summary,by constraining the disk-center vertical winds to
be dynamically reasonable, the Betz 90 m/s super-rotation is preserved,
and the SS-AScell's lower return branch is possibly detected for the
first time. However, as the reinterpretation of the Betz data a priori
assumesLOmiscalibration, a reinvestigation employing a Lambdip
stabilized LO is warranted (see Chapter I0).
8.3. MASSCONTINUITYIN THESUBSOLAR-ANTISOLARCELL
The viability of a large 35 m/s return branch velocity maybe
tested by invoking masscontinuity. Figure 8.5 shows a cross-section
through the terminator of the subsolaroantisolar cell. The central
circle is solid Venus with the Subsolar Point, North Pole, and South
Pole denoted by SS, NP, and SP, respectively. The direct zone
(subsolar-tomantisolar flow) is represented by the outer shaded
annulus. The return zone (antisolar-to-subsolar flow) is represented
by the smaller shadedannulus. The cross-terminator mass flux in both
zones must be equal for steady state circulation, and is given by:
p(r)v(r)2_rdr = Ip(r)v(r)2_rdr ,
Direot Return
(8.i)
where v(r) is the cross-terminator velocity at distance r from the
center of Venus, and p(r) is the atmospheric density at position r.
Assuming a constant return velocity (v T) throughout the return zone,
Eq. 8.1 reduces to:
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wFigure 8.5. Cross-Section of the Subsolar-Antisolar Cell
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where RDU and R are the distances (in km) from planet center, of theDL
direct zone upper and lower boundaries, and R and R are the
RU RL
corresponding boundaries for the return zone (See Fig. 8.5).
The atmospheric density from 60 to 130 km (in kg/m 3) may be
reasonably represented by the form"
p(r) = 51.64 exp I-.O013(r-Rv)2] , (8.3)
where %=6052 km is the radius of solid Venus. Eq. 8.3 was empirically
generated using atmospheric models by Seiff (1983) for the middle
atmosphere, 60 to I00 km altitude (0 to 30 ° latitude), and for the
upper atmosphere, I00 to 180 km altitude (midnight model: SZA>I20°).
Two velocity profiles were considered for the direct zone: i) v
DIR
constant with altitude, and ii) VDIR linear with r , as given by:
v
VDIR (r) max (r RDL ) ,
[RDU"RDL ]
(8.4)
where v is zero at r=R and is maximum - m"(vDIR=Vax ) at r=RDIR DL' DU"
Return velocity v is obtained, for varied boundary conditions
RET
through numerical integration of Eq. 8.2. Figure 8.6, a plot of direct
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zone lower boundary R versus v summarizes the results. The direct
DL _T,
zone upper boundary has been taken at 130 km altitude - contributions
from higher altitudes are negligible due to the small atmospheric
density. Curve "a" assumes v is linear with r, as given by Eq. 8.4,
DIR
with v =130 m/s. Curves b and c assume a constant velocity throughout
max
the direct zone, with v =60 m/s, and 130 m/s, respectively. Maximum
DIR
return velocities, for all three models, occur when the direct zone
lower boundary is coincident with the return zone upper boundary
(RDL--RRu) . Yet, a zone separating the upper and lower branches seems
necessary, though its required vertical extent is unknown.
The largest return velocity, 19.4 m/s, is provided by model c,
which is almost certainly an over estimate. Thus models invoking mass
continuity (as summarized on Figure 8.6) provide maximal return
velocities of -i0 m/s, and cannot account for 35 m/s return flow as
indicated by the reinterpreted Betz data. To boost return velocity,
the width of the return zone could be narrowed - a return zone only 5
km thick (74 km altitude lower boundary) triples the return velocity
Figure 8.6 models. Yet the 13C1602 line used by Betzfor all three
et al. (1977b) has a weighting function indicating significant
contributions from as low as 69 km altitude (see Fig. 8.4).
An integrated picture of circulation from the surface to 150 km
altitude, based on all present dynamical indicators, is presented in
Chapter 9. Evidence is discussed supporting a variant of the model
circulation considered above which is consistent with a large return
velocity.
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8.4. LOWERTHERMOSPHERICWINDS
The literature concerning the early IRHS lower thermospheric wind
measurements (Betz 1977, 1982; Betz et al. 1976, 1977b) does not address
seeing conditions and beam pointing uncertainty, and does not
adequately establish beam positions, though small planetary
disk-to-beam ratios are involved. No attempt will therefore be made at
quantifying the Betz data using beam-integrated wind modelling.
Instead, a qualitative look at the lower thermospheric wind results is
provided.
12C1602 non-thermal emission were carried outObservations of
Nov/Dec 1975, April 1976, October 1976, and April/May 1977 (Betz 1977,
Betz et al. 1977b). GSFC-generated aspect geometries for the first
three observing periods, along with the approximate diffraction-limited
beams and beam locations, are shown on Figure 8.7. The April/May 1977
aspects are given on Figures 8.1a-c. Seeing-excluded spatial
resolution for December 1975 was about the same as the present
investigation's worst-case (December 1985; see Figure 5.2). Spatial
resolution for April 1976 and October 1976 was significantly poorer.
As seeing is not discussed (see Betz 1977, 1982; Betz et al. 1976,
1977b), the effective beam size is unknown.
Based on beam-integrated velocities from the first three
observing periods, Betz (1977) hypothesized a 20 m/s SS-AS component
and a i0 m/s zonal retrograde rotation. Beam modelling was not
undertaken.
Observations April 1976 on the east limb, disk-center and west
limb yielded beam-integrated velocities of 65 m/s, 33 m/s and 39 m/s,
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respectively, all in recession (these are a -weighted means; Betz
1977). Disk-center was most precisely measured, with 5 wind
determinations, all within 2 m/s of the mean. Disk-center is also most
troublesome, indicating vertical downwelling near the subsolar point at
120 km/hr. Whether beam-integrated effects can account for this is
unknown. If not, LO frequency calibration is seriously called into
question. Subtracting 33 m/s from each mean (fixing disk-center at 0
m/s) gives roughly 30 and I0 m/s recession on the east and west limbs
respectively. This yields the Betz (1977) model circulation: 20 m/s
SS-AS and I0 m/s zonal retrograde components. Thus a 33 m/s arbitrary
offset in the wind field was introduced to Eenerate the model
circulation. (Comparison to the almost identical December 1985
planetary aspect, on Figure 5.2, is useful.)
April/May 1977 beam positions on the eastern equatorial limb (the
only positions available; see Fig. 8.1) exhibited a strong blueshift,
decreasing from 125 to 75 m/s over several weeks (Betz et al. 1977b).
Positions at ±45 ° exhibited the same magnitude winds as the equator
(consistent with the present IRHS observations made October 1986).
Spatial resolution should have been high enough (barring excessively
poor seeing) to attribute beam-integrated winds to local dynamics (see
Figs. 8.1a-c).
In light of the April/May 1977 observations, Betz et al. (1977b)
dramatically revised the model wind field, reporting winds were
distinctly subsolar-antisolar with 125 m/s cross-terminator velocities.
While such an interpretation from the April/May 1977 data is reasonable,
there are a number of problems:
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i. The large mesospheric vertical wind velocities, which raise
serious questions concerning LO frequency calibration, were
recorded during this sameApril/May 1977 period.
2. No lower thermospheric beamposition was available April/May
1977 to serve as a test of LO frequency calibration (disk-center
was on the night hemisphere). Yet winds obtained at such a
position April 1976 led to the introduction of a 33 m/s
systematic offset.
3. No data were ever presented for the April/May 1977 lower
thermospheric observations.
4. A dominant prograde zonal rotation is not ruled out.
5. An underlying zonal componentis not ruled out.
Until now, the sole evidence for strong SS-ASflow in the lower
thermosphere of Venus rested on this single April/May 1977 set of
observations, the implied dynamics not borne out by results from three
other observing periods.
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION
9.1. THE LOWER THERMOSPHERIC HETERODYNE RESULTS
The first absolute wind velocity measurements above the
cloud-tops were successfully made using an IR heterodyne spectrometer
with an absolute frequency calibration system. The line of sight
projection of the lower thermospheric wind field at 109 km alt. (±i0 km
HPW) was sampled at four phases covering 82% of a synodic period.
Qualitative comparison of beam-integrated winds obtained June
1986 and March 1987 established a dominant SS-AS circulation in the
lower thermosphere. December 1985 beam-integrated winds, again
established dominant SS-AS circulation, and pointed to possibly -30 m/s
(equatorial) retrograde zonal involvement. The October 1986 data,
though not capable of distinguishing between strong zonal retrograde
and SS-AS circulations established winds in excess of ii0 m/s across
the evening terminator.
BEAMINT modelling of beam-integrated winds provided a
quantitative view of the wind field. A two-component horizontal wind
field was assumed, comprised of a subsolar-antisolar component
parameterized by cross-terminator velocity VHmax, and a zonal solid
body rotation parameterized by equatorial velocity Veq. The best fit
model space for each observing period was:
December 1985 VHmax-90 to 120 m/s, Veq=-15 to -45 m/s
June 1986 no best fit model space - model space minima at
VHmax=90 to i00 m/s, Veqz-0 m/s
October 1986 VHmax-Veq=140-155 m/s
March 1987 VHmax=llO to 150 m/s, Veq 20 to -25 m/s
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Model fits to three of the four observing periods were in good
agreementwith the observed. The poor June modelling, most
probably resulting from pointing uncertainty associated errors,
neverless indicated dominant SS-AScirculation.
Summarizing the major heterodyne results:
I. A dominant SS-AScirculation with 90-150 m/s cross-terminator
horizontal velocities, and a 20-40 m/s (equatorial) zonal
retrograde component, has been found to characterize the
12C1602non-thermal emitting layer centered at 109 km altitude
(±i0 km HPW)°
2. The investigation provides the first direct evidence of a
dominant subsolar-antisolar cell in the lower thermosphere.
3. The circulation is not pure subsolar-antisolar - discovery of a
zonal retrograde component (reasonably modelled as a solid body
super-rotation) was not expected, and is not predicted by
hydrodynamical models at ii0 km altitude.
4. Assuming temporal stability over the synodic period of the
observations, overlay of December1985, October 1986, and
March 1987best fit model spaces revealed a single commonmodel
circulation: VHmax-120m/s, Veq=-25 m/s
5. The Bougher et al. (1986) hydrodynamical model (BEAM)for Ii0
km altitude is almost identically characterized by BEAMINTSS-AS
circulation with VHmax=120m/s consistent with the common
model subsolar-antisolar component.
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. The Mayr et al. (1980, 1985) circulation models, predicting
VHmax-20 m/s at II0 km, are inconsistent with the heterodyne
results (see Chapter 2).
9.2. AN INTEGRATED PICTURE
9.2.1. Summary of Dynamical Indicators
The heterodyne-derived lower thermospheric absolute wind
measurements may be coupled with other tracers of dynamics:
- cyclostrophic balance models (65-90 km alt.)
- CO distribution (80-100 km alt.)
- PV Orbiter upper atmospheric sounding (>150 km alt.)
to provide a coherent dynamical picture for the 70-200 km altitude
region. Reinterpretation of the Betz IR heterodyne-determined
mesospheric winds (69-79 km alt.) may also be incorporated. By way of
summary:
i. Cyclostrophic Balance Models (65-100 km; see Sect. 2.1):
Circulation models invoking cyclostrophic balance, and based
on VORTEX (Taylor et al. 1980) and ORO (Newman et al. 1984)
derived thermal fields, predict increasing zonal velocities above
the cloud decks reaching a maximum of -130 m/s near -70 km
altitude. The observed poleward warming above this level implies
decreasing zonal speeds with altitude, becoming negligible by
-90-100 km. A concomitant increase in the mean meridional
component with possibly 120 m/s speeds near 90-100 km altitude
has also been predicted (Taylor et al. 1980, Elson 1979).
2. The CO Distribution (80-100 km; see Sections i.i, 2.1):
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Clancy and Muhleman (1985a,b) have interpreted an observed
[12C160] 80-90 km altitude dayside enhancement, near 8.5 h Local
Venusian Time (LVT), as circulation-induced, resulting from a
superposition of subsolar-to-antisolar circulation and a -50 m/s
(equatorial) zonal retrograde component. An observed [12C160]
-95 km altitude nightside enhancement, near O h LVT, was
interpreted as due to nearly pure subsolar-to-antisolar
circulation.
PV Orbiter Upper Atmospheric Sounding (>150 km; see Section i.I):
An observed post-noon temperature maximum (Keating et al.
1980) and post-midnight maxima in neutral H density (Brinton et
al. 1980), He density (Niemann et al. 1980), and UV airglow
(Stewart and Barth 1979), above 150 km, suggest a retrograde
zonal component with -50-100 m/s equatorial winds (see Mayr et
al. 1980).
Reinterpretation of the Early Heterodyne Mesospheric Winds
(69-79 km; see Chapter 8):
Laser stability tests performed on IRHS power peak and Lamb
dip local oscillator stabilization systems indicate the former
can be associated with a variable and unpredictable systematic
frequency offset at the tens of m/s level. Such is consistent
with Betz et al.(1977b) heterodyne-derived mesospheric winds
(69-79 km alt.), obtained April/May 1977, which are dynamically
unreasonable if interpreted as absolute winds. Based on numerous
in situ measurements and theoretical considerations, the
assumption of negligible wind field vertical velocity was used to
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justify fixing disk-center derived winds at the zero level. The
resulting equatorial east-limb and west-limb meanwind velocities
were 128.7±9.1 and -59.2±8.5 m/s, respectively, interpretable as
superposition of a 94±6 m/s retrograde zonal and a 35±6 m/s
antisolar=to-subsolar component. The latter would constitute a
low-level return branch for the SS-AS cell characterizing the
lower thermosphere. However, generation of a return flow >-i0
m/s is inconsistent with mass continuity as applied to the
SS-AS cell.
9.2.2. Reassessing the CO Observations
The Clancy and Muhleman (1985a) derived diurnal [CO] variation
was based on a survey of CO microwave spectra taken by a host of
observers over five Venusian phase cycles. These were full-disk
spectra - requiring acquisition at different planetary phases to obtain
diurnal variability. Line center absorption occurs at -95-i05 km while
the pressure-broadened wings probe the 80-90 km altitude region.
Typical nightside spectra were deep with narrow wings. Conversely,
typical dayside spectra were shallower with extensive wings. The [CO]
is thus enhanced on the nightside (by a factor of 2-4) near I00 km and
equally enhanced on the dayside between 80-90 km. Both the magnitude
of the enhancement and the -180 ° phase shift at -90 km are quite
convincing. The locations of the [CO] maxima and minima, however, are
not as well determined.
Based on percent absorption at line center, a least squares fit
to the form Acos0+Bsin8 indicated a 0.6h±-.6 h LVT [CO] maximum at
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-95-105 km (Clancy and Muhleman1985a). Howeverno data were available
in the critical 0-4h LVTperiod. Additionally, the fit mayconstrain
[CO] diurnal variability unrealistically, and used the entire data set
thus possibly introducing a componentdue to long-term temporal
variation. (The eight full-disk spectra taken during the 1978-79 phase
cycle, provide a reasonably short-term baseline. These data appear
very symmetric about LVT--0.5h, consistent with the Clancy and Muhleman
(1985a) fit).
The near-midnight [CO] bulge was thought reasonable due to
compatibility with the Dickinson and Ridley (1977) model (Clancy and
Muhleman1985a; DRMhad a 95 km lower cut off altitude - see Chapter
2). Yet DRMwas incompatible with Pioneer Venus (PV) observations.
Discrepancies with PV data prompted reformulation of the DRM2-D
hydrodynamical model by Bougheret al. (1986) (BEAM;see Chapter 2).
The BEAMresults are consistent with the PV-derived [CO] dayside
enhancementat higher altitudes (>150 km), and seemto imply a 180°
[CO] phase reversal near 130 km - in agreementwith the COmicrowave
spectra. A heuristic explanation for the phase reversal maybe
obtained using the framework of the Mayr et al. (1980, 1985) dynamical
models (see Chapter 2).
At a given altitude, the presence of a strong (and symmetric)
diurnal temperature gradient will tend to produce a noon density
enhancement, for all atmospheric species, due to atmospheric expansion.
However, introduction of a strong SS-AScirculation will tend to carry
the lighter species to midnight. If vertical diffusion is rapid, these
species will diffuse into the mesospherebefore being transported to
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the night side. As vertical diffusion is least efficient for the
lightest species (due to their correspondingly larger scale-heights),
these are the most likely to exhibit nightside enhancements. Such
enhancementsare observed for H and He in the Venus thermosphere above
150 km altitude. CO,however, exhibits a noon maximumat these
altitudes.
Consider again the Clancy and Muhleman(1985a,b) i00 km results.
As COis a photodissociation product, it must have been transported to
the night side by the global-scale winds. Its enhancementnear
midnight (as opposed to noon higher up) can result from the absence of
significant diurnal temperature contrast at i00 km altitude. The
effect of atmospheric expansion no longer exists, hence, vertical
diffusion is greatly reduced. A near midnight bulge might then be
expected from a dominant SSoAScirculation, consistent with both the
Clancy and Muhleman(1985b) interpretation and the present i0 _m
heterodyne results.
For pure SS-AScirculation, the subsolar and antisolar points are
wind field staEnation points where horizontal velocity is zero.
Introducing a small wind field retrograde zonal component, causes both
, 3hstagnation points to move toward the morning terminator e.E. , and
9h LVT. Light species allowed to migrate to the night side will thus
pile up near the stagnation point after midnight - which is again what
is observed for H and He at 150 km. The slight post-midnight [CO]
maximum at i00 km points to such a small retrograde zonal component.
As a benchmark, for a i00 km altitude SS-AS field consistent with the
BEAM-predicted field at ii0 km, a 20 m/s zonal component would cause a
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stagnation point at -I h LVT, as observed.
In the 80-90 km region, also characterized by negligible diurnal
temperature contrast, an 8.5h±Ih LVT [CO] maximumwas obtained from
absorption 5 MHzand I0 MHzoff line center, probing roughly 85 and 80
km altitude, respectively (Clancy and Muhleman1985a). A heuristic
model was presented yielding the observed phase shift through
horizontal transport of the midnight [CO] maximumby a wind field zonal
component (Clancy and Muhleman1985b). During transport, the COwas
assumedto track the mixing profile lower cutoff which was depressed on
the dayside I0 km relative to the nightside (as indicated by the
observed diurnal variability). Adopting a canonical vertical velocity
of 4 cm/sec (consistent with DRM), i0 km COsubsidence defined a
vertical time constant. The zonal speed necessary to transport the
[CO] maximumfrom Oh to 8.5h LVT, in the requisite time, was found to
be a reasonable -50 m/s. This model, however, is incompatible with the
global wind field. As the zonal componentdisplaces the [CO]
enhancementtoward the morning terminator, the SS-AShorizontal
componentwill increase in magnitude opposing the effect of zonal
transport. The COshould thus pile up at the zonally-induced early
morning stagnation point - just as observed at i00 km not across the
morning terminator at 8.5h LVT. In fact, the Clancy and Muhleman
(1985b) model considers a [CO] bulge at midnight which is subsequently
transported Dack to the dayside where it was originally produced.
The 80-90 km [CO] maximum(determined using the sametechnique as
for the >95 km data - assuminga priori functional dependence) is
poorly established - no survey data exist for 9.5-15h LVT (Clancy and
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Muhleman1985a). Even qualitative inspection of the data fails to
establish the location of the [CO] maximum. The distribution of data
in LVT provides far better coverage in the vicinity of the [CO] minimum
which seemsto occur between 19 and 23h LVT.
Rather than ask why a [CO] maximumoccurs at -8.5 h LVT, it seems
more reasonable to address the location of the minimum. Howcan such
pronounced diurnal [CO] variation be maintained in a region with
negligible diurnal thermal contrast, and with a minimuma few hours
before midnight? Onepossibility - COis not permitted to migrate from
the site of formation, possibly achieved through a diminished SS-AS
wind field component. Yet the observed asymmetry (the -19-23h LVT [CO]
minimum)would remain unexplained. In addition, the presence of a
zonal component (whosemagnitude is expected to increase with decreasing
altitude) would work to reduce the strong day/night contrast.
The reinterpreted Betz mesospheric winds, 69-79 km altitude, are
indicative of a dominant zonal retrograde super-rotation, and a
superimposedantisolar-to-subsolar return flow. Such a wind field
convolution is also consistent with observed diurnal [CO] variation in
the 80-90 km region, if, at these higher altitudes, the return flow
dominates.
A dominant return branch with a superimposed zonal component will
cause the wind field stagnation points to migrate toward the evenin E
terminator, e.g., 15 h and 21 h LVT. Such circulation will both steepen
[CO] diurnal contrast and produce a minimum at the late evening
stagnation point - consistent with observation. The position of the
dayside [CO] maximum, expected to be a strong function of
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photochemistry, maynot reside at the dayside stagnation point.
9.2.3. Gross Circulation Above the Cloud Tops
A self-consistent picture of circulation begins to emerge. In
the 95-120 km region a weak retrograde zonal component is superimposed
on a dominant SS-AScirculation. Near -90 km the SS-AScomponent
reverses phase. Below 90 km the zonal componentincreases in intensity
until it becomesdominant, as implied by the Betz reinterpretation, in
the 69-79 km region.
An overview of the integrated model circulation is shownon
Figure 9.1 superimposed on an equatorial slice through the atmosphere.
Positions of the north pole (NP), subsolar point (SS) and antisolar
point (AS) are given. The table at upper right summarizesall
investigations indicating zonal retrograde super-rotation. Entries
marked with an asterisk reflect the more speculative tracers of
dynamics. Zonal super-rotation is indicated by the speckled area on
the diagram.
The present investigation's detection of a zonal retrograde
componentat 100-120 km altitude implies such circulation exists
throughout the atmosphere, though not everywhere dominant. The
super-rotation at -90 km and below may therefore he coupled to the
super-rotation at 150 km and above. Suchcontinuity in the zonal
component (as predicted by Schubert 1983) implies upper levels maybe
pumpedfrom below. The need for an independent mechanismfor
generation of upper atmospheric super-rotation maythereby be removed
(Schubert 1983).
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Figure 9.1. Proposed Circulation Model for Venus
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On Figure 9.1, the table at lower right summarizes the evidence
for SS-AS circulation. Whether the SS-AS cell penetrates to levels
>120 km altitude is unknown. Yet, the even more pronounced diurnal
temperature gradient at higher altitudes (see Fig. P.I) should drive
SS-AS flow.
If the reinterpretation of the [CO] microwave observations is
correct, generation of a high velocity SS-AS return flow (-35 m/s)
becomes even more difficult to explain. Invoking mass continuity (see
Section 8.3) yields <i0 m/s (cross-terminator) return velocities,
assuming return only in the -70-80 km region. Maximizing return
velocity requires locating the SS-AS direct zone directly above the
return zone, and minimizing return zone vertical extent.
i. The fact that the [CO] phase reverses so abruptly near 90 km
may indeed indicate a SS-AS direct zone located just above the
return zone.
2. The microwave observations point to a more extensive return
zone extending to -90 km, hence a correspondingly lower return
velocity. Yet it is possible return zone width, as derived
from long time-base observations, significantly reflects
temporal variation in return zone altitude (the Betz et al.
(1977) mesospheric wind investigation predated the microwave
data comprising the Clancy and Muhleman (1985a) study).
Support for such variability is provided by [CO] microwave data
obtained by Schloerb and Good in 1981-82, post-dating the
survey-included data, but neverless discussed by Clancy and
. 5 hMuhleman (1985a,b) These data indicate a LVT [CO] maximum
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at 80-90 km, inconsistent with the survey results. A lower
return zone altitude (entirely below 80 km) during the 1981-82
phase cycle would yield 80-90 km probing of the direct zone,
and an early morning [CO] maximum consistent with 5h LVT -
provided the presence of a significant zonal component.
These considerations, however, attempt to maintain a return zone
velocity near the i0 m/s maximum. The means of generating -35 m/s
return velocities remains to be addressed.
Limaye (1988) has reported a cloud-level horizontal mass divergence
near the subsolar point from PV Orbiter Cloud Photopolarimetry. This
may be consistent with a second weaker cloud-level SS-AS cell below the
primary cell indicated on Figure 9.1. SS-AS return in the 70-90 km
region could mutually feed both the cloud-level divergence and the
lower-thermospheric circulation. Even low divergence velocities at
cloud-level would significantly boost return zone velocities.
Deposition of solar energy in the cloud decks, maximally at the
subsolar point, drives the lower cell, while the substantial
thermosphere/cryosphere temperature gradient at higher altitudes drives
the upper cell. The 70-90 km region, associated with negligible solar
energy deposition and negligible diurnal thermal contrast, is ideally
suited for a SS-AS return branch.
Models based on cyclostrophic balance predict decreasing zonal
flow with altitude above -70 km (consistent with the above integrated
picture) and a possible concomitant increase in the meridional
component. To date, the existence of the latter has still not been
investigated.
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CHAPTER i0: FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The integration of a Lamb dip laser stabilization system into
existing IR heterodyne spectrometers has opened a new avenue for the
investigation of planetary atmospheric dynamics. Mapping of the
Venusian lower thermospheric wind field is but a single application.
Tractable problems still remain concerning Venus while Mars' dynamics
is virgin territory.
I0.I. VENUS A SEARCH FOR THE SUBSOLAR-ANTISOLAR RETURN BRANCH AND
A MESOSPHERIC MERIDIONAL COMPONENT
Venusian dynamical models for the 70-90 km transition region
predict decreasing zonal winds with altitude with a possible
concomitant dramatic increase in mean meridional circulation (maximally
-120 m/s; Taylor et al. 1980, Limaye 1985). The transition region may
also contain the lower return branch of the subsolar-antisolar cell.
The mesospheric wind velocities obtained by Betz et al. (1977b)
comprise the sole data set for the transition zone. The
reinterpretation of these data (Chapter 8) while exciting, is by no
means conclusive as it a priori assumes spectrometer frequency
instability. Additionally, as a predominantly equatorial
investigation, it was not a suitable probe of the meridional
circulation. With the Lamb dip system, a high spatial resolution map
using 13C1602 at inferior and superior conjunction would allow
deconvolution of all three possible components.
Other IRHS-related Venus investigations include: i) continued
monitoring of the lower thermospheric circulation for possible (solar
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cycle-induced) temporal variability, 2) a search for mesospheric
mid-latitude zonal jets whosecores maynot yet have been observed
(Limaye 1985), and 3) investigation of high latitude (>60° )
circulation, inadequately addressed by even space-based UV imaging due
to a lack of trackable UVfeatures (Limaye 1985).
As described in Appendix A4, visually observed phase-locked radial
structure is strangely consistent with subsolar-antisolar circulation
symmetry. Never detected photographically, it may truly be illusory.
Yet, the circumstantial evidence for its existence is considerable. A
CCDinvestigation in the visible, the best modernmeansto document
such structure, would allow easy removal of the limb-to-terminator
gradient and stacking of multiple exposures through image processing.
These data reduction capabilities are considered crucial if such
structure is to be imaged (Dollfus 1955). A CCDstudy could he done
concomitantly with photopolarimetry using the Pioneer Venus Orbiter.
10.2. MARS
The dynamics of the Martian atmosphere, to date, are derived almost
entirely from the planetary-scale thermal field obtained by Mariner 9,
mid-November1971 through October 1972 (Conrath 1981). Thermal winds
have been modelled for the two recognized dynamical regimes near
dust-free periods (Pollack et al. 1981, Conrath 1981) and periods of
enhanceddust-loading near perihelion (Haberle et al. 1982). Yet
thermal wind fields rely on boundary value wind measurementsto
determine the wind velocity zero offset.
To date, absolute wind velocities have only been obtained near the
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surface by the Viking landers (Ryan 1985) and through analysis of
Viking orbiter imaging of exceedingly sparse cloud cover (Kahn 1984).
Without additional absolute wind measurements over latitude, solar
longitude and altitude, the nature of Martian circulation will remain
only speculative.
Models predict mean zonal wind velocities possibly as high as 160
m/s and 270 m/s at the 0.I mb level (-40 km alt. - approximate model
cutoff alt.) for dust-free (Conrath 1981) and dust loaded (_=5)
(Haberle et al. 1982) cases respectively. For both models, these
maximal zonal velocities characterize the core of a jet near 60°N
latitude, representing conditions between winter solstice and spring
equinox in the northern hemisphere (Ls-270-360), starting 30 days after
perihelion. The derived maximal meridional component below 40 km
altitude is of order I0 m/s (Pollack et al. 1981, Haberle et al. 1982).
Polar warming has been observed by the Viking IRTM near 25 km
altitude (Barnes and Hollingsworth 1987), consistent with dust loading
models (Haberle et al. 1982), and by ground-based Doppler-limited IR
spectroscopy (Deming et al. 1986) in the 50-85 km altitude range. The
latter implies possible penetration of strong mean meridional
circulation to higher altitudes, with polar warming due to polar
subsidence-induced adiabatic heating.
On Mars, 12C1602 I0 #m nonthermal emission peaks at 75 km altitude
falling to half power by 50 and 80 km (Deming and Mumma 1983). Unlike
Venus, the thermal absorption feature off line core fits comfortably
within the IRHS high resolution bandwidth, allowing simultaneous
sampling of atmospheric dynamics at lower altitudes (0-40 km). Such
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wind measurementswere madeat McMathduring the 1986 Martian
opposition (Figure i0.i; see also Figs. 5.5 and 5.6) and indicate a S/N
allowing independent centroiding of both emission and absorption
features to a few m/s. An observed displacement between the centroids,
implying a differential wind-induced Doppler shift, is evident in
Figure 10.2 representing a stack of I0 2m scans.
The ongoing Mars wind investigation also includes 1988 opposition
measurementsat IRTF. The exceptionally large 25 arc-second Martian
disk (not again realized until 2003), coupled with the <i arc-second
seeing and 0.8 arc-second beamattained at IRTF, provided a rare
opportunity for 2-1evel mapping of the Martian wind field. Opposition
i0 days after northern hemisphere winter solstice corresponded to the
period for which models predict zonal winds of 160 or 270 m/s,
depending upon the presence of a global dust storm.
These data are the only IRHS-derived Mars absolute wind
measurements made to date. (Earlier measurements were made with a
power peak stabilized laser local oscillator (Mumma 1988)). At the
time of this writing, absolute wind velocities were not yet available.
10.3. TITAN
Initial work on Titan's atmospheric dynamics by Leovy and Pollack
(1973) and Golitsyn (1975) indicated a possible analog to the Venusian
4 d super-rotation. Titan, like Venus, is a slow rotator (a i:I
spin-orbit resonance with a period of 15.95 d is assumed) implying
circulation in the cyclostrophic regime. The latitudinal temperature
gradient in the Titanian stratosphere, derived from Voyager 1 IR
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Interferometer Spectrometer (IRIS) data (a -20 K equator-to-pole
decrease at 1 mb), and the absenceof a longitudinal effect are
consistent with such a dynamical state (Hanel et al. 1981, Flasar et
al. 1981). Invoking cyclostrophic balance dictates a characteristic
zonal velocity of 75-100 m/s consistent with a 1.9-2.5 d period
(compared to an equatorial solid-planet rotation of 12 m/s; Hunten et
al. 1984, Hanel et al. 1981). Due to a Titanian obliquity of -26.7 ° , a
strong seasonal variation in stratospheric zonal flow is expected -
unlike Venus.
As the only planetary satellite possessing a significant atmosphere
(surface pressure -1.5 bar), Titan provides a fourth comparative
planetological test case for terrestrial global circulation models.
The dynamical constraints on Titan's atmosphere are borrowed from both
Venus and Earth, defining Titanian circulation as a transitional case
and therefore an important key to a comprehensiveunderstanding of
global circulation.
Direct confirmation of a seasonally varying Titanian zonal
super-rotation would go far to support dynamics theory in the
cyclostrophic regime. Unfortunately, there has been no direct
detection of Titanian atmospheric motion. The absence to near absence
of structure in Voyager visible images (Smith et al. 1981, 1982)
precludes dynamical detection visually, and no spectroscopic studies
with the necessary Doppler-limited spectral resolution have been
undertaken.
Earth-based spectroscopic detection is limited to the
determination of rotational broadening - atmospheric seeing coupled
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with a 0.67 to 0.83 arc-second Titanian disk all but exclude resolution
of differential line shifts across the equator.
A numberof molecular species present in the Titanian atmosphere
(C2H6, CH4, HCN,C2H4, C2H2;Hunten et al. 1984) have bands in the
GSFC/IRHS9-12.5 #m range (Park et al. 1987). The best candidate
spectral probe, C2H6, is seen strongly in emission in Voyager IRIS
spectra (Hunten et al. 1984). At i0 #m, an overall differential
rotational broadening of 175-225 m/s (17.5-22.5 MHz), (assuming a wind
in the direction of solid-body rotation) dictates the need for a
spectral resolving power of 106. The GSFC/IRHSresolving power of 107
and 0.8 arc-second beam - well matched to Titan's disk - are uniquely
suited to the investigation. The <i arc-second atmospheric seeing
attained at IRTF in the past would produce minimal beamdilution. A
series of scans first frequency normalized to one ephemeris time and
then stacked would provide uniform coverage of the seeing disk and the
S/N necessary for line width determination.
An attempt at heterodyne detection of Titanian super-rotation, as
suggested by Hunten et al. (1984), has been targeted as a near term
project.
10.4. OTHERPLANETARYATMOSPHERES
Ground-based investigations of atmospheric dynamics on Jupiter and
Saturn maybe feasible in the near future. Presently, the low
temperature environments of the outer planets require excessive
integration time at i0 #mto obtain S/N-limited wind velocities
accurate to a few m/s (see chapter 3).
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At I0 _m, 230 K is a typical Venus continuum temperature (Tc)
(Kostiuk and Mumma1983). From Figure 3.7, this implies a best-case
(low resolution bank) S/N=I00, assuminga i h integration. In the
300-900 cm"I (11-30 _m) region, T =120-130 K for Jupiter (Hanel et al.c
1979) and T _90-i00 K for Saturn (Hanel et al. 1983). At i0 _m Figurec
3.7 implies a S/N_I for both cases. Yet, a laser local oscillator
longward of I0 _mwill sample higher intensity regions of the
associated blackbody curve (see Fig. 3.7). A S/N=IO0maybe realized
for Jupiter and Saturn, with a Ih integration, if local oscillators at
-18 #m and -23 _m are employed, respectively. Spatial resolution will
suffer only slightly. Assuming 30 _moperation, a 2.4 arc-second
diffraction limited beam (HPBW)at IRTF yields maximumseeing-excluded
disk-to-beam ratios of -20 and -8 for Jupiter and Saturn, respectively.
Such longer wavelength local oscillators and mixers are under
development (Kostiuk and Spears 1987) and Lambdip stabilization is
being explored.
10.5. LABORATORYIR HETERODYNESPECTROSCOPY
Transition rest frequencies of species viable as probes of Titan,
Jupiter and Saturn dynamics must be knownto 0.i MHzat i0 #m (0.05 MHz
at 20 #m) for wind accuracy at the i m/s level. To date, this accuracy
has only been realized for CO2 (Freed et al. 1980). In general, the
Lambdip system permits such measurementsfor any transition
producible in the laboratory, provided it falls within the 1.6 GHz
photomixer bandwidth about an accessible laser line.
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APPENDIX i: DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS ALGORITHMS
AI.I. CORRECTION FOR SYSTEM OFFSET
The different optical paths associated with the s and r beams
within the telescope cause them to intercept either different portions
of intervening optical elements or different elements completely. The
corresponding variation in the emissivities and reflectivities of the
optical surfaces within each beam leads to a non-negligible system
offset. In general, system offsets are characterized by a significant
slope across the filter bank bandpass. The resulting frequency shift
in the observed spectral feature makes system offset removal mandatory
for the generation of planetary wind fields at the m/s level. Figure
AI.I is a schematic representation of the beam paths through the
telescope optics with the optical elements numbered from the telescope
focal plane outward toward the primary. Let e.. be the double sideband
zj
(DSB) emission contribution in watts/Hz and k.. the dimensionless
zj
reflection or transmission coefficient for element i in beam j. Both
e.. and k.. are assumed constant over the bandwidth of the filter bank.
zj zj
In addition, let l(u') represent the DSB source spectral distribution
and b(u') the DSB background sky emission in the IF in units of
watts/Hz, b(u') is assumed to be due to un-Doppler shifted sky
self-emission at Ulo and is therefore folded symetrically about v'=O in
the IF. Given detector-preamp roll-off 4(_'), post-detection noise
level N(_'), and post-detection zero level z(_'), then the spectral
distribution of power in the IF for both beams is:
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s(v" )=
o nl ]]lilyb s le1 e2skls e3sk2sklsens •. kis
1
¢(v" )+N(v" )+z (v")
(AI.I)
r(v" )=
n n-I
Ib( v" )_kir+lelr+e2rklr+e3rk2rklr+ " " "enr_kir 1
i i
¢(v')+N(v')+z(v').
(AI.2)
Eqs. AI.I and AI.2 may be rewritten as:
(AI.3)
[ ]
r(v" )=]b(v'[)kr + er]]¢(v" )+N(v' )+z(v' ), (AI .A)
where k k and es, e are the overall transmission-like ands' r r
emission-like coefficients which define the telescope optics from the
primary to the focal plane. In general, k _k and e _e which results
s r s r
in the system offset. The optical effects from the focal plane to the
detector are applicable equally to the s and r beams for a properly
aligned system, and can be embedded in 4(v') and N(v').
The first task of the data reduction is to isolate the form of
I(v'). Define an S scan as:
S
[s(v')-z(v'>]-[r(v')-z(v')].
r(v')-z(v')
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s(v')-r(v').
or S= (AI.5)
r(v')-z(_')
where z(v') in AI.5 is independently determined at the beginning of each
scan with the IF fully attenuated.
AI.5 yields:
Substituting Eqs. AI.3 and AI.4 into
S = (AI.6)
b(v')k + er]4(v')+N(v')r
For a weak source such as a planetary target, l(v')ks4(V') can be of
the same magnitude as the other terms in the numerator. The latter
terms may be removed in the following manner.
In the field, periodically moving the s beam off the target and
integrating on sky versus sky, in the vicinity of the target, allows
one to generate a discretely continuous record of the system offset.
sky versus sky scan Ssky is of the form:
b(v')k s - b(v" )kr+ e - er]_(v" )s
A
Ssky = (A1.7)
[b(v')k r+ er]q_(v" )+N(v" )
Subtracting Eq. AI.7 from AI.6 yields:
l(v')ks@(V')
S-Ssky = (AI.8)
b(v')k + e ]4(v')+N(v')r r
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To finally isolate l(v'), a blackbody calibration scan SBB is
used. Figure AI.2 is a schematic representation of the optical paths
associated with the blackbody calibration configuration. If IBB is the
DSB constant continuum level of the blackbody in the IF then:
IBBk" b(v')kr+ e" - er]4(v')s- s
SBB = (AI.9)
b(v" )k + erl4(v" )+N(v" )r
Note that k" and e" are different from k and e due to the different
S S S S
optical path for the s beam during blackbody calibration. Dividing Eq.
AI.8 by AI.9 gives"
S-Ssky I(v' )ks¢(V" )
SBB [IBBk" " b(v" )kr+e" -e ] #(w" )ss r
(AI.10
The blackbody calibration scan must necessarily be taken at the same
time the source and sky versus sky scans are taken to insure the same
system offset. To this end, a typical set of measurements for the
wind investigation consisted of i0 two minute integrations on the
source followed by a sky versus sky and a blackbody calibration scan.
The GSFC IRHS employs calibration blackbodies at temperatures
kl000 K. At these temperatures the blackbody term in the denominator
of Eq. AI.10 dominates so that Eq. AI.10 reduces to:
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S-Ssky l(v') ks
k*
SBB IBB s
(AI.II)
With ks/k's-l, Eq. AI.II provides the DSB source spectral distribution
in the IF in units of the DSB blackbody continuum level. If the
temperature of the blackbody is known, I(v') can be absolutely
calibrated. Since sky is associated with large noise fluctuations, a
quadratic fit to Ssky/SBB is actually employed in Eq. AI.II.
AI.2. CORRECTION FOR TERRESTRIAL ABSORPTION
Consider a source with a spectral intensity distribution l(v)
prior to transmission through Earth's atmosphere. The spectral
intensity distribution post transmission l(v) is given by the equation
of radiative transfer:
l(v)=l(v)exp[-IS(x)f(x,v)dx ] ,
(AI.12)
where S(x) and f(x,v) are the terrestrial integrated absorption
coefficient and normalized line shape function as functions of position
x along the beam path. (Atmospheric self-emission has already been
addressed.)
If one assumes a plane parallel atmosphere where the above
quantities vary only with altitude r, then:
dr
dx = --- , (AI.13)
cos8
where 8 is the zenith angle of the beam. Substituting Eq. AI.13 into
Eq. AI.12:
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or:
l(v)=l(v)exp[-[S(r)f(r,v)dr] ,
J cos0
l(v)=l(v)expl-rr(V)/COS8 ] ,
(AI.14)
(AI.15)
where _ (v) is the optical depth at zenith as a function of v.
r
The optical depth along the beam path, rx(V), is given by:
_x(V) cos8 ax _r(V) '
(AI.16)
where ar, defined as unity, is the air mass at zenith and ax
mass along the beam path.
is the air
The source spectral distribution is mapped into the IF via Eq. 3.1"
I(v) + I(2Vlo-V) _ I(v')
Substituting Eqs. AI.15 and AI.16 into 3.1 gives:
(AI.17)
If terrestrial absorption is due solely to the terrestrial CO 2 line at
Vlo then its effects are symmetrically folded about Vlo and
rr(V)=rr(2Vlo-V ) so that Eq. AI.17 becomes:
Noting rr(V)=rr(V" ) in the IF and rearranging yields:
(AI.18)
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I(_) + I(2_lo-V) _ l(u')expIaxrr(V')] _ I(v') (AI.19)
Eq. AI.19 represents the DSB mapping into the IF of the source spectral
distribution at the top of Earth's atmosphere, or equivalently,
I(w')exp[axrr(_')] represents the DSB source spectrum corrected for
terrestrial absorption. While I(w') is given by Eq. AI.II in
calibrated blackbody units, and a may be determined for the source
x
from the ephemeris r (_') must still be determined to correct for
' r
terrestrial absorption.
rr(V') may be found by observing a continuum source with good S/N
at two different air masses. Such a source is characterized by a
constant continuum level across the heterodyne bandpass which includes
both single sidebands (SSB's). The Moon or Mercury are ideal. If If
represents the lunar continuum level at the top of Earth's atmosphere,
then from Eq. AI.19,
21£ = Iz(u')exp[azrr(W')] (AI.20)
Solving for r (w'):
r
rr(W') - - in If(_') + In 2If
az a z
From Eq. AI.II, assuming ks/k's=l ,
(AI.21)
If(w" ) =
Sz-SZsky
SBBZ
Substituting AI.22 into AI.21 yields:
IBB z (AI.22)
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7r(V" ) - -lln_ [ Sf'Sfsky + K , (AI.23)
a£ [ SBB z
where: -i IBBZ]K = --in
az 21_ J
The value of K is indeterminate for a single lunar observation
since the lunar blackbody continuum level I£ is unknown. I£ strongly
depends upon the aspect geometry of the Earth, Moon and Sun as well as
the beam position on the Moon. If, however, a second lunar observation
at a quite different air mass is made at the same beam position, a
second independent equation of the form of Eq. AI.23 results, allowing
both K and _r(V') to be determined.
If a second lunar scan is unavailable, solar Fourier Transform
Spectrometer (FTS) data provides an alternate means of determining K.
FTS solar spectra taken at the McMath Solar Telescope at an atmospheric
pressure of 785 mb yield an optical depth of 0.199 at zenith, 850 MHz
from the center of the 12C1602 Z +00°l-Z +[I0°0 02o0] R8 terrestrial
u g ' I
line (from an unpublished spectrum taken by D.A. Glenar), which is the
line used to probe the lower thermosphere of Venus. _r(850) for a
specific observing station may be obtained from the FTS derived value
by scaling linearly with atmospheric pressure. By substituting the
appropriate rr(850 ) and the value of (S£-S£sky)/S£B B at 850 MHz into
Eq. AI.23, K may be found. While the latter method is a less precise
determination of K, only the scale factor associated with the source
spectral distribution is affected. The line center frequency, which is
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the crucial parameter needed for wind velocity determination, remains
unchanged.
Since fr(V') (given by Eq. AI.23) is generated from lunar or
Mercurian data, it is necessarily noisy. Fitting it to a cubic, prior
to generation of l(v') (see Eq. AI.19), provides a more accurate model
of Tr(V') , as long as the region of interest in the IF is a few hundred
MHz from the local oscillator. Figure AI.3 is typical of a lunar scan
in the form (Sz-S£sky)/S£BBO The ordinate is in calibrated blackbody
units. The Figure's left side provides the spectrum in the low
resolution bank (LRB), with an abscissa marked off in units of sixteen
25 MHz channels and spanning 0 to 1.6 GHz. The LO is mapped into
the origin. The vertical dotted lines provide the high resolution
bank (HRB) "window". The spectrum in the HRB appears on the Figure's
right side. Here the abscissa is marked off in units of sixteen 5
MHz channels, its sense reversed, as shown in Fig. 3.10 (see Section
3.4).
The cubic fit to • (v') is shown in Figure AI.4.
r
AI.3. CORRECTION FOR DIFFERENTIAL DOPPLER SHIFTS
IRHS measurement of a planetary wind field is limited by the line
of sight wind velocity resolution AV m/s (or 0.1AV MHz at I0 _m). &V
is constrained by S/N-induced uncertainty in IF line center frequency,
and uncertainties in LO frequency, emission rest frequency and the
ephemeris-derived line of sight velocity between the Earth station and
target planet. For this investigation a AV-I m/s was achieved.
If AT is the integration time necessary for adequate S/N at a
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given beam position, and Av E and AVp are the Doppler shifts associated
with the line of sight velocity components of Earth rotation (VE) and
planet-planet center-of-mass translation (Vp) respectively, then the
associated differential Doppler shifts over AT are"
AT AT
6AVEdt - O.l[_VEdt ,
J 6t JSt
0 0
and
AT AT
_A_pdt - O.II6Vpdt
0 6t 0 6t
(AI.24)
(AI.25)
For Venus, 6Vp/6t<0.4 m/s per minute, where the maximum line of sight
acceleration occurs at inferior and superior conjunction.
The line of sight velocity component due to Earth rotation is
given to first order by:
V E = 2_RECOS(L)cos(d)sin(h),
PE
(AI.26)
where R E is the radius of Earth, PE is the sidereal rotation period of
Earth, L is the observing station latitude, d is the target planet
declination, and h is the hour angle of the planet. Differentiating Eq.
AI.26, assuming constant L and d, yields the approximate line of sight
acceleration _VE/_t. For a given L and d, 6VE/6t is maximal at transit
such that _VE/_t_2 m/s per minute.
An integration time AT from -i0 m to -i h was necessary for IF line
center determination to order i m/s. From Eqs. AI.24 and AI.25, with
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AT=Ih, the differential Doppler shifts are maximally 24 m/s (2.4 MHz)
and 120 m/s (12.0 MHz) for planet-planet translation and Earth rotation
respectively. The result is a broadening of the spectral feature by up
to two orders of magnitude over the desired wind velocity resolution.
If line of sight accelerations and emission intensity are constant
over AT, the spectral feature's centroid can be associated with the
ephemeris-derived VE and Vp at the mid-time of the integration period,
allowing wind velocity acquisition at the desired resolution. In
general, however, for AT= lh:
I) accelerations cannot be taken as constant (especially for
Earth rotation), and
2) temporally randomvariation in emission intensity due to,
e.g., variation in terrestrial aerosol column density in the
beam, can occur on timescales of seconds,
thereby prohibiting association of specific VE and Vp with the
integrated spectral feature.
To circumvent this problem, AT necessary for a specific wind
measurementwas obtained by stacking a set of consecutive scans, each
of 2TM duration. Over 2m, line of sight accelerations can be taken as
constant and if unacceptably large variation in emission strength is
observed, the effected scan can be omitted from the stack without
significant loss of time on the source. The spectral contribution from
each scan can be associated with the Doppler shifts corresponding to
the scan midpoint time. Defining the first scan in the stack as a
normalization scan, the known differential Doppler shifts between each
scan and the normalization scan may be removed. Coadding of the scan
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set results in a spectral feature with a centroid characterized by the
normalization Doppler shift and a S/N yielding the desired wind
resolution. Since high resolution filter bank channels are 5 MHz wide
or -50 m/s at i0 pm, differential Doppler shift removal requires
shifting each scan by fractions of a channel.
The upper graph of Figure AI.5 represents an emission line in the
IF obtained from the first of a series of consecutive 2m scans. The
center frequencies of the filter bank channels are v I, v 2, v 3 ... Vn.
The observed line center Doppler shift Av I from the LO at 0 MHz
contains AVE, AVp as well as the target planet's line of sight
rotational and wind velocity components within the beam. Assuming the
wind component remains constant over the entire scan set, the next
consecutive scan, shown in the second graph, will be associated with a
different overall Doppler shift Av 2 due to variation in Av E and AVp.
We can define the differential Doppler shift between the first scan and
the j th as :
SAVlj - Av I - Av.j (AI.27)
To coadd the second scan to the first requires shifting the second scan
by 6&v12 , as shown in the third graph of Figure AI.5, thereby
normalizing it to the ephemeris circumstances associated with the first
scan. To add the scans now requires a proper accounting of the second
scan's two contributions to each channel in the discrete frequency
space of the first scan (shaded and unshaded regions in the last
graph).
Let fj(vi) be the histogram distribution function for scan j,
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g(vi) the distribution function of the sum of the scans and B the
channel bandwidth in MHz. Scan fj(vi) , appropriately shifted by _AVlj
to correct for its differential Doppler shift, may be viewed from the
discrete frequency space of the normalization scan as the sum:
_fj(v i) + _fj(vi-kB) , (AI.28)
where k=l for Avj/&Vl<l and k_-i for Avj/AVl>l, and a,_ are constants.
From the last graph of Fig. AI.5 one can see that:
and
= B 16AVlj I
B
(AI.29)
or _ - i - _ (AI.30)
Summing Eq. AI.28 over all N scans in the set gives:
[(l-_)fj(v i) + _fj(vi-kB)
N
g(vi) = fl(vi) +
j_2
(AI. 31 )
Substituting Eq. AI.30 into AI.31 and rearranging yields:
N N
g(v i) = fl(vi) + _ fj(vi)+ i _ 16AVljl[fj(vi-kB)-fj(vi) 1
j=2 B J=2
(AI.32)
This procedure is easily extended for the case where _AVlN>B.
Figure AI.6 provides an overview of the data reduction up to this
point as it pertains to typical Venus data. The ordinates are in units
of the calibrated blackbody. In Figure Ai.6a the linear plot is the
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system offset, the lower emission feature is the result of a single 2m
integration, and the upper emission feature is the same2m scan after
system offset removal. The system offset corrected feature is in turn
the lower plot in Figure Ai.6b while in the upper plot it has been
corrected for terrestrial absorption. Shifting and stacking i0
consecutive scans finally yields the emission feature illustrated in
Figure Ai.6c which has a S/N allowing line center determination in the
IF to order 1 m/s. The data shownhave not been smoothed. Note the
shallow absorption feature in Fig. AI.6c.
AI.4. LINE FITTING
After differential Doppler shift removal the Venusian data maybe
fit to a Voigt profile. Models for the non-thermal emission in the
cores of the Venusian 9.4 and 10.4 _mCO2 bands imply a thickness of
only 19 km for the emitting region at a pressure of 5 _b (Johnson et
al. 1976, Betz 1977, Deminget al. 1983). Gaussian profiles for the
emissivity j and absorption coefficient k maybe assumedat this
V V
pressure. Integration of the radiative transfer equation along a
normal path, holding Jv/kv constant over the narrow emitting layer,
gives:
Iv = I°exp(-v rv) Jv [exp(-r v)-l] , (AI.33)
k
V
O
where I and I are the intensities at the top and bottom of the layer
respectively. Near the core of the absorption feature temperatures are
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low enough so that I °-0. In addition, the emitting region is
optically thin allowing the approximation exp(-r )-(l-rv).
Substituting into Eq. AI.33 gives:
I "
V z J_V
k
V
Noticing that r =k r where r is the normal path length reduces Eq.
V V
AI. 34 to"
(AI.34)
where J is the line integrated emissivity and fD is the normalized line
shape function. Eq. AI.35 provides the rationale for a Voigt fit to
I
V"
A program called PLOTOBS, based on the routines given in Bevington
(1969), was employed to provide a non-linear fit to a Voigt profile.
Specifically, the fit to the HRB data, with 5 fold better resolution
than the LRB, was used for wind velocity determination.
For most of the data, PLOTOBS used a flat baseline to represent
the continuum level. For the case where a shallow underlying
absorption profile was evident, a quadratic baseline centered on the
emission was employed. The output from PLOTOBS included the line
center frequency _le in channels, the Doppler halfwidth to i/e, the
line intensity, and the ratio of Doppler to pressure broadening. All
fits were found to have Gaussian profiles indicative of the low
pressure regime associated with the emitting layer in the Venusian
thermosphere. Figure AI.7 shows a PLOTOBS fit to Venus data acquired
June 1986. The intensity is in units of the calibration blackbody
intensity.
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I_ _ Jvr = rJf D , (AI.35)
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To obtain the standard deviation in the output variables, the
channel by channel residuals were used to calculate the standard
deviation of the scan stack from the modelled Voigt profile, aN.
Random noise with the obtained a N level was then generated,
superimposed on the modelled Voigt profile and the resulting
distribution was refit. After 20 repetitions, the standard deviations
in the output variables were computed.
AI.5. BEAM-INTEGRATED LINE OF SIGHT WIND VELOCITY DETERMINATION
Define V T as the ephemeris-derived line of sight velocity
component of the target planet's center of mass as seen from the
observing station. The emitting parcel of gas within the beam is
necessarily moving with respect to the center of mass frame due to both
the target planet's rotation and the local wind field. Let V equal
W
the sum of the parcel's line of sight wind and planetary rotation
velocity components. The line center frequency of the emission in the
parcel's rest frame, _r' is known (Freed et al. 1980) and corresponds
to the rest frequency of the laser transition for this investigation.
If v is the observed line center frequency and c is the speed of
O
light, then:
= y I Vw4VT + i]r o
C
or,
cv
r
Vw = -- " --CVT+C_
V
O
(AI.36)
The value of Vo may be obtained from VHR B, the RFLO frequency _ f,._ and
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the laser local oscillator frequency Vlo. The Lamb dip laser
stabilization system insures Vlo-V . From heterodyne principlesr
discussed in Chapter 3:
V = +
o Vlo - (Vrf-VHR B) (AI.37)
The term in parenthesis is added to Vlo for a target with an overall
blueshift and subtracted for an overall redshift.
PLOTOBS fits to the HRB channel center frequencies. Define Vlc as
the PLOTOBS-derived HRB line center frequency in 5 MHz channels, as
measured from the center of the first channel at 1290 MHz (see Section
AI.4). The line center frequency VHRB, in MHz, is then given by"
VHR B = 1285 + 5Vlc (AI.38)
Substituting Eq. AI.38 into AI.37 provides v
O
measured quantities:
in terms of the
Vo - Vlo ± [Vrf'(1285+5Vlc)] (AI.39)
The standard deviation in V derives from the achieved S/N and
W
fluctuations in the laser output frequency and RFLO. All sources of
random error may be assumed uncorrelated. In Eq. AI.36, v provides
O
the sole source of random error, with uncertainties in both VT and vr
yielding only systematic offsets. Therefore, following from Eq. AI.36"
2 2 2 2
(7 _ C V O
W r o
4
V
0
(AI.40)
where o and a are the standard deviations in V and v respectively.
W O W O
All three contributions to v in Eq. AI.39 are sources of random
O
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error, thus"
2 2 2 2
a + + 25alc (AI.41)o = alo °rf
where alo , arf and alc are likewise the standard deviations in Vlo,
Vrf , and Vlc respectively. Substituting Eq. AI.41 into AI.40 gives:
2 2 2 [ 2 2 25alc 2 ]
a = c v + + (AI.42)
w r alo °rf
4
O
From results of the CO 2 isotopic overlap time series discussed in
Chapter 4, alo=0.13/(_/2) I/2 MHz, where r is the integration time in
minutes for the scan set. The RFLO frequency was recorded for each
scan in the field allowing determination of arf for a particular scan
set. Finally, the PLOTOBS line fit program provided alc.
Comparison between the ephemeris used for the investigation and
the JPL Developmental Ephemeris 200 indicated a systematic uncertainty
in VT of -±i m/s. From Freed et al. (1980) the uncertainty in the
12C1602 R8 transition rest frequency provided an additional systematic
error of ±0.0523 MHz. A total systematic error of ±1.5 m/s may
therefore be expected in V .
w
It is important to note V is a beam-integrated line of sight
W
velocity. As three of the four Venus observing periods were
characterized by a large beam to planetary disk ratio (>0.05), V
W
cannot be directly associated with local dynamics, (e.g., with the
nominal beam center position on the planet). Program BEAMINT was thus
developed to couple V to a best-fit model wind field.
W
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AI.6. REDUCTION OF TIME SERIES DATA
The CO 2 time series measurements carried out to test LDSS absolute
stability were described in Chapter 4. Figure AI.8 shows the modified
optical layout in front of the IRHS focal plane for these measurements.
The s beam consisted of blackbody BBI focused at f/20 by lens LI into
the Spectra Physics LO-3 White cell (see ref.)° Lens L2 matched the
f/20 exit beam to the heterodyne field of view. The s beam was chopped
against a second blackbody BB2 whose intensity was adjusted so that the
broadband heterodyne signals from each beam were equal. Such operation
in "balanced mode" allows the RF electronics to operate in the linear
regime maximizing system signal-to-noise.
As in the case of the Venusian data, program PLOTOBS was used to
fit to the line shape function characterizing the White cell generated
absorption feature. Isolation of the line shape function from the time
series data will now be discussed.
From Figure AI.8, following the same notation as developed in
Section AI.I:
and
s(u')=IBBl(U')ks¢(w')+N(w')+z(w'),
")kr¢(W')+N(v')+z(w'),r(v') IBB2(U
where IBBI(W') and IBB2(w" ) are the DSB blackbody spectral
distributions and the emission-like coefficients e
,e
s r
neglected. The corresponding S scan is of the form:
(AI.43)
(AI.44)
have been
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Figure A1.8. Time Series Optical Front End Layout
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SIBBl(V')k s" IBB2(V')kr]4(v')
IBB2(V')kr4(V')+N( v" )
(AI.45)
The blackbody calibration scan SBB is generated by blocking BBI so
that:
SBB -
-IBB2(V')kr4(V')
IBB2(V')kr4(V')+N( v" )
(AI.46)
Dividing Eq. AI.45 by Eq. AI.46 and assuming ks/kr-l:
S IBBI(V')
SBB IBB2(V')
(AI.47)
Let IBB I and IBB 2 represent the constant continuum levels of BBI
and BB2 respectively, across the IF. The DSB blackbody spectral
distributions are given by:
" v" )x] +IBBI (v') = IBBI exp " ATfD (v - o IBBI '
(AI.48)
and
IBB2(V') - 2IBB 2 ,
(AI .49)
where A T is the integrated absorption coefficient for the 9.6 #m
13C1602 R32 line at 296 K, fD(v'-V'o) is the normalized line shape
function and x is the path length in the White cell. The first term in
v') can be recognized as Eq AI.33, assuming no self-emission in
IBBI(
the White cell. Substituting Eqs. AI.48 and AI.49 into AI.47 and
rearranging gives:
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s,IBB21ATfD(v'-v" = in 2 1o)X J i
SBB IBB I
(AI.50)
The right side of Eq. AI.50 is input to PLOTOBS where the ratio
IBBI/IBB2, from Eq. AI.47, is the continuum level associated with
I-(S/SBB).
Figure AI.9 is a PLOTOBS DSB line fit to a 13C1602 R32 line 2
minute integration. The S/N-induced standard deviation in line center
position alc, is -0.I MHz.
The laser local oscillator frequency Vlo is finally obtained by
substituting the PLOTOBS derived line center frequency Vlc in channels,
the RFLO frequency Vrf in MHz, and the White cell generated 13C1602 R32
line frequency v =31159883.6641 MHz (Freed et al. 1980) into Eq.
WC
AI.39. Noting Vwc>Vlo, and that observed frequency Vo is given by
v =v -v where v is the magnitude of the White cell associated
o wc ps, ps
redward pressure shift, Eq. AI.39 becomes:
For small v
ps
Vlo - (Vwc-Vps) + (1285+5Vlc-Vrf) (AI.51)
, the local oscillator departure from the 12C1602 P28
laser transition rest frequency Vlt_31159508.1635 MHz (Freed et al.
1980) may be given by:
Av = Vlo-Vlt - (Vwc-Vlt) + (1285+5Vlc-Vrf) (AI.52)
As v is not precisely known (0.08±.05 MHz/Torr redward; SooHoo 1984),
ps
it has been taken as a systematic error in Au. For the time series
specific lines the systematic errors in Av associated with v and vI' we t
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are ±0.05 MHz and ±0.06 MHz, respectively (Freed et al. 1980). With a
White cell pressure of 0.7 Torr, an overall systematic error of
0.06±.14 MHz is therefore expected in Av.
The standard deviation in Av due to uncorrelated fluctuations in
_rf and _ic is given by:
a_v _[2501c 2 + Orf21_ (AI.53)
Table AI.I provides the details of the Lamb dip stabilization time
series consisting of 33 scans spanning 1.5 hours. The 2m integration
time per scan is the same used for Venus±an data acquisition. The last
four columns of the table provide _rf' _ic in 5 MHz channels, Vlo and Av
respectively, for each of the scans. From scan to scan, arf and Olc
were nearly constant at 0.03 MHz and 0.023 channels which, from Eq.
AI.53, gives oar=0.12 MHz for an individual scan (lower left corner of
Table AI.I).
In the lower right corner of the Table are provided the linear
least squares fit coefficients, their standard deviations, <Av> and,
from the residuals about the fit, aAv.
Table AI.2 provides the same details for the power peak
stabilization time series. The White cell was held at 1 Torr resulting
in an overall systematic error of 0.08±.16 MHz. Linear least squares
fits for scans 1 to 30, i0 to 30, and 13 to 30 were carried out, with
sucessive fits better characterizing the steady state behavior of a
power peak stabilized local oscillator.
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Table A1.1. Lamb
White Cell Lzne;
Frequency;
Laser Line;
Frequency;
Intesratzon Time / Scan;
SCAN TIME
(Hrs Mlns)
t 0 0.00
2 0 3.83
3 0 5.15
4 0 7.67
5 0 10.35
6 0 t2.75
7 0 15.30
8 0 t7.90
9 0 ao. 43
tO 0 23.00
11 0 25,55
12 0 28.10
13 0 30.83
t_ 0 33.13
15 O 35.70
18 0 38,30
$7 O 40.83
18 0 43.40
19 0 45.95
20 0 48.87
21 0 5t. 17
22 0 53.93
23 t 3,80
2_ 1 8. 30
25 1 9. oa
28 1 11,57
27 1 14.05
28 1 18.73
29 1 t9.28
30 1 21.82
31 1 21.33
3a t 26.87
33 1 29.42
Dip Stabilization Time
CO2 536 9. 8 um R32
31159883.6641 _ .0503 HHz
Series Analysis
(Freed e% al, 1980)
COa 6a6 9.8 pm P28
31159508.1835 _ .0157
2 mZnutes
urf vLc
(MHz) (Cnls)
MHZ (Freed et al. t980)
vlo+vps &v
(MMz) (MHz)
1825.86 33.096 31159508.28 0.12
18E5.84 33.131 31t59508.48 0.32
1825.84 33.09% 31159508.29 0, 13
18a5.84 33. t05 31159508.35 O. t9
1825.83 33.082 31159508.24 0.08
1825.84 33.069 31159508. 17 0.01
1825.77 33.0%9 31159508.14 -O. OE
18E5.77 33.041 31t59508.10 -0.08
1825.75 33,035 31159508.09 -0.07
1825.88 33.057 31159508.27 0.11
1825.68 32.982 31159507.89 -0.27
1825,70 32.996 31159507,91 -0.22
teaS. Ta 33.033 3tt59508. tt -0.05
1825.73 33.0ii 31159507.99 -0.17
1825.73 33.040 31159508.13 -0.03
1825.72 33.089 31159508.29 0. 13
1825,74 33.096 31159508.40 0.2%
t825.74 33.070 31159508.27 0. 11
1825.70 33.047 31159508.20 0.0%
1885.65 33.07% 31159508.38 0.22
1825.88 33.053 31159508.25 0.09
1825.88 33.028 31159508.12 -0.04
1825,88 33.056 31159508.28 0.12
1825.88 33.036 31159508.18 0.02
1825.88 33.070 31159508.35 0. i9
1825.84 33.077 31159508.41 0.25
1825.87 33.042 31159508.20 0.0%
1825.63 33.055 3t159508,31 0.15
1885.84 33.089 31159508.37 0.21
1825,88 33.057 31159508.27 0. t1
1825.82 33.032 31159508.20 0.04
1825.81 33.054 31159508.29 0, 13
1885.64 33.021 31159508. 13 -0.03
Error Bar
Determlnatlon
oPf: .03 MHZ
_lc: .023 channels
a_v: . 12 MHZ
Least Squares FIt of Form Y:A÷BX
For Scans; I to 33
A: 31159508.19 MMZ
B: 0,00070 MHz/MIn
oA= .01 MMZ
oB: 0.00088 MHz/MIn
<wlo_yps>:
<AV>:
OAr=
31159508.23 MMz
0.06 MHz
.13 MHz
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Table A1.2. Power Peak Stabilization Time Series Analysis
_hzte Cell Lzne; CO2 536 9.8 _m R33
Freq'uency; 31t59883.584t t .O803 MI.Iz (Freed et al. i980)
Lase_ L_ne; CO2 828 9.5 um P28
FrecNency; 3tt59508. 1638 _ .0_57 MHz (Freed et al. t980)
Intefratzon Time / Scan; 2 mZnutes
SC_ TIME vrT vlc vto*vps Av
(Hz-s Mlns) (HHZ) (Cnts) (HHz) (HHz)
1 0 0.00 t524.83 32.687 3t159508.27 -1.89
2 0 2.52 L82_.87 32.5_5 31159505.58 -t.54
3 0 5.03 182_.83 32.5_8 31159508.57 -t,59
0 7,60 1824.83 32.578 31169506.72 -1.4_
5 0 tO. 18 t824.82 32.529 3t159506._9 -1.87
5 O t2.75 t824.85 32.54t 3t159506.51 -1.88
? 0 15.28 _884.84 32.436 3it59505.98 -2.20
8 0 17.78 _884.88 32.49! 3t159508.28 -1.90
9 0 20, 32 _884.88 32._7 31159500.0_ -2. 14
l0 0 22.90 1824.87 32._31 31159505.95 -2.21
It 0 35._8 1884.87 32.487 31189505.93 -2.23
L8 0 27.93 1824.90 32.388 31159505.89 -2.47
t3 0 30,_2 t824.95 32,308 31159505.24 -2.92
t4 0 32.95 t884,93 32.370 31159505.88 -2.88
15 0 35.50 1824.98 32.380 31189508.51 -2.85
18 0 _2,52 182_.92 32.308 31159805._8 -2.88
17 0 _5.08 1824.94 32.288 31t69608. t6 -3.00
t8 0 _7.73 i824.97 3e. e3_ 3115950_.86 -3.30
t9 0 50.28 t68_.9_ 3e. _23 31159505, 3_ -2.82
20 0 52,88 _8_4.9_ 3_.886 31159507.05 -t. ll
21 0 55.35 1824.90 32.388 31159505.81 -2.85
2_ 0 57.93 1a84.99 3_,347 3i169505._t -2.75
23 1 0._7 t824.99 3_. 315 3i159505.38 -2.90
2_ 1 3.02 t58_.97 32._1 31159805,80 °2.38
25 [ 5.53 1824.97 32._86 31159505. i_ -3.0_
28 1 8.13 1824.93 32.320 31159505. 33 -2.83
27 _ 10.85 1884.92 3_.3t7 31159505.33 -2.83
28 I 13.20 t824.98 32, 18_ 3116950_.68 -3.54
29 1 15.73 _884.9? 3_. 338 31159505.38 -3.78
30 1 18.47 _8_4.97 32.381 3t159505.80 -8.58
E.l_Pop B&P
DeteP_ln&tZon
Le_t Squares Fit of PoPm Y:A*BX
Fo_ Scans; ! to 30
_: ,04 NHz A: 3t159508.40 NHz
otc: .020 c_nnels B: -.O1650 _OIz/Nln
oA: ,15 NHz
o_v: . it NHz oB: 0.0033_ MHz/Hln
<vlo*vps>: 31159505.75 HI"[Z
<By>: -2._! HHZ
Least Sq'uaz.es Fit of PoPm Y:A*BX Lea$t Sq_t_L_es Fit of _orm ¥:A*BX
Po_ Scans; 10 to 30 Pop scans; 13 to 30
A: 31159505.85 HHz A: 31159505,61NHz
B: -.00770 MHz/MIn B: -.003_0 MHz/Min
OA: .33 NHz _A: ._8 HHZ
oB: 0.00508 MNz/Mzn oB: 0.00828 MMz/MZn
<vlo+vps>: 31159505._9 MMz <vlo*vps>: 31159505._2 MHz
<_v>: -2.58 M_z <_v>: -2.7% MHZ
U_v: ,%6 MHZ o_v: . 51 M_Z
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APPENDIX 2: PROGRAM BEAMINT THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
A2.1. INTRODUCTION
Typical Venus beam aspect geometry is indicated on Figure A2.1.
The Subearth Point (SE) is the mutual origin of the Y-Z and Y"-Z"
coordinate grids. The Y" and Z" axes are aligned with celestial E-W
and N-S, respectively. The Z axis, inclined an angle p to the Z" axis,
is the sky projection of the Venusian Subearth Meridian and necessarily
contains the sky projection of the Venusian North and South Poles. In
general, the planet's equator is inclined to the Y axis.
For this investigation, planetary positions were most readily
expressed in planetary longitude and latitude, themselves easily
transformed into Y-Z coordinates. However, as on Figure A2.1, the
probe beam may be elliptical with a N-S semi-major axis (see Section
3.5), and thus most readily characterized in Y"-Z" coordinates. Hence,
the motivation for both coordinate systems is clear.
Consider a beam centered at coordinates (y,z) on the Venusian disk
and divided into N slices and M annuli (Figure A2.1 provides the case
N=I6, M=4, yielding 16x4=64 beam elements). The element associated
with slice i (numbered counterclockwise from celestial west) and
annulus j (numbered from beam center outward) may be characterized by a
Gaussian non-thermal source spectral distribution Iij(u ) (see Section
AI.4) given by:
lij(_) =[ Sijexp[-(v-_ij)2/_D 2] + Bij ]@ijAij, (A2.1)
where A.. is the element area, @.. is the beam weighting as a function
1O 13
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Figure A2.1. Venus Beam Aspect Geometry
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of element distance from beam center, v.. is the line center frequency,
13
vD is the Doppler width (I/e HW), and Sij is the line-center relative
intensity above virtual continuum level B.., the latter characterizing
lj
the center of the corresponding pressure broadened absorption feature.
Within element (i,j) these Beam Parameters are assumed constant and
evaluated at the element centroid. The beam-integrated source spectral
distribution IT(V) is thus given by:
M N
2 2
IT(V ) = _ _ Sijexp[-(v-vij) /v D ]_ijAij
j=l i=l
M N
+ I _ B.. _..A..
j=l i=l lj 13 lj
(A2.2)
In general, the probe beam intercepts a large portion of
the planetary disk (see Fig. A2.1). Limb measurements, in particular,
are associated with large across-the-beam variation in SZA,
latitude, longitude and projection geometry. The resulting strong
across-the-beam gradients in the beam parameters are the primary
impetus for a high resolution (100xl00 element) modelling of the
beam-integrated winds.
Sources of Beam Parameter Gradients:
I. Horizontal wind velocity, for a coupled subsolar-antisolar and
zonal retrograde circulation, is a function of SZA, latitude and
longitude. In addition, the wind's line of sight component is a
function of projection geometry. A strong Doppler-induced
across-the-beam gradient in v.. is therefore expected.
lJ
2. S.. varies across the beam due to variation in both SZA and line
lJ
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of sight column density within the non-thermal emitting region
(see Section 7.1).
3. _.. varies due to the beam's diffraction-limited sinx/x spatial
lj
roll-off coupled with the Gaussian roll-off associated with the
seeing disk (Hufnagel 1978).
4. v D varies with SZA due to temperature variation in the
non-thermal emitting layer. However, v D is assumed constant over
the beam to keep the beam modelling tractable. At Ii0 km
altitude, a Subearth-to-terminator (ASZA=90 °) AT~I5 K has been
observed (Taylor et al. 1983; also see Fig. P.I), with a mean
T_185 K, corresponding to an 8% temperature variation. Only 4%
variation in v D is therefore expected as VD_T I/2. In general,
the beam spans a significantly smaller range in SZA rendering
across-the-beam variation in vD negligible.
For large N and M, the centroid of IT(V ) identifies the
beam-integrated line-center frequency hence the beam-integrated line of
sight wind velocity. Comparison of the latter (generated for all 45
beams, assuming a model wind field) with the observed beam-integrated
winds allows model discrimination.
The centroid of IT(V) may be defined by:
IT(V)vdv
<v> = (A2.3)
IT(V)dv
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Substituting Eq. A2.2 into A2.3 and integrating yields:
<V> =
M N
Z _ vijSij_ijAij
j=l i=l
M N
l I
j_l i_l lJ lJ ij
(A2.4)
where the second term in Eq. A2.2, independent of _, has been
neglected. Further substitution of Eq. 5.37 into Eq. A2.4, and re-
arranging yields the beam-integrated line of sight wind velocity <V >:
' W
<V > =
w
M N
Z I
j=l i=l lj lj 1j
MNI ]_ S-ij?ijAi----_j
j=l i=l i + Vij/c
c (A2.5)
The determination of beam parameters Sij, _ij' Aij' and Vij will
now be addressed. In the following discussion note the model beam
radius is defined as the effective beam HPBW (twice the i/e radius),
and all distances (unless otherwise stated) are in units of the
planetary radius (R2) (R2, the radius of the non-thermal emitting
shell's outer boundary, is taken as the solid planet radius plus 120
km, or 6172 km; see Figs. 7.6 and 7.7).
A2.2. BEAM ELEMENT AREA A..
_j
As discussed in Section 3.5, the heterodyne diffraction-limited
beam is circular for the McMath 1.52 m (1.7 arc-see HPBW at 10.33 _m)
for planetary declinations _<-7.18 deg, and circular for the NASA/IRTF
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3 m (0.9 arc-sec HPBWat 10.33 _m). For 5>-7.18 deg, the McMathbeam
elongates N-S (e.g. June 1986), with declination HPBW(a), in
arc-seconds, given by:
1.279
a = (A2.6)
sin(45-6/2)
The right ascension HPBW (b) remains 1.7 arc-sec.
The presence of I to 2 arc-second seeing causes the planetary disk
to rapidly traverse the sky-fixed diffraction-limited beam. The
resulting effective beam may be approximated as a Gaussian with a HPBW
equal to the sum of the diffraction-limited HPBW and the seeing FWHM.
The Gaussian profile derives from the random walk in deflection angle
suffered by photons as they traverse the terrestrial atmosphere.
A.. for a circular effective beam with HPBW a is given by:
iJ
A.. - _a2(2j-I)/M2N (A2.7)
IJ
Analogously, A.. for an elliptical effective beam with right ascension
iJ
HPBW a and declination HPBW b is given by:
Aij = ab(2j-l) r[Tan'l[(b/a)tan(2_i/N)] Tan I
2M 2
A2.3. BEAM ELEMENT CENTROID DETERMINATION
The beam element centroid coordinates (y.....ij,z
[(b/a)tan(2_(i-l)/N)]]
(A2.8)
), or equivalently
ij
the centroid's planetary longitude and latitude (_ij,_ij), dictate _ij'
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S.., and V... For a circular beam:lj lj
Y"ij = Y"bc + (o/M)(j-0.5)cos[(i-0.5)2_/N] ,
z"..lj = Z"bc + (o/M)(j-O.5)sin[(i-0.5)2_/N] ,
(A2.9)
t! ft
where (y bc,Z bc ) are the coordinates of the beam center. For an
elliptical beam:
Y"ij = Y"bc + ab(j-0.5)cos[2_(i-0.5)/N]/(M&) ,
ff
z"ij = z bc + ab(j-O.5)sin[2_(i-O.5)/N]/(MA) ,
where LX = b 2 + (a2-b2)cos2121r(i-0.5)/N]
(A2.10)
(Y"bc,Z'bc) may be obtained from the known beam center longitude and
latitude (_bc,_bc). The Y-Z coordinate system on Figure A2.1 is shown
3-dimensionally on Figure A2.2. The primed system X'-Y'-Z' is obtained
by rotating X-Y-Z through angle 4, about the Y-axis. The Z'-axis
intersects the North Pole. The location of a point P may be expressed
in planetary longitude (_) and latitude (8) as defined with respect to
the primed coordinate system. The coordinates (x,y,z) of point P are
then given by:
x = cos(_)cos(_)cos(_) sin(_)sin(_) ,
y = sin(_)cos(_) ,
z = sin(_)cos(_) + cos(_)cos(_)sin(_)
(A2.11)
The transformation (y",z") _ (y,z) (see Fig. A2.1) is given by"
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Figure A2.2. Transformation from Planetary Latitude
and Longitude to Plane-of-Sky Coordinates
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y = y'cos(p) z'sin(p) ,
z = y'sin(p) + z"cos(p) ,
(A2.12)
with inverse transform (y,z) _ (y",z")"
y" = ycos(p) + zsin(p) ,
z" = -ysin(p) + zcos(p)
(A2.13)
Substituting the second and third of Eqs. A2.11 into Eqs. A2.13 yields
..... ) as required by Eqs. A2 i0:the beam center coordinates (y bc,Z bc
Y"bc = sin(_bc)COS(_bc)COS(p ) + sin(_bc)COS(¢)sin(p)
+ cos(_bc)COS(flbc)Sin(¢)sin(p) ,
Z t! _ °bc -s in(_bc) c°s (_bc) sin(p) + sin(flbc )c°s (¢)c°s (p)
+ cos(abc)COS(fibc)Sin(¢)cos(p)
(A2.14)
By employing Eqs. A2.12, the beam element centroid coordinates
(Y"ij'z"'')lj may be transformed to (Yij,zij), so the centroid's
planetary longitude and latitude (_ij 'Bij ) may be obtained using:
I 2flij = Sin'l zijc°s(¢) [I- Yij "zij 2]I/2sin(¢)] ,
_ij = Sin-iIYij/c°s(Bij) ].
(A2.15)
A2.4. BEAM ELEMENT WEIGHTING _..
lj
The Gaussian beam weight for a circular beam is given by:
_ij " exp [-in2 (y"ij "Y"bc )2/a2 ,, 2/a2in2 (z"ij -z bc ) ]. (A2.16)
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For an elliptical beam:
,, 2/b2
_ij = exp[-In2(Y"ij'Y bc ) In2 (z "ij "z "bc )2/a2 ]" (A2.17)
Both cases reduce to:
_.. = exp[-in2(j-0.5)2/M 2] ,
13
(A2.18)
after substituting the equation of the j
th
the j ellipse into Eq. A2.17.
th
circle into Eq. A2.16, and
A2.5. LINE OF SIGHT VELOCITY Vij
A two-component wind field is assumed, comprised of a solid-body
zonal super-rotation and a subsolar-antisolar (SS-AS) circulation, both
defined with respect to solar-fixed frame BFI (see Section 6.1). For
an observer in frame BF2, fixed to the line of sight (see Section 6.1),
the beam element centroid-associated line of sight velocity component
(Vii) is given by:
Vij =[ Vxl(i,j ) + Vx2(i,j ) ] + Tx(i,j) , (A2.19)
where Vxl(i,j ) and Vx2(i,j ) are the zonal and SS-AS X-axis (see Fig.
A2.2) components, respectively, referenced to BFI, and Tx(i,j) is the
line of sight contribution due to relative rotation between BFI and
BF2.
A2.5.1. Zonal Components Vxl(i,j ) and Tx(i,j )
In BFI, a solid-body zonal rotation with equatorial velocity V
eq
will yield a centroid-associated line of sight component Vxl(i,j ) given
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by:
Vxl(i,j) = Veqsin(_ij)cos(_ij)cos(_) ,
with V negative for retrograde rotation. (The 2.6° obliquity has
eq
been neglected.)
Beam-integrated wind velocities were obtained in BF2. To a
BF2-fixed observer, even pure SS-AScirculation exhibits a prograde
zonal component, resulting from SS-ASaxial rotation with respect to
the line of sight (over the 583.96d synodic period Psyn). Tx(i,j ) is
the requisite line of sight correction to the BFl-defined wind field,
and given by:
(A2.20)
Tx(i,j) = Teqsin(_ij)cos(/gij)cos(_) , (A2.21)
where T is the BF2-observedzonal velocity for a BFl-fixed equatorial
eq
parcel at ii0 km altitude. T is given by:eq
T = R_ +
eq o
R_ r
o v
r -r cos8
e v
cosO
r r sin26
ve
2
(rye )
(A2.22)
where R is the radius of Venus to ii0 km altitude, _ is angular
O
velocity 2_/Psyn, 8 is the heliocentric angle between Earth and Venus,
and rv, r and r are the Sun/Venus Sun/Earth, and Venus/Earthe ve
distances in A.U. (Regarding the derivation of T , Venusian orbital
eq
inclination to the ecliptic and Venus/Earth orbital eccentricities are
negligible and have been taken as zero.)
T varies from 0.45 m/s at superior conjunction to 2.7 m/s at
eq
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inferior conjunction. T for the December1985, June 1986, Octobereq
1986, and March 1987 observing periods was 0.45, 0.51, 1.90, and 0.52
m/s, respectively. Only the October 1986 correction was significant.
A2.5.2. Subsolar-Antisolar ComponentVx2(i,j )
A generalized empirical SS-ASmodel circulation was sought,
consistent with existing hydrodynamical circulation models (e.g.,
Bougher et al. 1986). The basic constraints were: subsolar-antisolar
axial symmetry, an everywhere negligible vertical component (see
Chapters I and 2), zero horizontal velocity at the subsolar and
antisolar points, and maximumhorizontal velocity across the
terminator. As the non-thermal emission probes only the illuminated
hemisphere, the model needed address only SZA<90°. The requisite
conditions were fulfilled by the 2-parameter form:
[ 90-Oij ] NVh(i,j) - V " Vmax 90max , (A2.23)
where Vh(i,j ) is the beamelement centroid-associated horizontal
velocity, _.. is the centroid SZA, V is the cross-terminator
1j max
horizontal velocity, and N is the model index (l-linear, 2-parabolic,
etc.). The Bougher et al. (1986) hydrodynamical model, at ii0 km
altitude, is represented almost identically by the case N=I,
V -121 m/s (see Fig. 2.2). The element centroid SZA is given by:
max
i IxijXss+YijYss+Zij Zss ]
_ij =(180/_) cos (A2.24)
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where (Xss,Yss,Zss) are the coordinates of the subsolar point obtained
from the subsolar longitude and latitude (_ss,_ss) using Eqs° A2.11.
Figure A2.3 provides the geometry for Vx2(i, j) determination. The
subsolar point (SS) is located by displacement vector S with components
(Xss,Yss,Zss), and the beamelement centroid is located by vector P
with components (xij,Yij,zij). As distances are represented in
planetary radii, S and P are necessarily unit vectors. S and P define
a great circle with unit normal U given by:
SxP SxP
U - (A2.25)
IS x PI sin _..lJ
The SS-AShorizontal velocity Vh(i, j) is tangent to the great circle at
P in the direction of unit vector V. V is mutually orthogonal to U and
P, and always directed away from the SSpoint, thus:
V - U x P . (A2.26)
The x-component of Vh(i,j), the quantity of interest, is therefore
given by:
Vx2(i,j) = Vh(i,j) [ zijUy(i,J) YijUz (i'j) ] ' (A2.27)
where U .(i,j) and U (i,j), the y- and z-components of U, are obtained
y z
from Eq. A2.25:
U (i,j) = x..z - z..x
y lj ss ij ss
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Figure A2.3. SS-AS Circulation Aspect Geometry
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Uz(i,j ) = YijXss xijYss (A2.28)
A2.6. RELATIVEINTENSITYS..lJ
Relative intensity S.. is given by:lJ
Sij-Lijc°s_ij , (A2.29)
where _.. is the solar zenith angle (SZA) of the element centroid (Eq.13
A2.24), and L.. is the width of the emitting shell projected along thelJ
line of sight (see Section 7.1). L.. is in units of the shell width.13
Consider Figure 7.6 with i0 #mcontinuum radius R (solid planetP
radius plus 60 km - 6112 km), non-thermal emitting shell inner radius
RI (6153 km) and outer radius R2 (6172 km). On the plane of the sky,
the element centroid distance from disk center (Dij) is given by:
.211/2 (A2.30)Dij = [Yij 2 + zij
An element centroid may reside in one of four regions"
Condition
I D.._<R
lj p
2 Rp<Dij_<RI
3 RI_<Dij-<R2
4 Dij >R 2
Denoting Lij for region N as Lij(N), then:
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i
Lij (I)
R 2 -R 1
R22 _ Di j2 ]1/2
R2-R I
RI _ Di j2 ]1/2
Lij(2) - 2Lij(1)
2
eij(3) -
R2-R I
i R22 Dij2 ]1/2
(A2.31)
Lij(4 ) = 0
L.. can attain a value of 51 for an element centroid intercepting the
13
emitting shell tangentially (Region 3). The emitting shell's thickness
maximally subtends only 0.i arc-seconds at the limb. Thus a beam
partitioned such that an element in Region 3 always resolves the
emitting shell (100xlO0 elements) will exhibit a dramatic
across-the-beam gradient in Lij , hence in Sij.
A2.7. BEAM INTEGRATION
Substitution of _ij' Sij' Aij' and Vij into Eq. A2.5 and summing
over i and j yields the modelled beam-integrated line of sight wind
velocity. A beam element whose centroid is off the planet or
associated with a SZA>90 ° is zero-weighted.
A non-zero pointing uncertainty (F) may be associated with beam
center. To generate the model's pointing uncertainty-induced line of
sight wind velocity error bars, eight beam center offsets were made (of
magnitude F) E, NE, N, NW, W, SW, S, and SE. The corresponding beam
center uncertainties in abc and _bc are represented on Figures 7.2 to
7.5.
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PROGRAM BEAMINT PROVIDES BEAM-INTEGRATED WIND SPEEDS FOR THE FOUR VENUS
ASPECTS INVESTIGATED
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,L-Y)
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4 (I-K)
IMPLICIT CHARACTER*I5 (Z)
DIMENSION KOP(4),KNSS(4),IGRID(19,4)
DIMENSION ZDATES(4),ZTEL(4),PD(4),PUNCER(4),AII(4),A22(4),
+SELAT(4),PHII(4),RHOO(4),DEC(4)
DIMENSION ZBEAMD(6),BIID(6),B22D(6),SEED(6),WINDD(6)
DIMENSION ZBEAMJ(19),BIIJ(19),B22J(19),SEEJ(19),WINDJ(19)
DIMENSION ZBEAMO(8),BIIO(8),B220(8),SEEO(8),WINDO(8)
DIMENSION ZBEAMM(12),BIIM(12),B22M(12),SEEM(12),WINDM(12)
DIMENSION ZBEAM(19,4),BII(19,4),B22(19,4),SEE(19,4),WIND(19,4)
DIMENSION MWIND(19,4),VPUMAX(19,4),VPUMIN(19,4),PUAMAX(19,4),
+PUAMIN(19,4),PUBMAX(19,4),PUBMIN(19,4)
DIMENSION AI(4),A2(4),PHI(4),RHO(4),PDIAM(4)
DIMENSION BI(19,4),B2(19,4)
C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC SECTION i: DATA ENTRY CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C
C i.i: TASK DEFINITION
C i.I.I: OBS. PERIODS CONSIDERED (0 FOR OFF, 1 FOR ON))
C D,J,O,M (DECEMBER 85, JUNE 86, OCTOBER 86, MARCH 87)
DATA KOP/I,I,I,I/
C 1.1.2: NUMBER OF OBSERVING PERIODS CONSIDERED
DO 5 J=l,4
IF (KOP(J).EQ.0) GOTO 5
KNOP=KNOP+I
5 CONTINUE
C 1.1.3: IGRID DEFINITION: ENTER SCAN SETS (00 FOR OFF, 01 FOR ON)
C
C 01,02,03,04,05,06 DECEMBER 1985 SCAN SETS
DATA IGRID/OI,01,01,OI,01,OI,13*O
C
C 01,02,03,04,05,06,07,08,09,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19 JUNE 1986
+,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01
C
C 01,02,03,04,05,06,07,08 OCTOBER 1986 SCAN SETS
+,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,ii*0
C
C 01,02,03,04,05,06,07,08,09,10,11,12 MARCH 1987 SCAN SETS
+,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,01,7"0/
C
C 1.1.4: # OF CONSIDERED SCAN SETS PER OBSERVING RUN
DO 20 J=l,4
DO I0 I=i,19
IF (IGRID(I,J).EQ.0) GOTO I0
KNSS (J)=KNSS (J)+1
i0 CONTINUE
2O CONTINUE
C 1.1.5: ZONAL ATMOSPHERIC SOLID-BODY EQUATORIAL VELOCITY IN M/S
C (POSITIVE IS PROGRADE)
EXROT=-30.4481
C 1.1.6: SS-AS MAXIMUM HORIZONTAL VELOCITY (SZA=90x) IN M/S (BOUGHER 120.78)
SSASY=I60
C 1.1.7: SS-AS MODEL INDEX (0-OFF, 1-LINEAR, 2-PARABOLIC, ....)
SSASM=I.
C 1.1.8: NUMBER OF BEAM ANNULI (i00 MAX)
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CC
C
C
C
C
C
C 1.2: PLANETARY ASPECT DATA
C
C
IWM=IO0
1.1.9: NUMBER OF BEAM SLICES (i00 MAX AND MUST BE MULTIPLE OF 4)
IWN=IO0
i.I.i0: BEAM CUTOFF: HWHM (i.) OR TWICE HWHM (2.)
BCUT=2.
i. i. ii: PRINTOUT FOR SUBROUTINE BEAM ON/OFF
IFLAG=0
I. 1.12: BEAM CENTER OFFSET CALCULATION ON/OFF
IOFSET=I
1.1.13: NUMBER OF OFFSETS DISTRIBUTED OVER 2c RADS. (sl00)
IOFNUM=8
1.1.14: MODE _f/ OUTPUT: WRITE TO SCREEN (6) OR FILE (7)
IMODE=7
1.2.1: OBSERVING DATE
DATA ZDATES/'December 1985','June 1986','October 1986',
+'March 1987'/
C 1.2.2: TELESCOPE
DATA ZTEL/'McMath','McMath','NASA IRTF','NASA IRTF'/
C 1.2.3: PLANETARY DIAMETER IN ARC-SECONDS
DATA PD/I0.,14.,48.5,14.5/
C 1.2.4: POINTING UNCERTAINTY IN ARC-SECONDS
DATA PUNCER/I.,I.,2.,I./
C 1.2.5: SS POINT LONGITUDE IN DEGREES
DATA AII/-15.1,58.,135.,-58.8/
C 1.2.6: SS POINT LATITUDE IN DEGREES
DATA A22/-0.5,-2.,2.1,I.25/
C 1.2.7: SE POINT LATITUDE IN DEGREES
DATA SELAT/0.4,-I.8,8.,-0.2/
DO 30 I=i,4
30 PHII(I)=-SELAT(I)
C 1.1.8: RHO IN DEGREES (positive for NP sky-westward of NCP)
DATA RHOO/-12.3,-13.3,-16.0,17.9/
C 1.1.9: DECLINATION IN DEGREES
DATA DEC/-19.82,20.3,-24.3,-14/
C
C 1.3: DECEMBER 1985 BEAM LOCATION DATA ENTRY
C
C 1.3.1: BEAM DESIGNATIONS
DATA ZBEAMD/'PIV02','PIV06','P2V03','P3V01','P4V05','P5V04'/
C 1.3.2: BEAM CENTER LONGITUDES IN DEGREES
DATA BIID/-15.1,-15.1,-15.1,-15.1,55.,-90./
C 1.3.3: BEAM CENTER LATITUDES IN DEGREES
DATA B22D/-0.5,-0.5,-50.,50.,0.,0./
C i. 3.4 : SEEING IN ARC-SECONDS (FWHM)
DATA SEED/I.,2.,I.,I.,I.,I./
C 1.3.5: MEASURED WINDS IN M/S
DATA WINDD/I.I,14.2,44.1,47.6,34.2,82.8/
C
C 1.4: JUNE 1986 BEAM LOCATION DATA ENTRY
C
C 1.4.1: BEAM DESIGNATIONS
P #s fl et t# It tDATA ZBEAMJ/ 02V04 , 02V08 , 02V18 , 03V01 , 03V05 , 03V09 ,
+O ,, ct F, ,I Fs ,t t,03V17 , 04V03 , 04V07 , 04VI0 , 05V02 , 05V06 , 05V19 , 06VII',
+'06VI5','O7VI2','08VI3','09VI4','09VI6"/
C 1.4.2: BEAM CENTER LONGITUDES IN DEGREES
DATA BIIJ/O.,0.,0.,58.,58.,58.,58.,40.,40.,40.,40.,40.,40.,0-,
+0.,0.,25.,-25.,-25./
(positive sky-westward of SE meridian)
(positive above orbital plane)
(positive above orbital plane)
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C 1.4.3: BEAM CENTER LATITUDES IN DEGREES
DATA B22J/0.,0.,0.,-2.,-2.,-2.,-2.,-40.,-40.,-40.,40.,40.,40.,
+-40.,-40.,40.,0.,0.,0./
C 1.4.4: SEEING IN ARC-SECONDS (FWHM)
DATA SEEJ/I.,2.,I.,I.,I.,2.,I.,I.,2.,2.,I.,I.,I.,2.,2.,2.,I.,
+1.,2./
C 1.4.5: MEASURED WINDS IN M/S
DATA WINDJ/3.1,-8.6,-12.2,-4.7,5.0,22.7,31.3,25.8,24.0,20.9,
+20.8,22.4,28.1,7.2,10.3,17.1,-0.5,42.9,45.9/
C
C 1.5: OCTOBER 1986 BEAM LOCATION DATA ENTRY
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C 1.6: MARCH 1987 BEAM LOCATION DATA ENTRY
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C i.
C
1.5.1: BEAM DESIGNATIONS
DATA ZBEAMO/'BVOS','DVO6",'DVO2','FVO4",'FVO7",'FVOI','HV03',
+'HV05'/
1.5.2: BEAM CENTER LONGITUDES IN DEGREES
DATA BIIO/65.,60.,60.,60.,60.,60.,60.,60./
1.5.3: BEAM CENTER LATITUDES IN DEGREES
DATA B220/40.,20.,20.,0.,0.,0.,-20.,-20./
1.5.4: SEEING IN ARC-SECONDS (FWHM)
DATA SEEO/3.,3.,3.,3.,3.,3.,3.,3./
1.5.5: MEASURED WINDS IN M/S
DATA WINDO/-101.1,-I05.7,-109.6,-94.0,-106.5,-101.6,-105.0,-91.2/
1.6.1: BEAM DESIGNATIONS
DATA ZBEAMM/'02VO3','3AV04','3BVO5','04V08','04VI0','05V07',
+'05V09','06VO2','O7V01','08VI2','09VII','IOV06'/
1.6.2: BEAM CENTER LONGITUDES IN DEGREES
DATA BIIM/O.,-70.,-50.,-40.,-40.,-40.,-40.,0.,0.,-25.,25.,-15./
1.6.3: BEAM CENTER LATITUDES IN DEGREES
DATA B22M/O.,0.,0.,-40.,-40.,40.,40.,-40.,40.,0.,0.,O./
1.6.4: SEEING IN ARC-SECONDS (FWHM)
DATA SEEM/2.,2.,2.,1.,1.,1.,1.,2.,2.,1.,1.,2./
1.6.5: MEASURED WINDS IN M/S
DATA WINDM/-5.,35.,21.,23.,30.,34.,33.,19.,25.,-14.,26.,-13./
7: ARRAY DEFINITION
DO 40 I=I,6
ZBEAM(I,I)=ZBEAMD(I)
BII(I,I)=BIID(I)
B22(I,I)=B22D(I)
SEE(I,1)=SEED(I)
40 WIND(I,1)=WINDD(I)
DO 50 I=i,19
ZBEAM(I,2)=ZBEAMJ(I)
BII(I,2)=BIIJ(I)
B22(I,2)=B22J(I)
SEE(I,2)=SEEJ(I)
50 WIND(I,2)=WINDJ(I)
DO 60 I=i,8
ZBEAM(I,3)=ZBEAMO(I)
BII(I,3)=BIlO(I)
B22(I,3)=B220(I)
SEE(I,3)=SEEO(I)
60 WIND(I,3)=WINDO(I)
DO 70 I=l,12
ZBEAM(I,4)=ZBEAMM(I)
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BII (I, 4)=BIIM(I)
B22(I,4)=B22M(I)SEE(I,4)=SEEM(I)
70 WIND(I,4)=WINDM(I)CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCSE TION2: UNITCONVERSIONSCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C 2.1: CONVERSIONSFORPLANETARYASPECTDATAC
CK=180./3.141592653589793
DO 80 J=l,4
AI(J)=AII(J)/CK
A2(J)=A22(J)/CK
PHI(J)=PHII(J)/CK
RHO (J) =RHOO (J)/CK
PDIAM(J)=PD(J)*I.009816754
80 CONTINUE
C
C 2.2: CONVERSIONS FOR BEAM LOCATION DATA
C
DO 100 J=l,4
DO 90 I=i,19
BI(I,J)=BII(I,J)/CK
B2 (I,J)=B22 (I,J)/CK
9O CONTINUE
i00 CONTINUE
C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC SECTION 3: DATA ENTRY PRINTOUT CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C
IF (IMODE.EQ.7) THEN
OPEN (UNIT=7,STATUS='NEW',FILE='VENUSA.DAT')
ELSE
ENDIF
WRITE (IMODE,210)
210 FORMAT (1X,'Model Parameters')
WRITE (IMODE,220) SSASY
220 FORMAT (3X,'SS-AS Maximum Horizontal Velocity (SZA=90x) (Bougher:l
+20.78): ',F7.2,' m/s')
WRITE (IMODE,230) SSASM
230 FORMAT (3X,'SS-AS Model Index (0-off, l-linear, 2-parabolic, ...)
+: ',F4.1)
IF (DABS(EXROT).LT.0.4481) THEN
WRITE (IMODE,260) EXROT
260 FORMAT (3X,'Zonal Solid-Body Equatorial Velocity: ',F7.2,
+ ' m/s')
ELSE
WRITE (IMODE,265) EXROT,448.1/EXROT
265 FORMAT (3X,'Zonal Solid-Body Equatorial Velocity: ',F7.2,
+ ' m/s (',F7.1,' day period)')
ENDIF
WRITE (IMODE,270) IWN
270 FORMAT (3X,'Number of Slices: ',I3)
WRITE (IMODE,275) IWM
275 FORMAT (3X,'Number of Annuli: ',I3)
IF (BCUT.EQ.I.) THEN
WRITE (IMODE,280)
280 FORMAT (3X,'Beam cutoff: HWHM')
ELSE
WRITE (IMODE,285)
285 FORMAT (3X,'Beam Cutoff: Twice HWHM')
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ENDIF
IF (IOFSET.EQ.I) THEN
WRITE (IMODE,290) IOFNUM
ELSE
WRITE (IMODE,290) 0
ENDIF
290 FORMAT (3X,'Number of Offset Calculations over 2 pi fads:
DO 350 J=l,4
IF (KOP(J).EQ.0) GOTO 350
WRITE (IMODE,300) ZDATES(J),ZTEL(J)
300 FORMAT (/,/,IX,A13,' ',AI3)
WRITE (IMODE,302) PD(J)
302 FORMAT (3X,'Planetary Diameter:',F6.2,' arc-secs')
WRITE (IMODE,304) DEC(J)
304 FORMAT (3X,'Planetary Declination:',F7.2," degs')
WRITE (IMODE,306) PUNCER(J)
306 FORMAT (3X,'Pointing Uncertainty: ',F2.0,' arc-secs')
WRITE (IMODE,308) All(J)
308 FORMAT (3X,'SS Longitude:',F7.2,' degs')
WRITE (IMODE,310) A22(J)
310 FORMAT (3X,'SS Latitude:',F7.2,' degs')
WRITE (IMODE,312) PHIl(J)
312 FORMAT (3X,'Phi:',F6.2,' degs')
WRITE (IMODE,314) RHOO(J)
314 FORMAT (3X,'Rho: ',F6.2,' degs')
WRITE (IMODE,320)
320 FORMAT (/,3X,' Beam Beam Center Beam Center
+g Measured')
WRITE (IMODE,330)
330 FORMAT (3X,' Longitude (deg) Latitude (deg)
+) Wind (m/s) ')
DO 340 I=I,19
IF (IGRID(I,J).EQ.0) GOTO 340
395
C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C
ZNAMED='START'
LONG=0.
LAT=0.
DILUTE=0.
DO 405 J=l,4
',I3)
Seein
(arc-secs
WRITE (IMODE,335) ZBEAM(I,J),BII(I,J),B22(I,J),SEE(I,J),WIND(I,J)
335 FORMAT (4X,A7,6X,F6.1,10X,F6.1,12X,F3.0,10X,F7.1)
340 CONTINUE
350 CONTINUE
WRITE (IMODE,355)
355 FORMAT (/,/,iX,'Task Definition',/)
WRITE (IMODE,360)
360 FORMAT (10X,'*****IGRID*****')
WRITE (IMODE,365)
365 FORMAT (6X,'D',6X,'J',6X,'O',6X,'M')
WRITE (IMODE,370) KOP(1),KOP(2),KOP(3),KOP(4),KNOP
370 FORMAT (/,6X,II,6X,II,6X,II,6X,II,' Periods ON/OFF TOTAL ON:',I
+i,/)
DO 380 I=I,19
WRITE (IMODE,375) IGRID(I,I),IGRID(I,2),IGRID(I,3),IGRID(I,4)
375 FORMAT (5X,I2,5X,I2,5X,I2,5X,I2)
380 CONTINUE
WRITE (IMODE,395) KNSS(1),KNSS(2),KNSS(3),KNSS(4)
FORMAT (/,5X,I2,5X,I2,5X,I2,SX,I2,' TOTAL SCANS ON PER OR')
SECTION 4: BEAM INTEGRATION CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
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396
400
405
C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC SECTION 5:
C
C For offset
C For offset
C
430
440
IF (KOP(J).EQ.0) GOTO 405
DO 400 I=i,19
IF (IGRID(I,J).EQ.0) GOTO 400
IF ((ZNAMED.EQ.ZTEL(J)) .AND. (LONG.EQ.BI(I,J)) .AND.
+(LAT.EQ.B2(I,J)) .AND. (DILUTE.EQ.SEE(I,J))) THEN
MWIND(I,J) =MWIND(I-I ,J)
VPUMAX ( I, J ) =VPUMAX (I-I, J)
VPUMIN ( I, J ) =VPUMIN (I-i, J)
PUAMAX ( I ,J) = PUAMAX (I-i ,J)
PUAMIN (I, J) =FUAMIN (I-i ,J)
PUBMAX ( I, J) =PUBMAX (I-i ,J)
PUBMIN (I, J ) =PUBMIN (I- I, J )
WRITE (6,396)ZDATES(J),ZBEAM(I,J) ,MWIND(I,J)
FORMAT (IX,AI4,3X,AI2,'BEAM COMPLETE: ',F7.2, ' M/S')
ELSE
CALL BEAM (EXROT, SSASY, SSASM, IWM, IWN, BCUT, IFLAG, IOFSET,
+ IOFNUM, ZDATES (J) ,ZTEL(J), ZBEAM(I,J) ,PDIAM(J) , PUNCER(J) ,
+ A1 (J) ,A2 (J) , PHI (J) ,RHO(J) ,DEC(J) ,B1 (I,J), B2 (I,J),
+ SEE(I,J) ,MWIND(I,J), VPUMAX (I, J) ,VPUMIN(I,J), PUAMAX (I, J),
+ PUAMIN (I, J), PUBMAX (I,J), PUBMIN (I,J), IMODE)
ENDIF
Z NAMED= Z TEL (J)
LONG=B1 ( I, J )
LAT=B2 (I,J)
DILUTE=SEE ( I ,J )
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
MODEL EVALUATION CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
SIG2=0.
SIG3=0. ^_
DO 440 J=l,4 AOq'_
IF (KOP(J).EQ.O) GOTO 440 _ _ _O %_
DO 430 I=i,19 _'%.O_ __O _
IF (IGRID(I,J).EQ.0) GO _ _%_9 O%% _
IF (IOFSET.EQ.I) THF" _
SIGI--(VPUMAXCT . 'o_ ..._._e
ELSE ,keO. .,.,_. v
SIGI=I. _v ._ _.
ENDI F c_%_ _ _ ._._ _
SIG2=SIGk D _- .,D(I ,J) )/SIGI) **2
SIG3=SIG3_ tO
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
SIGMA=DSQRT (_ _G2/SIG3 )
C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C
C
SECTION 6:
on, will variance weir'
off, will equally w s_
._.%"
EVALUATION PRINTOUT CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
WRITE (IMODE,445)
445 FORMAT (/,/,IX,'Model Evaluation')
DO 475 J=l,4
IF (KOP(J).EQ.0) GOTO 475
WRITE (IMODE,450) ZDATES(J),ZTEL(J)
450 FORMAT(/,3X,AI3,1X,A13,/)
WRITE (IMODE,455)
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455 FORMAT (5X,'Beam Measured Modelled Modelled Modelled'
+)
WRITE (IMODE,460)
460 FORMAT (5X,' ID Wind (m/s) Wind (m/s) Max. (m/s) Min. (m/s)',
+/)
DO 470 I=l,19
IF (IGRID(I,J).EQ.0) GOTO 470
IF (IOFSET.EQ.I) THEN
WRITE (IMODE,465) ZBEAM(I,J),WIND(I,J),MWIND(I,J),VPUMAX(I,J),
+ VPUMIN(I,J)
ELSE
WRITE (IMODE,465) ZBEAM(I,J),WIND(I,J),MWIND(I,J),0.00,0.00
ENDIF
465 FORMAT (4X,A5,3X,F7.1,5X,F7.2,5X,F7.2,5X,F7.2)
470 CONTINUE
475 CONTINUE
IF (IOFSET.EQ.0) GOTO 512
WRITE (IMODE,480)
480 FORMAT (/,/,iX,'Beam Center Longitude
+ degs)')
DO 510 J=l,4
IF (KOP(J).EQ.0) GOTO 510
WRITE (IMODE,485) ZDATES(J),ZTEL(J)
485 FORMAT(/,3X,AI3,1X,AI3,/)
WRITE (IMODE,490)
490 FORMAT (4X,'Beam Beam Center Longitude SS-Longitude
+ Latitude')
WRITE (IMODE,495)
495 FORMAT (4X,' ID SS-Long. Lat. Max Min Max Min
+ Max Min ',/)
DO 505 I=i,19
IF (IGRID(I,J).EQ.0) GOTO 505
WRITE (IMODE,500) ZBEAM(I,J),BII(I,J)-AII(J),B22(I,J),
+PUAMAX(I,J)*CK,PUAMIN(I,J)*CK,PUAMAX(I,J)*CK-AII(J),
+PUAMIN(I,J)*CK-AII(J),PUBMAX(I,J)*CK,PUBMIN(I,J)*CK
500 FORMAT (4X,A5,3X,F6.2,1X,F6.2,3X,F6.2,1X,F6.2,3X,F6.2,1X,F6.2,3X,
+F6.2,1X,F6.2)
505 CONTINUE
510 CONTINUE
512 WRITE (IMODE,515) SIGMA
515 FORMAT (/,/,iX,'Sigma: ',F8.4,' m/s')
OPEN (UNIT=8,STATUS='NEW',FILE='NCARA.DAT')
IF (IOFSET.EQ.I) THEN
WRITE (8,516) SSASY,SSASM,EXROT,IWN,IWM,BCUT,IOFNUM,SIGMA,KNOP
ELSE
WRITE (8,516) SSASY,SSASM,EXROT,IWN,IWM,BCUT,0,SIGMA,KNOP
ENDIF
516 FORMAT (IX,F7.2,1X,F4.1,1X,F7.2,1X,I4,1X,I4,1X,F3.0,1X,I3,1X,F6.2,
+IX,I2)
DO 519 J=l,4
IF (KOP(J).EQ.0) GOTO 519
WRITE (8,*) J,KNSS(J)
DO 518 I=i,19
IF (IGRID(I,J).EQ.0) GOTO 518
IF (IOFSET.EQ.I) THEN
WRITE (8,517) WIND(I,J),MWIND(I,J),VPUMAX(I,J),VPUMIN(I,J)
ELSE
WRITE (8,517) WIND(I,J),MWIND(I,J),0.000,0.000
ENDIF
517 FORMAT (IX,F7.2,1X,F7.2,1X,F7.2,1X,F7.2)
and Latitude Uncertainty (in
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518 CONTINUE
519 CONTINUE
END
C
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC SECTION 7: SUBROUTINE BEAM CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C
SUBROUTINE BEAM(EXROT,SSASY,SSASM,IWM,IWN,BCUT,IFLAG,IOFSET,
+IOFNUM,ZDATES,ZTEL,ZBEAM, PD,PUNCER,AI,A2,PHI,RHO,DEC,BI,B2,SEE,
+MWIND,VPUMAX,VPUMIN,PUAMAX,PUAMIN,PUBMAX,PUBMIN,IMODE)
IMPLICIT _EAL*8 (A-H,L-Y)
IMPLICIT INTEGER*4 (I-K)
IMPLICIT CHARACTER*I5 (Z)
DIMENSION CYPP(100,100),CZPP(100,100),A(100,100),B(100,100),
+AREA(100,100),BSHAPE(100),SZA(100,100),V(100,100),RV(100,100),
+RVROT(100,IOO),EINTEN(IO0,100),II(100,100),II2(100,100),II3(IO0),
+II4(IO0),PUWIND(100),OALPHA(100),OBETA(100)
LAMDA=I0.3337039
APIRTF=3.
APMATH=I.52
CK=180./3.141592653589793
C
C 7.1: BEAM HWHM CALCULATION
C
IF (ZTEL.EQ.'NASA IRTF') GOTO 520
AP=APMATH
IF (DEC.LT.-7.180756) GOTO 525
NEWAP=2.032*DSIN(45./CK-DEC/(CK*2.))
AHD=I25821.65*LAMDA/(NEWAP*I000000.)
Ah"W=AHD+SEE/2.
AHWPR=AHW*2./PD
BHD=I25821.65*LAMDA/(AP*I000000.)
BHW=BHD+SEE/2.
BHWPR=BHW*2./PD
ZS='E'
GOTO 540
520 AP-APIRTF
525 HWHD=I25821.65*LAMDA/(AP*I000000.)
HWHM=HWHD+SEE/2.
HWHMPR=HWHM*2./PD
ZS='C'
C
C 7.2:
C
C
540
550
BEAM ELEMENT CENTROID LONGITUDE A(I,J) AND LATITUDE B(I,J)
DETERMINATION
CYPPBC=DS IN (BI) *DCOS (B2) *DCOS (R}'O) +DCOS (BI) *DCOS (B2 ) *DSIN (PHI) *DSI
+N (RHO) +DSIN (B2) *DCOS (PHI) *DSIN (RHO)
CZPPBC=DCOS (BI) *DCOS (B2) *DSIN (PHI) *DCOS (RHO) +DSIN (B2) *DCOS (PHI) *DC
+OS (RHO) -DSIN(BI) *DCOS (B2) *DSIN(RHO)
IF (ZS.EQ.'C') THEN
DO 650 J=I,IWM
DO 600 I=I,IWN
CYPP (I, J) =CYPPBC+ (HWHMPR*BCUT* (J-. 5)/IWM) *DCOS (360. * (I-. 5)/(CK*
+ IWN))
CZPP(I,J) =CZPPBC+ (HWHMPR*BCUT* (J-. 5)/IWM) *DSIN(360. * (I-. 5) / (CK*
+ IWN))
IF ((CYPP(I,J)**2+CZPP(I,J)**2).GT.I.) THEN
II(I,J)=0
ELSE
II(I,J)=l
ENDIF
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C
C 7.3:
C
600 CONTINUE
650 CONTINUE
ELSE
DF=AHWPR**2-BHWPR**2
DO 880 J=I,IWM
DO 860 I=I,IWN
DG=DCOS (360. * (I-. 5)/(CK*IWN) )
DH=DSIN(360.*(I-.5)/(CK*IWN))
DI=DSQRT(BHWPR**2+DF*DG**2)
Cypp(I,J)=CYPPBC+(J-.5)*AHWPR*BHWPR*BCUT*DG/(IWM*DI)
CZPP(I,J)=CZPPBC+(J-.5)*AHWPR*BHWPR*BCUT*DH/(IWM*DI)
IF ((Cypp(I,J)**2+CZPP(I,J)**2).GT.I-) THEN
II(I,J)=O
ELSE
II(I,J)=l
ENDIF
860 CONTINUE
880 CONTINUE
ENDIF
DO 1150 J=I,IWM
DO 1140 I=I,IWN
IF (II(I,J).EQ.O) GOTO 1140
CYY=Cypp(I,J)*DCOS(RHO)-CZPP(I,J)*DSIN(RHO)
CZZ=Cypp(I,J)*DSIN(RHO)+CZPP(I,J)*DCOS(RHO)
CXX=DSQRT(I.-CYY**2-CZZ**2)
SBETA=CZZ*DCOS(PHI)-CXX*DSIN(PHI)
B(I,J)=DASIN(SBETA)
SALPHA=CYY/DCOS(B(I,J))
A(I,J)=DASIN(SALPHA)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
1210
1220
BEAM ELEMENT AREA (AREA(I,J)) CALCULATION
IF (ZS.EQ.'C') THEN
DO 1220 J=I,IWM
DO 1210 I=I,IWN
AREA (I, J) =180. *HWHM*HWHM* BCUT** 2" (2. *J-l. )/ (CK*IWM* IWM* IWN)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
ELSE
CONI=BHW/AHW
DO 1390 J=I,IWM
DO 1380 I=I,IWN
CONIA=360. *I/(CK* IWN)
IF ((CONIA.EQ.90./CK).OR- (CONIA.EQ.270./CK)) THEN
CON3A=90./CK
ELSE
CON2A=DABS (DTAN (CONIA) )
CON3 A=DATAN (CON1* CON2A)
ENDIF
CONIB=360. * (I-l.)/(CK*IWN)
IF ((CONIB.EQ.90./CK) .OR. (CONIB.EQ.270./CK)) THEN
CON3 B=90./CK
ELSE
CON2B=DABS (DTAN (CONIB) )
CON3 B=DATAN (CONI*CON2 B)
ENDIF
CON2=AHW*BHW*BCUT**2* (2. *J-I. )/(2. * IWM* IWM)
AREA (I, J) =CON2 *DABS (CON3B-CON3A)
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1380 CONTINUE
1390 CONTINUE
ENDIF
C
C 7.4: BEAM SHAPE WEIGHTING (BSHAPE(J) ) CALCULATION
C
1500
C
C 7.5:
C
C
C
1550
1600
DO 1500 J=I,IWM
CSYNffi((J-0.5)/IWM)**2
BSHAPE(J)=DEXP(-.6931471806*CSYN*BCUT**2)
CONTINUE
BEAM ELEMENT CENTROID SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE (SZA(I,J)),
SS-AS WIND SURFACE VELOCITY (V(I,J)), AND SS-AS WIND
RADIAL VELOCITY (RV(I,J)) DETERMINATION
DO 1600 J=I,IWM
DO 1550 I=I,IWN
IF (II(I,J).EQ.0) GOTO 1550
AX=DCOS (AI) *DCOS (A2) *DCOS (PHI ) -DS IN (A2) * DSIN (PHI )
A¥=DCOS (A2) *DSIN (AI)
AZ=DSIN (A2) *DCOS (PHI) +DCOS (AI) *DCOS (A2) *DSIN (PHI )
BXffiDCOS (A (I, J) ) *DCOS (B(I, J) ) *DCOS (PHI) -DSIN (B (I, J) ) *DSIN (PHI)
BYffiDCOS (B(I, J) )*DSIN (A(I, J) )
BZ=DSIN(B(I,J) ) *DCOS (PHI) +DCOS (A(I,J)) *DCOS (B(I,J)) *DSIN(PHI)
C4=AX* BX+AY* BY+AZ* BZ
SZA (I, J) =DACOS (C4) *CK
IF (SZA(I,J).GT.90.) THEN
II2(I,J)=O
ELSE
II2 (I,J) =I
ENDIF
SSASI=(90.-SZA(I,J) )/90.
V (I, J) =SSASY-SSASY*SSAS 1" * 1
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 2040 J=I,IWM
DO 2030 I=I,IWN
IF (II(I,J).EQ.0) GOTO 2030
IF (DABS(AI*CK) .GT.90.) THEN
ZSIGN=' NEW '
A2=-A2
IF (AI*CK.GT.90.) THEN
AlffiAI - ( 180./CK)
ELSE
AI=AI+ ( 180./CK)
ENDIF
ENDIF
AXffiDCOS (AI) *DCOS (A2) *DCOS (PHI ) -DS IN (A2) *DSIN (PHI )
AY=DCOS (A2) *DSIN (AI)
AZ=DSIN (A2) *DCOS (PHI ) +DCOS (AI) * DCOS (A2) * DSIN (PHI )
BX'-DCOS (A (I, J) ) *DCOS (B (I, J) )*DCOS (PHI)-DSIN (B(I, J) )*DSIN (PHI)
BYffiDCOS (B(I,J)) *DSIN(A(I,J) )
BZffiDSIN(B(I,J) ) *DCOS (PHI) +DCOS (A(I,J)) *DCOS (B(I,J)) *DSIN(PHI)
ClffiBX*AZ-BZ *AX
C2=BX*AY-BY*AX
C3 =BZ *AY-BY*AZ
CII=CI*CI
C22=C2"C2
C33=C3"C3
CL=CII+C22+C33
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UX2=C33/CL
M=I.-UX2-BX*BX
IF (M.LT.0.) THEN
M=0.
ELSE
M=DSQRT(M)
ENDIF
UX=DSQRT(UX2)
IF (UX.EQ.1.) THEN
RV(I,J)=O.
ELSE
DX=DSQRT(I.-UX2)
DY=-CI*C3/(CL*DX)
DZ=C2*C3/(CL*DX)
BB=CK*DACOS(AX*DX+AY*DY+AZ*DZ)
GG=CK*DACOS(BX*DX+BY*DY+BZ*DZ)
RV(I,J)=V(I,J)*M
IF ((GG.LT.BB).AND.(SZA(I,J).LT.BB))
RV(I,J)=-RV(I,J)
ELSE
ENDIF
IF (ZSIGN.EQ.'NEW') THEN
RV(I,J)=-RV(I,J)
ENDIF
ENDIF
2030 CONTINUE
2040 CONTINUE
IF (ZSIGN.EQ.'NEW') THEN
A2=-A2
ZSIGN='OLD'
IF (AI*CK.GT.90.) THEN
AI=AI+ ( 180./CK)
ELSE
AI=AI- (180 ./CK)
ENDIF
ENDIF
C
C 7.6:
C
THEN
EMISSION INTENSITY (EINTEN(I,J)) CALCULATION
EMI=6172./19.
EM2=(6153./6172.)*,2
DO 2300 J=I,IWM
DO 2290 I=I,IWN
IF ((II(I,J).EQ.0).OR.(II2(I,J).EQ.0)) THEN
EINTEN(I,J)=O.
ELSE
DIST=CYPP(I,J)**2+CZPP(I,J)**2
EM3=DSQRT(I.-DIST)
IF (DSQRT(DIST).LT.6112./6172.) THEN
EM4=DSQRT(EM2-DIST)
AMASS=EMI*(EM3-EM4)
ELSEIF (DSQRT(DIST).LT.6153./6172.) THEN
EM4=DSQRT(EM2-DIST)
AMASS=EMI*(EM3-EM4)*2
ELSE
AMASS=EMI*EM3*2
ENDIF
EINTEN(I,J)=AMASS*DCOS(SZA(I,J)/CK)
ENDIF
2290 CONTINUE
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2300 CONTINUE
C
C 7.7:
C
C
BEAM ELEMENT CENTROID ROTATIONAL RADIAL VELOCITY
(RVROT(I,J)) DETERMINATION
DO 2140 J=I,IWM
DO 2130 I=I,IWN
IF (II(I,J).EQ.0) GOTO 2130
RVROT(I,J)=(.7673+EXROT)*DCOS(B(I,J))*DSIN(A(I,J))*DCOS(PHI)
2130 CONTINUE
2140 CONTINUE
C
C 7.8: BEAM AVERAGED TOTAL RADIAL VELOCITY (VBEAM) DETERMINATION
C
C=299792458.
SUM1=0.
SUM2=O.
DO 2390 J=I,IWM
DO 2380 I=I,IWN
DOPP= (RVROT (I, J) +RV (I, J) )/C
SUMI=SUMI+AREA (I, J) *EINTEN (I, J ) *BSHAPE (J)
SUM2 =SUM2+AREA (I, J ) *EINTEN (I, J ) *BSHAPE (J) / (I+DOPP)
2380 CONTINUE
2390 CONTINUE
IF (ISETON.EQ.I) GOTO 3570
MWIND= ((SUMI/SUM2) -i. ) *C
WRITE (6,2395) ZDATES,ZBEAM,MWIND
2395 FORMAT (IX,AI4,3X,AI2,'BEAM COMPLETE: ',F7.2,' M/S')
C
C 7.9 : SUBROUTINE BEAM PRINTOUT
C
IF (IFLAG.EQ.O) GOTO 3550
WRITE (IMODE, 2700)
2700 FORMAT(/,/,/,/,IX,'********************************* FOR SUBROUTIN
+E ***************************** )
WRITE (IMODE,2710) ZDATES,ZTEL,ZBEAM
2710 FORMAT (/,iX,'Beam ID: ',AI3,2X,A9,2X,A7,/)
IF (ZS.EQ.'C') THEN
WRITE (IMODE,2720)
2720 FORMAT (iX,'Beam Shape: Circular')
WRITE (IMODE,2730) HWHD
2730 FORMAT (1IX,' Diffraction-Limited HWHM:',FS.2,' arc-secs')
WRITE (IMODE,2740) SEE/2.
2740 FORMAT (1IX,' Seeing HWHM:',FS.2,' arc-secs')
WRITE (IMODE,2750) HWHM
2750 FORMAT (1IX,' Total Beam HWHM:',F5.2,' arc-secs')
ELSE
WRITE (IMODE,2800)
2800 FORMAT (lX,'Beam Shape: Elliptical')
WRITE (IMODE,2810) AHD
2810 FORMAT (5X,'Semi-Major Axis to HM
+ ' arc-secs')
WRITE (IMODE,2820) SEE/2.
2820 FORMAT (SX,'
+ " arc-secs')
WRITE (IMODE,2830) AHW
2830 FORMAT (5X,'
+ ' arc-secs',/)
WRITE (IMODE,2840) BHD
2840 FORMAT (SX,'Semi-Minor Axis to HM
Diffr.-Limited:',F5.2,
Seeing:',F5.2,
Total:',F5.2,
Diffr.-Limited:',FS.2,
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SEE/2. Seeing:' , F5.2,
BHW
Total : ' , F5.2,
+ ' arc-secs')
WRITE (IMODE,2850)
2850 FORMAT (SX,"
+ ' arc-secs')
WRITE (IMODE,2860)
2860 FORMAT (SX,'
+ ' arc-secs')
ENDIF
WRITE (IMODE,2870) PD
2870 FORMAT (/,iX,'Planet Diam. Corrected to ii0 hm Alt.: ',F6.2,'
+secs')
WRITE
2880 FORMAT
WRITE
(IMODE,2880)
(/,iX,'Beam Element Centroid Characterization',/)
(IMODE,2890)
arc-
2890 FORMAT (3X,'element Y" Z" Alpha Beta Area
+ Rel. Rel.')
WRITE (IMODE,2900)
2900 FORMAT (3X,' I J (asec) (asec) (deg) (deg) (sq asec)
+ Beam Wt. Intensity',/)
DO 2940 J=I,IWM
DO 2930 I=I,IWN
IF (II(I,J).EQ.0) THEN
WRITE (IMODE,2910) I,J,CYPP(I,J)*PD/2.,CZPP(I,J)*PD/2.,
+ AREA(I,J),BSHAPE(J)
2910 FORMAT (3X,I2,2X,I2,3X,F6.2,2X,F6.2,3X,'Off-PI',3X,'Off-PI',4X,
+ F6.4,SX,F6.4,6X,'Off-PI')
ELSEIF (II2(I,J).EQ.O) THEN
WRITE (IMODE,2915) I,J,CYPP(I,J)*PD/2.,CZPP(I,J)*PD/2.,
+ A(I,J)*CK,B(I,J)*CK,AREA(I,J),BSHAPE(J)
2915 FORMAT (3X,I2,2X,I2,3X,F6.2,2X,F6.2,3X,F6.2,3X,F6.2,4X,F6.4,5X,
+ F6.4,4X,' SZA>90x')
ELSE
WRITE (IMODE,2920) I,J,CYPP(I,J)*PD/2.,CZPP(I,J)*PD/2.,
+ A(I,J)*CK,B(I,J)*CK,AREA(I,J),BSHAPE(J),EINTEN(I,J)
2920 FORMAT (3X,I2,2X,I2,3X,F6.2,2X,F6.2,3X,F6.2,3X,F6.2,4X,F6.4,5X,
+ F6.4,6X,F7.4)
ENDIF
2930 CONTINUE
2940 CONTINUE
AREAl=0.
DO 3000 J=I,IWM
DO 2990 I=I,IWN
AREAI=AREA(I,J)+AREAI
2990 CONTINUE
3000 CONTINUE
IF (ZS.EQ.'C') THEN
WRITE (IMODE,3010) AREAI*CK/(180.*HWHM*HWHM*BCUT**2)
3010 FORMAT (/,iX,'Normalized d of element areas test. Total Area:
+ ',F6.4)
ELSE
WRITE (IMODE,3030) AREAI*CK/(IS0.*AHW*BHW*BCUT**2)
3030 FORMAT (/,iX,'Normalized d of element areas test. Total Area:
+ ',F6.4)
ENDIF
WRITE (IMODE,3055)
3055 FORMAT (/,iX,'Beam Element Centroid-Associated Velocities',/)
WRITE (IMODE,3060)
3060 FORMAT (6X,' SSAS Wind SSAS Wind Rot. Tota
+i Element')
WRITE (IMODE,3070)
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3070 FORMAT (6X,'Element SZA
+al contrib')
WRITE (IMODE,3080)
3080 FORMAT (6X," I J (deg)
+/s) onl/off0',/)
DO 3150 J=I,IWM
DO 3140 I=I,IWN
IF (II(I,J).EQ.0) THEN
WRITE (IMODE,3120) I,J,II(I,J)
3120 FORMAT (6X,I2,2X,I2,9X,'
ELSE
Surface Radial Radial Radi
Vel(m/s) Vel(m/s) Vel(m/s) Vel(m
element off planet',21X,I2)
WRITE (IMODE,3130) I,J,SZA(I,J),V(I,J),RV(I,J) ,RVROT(I,J) ,
+ RVROT (I, J) +RV(I, J) ,II2(I,J)
3130 FORMAT (6X, I2,2X, I2,3X, F7.2,3X,F7.2,3X, F7.2,3X,F7.2,3X, F7.2,5X,
+ 12)
ENDIF
3140 CONTINUE
3150 CONTINUE
WRITE (IMODE,3170) MWIND
3170 FORMAT (/,IX,'Beam Integrated Radial Wind Speed:',F6.2,' m/s')
C
C 7.10: BEAM CENTER OFFSETS
C
3550 IF (IOFSET.EQ.0) GOTO 37OO
TRUYBC=CYPPBC
TRUZBC=CZPPBC
DO 3580 K=I,IOFNUM
CYPPBC=TRUYBC+ PUNCER* (2. /PD) * DCOS (360. * (K- 1. ) / (CK* I 0 FNUM ) )
CZPPBC=TRUZBC+PUNCER* (2 ./PD) *DSIN (360. * (K-I.) / (CK*IOFNUM))
OYY=CYPPBC*DCOS (RHO) -CZPPBC*DSIN (RHO)
OZZ=CYPPBC*DSIN (RHO) +CZPPBC* DCOS (RHO)
OX=OYY**2+OZZ**2
IF (OX.GT.I.) THEN
II3(K)=0
ELSE
II3 (K)=I
OXX=DS QRT (I. -OX)
OB=OZ Z *DCOS (PHI ) -OXX* DS IN (PHI )
OBETA (K) =DASIN (OB)
OA=OYY/DCOS (OBETA (K) )
OALPHA (K )= DAS IN (OA )
ENDIF
I S ETON= 1
GOTO 550
3570 IF (SUM2.EQ.0.) THEN
If4 (K) ffiO
ELSE
If4 (K)=I
PUWIND (K) = ((SUMI/SUM2) -I. ) *C
ENDIF
3580 CONTINUE
VPUMAX=-9999.
DO 3590 K=I,IOFNUM
IF (II4(K).EQ.O) GOTO 3590
IF (PUW_ND(K).LT.VPUMAX) GOTO 3590
VPUMAX--PUWIND (K)
3590 CONTINUE
VPUMIN=9999.
DO 3600 K=I,IOFNUM
IF (II4(K).EQ.O) GOTO 3600
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IF (PUWIND(K).GT.VPUMIN) GOTO 3600
VPUMIN=PUWIND(K)
3600 CONTINUE
PUAMAX=-9999.
DO 3605 K=I,IOFNUM
IF (II3(K).EQ.0) THEN
IF {BI.GT.0.) THEN
PUAMAX=90./CK
ELSE
GOTO 3605
ENDIF
ELSE
IF (OALPHA(K).LT.PUAMAX) GOTO 3605
PUAMAX=OALPHA (K)
ENDIF
3605 CONTINUE
PUAMIN=9999.
DO 3610 K=I,IOFNUM
IF (II3(K).EQ.O) THEN
IF (BI.LT.0.) THEN
PUAMIN=-90./CK
ELSE
GOTO 3610
ENDIF
ELSE
IF (OALPHA(K).GT.PUAMIN) GOTO 3610
PUAMIN=OALPHA (K)
ENDIF
3610 CONTINUE
PUBMAX=-9999.
DO 3615 K=I,IOFNUM
IF (II3(K).EQ.0) GOTO 3615
IF (OBETA(K).LT.PUBMAX) GOTO 3615
PUBMAX=OBETA(K)
3615 CONTINUE
PUBMIN=9999.
DO 3620 K=I,IOFNUM
IF (II3(K).EQ.0) GOTO 3620
IF (OBETA(K).GT.PUBMIN) GOTO 3620
PUBMIN=OBETA(K)
3620 CONTINUE
ISETON=O
IF (IFLAG.EQ.0) GOTO 3700
WRITE (IMODE,3630) PUNCER
3630 FORMAT (/,iX,'Beam Center Offsets',3X,'Pointing Uncertainty:
+,F3.1,' arc-secs')
WRITE (IMODE,3635)
3635 FORMAT (/,5X,' Beam Center
WRITE (IMODE,3640)
3640 FORMAT (5X,' Long.(degs)
DO 3660 K=I,IOFNUM
IF (II3(K).EQ.I) THEN
Beam Center Total Radial')
Lat. (degs) Vel. (m/st',/)
3645
3650
3655
3660
3700
WRITE (IMODE,3645) OALPHA(K) *CK,OBETA(K) *CK,PUWIND(K)
FORMAT (9X, F6.2,10X, F6.2,10X, F7.2)
ELSEIF (II4(K).EQ.I) THEN
WRITE (IMODE, 3650) PUWIND(K)
FORMAT (9X,'Beam Center Off Planet',10X,F7.2)
ELSE
WRITE (IMODE,3655)
FORMAT (9X,'Entire Offset Beam Off Planet')
ENDIF
CONTINUE
END
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APPENDIX 3: THE VENUSIAN ATMOSPHERE - A HISTORICAL REVIEW TO 1962
Since 1962 no less than 15 Soviet and 6 American spacecraft have
been sent to probe the Venusian environs. From this veritable armada
were dispatched 17 entry probes, ii of which transmitted data through
descent with continued operation on the surface, 6 orbiters and 2
balloon-borne probes. Yet prior to the space age, astonishingly little
was learned, in 300 years of ground-based observation, about our
nearest planetary neighbor. In fact, until the advent of radar and
radio astronomy in the late 1950's, the solid planet remained hidden
from view, all Venus studies necessarily probing the atmospheric cloak
above the cloud tops at -65 km altitude. As such were by definition
studies of atmospheric dynamics, they complement well the subject of
this work.
What follows is a comprehensive review of Venus dynamical studies
up to the flight of the first space probes. It is ironic testimony to
human exploration of the cosmos - indicative of the dramatic strides in
our understanding yet humbling, for it demonstrates that our journey
has only begun.
A3.1. EARLY TELESCOPIC OBSERVATIONS
Telescopic observations as early as 1645, by Francesco Fontana,
gave rise to reports of both bright and dusky ill-defined spots on the
brilliant disk of Venus (Fontana 1646, Riccioli 1651). The spots'
periodic reappearance was regarded as a key to the planet's rotation
period, though much of the literature is historically inaccurate as to
who made what claim (Chandler 1897). The first to attempt such a
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determination was Jean Dominique Cassini at Bologna, in 1666 and 1667.
Cassini was quite hesitant to derive a rotation period from features so
vague and variable in form that their motion often seemed illusory, and
which, during his best observation, could only be tracked for little
more than an hour. He wrote simply, "... that in less than one day
[the spot] completes its motion - be it revolution or libration - so
that in about 23 days it returns at about the same time to the same
location on the planet..." (J.D. Cassini 1667a,b). In a similar
undertaking from Rome in 1726, Francesco Bianchini (1728) obtained the
considerably longer period of 24d8 h.
After a failed attempt to determine Venus' rotation period with
Maraldi in 1729, Jacques Cassini (1732a,b, 1740) combined the
observations of his father and Bianchini to obtain a period of 23h20 m,
arguing that Bianchini unknowingly reported a sub-harmonic of the true
period. To the younger Cassini, both sets of observations were
mutually consistent if, in fact, Venus completed 25 rotations in the
span of Bianchini's 24d8 h period. It is the son's 23h20 m rotation
period which incorrectly frequents the literature as J.D. Cassini's
original result of 1667 (Chandler 1897, see also Moore and Hunt 1983,
Flammarion and Gore 1894, Hind 1852).
During the transit of 1761 in St. Petersburg (Leningrad), Mikhail
Vasilyevich Lomonosov (1955a) found Venus' limb off the solar disk well
defined by a luminous halo. He correctly attributed this effect to
Venus' atmosphere and is credited with its discovery (Lomonosov
1955a,b). He wrote, "... the planet Venus is surrounded by a
considerable atmosphere equal to, if not greater than, that which
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envelops our Earthly sphere" (Kudryavtsev 1954, Menshutkin 1952).
Lomonosov's observations following first contact were confirmed by
David Rittenhouse during the transit of 1769 (Hindle 1980, Herrmann
1984).
Concurrent observations of Venus madeby Johann Schr_ter (1792,
1795) at Lilienthal in Germany,and William Herschel (1793) in England,
from 1777 to 1793, convinced both menthey were seeing predominantly
light reflected from Venus' extensive atmosphere and not the true
surface of the planet. "Replete with matter that reflects and refracts
light copiously in all directions", as described by Herschel, such an
atmospherewould account for the observed anomalously strong decrease
in brilliance from limb to terminator due to the corresponding
foreshortening of Venus' atmospheric column along the line of sight.
As well, nearly all surface definition derived from sunlight reflected
at the surface would be obliterated by the strongly scattering
atmosphere, consistent with the virtual absence of structure on the
observed disk. While Herschel felt these effects implied extensive
cloud cover, Schr_ter viewed them as resulting naturally from a thick
atmosphere, "generally clear and transparent, like our own". SchrSter
adding, "... I cannot think ... that Providence would bless the
inhabitants of Venus, incomparably less than ourselves, with the
happiness of seeing the works of almighty power, and of discovering,
like a Herschel, still more distant regions of the universe"
A more direct indication of an extensive Venusian atmosphere lay in
SchrSter's observation that the horns of Venus' crescent extended well
beyond the line of the diameter. SchrSter wrote, "... this phaenomenon
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is occasioned by a light reflected by the atmosphere of Venus into the
dark hemisphere of the planet .... being in fact, a real twilight"
SchrSter found this twilight to extend some 309 miles across the
terminator, from which he calculated a perpendicular height of at least
3 miles for "the inferior and more dense part of the atmosphere".
Both observers also reported seeing the bright and dusky spots. To
Herschel the variable nature of the spots always precluded a period
determination. SchrSter, in 1786, perceived spot motions indicative of
a rotation period near 24 hours.
SchrSter further claimed the discovery of a new periodic phenomenon
which considerably irked his illustrious colleague in England.
Venus' horns near maximum elongation, particularly the southern horn,
appeared sometimes blunted, other times with small luminous projections
into the night hemisphere. He attributed both effects to extensive
mountain ridges, with peaks rising 23 miles above the surface.
SchrSter°s initial observations of the new phenomenon from 1789-91
yielded a rotation period of 23h21 m, Coupling these with a subsequent
series of observations in 1793, SchrSter obtained a period of
23h20mlgS "
Meanwhile, Herschel, after trying in vain to see the telltale
irregularities in Venus' horns wrote; "... as to the mountains on
Venus, I may venture to say that no eye, which is not considerably
better than mine, or assisted by much better instruments, will ever get
a sight of them". The reflecting telescope Schr_ter principally used
for his observations was built by Herschel.
The derived rotation periods were remarkably consistent - notably
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close to the terrestrial day. Yet the all-important bright and dusky
spots could not be seen by manyobservers, could not be recovered by
even the elder Cassini after his initial observations, and no hard
evidence attested to their reality (J. Cassini 1732b, 1740,
Schiaparelli 1890). The value, however, stood firm one hundred years
beyond Schr6ter with, for example, Francesco de Vico reporting in 1841
a period of 23h21m22s after what was at the time considered a
painstaking effort (Chandler 1897).
Giovanni Schiaparelli (1890, 1895) met considerable opposition in
1890when his observations led him to claim a solar-synchronous
rotation period of 224.7d. While he felt the observational constraints
weak enough to allow a rotation period from 6 to 9 months,
solar-synchronicity seemednaturally appealing. Far from precedent
setting the Moonexhibited such a dynamical lock with Earth -
Schiaparelli's view implied either perpetual day or perpetual night for
an observer on Venus.
By the turn of the twentieth century enough observational momentum
had been gained by the Schiaparelli bandwagon,with Terby, Perrotin,
Tacchini, Cerulli (1896) and Mascari (1896) firmly on board, and none
other than Percival Lowell (1896b, 1903) at Flagstaff as one of the
leading proponents, that the true rotation period of Venus was
admittedly uncertain (Chandler 1897, Macpherson1913, See 1910). On a
somewhatfacetious note, L. Brenner, a memberof the 24h camp, reported
in 1895 a period of 23h57m7.5459s,reflecting a level of precision
certainly ahead of our time (Rotation of Venus 1896).
Taken together, a Venus diameter nearly identical to Earth's (known
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since the transit of 1761), an extensive atmosphere with ubiquitous
cloud cover suggesting abundant water vapor, and a rotation period
nearly 24 h laid a firm groundwork for the "twin planet" concept with
strong implications for life on Venus (Mumford 1909).
A very contrary view, based on a solar-synchronous rotation, was
forwarded by Lowell (1896a). He envisioned the sunlit hemisphere as a
vast desert, scorched by a Sun motionless in Venus' sky, and the night
hemisphere covered by the planet's almost entire complement of water in
the form of glacial ice. All hope for life seemed to reside in the
zone of perpetual twilight, a circumferential band centered on the
terminator, which separated the two climatic extremes (Mumford 1909).
Lowell (1896a) also held the observed visual markings to be surface
structure, consistent with an atmosphere devoid of clouds, all moisture
long ago having diffused across the terminator and frozen out on the
dark side.
A3.2. PHOTOGRAPHIC DETECTION OF ROTATION
While visual attempts to determine Venus' rotation period continued
well into the twentieth century, the critical need for far less
subjective means of attacking the problem was clear.
The photographic record for Venus dates back to at least 1890 with
work done at Lick Observatory by E.S. Holden and W.W. Campbell (1890).
F. Quenisset at Flammarion Observatory near Paris, in 1911 and 1921,
laid claim to the first successful photographs of Venus' markings
though it appears that A. Rordame, observing in Salt Lake City, Utah,
should be credited with the first published photographic evidence in
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1922 (Quenisset 1911, 1921; Rordamme1922a,b).
In 1924 W.H. Wright at the Lick Observatory obtained photographs in
the near-IR (7600 A) and violet (4400 A) with structure only evident in
the latter group (Wright 1925, 1927). A series of UVphotographs at
3600 _, taken by F.E. Ross at Mt. Wilson in 1927, exhibited remarkably
detailed structure over Venus' entire disk (Ross 1928). Ross felt the
observed band structure could not be reconciled with a slow rotation.
Consistent with Wright's observations, Ross' photographs in the
blue-violet, blue, red and IR showeddiminishing detail with increasing
wavelength. The red and IR photos exhibited no detail at all.
Ross' original plates were unfortunately lost, with serious
photographic studies not undertaken again until 1941 by H. Camichel and
A. Dollfus at Pic-du-Midi (Dollfus 1953, 1955), and 1950 by G.P. Kuiper
at McDonaldObservatory (Richardson 1955). Both Kuiper and R.S.
Richardson, carrying out a similar investigation in 1955 at Mr° Wilson,
tried to deduceVenus' obliquity from its banded appearance on their UV
photographs, obtaining 32° and 14° , respectively (Kuiper 1954,
Richardson 1955). The results, as inconsistent as those by early
telescopic observers (Chandler 1897), failed to deduce the true
obliquity of 2,6° (Colin 1983). Kuiper's observations led him to
a fairly short rotation period of at most a few weeks. Dollfus (1955),
carrying the Schiaparelli view into the second half of the twentieth
century, concluded a solar-synchronous rotation period, based on his
visual and photographic observations.
Detailed UVphotographs made1957-59 at Brazzaville, Republic of
the Congo, by amateur astronomer C. Boyer, provided the first evidence
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4d
of a sidereal retrograde rotation period (Boyer 1958a,b). Initially
reported to the Acad_mie des Sciences in 1957 (Smith 1967), Boyer
tracked the large-scale, dark, Y-shaped feature now famous from
spacecraft imaging, determining a spin axis nearly perpendicular to the
orbital plane. Boyer asked Camichel at Pic-du-Midi to verify the
result, which the latter found to be consistent with UV photographs
taken at the Pic in 1953 (Boyer and Camichel 1961, Boyer et al. 1960).
Venus' atmosphere, and by logical extension, the planet itself
seemed to be rotating "backwards" Uranus, the only known retrograde
rotator, had an obliquity of 98 ° and was thus only marginally
retrograde (Abell et al. 1987). If correct, Venus' case was the most
extreme departure from solar system formation theory, which held all
spin and orbital angular momenta for the Sun and the planets should be
nearly aligned. The need for an ad hoc explanation for Venus (and
Uranus) was unpalatable (see Lago and Cazenave 1979).
While numerous UV photographic follow-up investigations at
Pic-du-Midi and New Mexico State University Observatory confirmed the
4d retrograde result (Boyer and Camichel 1965, 1967; Boyer and Guerin
1966, 1969; Smith 1967; Scott and Reese 1972), concerns that the UV
large-scale markings were tracers of planetary waves rather than of
actual mass motion still remained (Young 1975).
As a historical note, Richardson's (1955) UV photographic study may
have given the markings on Venus seen by visual observers their first
foothold in reality. H.P. Squyres, an amateur astronomer from E1
Monte, California, had made detailed drawings of Venus' disk from blue
filter visual observations. His observations were, by chance, made
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simultaneously with Richardson's (which were still underway at Mr.
Wilson when Squyres appeared drawings in hand). Richardson found the
visual and UV photographic detail in clear agreement.
Furthermore, to specifically address whether the visually observed
markings had some basis in reality, W.K. Hartmann (1962) compared
simultaneous and independent observations made by members of the
Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers (ALPO). His conclusion;
"while strict agreement among observers is not often found, observers
frequently agree as to the general structure or pattern of the markings
over periods of several hours, and occasionally ... up to several
days". The study also implied visual and [IV photographic agreement
during periods of unusually prominent visual markings.
A3.3. SPECTROSCOPIC DETECTION OF ROTATION
Spectroscopic attempts to measure Venus' rotation in the reflected
solar spectrum were made as early as 1900 by A. Belopolsky. Observing
at Pulkovo Observatory in Russia, he reported a rotation period of less
than I d (Belopolsky 1900). Such investigations were recognized as
direct indicators of mass motion, while UV photographic techniques
assumed the markings were fixed in the atmosphere, that they had
reasonably long temporal stability, and that observer subjectivity
associated with photographic interpretation was minimal. Subsequent
more accurate spectroscopic investigations by V.M. Slipher (1903a,b;
Lowell 1903), St. John and Nicholson (1922, Ross 1928) and Richardson
(1958) yielded a period of two weeks or longer and weakly implied a
retrograde rotation.
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4dThe first spectroscopic detection of a retrograde rotation
period, consistent with the UV imaging results, was reported by B.
Guinot (1965, Boyer 1965) at Haute-Provence Observatory. Subsequent
work by Guinot and M. Feissel (1968) yielded a period of 4.3±0.4 d.
W.A. Traub and N.P. Carleton (1975, 1979), using the PEPSIOS
spectrometer on Mt. Hopkins, have provided additional confirmation and
the possible detection of a time varying component.
On a related note, M.J.S. Belton et al. have concluded from Mariner
I0 imaging that the large-scale UV markings are indeed planetary waves.
Their speed with respect to the atmospheric bulk motion is small
enough, 20-30 m/s upstream, that the early UV derived 4 d periodicities
were nearly correct (Belton et al. 1976a,b).
A3.4. RADIOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE CLOUD LAYER
In 1923, the first radiometric determination of Venus' temperature
by D.H. Menzel (1923), from water cell transmission measurements in the
8-13 _m band made at Lowell Observatory by W.W. Coblentz and C.O.
Lampland (1922), gave a rather uncertain disk averaged value of 323 K.
During the inferior conjunction of 1924, disk-resolved measurements by
E. Pettit and Nicholson (1924a,b, 1955) at Mr. Wilson yielded a
temperature of 250 K for the unilluminated portion of the disk. Most
striking was that the temperature appeared uniform over the entire
planet. There was also evidence from data taken before and after
inferior conjunction suggesting direct rotation. Coblentz and Lampland
(1924, 1925) at Lowell quickly confirmed the temperatures on the day
and night sides were virtually identical. F.E. Ross (1928) noted a
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uniform temperature was consistent with rapid planetary rotation as was
his observation of latitudinal bands in the UV.
Very precise radiometric measurements were made by W.M. Sinton and
J. Strong (1960) at Mt. Wilson and Mt. Palomar from 1952 to 1954. They
found a disk averaged temperature of 226 K with the night side only 2-3
K lower than the day side. With an assumed albedo of 0.78, and rapid
rotation, 226 K corresponded to Venus' expected blackbody temperature
(Mintz 1961). Consistent with these radiometric results, N.A. Kozyrev
(1954) at the Crimean Astrophysics Observatory had obtained an
integrated albedo of 0.80 in the 3800-6500 A band.
A3.5. RADAR OBSERVATIONS
Though not known with much more certainty than in 1610, by 1961 it
may have seemed that evidence for a rapid Venusian rotation was
mounting. The most detailed UV photographic study (Boyer and Camichel)
4 dindicated a retrograde rotation, though unconfirmed. Richardson's
spectroscopic evidence for a 14 d rotation was an order of magnitude
more accurate than Slipher's 1903 results - which Lowell used to
support solar-synchronicity. Finally, radiometric data obtained by
Sinton and Strong corroborated the 1924 measurements pointing to a
nearly uniform temperature planetwide, consistent with rapid rotation.
Yet all three means of scientific inquiry could not penetrate the
cloud-tops at 65 km altitude.
As investigations of the cloud-top rotation period, and by
inference, the solid planet rotation period seemed about to restore the
short period hypothesis, results of the first successful Venus radar
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echo experiments were being reported.
During the inferior conjunction of 1961, researchers at Cal Tech's
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, using the DeepSpace Instrumentation
Facility at Goldstone, and at MIT Lincoln Laboratory, using the
Millstone Hill Radar Observatory, both reported a very slow solid body
rotation (Victor and Stevens 1961, Pettengill et al. 1962), and
possibly retrograde, according to a subsequent MIT report (Smith 1963).
During the inferior conjunction of 1962 two independent JPL
measurementsyielded a retrograde rotation period of 250±40d with an
axis nearly perpendicular to the orbital plane (Carpenter 1964,
Goldstein 1964), while concurrent observations in the Soviet Union
established a 200-300d retrograde rotation period (Kotelnikov et al.
1963). Measurementsat sucessive inferior conjunctions yielded ever
more precise values with groups at Jodrell Bank, JPL and MIT/Cornell
reporting retrograde periods of i00-300d, 250±9d and 245.1±2d
respectively, for the inferior conjunction of 1964 (Ponsonbyet al.
1964, Goldstein 1965, Carpenter 1966, Dyce et al. 1967).
The turn of the century dichotomy was back in an exciting new form
a slow retrograde solid body rotation and a retrograde super-rotating
atmosphere. The confusion was best summedup by B.A. Smith (1967) who
wrote_ "the greatly different rotation periods.., are difficult to
reconcile with one another, for such would require a persistent and
widespread planetary wind system having speeds in excess of 300 km/hr
with respect to the solid surface; ... The study of the rotation of
Venus continues to produce inconsistencies."
This situation is today recognized as real. Still warranting what
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appears to be somead hoc theory to account for the retrograde solid
planet rotation (Lago and Cezenave 1979), Venus is as well an enigma
with regard to its atmospheric zonal super-rotation.
While Schiaparelli's dynamically appealing solar-synchronous lock
did not stand the test of time, an unexpected interaction does indeed
exist. Every inferior conjunction Venus presents the same face to
Earth-hound observers. Such a Venus-Earth lock dictates a sidereal
retrograde rotation period of 243.16 d. The true period's present best
value is 243.025 ±.006 d (Campbell 1989). Coupling the retrograde
rotation with the 224.7 d revolution period results in a I16.75 d Venus
solar day (Colin 1983).
A3.6. RADIOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS AT LONG WAVELENGTHS
During the inferior conjunction of 1956 researchers at the Naval
Research Laboratory observed Venus at 3.15 and 9.4 cm (Mayer et al.
1958, Mayer 1959). The two average brightness temperatures derived
from the 3.15 cm data, 620±Ii0 K and 560±73 K, were more than double
the 226 K cloud layer temperature obtained from the 8-13 _m radiometric
observations. The 9.4 cm data, though associated with a 50%
uncertainty, yielded average brightness temperatures of 430 K and 740 K.
Confirmation came during the inferior conjunction of 1958 with
NRL/Columbia reporting brightness temperatures of 518±50 K and 575±50 K
at 3.4 cm and 410±160 K at 8.6 mm (Alsop et al. 1958, Gibson and McEwan
1959, Mayer 1959). Whether the surface or ionosphere was associated
with these temperatures was unknown.
By 1961 there were three competing models:
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I) the hot ionosphere model proposed by D.E. Jones (1961, Sagan
et al. 1961),
2) the aeolosphere model proposed by E.J. Opik (1961), providing
for solar heating of high altitude dust with subsequent
heating of the surface through wind friction, and
3) the greenhouse effect, reintroduced by C. Sagan (1960, 1961,
1962) after it was first proposed for Venus by R. Wildt
(1940).
Presumably based on pioneering work by F.V. Very (1908) which
hypothesized a mechanism for heat entrapment by the Jovian atmospheres,
Wildt proposed an extensive CO 2 atmosphere on Venus could raise surface
temperature by 50 K over the expected blackbody value. Sagan generated
a far higher surface temperature (-600 K) by introducing a small water
vapor component (total H20 column density I-i0 g/cm 2) allowing
absorption longward of 20 _m. The clouds were thought composed of H20
ice crystals, and associated with the 8-13 _m temperatures. Assuming
an adiabatic lapse rate and a terrestrial partial pressure of N2, Sagan
(1960, 1961) obtained a surface pressure of 4 atmospheres.
Opik's aeolosphere model maintained the atmospheric aerosol
component through convective equilibrium. Yet convection, far more
efficient in transporting heat than the action of wind friction,
removed the need for the latter mechanism (Pollack 1969b).
Initial attempts to discriminate between the hot ionosphere and hot
surface models gave conflicting results. The former predicted limb
brightening and a larger planetary radius at centimeter wavelengths
while the latter, just the reverse. Experiments performed to measure
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these effects by Korol'kov et al. (1963) and Clark and Spencer (1964)
favored a hot surface and hot ionosphere model, respectively. In 1962,
brightness measurements made from Mariner 2 at 1.9 cm indicated limb
darkening. Yet, measurements at 1.35 cm failed to detect it, though
the latter data had five-fold poorer S/N (Barath et al. 1964).
Evidence for a hot surface began to mount with the detection of
10.6 cm polarization near Venus' limb by Kuz'min and Clark (1965) and
in situ measurements by the Venera 4 entry probe and Mariner 5 flyby,
both in 1967. Originally thought to have transmitted down to the
surface, the Venera 4 probe was apparently crushed at -26 km altitude,
reporting a final temperature of 544 K (Avduevsky et al. 1970, Sagan
and Pollack 1969). The Mariner 5 radio occultation measurements probed
down to the 5 bar (35 km) level (Sagan and Pollack 1969). Coupling the
probe results, Sagan and Pollack (1969) derived temperature and
pressure profiles yielding values of 750 K and 90 atmospheres (91.2
bar) when adiabatically extrapolated to the surface. Greenhouse models
assuming CO2, H20 and N 2 as IR opacity sources, water-ice clouds and an
H20 mixing ratio of 0.5% were found consistent with the derived
profiles (Pollack 1969b; see also Sagan 1969, Pollack 1969a). In 1969,
measurements by the Venera 5 and 6 entry probes down to -20 km altitude
confirmed the earlier probe results (Avduevsky et al. 1970), and in
1970 the first soft landing by Venera 7 directly indicated a surface
temperature and pressure of 747±20 K and 90±15 kg/cm 2 (88.2±14.7 bar)
(Avduevsky et al. 1971). The present values for the surface
temperature and pressure are 735±3 K and 90±2 bar (Colin 1983). It is
interesting to note Earth surface pressure is found 50 km above Venus'
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surface.
More recent one-dimensional radiative-convective equilibrium
greenhouse models have been developed by Pollack et al. (1980). Based
on Pioneer Venus Data, they include: C02, H20, SO2, CO and HCI as
gaseous sources of IR opacity, an aerosol opacity based on an 85% H2SO 4
cloud composition, the vertical distribution and size of cloud
particles, and the globally averaged solar net flux vertical profile
from the Pioneer Venus sounder probe. HCI and CO were found to be
minor sources of IR opacity (as was N 2 in the earlier work), their
omission inducing a <2% change in surface temperature.
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APPENDIX 4: HISTORICAL OBSERVATIONS OF PHASE-LOCKED STRUCTURE
This section's intent is to focus attention on one class of
visual observations reported 1896 to 1955, and indicating solar
phase-locked structure, whose reality may have been dismissed
prematurely. This structure, though never recorded photographically,
was until the mid-1960's seriously considered indicative of Venusian
atmospheric dynamics (see Mintz 1961, Cruikshank 1965). It was,
however, incompatible with a finally definitively established en masse
atmospheric super-rotation.
These early observations are of present interest due to a shared
symmetry with the IRHS-deduced Venusian lower thermospheric
circulation. A reconsideration of the circumstances surrounding these
early observations, the nature of the observed phase-locked structure,
and the historical arguments for and against its reality, is thus
warranted. If real, such structure points to a level of atmospheric
dynamical complexity as yet uninvestigated.
As the content and principal players in the following discussion
are clearly controversial, every effort has been made to provide a
balanced presentation.
A4.1. THE LOWELLIAN MARKINGS ON VENUS
It is little known that the Lowellian canals on Mars were less
controversial, regarding their reality, than the Venus observations
carried out at Flagstaff 1896-1903. Three months after observations
using Flagstaff's new 24-inch Alvan Clark refractor began, Percival
Lowell reported the discovery of Venusian markings whose solar
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phase-fixed appearancecorroborated Schiaparelli's 1890 claim of a
Venus I:I spin-orbit lock (Boston Transcript 1896). The spin axis was
found to be perpendicular to the orbital plane.
Jumping on the Schiaparelli bandwagon was not a problem - many
observers were (see Appendix 3) but the nature of Lowell's reported
markings was a source of much professional consternation particularly
for E. S. Holden, director of the Lick Observatory on Mt. Hamilton
(see, e.g., Holden 1897). Until Lowell's time, all who reported seeing
Venusian markings (including Schiaparelli) found them vague and
variable in form. Lowell, however, found a network of long and narrow
well-defined linear features apparently dark against the Venusian disk
(Lowell 1896a,b). While reminiscent of the Martian canals, Lowell
(1896b) stated:
"... unlike the finer markings on Mars, they have the appearance
of being natural, not artificial ... not only permanent, but
permanently visible" Earth atmospheric seeing permitting.
Lowell reasoned that the i:i spin-orhit lock, and small libration
about the Venus-Sun line, resulting from a nearly circular orbit, fixed
the terminator on the Venusian surface. It was Lowell (1896a) who then
first introduced the notion of subsolar-to-antisolar flow (see Chapter
2) stating that:
"[With the Sun-lit side of the planet] exposed in perpetuity to
the full blaze of the Venusian Sun, it would seem that a
funnel-like indraught of air from the darkside to the bright and
then an umbrella-like return of it, would be the depositing of
almost all water upon the unilluminated side where in the form of
ice it would substantially remain."
Lowell's model did not admit the possibility of cloud cover, thick or
otherwise (assuming an H20 aerosol), as was widely held by his
contemporaries. He attributed the brightness of the disk to an
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extensive yet transparent atmosphere. His were therefore surface
markings, having the appearanceof "ground or rock".
It is the arrangement of Lowell's markings that appeal to the
present heterodyne results. Figure A4.1 shows nine of Lowell's
drawings madeduring the August through November1896 observing period
(Lowell 1896b). The linear features radiate from a central point (the
radiant) very close to the subsolar point - a symmetry consistent with
subsolar-to-antisolar flow. Lowell used the five drawings associated
with October 15, spanning 5h (the last drawing should read 4h57m), to
indicate the phase-stationary character of the structure. A 24h
Venusian period would have rotated the structure through 75° (Lowell
1896a). Figure A4.2 contains five drawings by Lowell's assistant D.A.
Drew and three by Lowell, at nearly concurrent periods (Lowell 1896a).
Drawings acquired August through October 1896 were used to
construct a mapof Venus as shownin Figure A4.3 (Lowell 1986a,b).
East and west refer to the Venusian surface and not the observer's sky.
The central meridian passes through the subsolar point, 37° eastward of
the radiant. An absence of structure in the east was taken as
resulting from a poor viewing geometry. Superimposedon the radial
structure, or spokes as Lowell (1897c) called them, were linear
features forming a crude hub about the radiant. By February 1897, 227
drawings by various Flagstaff observers had been secured (Lowell
1897a).
Attempts by the astronomical community to see the Lowellian
markings met with failure. Holden, at Lick Observatory, publicly
stated such markings were due to either observer or instrument error,
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though the more vague features noted by Schiaparelli were easily
recoverable (Holden 1897, Hoyt 1976). The renowned E.E. Barnard (1901)
at Lick was unable to discern anything beyond large dusky spots whose
permanence he questioned. Privately, in an 1897 letter to A.E.
Douglass at Flagstaff, Holden wrote (Hoyt 1976):
"I have been rather skeptical, as you know, about the markings
on Venus, and I still am ...
How do you personally explain [E.E.] Barnard_s and [J.M.]
Schaeberle_s and my inability to see any of your class of markings
on Venus? Barnard and Schaeberle are skilled observers. I began
to observe Venus in 1873 and missed no chance for several years.
Not once, as far as I know, have any of us suspected your class
of markings."
The charges did not go unanswered. Alvan Clark defended the
Flagstaff 24-inch as being of the same quality as the 36-inch at Lick
(Hoyt 1976). Clark built both telescopes. Tests performed to
vindicate the 24-inch were reported by Douglass (1898a,b), while newly
acquired independent and concurrent drawings made by Douglass and Drew
were found consistent in detail. Figure A4.4 provides three drawings
of Venus indicating, respectively: i) the detail common to all of
Douglass _ observations April 1898, 2) a typical observation by Douglass
and, 3) a concurrent observation by Drew.
Beyond the claimed exceptional seeing at Flagstaff, Lowell
summarized his view of the controversy as follows:
"By a sensitive eye is designated one which is peculiarly
susceptible to the action of light. This eye has the quality to
perceive faint luminous effects or distinguish delicate differences
of illumination.
On the other hand what is called an acute eye is one
particularly perceptive to form. Definition plays with it the like
part that illumination plays with the other. The trait is what is
commonly known as keenness of sight ..o This, then, is the eye
necessary to planetary work. What to the sensitive eye appears as
a confused and blurred mass is by the acute eye resolved into its
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constituent parts. That the detail thus deciphered should to the
possessor of the sensitive eye seemillusory is a matter of most
natural wonder for not only is he incapable of perceiving it
himself but has been led to credit himself with an eye superior to
most people, and therefore to be believed against others'
assertions (Hoyt 1976)."
In 1902, after four years of illness, Lowell reassessed his views
concerning the spokes in a short note to As_ronomiche NachriohEen
(Lowell 1902). He became convinced that during the progression of the
Venusian phase cycle, the radiant moved so as to maintain itself at the
center of the disk (see Figs. A4.1 and A4.2). He now considered the
spokes a physiological-induced effect.
In yet another change of opinion, Lowell (1904a,b) claimed
careful observations, conducted February through July 1903, had
reaffirmed his original belief that the spokes were real (Figure A4.5).
Structure was found most defined near disk center - ever more of it
revealed during the phase cycle as new portions of the Sun-lit
hemisphere passed across the center of the disk. Lowell then
considered but rejected an atmospheric source for the spokes due to
their apparent permanence.
Lowell's apparently last published reference to the spokes
(Lowell 1914) states observations westward of the Sun (up to 8 °
elongation) showed the spoke system to characterize the entire Sun-lit
hemisphere.
Lowell's reasoning concerning the dynamics of the Venusian
atmosphere was sound. Yet, Lowell afforded the spokes (ascribed by him
to the surface) and his model subsolar-antisolar circulation the same
axial symmetry. Clearly, a coherent picture warranted associating the
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spokes with the atmosphere or hypothesizing a ground/wind interaction.
Lowell's (1910) solution - dust storms raised by the low-level
antisolar-to-subsolar return branch were directed into streams by
Venusian topography thereby creating the spokes (see also Maxwell
1916). Whythe radiant was displaced westward of the subsolar point
was not addressed.
A4.2. THEMODERNRESURRECTIONFTHELOWELLIANMARKINGS
A controversial and muchpublicized observation is sure to be
followed by claims of "I see it too", as was the case with the spokes
(see Maxwell 1916, Wilson 1916, 1917, Seagrave 1919). Yet a number of
independent observers resurrected a variant of the Lowellian spoke
system more consistent with the diffuse nature of visual features
observed historically.
J. Camus (1932a), Director of the Soci_t_ Astronomique de France,
published a set of sixteen drawings secured from visual observations
made April 30 to September 3, 1930 (between superior conjunction and
maximum eastern elongation). A spoke system was clearly evident and
persisted until approximately mid-July (38 ° eastern elongation).
Unlike the narrow linear features reported by Lowell, Camus' spokes
were diffuse. Nine of the sixteen drawings are shown in the upper
plate of Figure A4.6. North is to the bottom. An additional set of
drawings (Camus 1932b), acquired February to March 1932 near maximum
eastern elongation, is shown in the lower plate of Figure A4.6. North
is to the top.
A. Dollfus began visual observations of Venus at Pic du Midi
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Observatory in 1943 (Dollfus 1953). Low contrast ill-defined features
were evident. Dollfus attributed their poor definition to the strong
limb-to-terminator gradient in brightness (Dollfus 1961). The features
were found to be variable, with the disk sometimes featureless and
at other times associated with considerable detail. It was not
uncommon for specific features to maintain their location from one day
to the next, or conversely, disappear completely.
Approximately I00 drawings were made from visual observations
with a 60 cm refractor, March 1948 through August 1953 (Dollfus 1955,
1961). Drawings secured over the course of two to three weeks
(characterized by nearly constant Venusian phase) were superimposed by
first transfering each to a transparency and then stacking. The
resulting composite accentuated features the drawings had in common.
This technique de-emphasized time variable structure and allowed
permanent or semi-permanent features to stand out.
The upper half of Figure A4.7 provides five Venus composites, and
their mean observation dates, characterizing different epochs in the
maximum western to maximum eastern elongation portion of the phase
cycle. North is to the bottom. Each composite was produced from eight
to ten individual drawings. Phase-locked structure showing a diffuse
spoke system is clearly evident. An individual drawing was found to
depart from its associated composite by lacking specific, or even large
regions of structure.
Dollfus constructed the map (planisphere) shown in the lower half
of Figure A4.7 from the five different composites. North is to the
bottom. The horizontal axis is aligned with the orbital plane. The
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grid center locates the mean subsolar point, and the concentric grid
circles define solar zenith angles of 30 °, 60 ° and 90 ° . Consistent
with Lowell's spokes, a hub is evident encircling the radiant at a
distance of -50 ° . The radiant appears displaced slightly westward with
respect to the subsolar point.
Photographic studies of Venus in visible light were begun at the
Pic in 1942 by Ho Camichel. Few plates showed structure. Dollfus'
(1953, 1961) explanation - superposition of low contrast features onto
a strong limb-to-terminator gradient results in only small
perturbations of the isophotes. Gradient subtraction, allowing closure
of the isophotes around low contrast features, was considered necessary
to bring out the photographic detail. After applying a gradient
subtraction technique, involving stacking of 15 to 20 plates (obtained
nearly simultaneously at least for the published examples), the
resulting photographic composite invariably showed structure in good
agreement with individual drawings derived from concurrent visual
observations (Dollfus 1955). Figure A4.8 (Dollfus 1955) provides a
comparison between blue light photographic composites (right column)
and drawings derived from concurrent visual observations (left column),
August to September 1946. Note the striking similarity between the
photographic composite of August 30 and the drawings of August 31 and
September 6. Compare these with Figure A4.9 showing selected drawings
by A. Mascari (1896) in 1892-3 and G. Mottoni (1926) in 1921.
If a definitive spoke pattern was to be obtained, the
photographic composites should have been derived from plates spanning
many days, as were the visual observation composites of Figure A4.7.
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Probably more significant, the photographic composites were made at
phases near maximum elongation (at least those published). As in the
upper plate of Figure A4.7, structure evident during such phases did
not definitively establish a spoke pattern. Clearly a phase near
superior conjunction was needed.
Dollfus attributed the spokes to either surface topography or a
topography-forced low-level cloud distribution. The observed
variability was associated with transient high altitude clouds in rapid
motion or undergoing large-scale formation/dissolution above the spoke
system. Why such an axisymmetric pattern (the spokes) should
characterize the Venusian surface and why it was aligned with the
subsolar-antisolar axis was not explained.
Two sets of UV photographs were made by Dollfus in 1948 and
Camichel in 1953. Agreement was found between UV-bright regions and
regions of high albedo seen visually (attributed by Dollfus to the high
altitude clouds), but there was no indication of the spoke system
(Dollfus 1961).
A lively debate concerning the Lowellian markings may be found in
Strolling Astronomer 1955-56. Prior to publication of Dollfus'
planisphere, R.M. Baum (1952, see Bartlett 1955) claimed to have
recovered Lowell's spokes. P. Moore (1955), a long time observer and
unconvinced, countered by reviewing the nondetections by such notables
as E.E. Barnard. Interestingly, both Baum and Moore had their color
sensitivity tested in a 1953 experiment (Baum 1955). Baum had far
better sensitivity blueward. Note it was structure in Dollfus' blue
light photographs that correlated with visual drawings.
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The upper plate of Figure A4.10 (Bartlett 1955) is a drawing made
by Baum, April 21, 1951, with spokes labelled i-i0. The least defined
spoke, between 7 and 8, has not been labelled. The lower plate is
Dollfus' later published planisphere. Note the correlation between the
spokes. Note specifically: i) spoke I0 does not intercept the limb in
either drawing, ii) the linear "hub" feature, connecting spokes 3, 4
and 5 on Baum's drawing, is clearly defined on the planisphere, and
iii) Baum's poorly defined spoke is absent on the planisphere.
Observations by Baum and Dollfus were made during the same period.
In conclusion, however, there still exists no definitive
photographic evidence, in any bandpass, for a spoke-like pattern in the
Venusian atmosphere.
The correlation found between: i) independent visual observations
(Hartmann 1962, see Appendix 3), and ii) visual observations and blue
light photographic composites (Dollfus 1955), speak to the reality of
visually observed structure. The lesser correlation between visual
observations and UV photographs (Dollfus 1961, Hartmann 1962) might
indicate sampling at different atmospheric levels.
A4.3. THE LOWELLIAN MARKINGS AND THE HETERODYNE RESULTS - A POSSIBLE
CONNECTION
The facts as they stand:
i) The cloud decks and below (<65 km altitude) are
characterized by a definitively established super-rotation
whose effect would be to rapidly disrupt any phase-locked
structure. This zonal circulation is dramatically apparent
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in UV imaging. Visual photographs show only vague
structure.
ii) The atmosphere at 109 km altitude is characterized by a
phase-locked subsolar-antisolar circulation with a small
zonal component.
Consider the possibility that the Lowellian markings are real and
atmospheric. Instead of Dollfus' low level source for the spokes and
upper level atmospheric veil in rapid motion, assume the reverse.
Identify the spoke system with subsolar-antisolar flow whose
effect is to concentrate some gaseous or aerosol absorber along
specific radial trajectories (a mechanism will be discussed below).
As phase-locked structure is not immediately evident in UV imaging,
such an absorber must have a small optical depth in the UV. The strong
spatial and temporal variability in cloud-deck UV albedo would then
overwhelm any phase-locked structure impressed upon the reflected solar
radiation.
In the visible, however, a non-zero absorber optical depth, and
uniform cloud deck albedo (unlike the UV), would yield a spoke system
superimposed against a smooth background gradient. If the reflected
visible radiation carries some trace of the cloud circulation, then
visible observations would be characterized by a permanent (or
semipermanent) phase-locked spoke system superimposed on a time
variable background - consistent with observation. Put in a historical
context, elements necessary for observers to claim either a rapid
rotation or a I:I spin-orbit lock would therefore be present (see
Appendix 3).
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A radiant position westward of the subsolar point, as reported by
a number of observers (see Figs. A4.3, A4.6, A4.7), might be indicative
of a zonal componentassociated with the spoke generation region. (It
is interesting that a radiant eastward of the subsolar point is
noticeably absent in the literature.) Consistent with this
interpretation there is now evidence for a superposition of zonal and
subsolar-antisolar flow from 80 to 120 km altitude (see Fig. 9.1).
Assuming the dark spokes to be tracers of atmospheric dynamics,
they may delineate individual convection cells within a more
generalized subsolar-to-antisolar flow. Based on Dollfus' planisphere,
just such a model was proposed by Y. Mintz (1961), and is shown in
Figure A4.11. It represents one dynamical interpretation of the
observations, based on then knowncharacteristics of terrestrial
dynamics as applied to a slowly rotating planet. Whether such an
interpretation was indeed dynamically possible was not addressed.
Mintz had in mind a global hydrocarbon ocean, as proposed by
Hoyle (1955), or equivalently, a water ocean with a hydrocarbon surface
layer. A thin layer of high albedo hydrocarbon fog was located above
the ocean. While Mintz did not argue specifically for cyclonic or
anticyclonic cells, for illustration, he chose the latter. The fog
layer was dissipated within the intracell shear zones causing a darker
appearance, hence the spokes. The banded appearanceof Venus in the UV
was thought due to zonal circulation of high altitude CO2 cirrus
clouds. (Note the subrotating equatorial region.)
Mintz's Venus was not to be, yet the concept of a multicellular
subsolar-to-antisolar flow might still be workable. The Lowellian
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spokes, if convection cell boundaries, maycharacterize either the
upper or lower branch of a SS-AScell. If dust-loading is responsible
for the albedo variation, the spokes would need to be located at lower
levels. Yet spoke generation in the 70-80 km region (if the Betz
reinterpretation holds true) seemsunlikely due to the dominant
super-rotation.
The lower thermospheric heterodyne results (this work) do not
support multicellular circulation at -109 km altitude if such
circulation warrants significant antisolar-to-subsolar flow between
cells. The derived wind field is very compatible with a single SS-AS
cell. However, in the 80-90 km range, zonal winds at the ~50 (?) m/s
level might be introduced, possibly inducing multicellular (as opposed
to unicellular) SS-AScirculation. At higher levels (90-120 km), a
reduced zonal flow might be conducive to single cell SS-AScirculation.
Multicellular SS-AScirculation might result from long-term
variation of the wind field, and thus maynot be a long-lived
phenomenon. Coordinated observations of Venus by the Association of
Lunar and Planetary Observers (ALPO), were made-1960-72. During this
period Cruikshank (1965) reported a decreasing frequency of observations
showing radial structure. For the eastern apparition of 1960-61, 213
drawings were secured, with 79 indicating radial structure. For the
1963-64 eastern apparition, only 19 of 315 drawings, and by the 1971-72
eastern apparition, <14 of 105 drawings showedsuch structure
(Cruikshank 1965, Benton 1975). Oneof many interpretations is a
waning of whatever mechanismmight generate the spokes. An admittedly
more plausible explanation ° observations of radial structure fell from
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grace as UV-observed zonal super-rotation became ever more established.
Super-rotation was not commensurate with phase-locked structure.
Venusian atmospheric SO 2 has suffered a tenfold decline from 1978
to 1983 (Prinn and Fegley 1987). Esposito (1984) has suggested
volcanic atmospheric injection of S02, followed by decreasing SO 2
concentrations, is responsible. An absorber causing a circulation
induced radial pattern might be equally affected. In addition, a
deeply penetrating (down to ~75 km alt.) subsolar-antisolar cell could
provide a mechanism for carrying newly injected gases to higher
altitudes. There is, however, no conclusive evidence of Venusian
vulcanism (Taylor and Cloutier 1986a,b).
The purpose of this discussion was not to convince the reader
Lowellian markings are real, but that they are curiously consistent
with observed dynamical symmetry. Clearly, a search for these features
using verifiable means is now warranted.
In closing, the reality of the spokes was considered plausible in
1965, when D.P. Cruikshank (1965) wrote:
"... the radial circulation pattern may prove to be real
at least in certain levels of the Venus atmosphere."
Thus, the curious story of the Lowellian markings on Venus did not die
with Lowell. As Lowell put it:
"It is merely a question of time when [the Venusian
markings] and their consequences shall be generally
recognized" (Lowell 1897b).
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS
ALPO
AMUX
AS
BEAM
BEAMINT
BFI
BF2
BNMS
CM
DMUX
DRM
DSB
DVLB I
DVM
EUV
FOV
FTS
FWHM
GSFC
HPBW
HPW
Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers
analog multiplexer
antisolar point
Bougher et al. (1986) 2-D hydrodynamical model
computer program for modelling observed line of sight
beam-integrated wind velocities
coordinate system centered on Venus' barycenter, co-rotating
with the subsolar-antisolar axis (solar-fixed)
coordinate system centered on Venus' baricenter, fixed to
the Earth-Venus line
Pioner Venus Multiprobe Bus Neutral Mass Spectrometer
circulation model
digital multiplexer
Dickinson and Ridley (1977) 2-D hydrodynamical model
double sideband
differential very long baseline interferometry
digital voltmeter
extreme ultraviolet
field-of-view
Fourier transform spectrometer
full width at half maximum
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
half power beam width
half power width
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HRB
HWHM
IAU
i.d.
IF
IRHS
IRIS
IRTF
IRTM
KPNO
LAS
LDC
LDSS
LO
LRB
LVT
NP
NWPM
OAD
OCPP
o.d.
OIR
ONMS
orb
PLOTOBS
high resolution filterbank
half width at half maximum
International Astronomical Union
inner diameter
intermediate frequency
infrared heterodyne spectroscopy (spectrometer)
Voyager Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer
NASA Infrared Telescope Facility
Viking Infrared Thermal Mapper
Kitt Peak National Observatory
Pioneer Venus Large Probe Atmospheric Structure Experiment
Lamb dip cell
Lamb dip stabilization system
local oscillator
low resolution filterbank
Local Venus Time
north pole
Numerical Weather Prediction Model
Pioneer Venus Orbiter Atmospheric Drag Experiment
Pioneer Venus Orbiter Cloud Photopolarimeter
outer diameter
Pioneer Venus Orbiter Infrared Radiometer
Pioneer Venus Orbiter Neutral Mass Spectrometer
Pioneer Venus Orbiter Radio Occultation Experiment
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